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A UNITY HYPOTHESIS FOR THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN KHOESAN 

LANGUAGES. Abstract. 

The study demonstrates for the first time the probable genetic unity of the KHOE, JU and 

! UJ -T AA groups of southern African Khoesan, by means of the first full-scale application of 

a conventional comparative approach. 

It is shown in the first stage that there are repeated cross-SAK resemblances in the 

morphology of those verbs most frequently enlisted for grammatical purposes in the context 

of multi-verb constructions; and that these languages furthermore display multiple 

similarities 'horizontally' across their specifier systems. where the resemblances are often 

also visible 'vertically', i.e. down the lists of possible exponents. These structural affinities 

are sufficiently thoroughgoing to warrant a working surmise that the SAK languages might 

be genetically related. 

In the second stage, cross-SAK comparative material from various sources is presented in the 

form of arrays. The tabulations reveal a range of repeating alternations involving the basic 

positional click types, with some associated patternings of the possible click 

'accompaniments'. The fact that the alternations are iterated and do not necessarily involve 

identities makes it more likely, when combined with the weight of the structural evidence, 

that the items in the comparative series are inherited than borrowed. 

Lastly, preliminary suggestions are made concerning a proto-inventory for the hypothetical 

ancestral language, as well as the probable shape of a basic stem pattern: and mechanisms 

are sketched whereby some of the presently seen clicks could have emerged from 

conventional non-click underliers. The model has considerable explanatory potential, in that 

it provides a natural explanation for the Back Vowel Constraint, and can moreover account 

economically not only for the emergence of clicks from a simple inventory of conventional 

underliers - as well as some of the alternation patterns they participate in - but also for some 

of the click accompaniments and the patterns of 'quirky' alternations these display in 

comparative series. 

Menan du Plessis. August 2009. 
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Abbroeviations used in the text. 

AI 

Applic 

Assocpl 

BEN 

Caus 

Cl. 

alienable 

applicative 

associative plural 

benefactive 

causative 

noun class (in the context of Bantu glosses). Numbers after this 

symbol indicate the specific class as per the Bleek-Meinhof system. 

DEMprox demonstrative pronoun (proximal) 

Ext (verb) extension (verb) extension 

Fern 

Fut 

Impfv 

Inal 

Instr 

IRR 

NEGimp 

PASS 

PEK 

Perf 

PK 

PKK 

PKalK 

PI 

PI Redupl 

PossPRO 

POT 

PRO 

PROI stplExcl 

PR03rdlsg 

PWK 

RelPROIsg 

ResumPROlsg 

Recip 

feminine 

future 

imperfective 

inalienable 

instrumental 

irrealis 

negative imperative 

passIve 

Proto-Eastern Kalahari KHOR (= Vossen's 'Proto-Ost-Khoe') 

perfect 

Proto-KHOE 

Proto-Khoekhoe KHOE 

Proto-Kalahari KHOE (= Vossen's 'Proto-Nicht-Khoekhoe') 

plural 

plural (reduplicated) 

possessIve pronoun 

potential 

pronoun 

Pronoun (Ist person plural- exclusive) 

Pronoun (third person gender I singular) 

Proto-Western Kalahari KHOE (= Vossen's 'Proto-West-Khoe') 

relative pronoun (gender I singular) 

resurnptive pronoun (gender I singular) 

reciprocal 
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Subjunct 

SupplPI 

TA 

V 

1 stsg 

3rdmsg 

subjunctive 

suppletive plural 

morpheme expressive oftense or aspect 

verb 

First person singular 

third person masculine singular 
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A note on Bantu languages referred to in the text. 

Various Bantu languages are referred to in the course of the work, and the specific relevance 

or purpose of such allusions is explained each time in the appropriate context. Not only are 

the structures of these Khoesan-neighbouring languages far better studied and more widely 

familiar than those of the Khoesan languages, but the Bantu languages also have certain 

typological features - such as their use of multi verb constructions - in common with the 

latter. This means that Bantu languages occasionally serve as a useful point of reference: III 

some cases they provide appropriate analogies; while in other cases, reflection on processes 

kno\'m to operate in them may cast valuable light on phenomena seen in Khoesan languages. 

All Bantu languages mentioned in this English-medium work are referred to by their 

conventional English names (i.e. without the hypercorrect inclusion of the prefix still 

occasionally seen in the work of some writers). Most of the Bantu languages mentioned in 

the context of the present study are either from south-western regions (Zones K and R) or the 

south (Zone S), which means that indication of their Guthrie numbers would not be greatly 

informative. These distributionally based labels in any case do not imply any genetic 

classification, but have a cataloguing value only. All Proto-Bantu forms cited are from the 

3rd Ten'uren Series, Bantu Lexical Reconstructions 3, as last updated 2005 by the editors, 

Yyvonne Bastin and Thilo C. Schadeberg. 
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A note on the fonts used for the phonetic symbols. 

Two different fonts are used for the click symbols in this work, with the bilabial and dental 

clicks being represented by symbols from Doulos SIL, and the remainder by symbols from 

Arial Unicode MS. While this lack of consistency may cause purists to frown, the decision is 

based on a practical need for legibility. The symbols for the five basic clicks in each of the 

two fonts are compared below, using example words from !xoo. 

Comparison of click symbols in two different fonts. 

Example gloss click Arial Unicode MS Doulos SIL 

12 10 

'child, son [sg, al]' bilabial 0CLaa 0CLaa oqWi 

'rub on. smear' dental Iguhm \glihm IgUhrn 

'shoot [pI]' lateral alveolar IInum IInum Inurn 

'shave' palato-alveolar hum fxum fwrn 

'snail' (post)alveolar !qhan !qhan !qhan 

As the illustrations reveal, the small size of the symbol provided for the bilabial click in Arial 

Unicode MS makes it open to misinterpretation as '0'; while the symbol for the dental click 

in this font is easily mistaken for '1'. Conversely, the symbols for the palato-alveolar and 

lateral alveolar clicks in Doulos SIL are not as clear as those available in Arial Unicode MS. 

particularly when font size is set below 12 (as sho\\ln} 

An additional note that may conveniently be made here is that - similarly in the interest of 

greater legibility - all examples of Khoesan data provided in figures or tables are shown in 

non-italicized form. Khoesan and other non-English words used in the body of the text are 

italicized, however, so as to distinguish them from glosses, which are then indicated by 

single quotation marks. 
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Summary of the work. 

INTRODUCTORY SECTIONS. 

Chapter 1. Introduction. 

The overall aims and guiding principles of the study are set out. This is followed by a brief 

overview of the southern African Khoesan (SAK) languages, with an indication of the 

various groupings. Relevant features of the SAK languages are described, with tables to 

indicate associated symbols; and sources of data are listed. A short statement is given of 

respects in which the languages differ from one another; followed by a summary of 

properties they share not only with each other, but also with other African languages. 

Chapter II. Methodology, and a few other preliminaries. 

The main elements of the methodology used in this work are set out, so as to provide the 

contextualizing backdrop for the review in the following chapter (of the few comparative 

studies and related analysis previously undertaken). The demonstration of relatedness will 

involve a classical two stage process: the first stage will show structural affinities that 

establish the grounds for a working hypothesis of unity; and the second will attempt to offer 

corroboration by (a) demonstrating repeating patterns of phonetic alternations, and (b) 

showing the feasibility of projecting hypothetical common structures. 

These notes are followed by a section that anticipates the counter-proposal of a borrowing 

scenario. The section is needed in order to address an approach prevalent in the field of 

Khoesan linguistics, currently dominated by 'Splitters'. 

Chapter III. Literature survey. Pt 1: SPLITTERS. Linguistic arguments traditionally 

raised to support a premise of absolute prior difference between KHOE and the other SAK 

languages. 

The first part of the chapter considers various typological differences that might suggest the 

existence of an absolute dichotomy between the KHOE and 'non-KHOE' groups ofSAK 

languages. Crosslinguistic examples are adduced to support an argument that there is not one 

major difference that could not coexist within an ultimately integrated framework. It may 

well be the case that the two groups broadly definable as KHOE and 'non-KHOE' are only 
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distantly related: but there appear to be no good grounds for an absolute assertion that they 

cannot be related at all. 

In the second part of the chapter, it is shown that there is still little compelling evidence for 

hypotheses that propose to link just the KHOE group of languages (as a distinct set) with 

languages found further north in Mrica, such as one or both of the east Mrican isolates, 

Hadza and Sandawe. A final note explains why the Angolan isolate, Kwadi, is excluded 

from the study. 

Chapter III. Literature survey. Pt 2: LUMPERS. Previous comparative work on the SAK 

languages, and related studies. 

No full-scale conventional comparative study of the southern Mrican Khoesan languages has 

previously been attempted. This chapter discusses Traill's collection (l986b) of potentially 

cognate lexical items with a cross-SAK distribution; and Honken's account of 

correspondence types based mainly on JU-T AA comparative material. 

The chapter also examines the theory put forward by Traill and Vossen (1997) to account for 

certain cross-SAK patterns involving clicks and non-click consonants in alternation. This is 

followed by a brief illustration of the consequences of accepting the implications of a 'click 

loss model', thus rounding off the survey with discussion of one last methodological issue. 

STAGE I: ESTABLISHING THE BASIS FOR THE WORKING HYPOTHESIS. 

Chapter IV. Cross-SAK similarities involving multi- and serial verb constructions (or 

their grammaticalized outcomes). 

The chapter outlines Aikhenvald's typological framework for the discussion for serial verb 

constructions, and then shows how its concepts may be extended to cover the more general 

category of multi-verb constructions. The various roles of multi-verb constructions in 

Khoesan languages are described and illustrated, first for the JU and !UI- T AA languages, 

and then for the KHOE languages. In the course of these accounts, multiple instances are 

noted across the SAK spectrum of morphologically similar verbs being enlisted for similar 

grammatical purposes - so as to suggest the strongly likelihood of a unity that involves (1) 
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the JV and !VI-T AA languages as an entity, and (2) the SAK languages as a whole. The 

Tables at the end present these shared grammatical stems. 

Chapter V. Cross-SAK similarities in the sub-systems of specifiers. 

The first two sections discuss certain typological differences between the KHOE languages 

and those of the JV and !UI-TAA groups, in respect of the organization of their specifiers 

within the noun phrase; and the kinds of constructions specifiers are associated with. The 

last section focuses on particular uses of specifiers - and other morphemes - in delineating 

information structure, e.g. through 'discourse deixis'; or through the characterization of an 

argument in terms of singleness, uniqueness, or identity. The section concludes with a set of 

Tables that reveal cross-SAK similarities in morphology throughout the subsystems of 

deictic, quantifying and descriptive specifiers. This further evidence of cross-SAK structural 

affinities strengthens the preliminary case for a likely unity of not only the JV and !UI-TAA 

languages, but also of the latter collectively and the KHOE languages. 

STAGE II: CORROBORATING THE HYPOTHESIS. 

Chapter VI. Presentation of correspondences, and discussion of their implications for 

eventual reconstruction. 

Patterns of repeatedly sirnilar alternations are shown for stem-initial segments across the 

SAK spectrum. The tabulated patterns are discussed, and various difficulties presented by 

the data are identified - in particular concerning patterns involving the click 

'accompaniments' . 

Appendix. 

Preliminary suggestions are made concerning the likely shape of the basic underlying stem 

as it might have been found in an ancestral form of' common southern African Khoesan'. A 

model is then presented in which the clicks can be accounted for as emergent segments, 

precipitated by a multi-factorial combination of processes. This model is seen to offer in 

addition an explanation for the Back Vowel Constraint. An example of a likely click 

underlier is then proposed as the kind of member that should be projected for the inventory of 

proto-segments in the 'remote common ancestor' of the SAK languages, on the basis of 
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specific cases where clicks are known to have have emerged. Even this small example case 

has the potential to explain systematically some of the patterns of alternations involving 

positional click types in cross-SAK comparative series. Specific examples of reconstructed 

words that might include this segment as their initial are seen to account simultaneously for 

some of the characterizations (i.e. feature specifications) of clicks, while also permitting 

systematic explanation for several of the patterns in which these 'accompaniments' 

participate in cross-SAK comparative series. A fmal sub-section elaborates on the potential 

of the proposed underlier and stem pattern to account for some of the click characterizations 

associated with voiceless nasal airflow, as well as the 'quirky' patterns of alternation they 

reveal in comparative series. 
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CHAPTER I. Introduction. 

Chapter synopsis. 

The overall aims and guiding principles of the study are set out. This is followed by 
a brief overview of the southern Mrican Khoesan (SAK) languages, with an 
indication of the various groupings. Relevant features of the SAK languages are 
described, with tables to indicate associated symbols; and sources of data are 
listed. A short statement is given of respects in which the languages differ from 
one another; followed by a summary of properties they share not only with each 
other, but also with other African languages. 

1.1. General introduction. 

Since the present study is comparative in nature, it is essentially a work of synthesis. While 

it endeavours to bring a new coherence to the field, it inevitably relies heavily on data and 

other information previously collected by a small and faithful band of great past and 

present scholars working in association with patient consultants. This inherited body of 

knowledge and scholarship is received with gratitude and respect. 

The Khoesan languages themselves are equally deserving of respect, in terms of the 

academic approaches brought to bear in studying them. It is, of course, a cardinal principle 

of modem linguistics that all human languages should be studied in terms of standard 

methodologies, guided by conventional rules of procedure. The principle of adhering to a 

conservative approach should probably be observed all the more strongly in the case of 

languages, such as the Khoesan languages, where there is not a long history of 

documentation overall, where individual languages are often only sparsely recorded, and 

where the available material may not have received wide attention from linguists. 

The present comparative study of the southern Mrican Khoesan languages embodies an 

attempt to uphold this principle of conservative approach. This means, amongst other 

things, that: 

i. The demonstration of linguistic relatedness is based on the classic method (as will be 

outlined in more detail in the next chapter). 
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ii. The study aims to offer the simplest model that will account comprehensively for the 

observed facts. The criterion of comprehensivity rules out omitting parts of the evidence 

because such facts might contradict pre-existing (but questionable) explanatory scenarios. 

iii. Non-linguistic considerations are not admitted as part of any premise on which the 

linguistic arguments rest. This criterion of 'linguistic considerations only' rules out 

reference to perceived cultural or 'ethnic' differences as a significant factor; and also 

rules out the use of popular (but unscientifically established) notions, such as 'ancientness' 

of clicks, as unexamined axioms. 

To expand briefly on the last point, it is a principle of modem linguistics, established by 

Greenberg (e.g.1973: 1), that consideration of supposed biological 'otherness' can play no 

part in the determining of linguistic relatedness ( or difference). As he stated: 

, ... only linguistic evidence is relevant in drawing conclusions about classification. 

This last is so self-evident when stated that it would seem unnecessary. In fact, 

disregard of this principle is very common and a subtle source of errors in 

classification in Africa and elsewhere .... ' 

It is worth recalling that Greenberg arrived at his principle directly through his work on the 

classification of Mrican languages, and in particular through his efforts to dismantle the 

pseudo-grouping set up as a result of the unfortunate Hamitic fallacy, in which Namibian 

Khoekhoe (or Nama, then sometimes also still referred to as 'Hottentot') was placed in the 

same grouping as a wide range of disparate north African languages. 

As for notions of 'ancientness', firstly as applied to the clicks, it might plausibly be argued 

that such highly unusual and cross-linguistically rare speech sounds are more likely than 

not to be innovations - possibly even relatively recent ones. There is no reason to exclude 

the possibility that the structural divergences that have come to distinguish the different 

groupings of the modem SAK languages might have occurred independently, i.e. in a 

series of events long preceding a separate phenomenon of click emergence in the region. 

The 'ancient' status often attributed to the Khoesan languages themselves is equally 

without any linguistic warrant, or even meaning. (It has been suggested by one linguist 

(Nichols 1996) that, given the inevitability of language change over time, involving such 

aspects as reorganization, grammaticalization, and gradual attrition of morphemes, the 
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formally discernible integrity of any lineage might not extend beyond approximately 8000 

years.) The specific notion of Khoesan ancientness seems to have arisen through an 

irrational linkage between the 'ancient' lifestyle supposedly preserved by modem hunter

gatherer communities still in situ in the region - and the diverse languages they happen to 

speak. This idea is sometimes accompanied by an evident belief that Khoesan languages 

have managed to behave unlike any others in never changing over time. Muddled thinking 

of this kind has occasionally led to absurd suggestions that study of the Khoesan varieties, 

conceived of as 'fossils' oflanguage in some still primordial state, might even give us 

clues to the very origins of human language. In reality - apart from their clicks - the 

general characteristics of the SAK languages are for the most part rather ordinary, and 

even seem familiar when looked at (as they should be) in the context of other African 

languages. 

1.2. Brief preliminary overview of the southern African Khoesan languages. 

F or reasons that will become clearer in the course of later discussion, the present study 

focuses only on the major groupings of southern African Khoesan, which are (or 

previously were) found mainly in Angola, Namibia, Botswana and South Africa, with a 

small presence in neighbouring countries. These languages (many of them now sadly 

extinct) may be broadly divided into the KHOE languages (Fig. 1) and the 'non-KHOE' 

groups of JU and ! UI-T AA (Fig. 2). The following brief overview is offered solely for 

purposes of preliminary orientation. 

Fig. 1.1. The KHOE languages. (Based on information in Vossen 1997.) [t > extinct] 

KHOE 

--------- -----------KHOEKHOE KALAHARI ---- ------western KaIKHOE eastern KalKHOE 

Khoekhoegowab: 
(N arna, Dama, etc.) 

KXOE: Buga-Khwe, 

IIAni-Khwe 

SHUA: Ts'ixa, Danisi, 

tDeti, Cara, IXaise 

!Ora ('Korana') 

t17th C Cape 
Khoekhoe, 
tHouteniqua 
tGonaqua 

NARO: Naro (CIl) 

IlANA: [UAna, tHaba 

TSHWA: Cua, Kua, Tsua 
(CI?) 
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Notes to Fig. 1.1: 

i. As shown, KHOE has two major branches: the KHOEKHOE and KALAHARI 

Khoe groups. The latter branch has formerly been referred to as 'Central Bushman' 

(D. Bleek 1929), TSHU-KHWE (Westphal 1971), and 'non-Khoekhoe KHOE' 

(Vossen 1997). The alternative term 'Kalahari Khoe' was brought into use by 

Guldemann and Vossen (2000). The list of varieties within some of the Kalahari 

dialect groups is not exhaustive. 

ii. Although some authors (e.g. Baucom 1974) have used the term 'Central 

Khoisan' as a term for the KHOE languages overall, the usage is potentially 

confusing, and is not adopted here. 

iii. The unity of these languages is not in question, and reconstructions have been 

proposed for Proto-KHOE and various interstages (Vossen 1997). 

The remaining SAK groups have not previously been shown to constitute a genetic unit, 

while any relationship of this general grouping to KHOE in tum has likewise not 

previously been shown. 

Fig. 1.2. The groupings of remaining SAK languages. [t > extinct] 

m (isolate) TAA(& 'Lower Nossob') !ll 

Jul'hoan E. of:Hoan !X65 (SVl) tlXam (SI) 

W. !X65 tllD!ke (Sla) 'Auen' CNI'), 

'IKuIJ' ('NIl') 

!Xilil (Central JU) 

!Xilu (Northern JU) 

E. !X65 

tl'Auo (SIV) 

tK'u!ha:si (SNb) 

tof:UIJkwe (SIIb) 

of:Khomani (SIIa) (,Nluu') 

t(lIXegwi) (Sm) 

Notes to Fig. 1.2: 

i. The numbers in parentheses are the classifications (1956) of Dorothea Bleek. 

ii. The names JU, T AA and !KWI (or lUI) were devised by Westphal (1971), who 

based them on generic terms widely used in each respective group for 'person'. 

(Use of the revised spelling 'lUI' appears to date from Giildemann and Vossen 

2000.) 
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iii. The subdivision of JU, i.e. the 'Northern Bushman' of Dorothea Sleek, was 

determined by Snyman (1997). For discussion of the identity of Lloyd's '!Kung' 

(NIl) see Dickens (1996). 

iv. The placement of Eastern :J:Hoan is problematic because of the high frequency 

ofloanwords which could locate it either within JU or !UI-TAA (cf Traill1973, 

1974a). More information of a structural kind is needed to settle the question, 

although an argument by Honken for its classification as 'Northern 

Khoisan', i.e. JU, is said to exist in manuscript form (pers. comm. from Bonny 

Sands). The language is only now being fully documented. 

v. A clear case for the unity of the !UI-TAA (or 'Southern Bushman') languages 

has been made by Giildemann (2004c), who proposes the group-name TUU 

(2004b). 

vi. The description of the archival!, Auo (or I' Auni) of Dorothea Bleek (1937) as 

'Lower Nossob' is Giildemann's (2002b, 2004c), while the assignment of Storey's 

K'ulha:si to the same group is Traill's (1999). 

vii. The :J:Khomani of the archives (Doke 1937, Maingard 1937) appears to be the 

same variety still spoken by contemporary speakers who identify themselves as 

:J:Khomani. The still extant form of the language has more recently come to be 

referred to as 'Nluu'; and linguists have suggested that this name may be 

considered a cover-term for a spectrum of!UI varieties including the archival 

Dlhuki of Westphal (Giildemann (ed.) 2000). 

viii. The variety identified as ':J:Ul)kwe' (SIlb) was essentially the idiolect of 

Kunraad Stazen, which Meinhof recorded (1928-9) at Warrenton, near Kimberley. 

Dorothea Bleek identified it (1956) as 'IIKxau' ('Red Ant') after the name of the 

consultant's clan, although Meinhof reports that Stazen spoke the dialect of his 

mother, who was from the :J:Ul)kwe ('Dansels, Danse' [?]). It is likely that 

these communities spoke a variety forming part of the general Nluu spectrum. 

ix. The exact placement of the eastern outlier, IIXegwi, is uncertain because of the 

fragmentary nature of the data (Lanham and Hallowes 1956a,b) and because of the 

many Bantu-like aspects of its syntax (ZiervogeI1955). 
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x. A number of other fragmentary records (seeming to reflect idiolects of unknown 

dialects) are not mentioned in the table. These include the varieties sketched by 

Wuras (1919-20 [c.1850]) and Anders (1934-35). 

It is here simply noted for the present that there are in addition two isolate (i.e. unplaced) 

languages of east Africa that also use clicks, and which have occasionally been lumped 

together with the SAK languages into a general category of 'Khoisan' (e.g. Greenberg, 

1963 and earlier), also sometimes referred to as 'Macro-Khoisan'. (Athough popularized 

by Schapera (1930), the term 'Khoisan' was coined - as Beach (1938: 278) pointed out - by 

Schultze (1928), who used it in a general anthropological sense.) A number of scholars in 

recent years (e.g. Sands 1998, Giildemann and Vossen 2000) have retained this term as a 

label of convenience for the languages, but without endorsing any notion that it implies a 

genetic classification. A third isolate, Kwadi, was a 'click language' formerly used by the 

Bantu-speaking Kwanyoka (or Kuroka) community in Angola. The reasons for excluding 

these three isolates from the ambit of the present study will be given in Chapter III (Part 1). 

1.3. Selected relevant characteristics ofthe SAK languages, with particular focus on 

the conventions used to represent them. 

This section briefly outlines various characteristics of the SAK languages, such as their 

distinctive vowel features, their tonal character, the general shape of their stems, aspects of 

their non-click consonant inventories - as well as aspects of the clicks themselves and their 

diverse' accompaniments'. The main purpose here is not to give an in-depth discussion of 

these characteristics from a technical point of view - but rather to explain for the benefit of 

non-Khoesanists some of the conventions used in their representation, so as to facilitate 

the reading of this work and the comparative tables that accompany several of the chapters. 

In addition, as the overview proceeds, various factors are incidentally highlighted as 

seeming in need of explanation, i.e. within the framework of any integrated explanatory 

model that might ultimately be offered. 

I.3.i. Tones. 

All Khoesan languages make use of distinctive tones (although these are not always clearly 

or consistently indicated in some of the older records of archival varieties). 
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Different conventions are used to represent the tones in different languages. In the case of 

Narnbian Khoekhoe, the fact that voicing is not distinctive in this variety allows for an 

orthographic use of the letters 'b', 'd' and 'g' to signify 'words with one of the lower tone 

melodies', while the letters 'p', '1' and 'k' are used to indicate 'words with one of the 

higher melodies' (Haacke and Eiseb 2002: iv). The invaluable Khoekhoegowab Dictionary 

of these authors also provides more detailed tonal information, with the four tones of the 

language represented by means of acute, double acute, grave and double grave accents. 

(These latter are the forms that will be cited in the comparative tables.) 

In the case of the T AA language, !X60, Traill uses conventional IP A diacritics - including 

the circumflex - for tone, and also indicates two Tonal Classes (cf. 1994: 23-24), where 

Tonal Class I 'determines a melody that is level' and Tonal Class II a 'melody that falls'. 

(One source of minor potential confusion is the fact that Namibian Khoekhoe uses the 

circumflex to indicate nasalization.) 

I.3.ii. Distinctive vowel features, and other aspects of vowels or vowel sequences. 

Up to four distinctive vowel features are represented in some of the Khoesan languages, 

though it remains unclear whether they are all actually distinctive. Vowel length, for 

example, is regularly indicated - yet it is by no means clear that such vowels are phonemic 

(pers. comm. from Bonny Sands). 

Traill noted (1985: 68) in connection with the vocalic segments of !X60, 

'vowels may be underlyingly nasalized, breathy voiced, glottalized, pharyngealized 

and combinations of these' . 

The conventions later used by Traill in his dictionary (1994) to represent these distinctive 

features for !X65 are shown below, alongside equivalent representations for (i) 

Khoekhoegowab (i.e. Nama, Darna and related dialects) in the modern standard 

orthography (following Haacke and Eiseb 2002, and Curriculum Committee for 

Khoekhoegowab 2003); (ii) Jul'hoan, showing the conventions used in the revised 

orthography of Dickens (1994); and (iii) the representations used for IXarn by Bleek and 
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Lloyd (2001 [1911]). The additional entries given in a number of cases show alternative 

forms used in the present study (in an attempt to facilitate direct comparison). 

Fig. 1.3. Vowel features and their representation in selected SAK languages. 

Distinctive vowel Khoekhoe(gowab) Naro Jul'hoan !X60 IXam 
feature 

+ Long a aa aa aa aa a· a: , 

+ Nasalized a aan a an Ian a a 
+ Pharyngealized -

~ 
aq laq 

~ Sl I a
q 

i 

+ Breathy voiced - ah lah ah [ah -
+ Glottalized - a' [a1] a' -

The following notes expand briefly on the conventions used to represent the vowel features 

in different languages. 

Vowel length. 

A long vowel is indicated in some of the languages by a doubled symbol, but in others by a 

macron, and in still others (particularly some of the archive !UI languages) by a colon. It 

is noted, however, that in the analysis of Miller-Ockhuizen (2001), Jul'hoan at least 'does 

not show a true vowel-length contrast, since there are no minimal pairs distinguished by 

length alone'. 

Nasaliza (ion. 

As Figure 1.3 shows, a number of different conventions are used to indicate this feature

with the tilde being perhaps the most transparent. The decision by Dickens to indicate a 

nasalized vowel (or vowel sequence) in Jul'hoan by means of an internal letter 'n' was 

taken for practical reasons, since the device then leaves space for the indication of tones. 

In the interest of clarity, this 'diacritic' n will be italicized wherever it occurs in cited 

forms. 
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The convention in modem standard Namibian Khoekhoe, as seen, is to represent nasalized 

vowels by means of the circumflex. In an attempt to 'harmonize' the examples for 

Khoekhoe with other data presented - so as to facilitate comparison - this feature is 

represented (in the context of the Main tables only) by means of an italicized letter n 

following the vowel sequence, as shown in the second column of Fig. 1.3 above. 

(Orthographic versions are shown alongside these retranscriptions in square brackets.) 

This modification is not always felicitous, and the reason for italicizing the n is to try and 

preserve the distinction between nasalization as a feature - and an actual nasal segment 

within the word. It should also be noted that it is only possible to make such a mechanical 

retranscription for the Namibian Khoekhoe examples because expanded notations are 

already provided by Haacke and Eiseb (2002). 

In the case of data for KHOE languages of the Kalahari branch, as well as for the T AA 

language, !X60 and the !UI language, IXam, the tilde of original sources has not been 

retranscribed in a similar way - for reasons of methodological caution. Firstly, any 

artificial retranscription carries the risk of introducing artefactual elements, or alternatively 

of obscuring intended distinctions. Secondly, in the particular case of an archival language 

- such as IXarn - the imperative to preserve the representation in its original form (no 

matter how flawed it may be adjudged) outweighs the requirement for consistency, which 

may even be largely an aesthetic need. As already noted, the primary reason for 

retranscribing the circumflex of the Khoekhoe data is to facilitate comparison. In the case 

of the tilde used in several other languages, the symbol is readily interpreted as an 

indication of nasalization, and its retention should therefore present no practical difficulty. 

Pharyngealization. 

The feature of vowel pharyngealization is indicated either by a subscript tilde, or by a 

following q (either superscripted, or - in the orthographic convention of Jul'hoan, written 

as a letter after the vowel). (The feature of vowel pharyngealization is not reconstructed 

for Proto-Khoe by Vossen (1997: 335), who treats it, at least in earlier discussion (1988), 

as an emergent property possibly attributable to the perseverant influence of a preceding 

uvular click accompaniment.) 
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Breathy-voicing. 

This vowel feature is represented in both Jul'hoan and !X66 by a letter h following the 

vowel. (A theory of Traill's (1974b) suggests an explanation for the breathy-voicing of 

vowels as an emergent colouration that may be attributed to the influence of a preceding 

aspirated segment.) 

Glottalization. 

The 'interrupted vowels' of some varieties, e.g. Jul'hoan, are 'separated by a momentary 

disruption of voice' (Snyman 1970: 33). This is represented orthographically by the 

apostrophe symbol between two vowels, as V'V. 

I.3.iii. Clicks. 

Very simply, a click is a special type of double articulation where an occlusion seals off 

part of the space between the two constrictions. Because release of the occlusion is 

associated with a transient vacuum - or rather 'low-pressure air pocket' (Miller, Brugman, 

Sands and others 2009) - there is an ingress of air and the acoustic effect of the suction

breaking' click'. As put by Traill (1985: 102): 'rarefaction of a pocket of air trapped 

between an anterior closure at the lips or teeth or behind the teeth and a posterior closure 

on the velum results in a click being produced on release of the anterior closure.' (As 

noted below, however, more recent studies suggest that the posterior 'constriction location' 

may be post-velar.) 

Traill (1985) found that, with the exception of the bilabial click, the anterior closure 

involves a single articulatory target in the dental or post-dental region. In a feature-based 

descriptive system, he suggested that all clicks (except the bilabial) might therefore be 

specified as (+coronal]. 
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Fig 1.4. Summary of basic click positional types. 

IPA symbol o 'bull's I 'pipe' II 'double =1= 'double- ! 'exclamation (!!) 
name eye' pipe' barred 

point' 

pipe' 
Romanized, in (pc) c x tc q 
SA 19s & Naro 
(KHOE) 
Click name bilabial dental lateral palato- (post)alveolar retroflex 

alveolar alveolar variant of! 
Properties fricative fricative abrupt, abrupt, 

laminal apical 

Notes to Fig.I.4: 

i. The bilabial click is confined to the !UI-T AA languages (and Eastern =l=Hoan). 

ii. A dental variant of the lateral click [ III], described as 'a forward released denti-

alveolar lateral click', has been found in Mangetti Dune !Xung (JU) by Miller

Ockhuizen and Sands (2000). 

The 'Back Vowel Constraint '. 

Clicks are typically associated, as noted (1938: 278) by Beach, with a following back 

vowel (the Back Vowel Constraint), and apparent exceptions can usually be traced to 

earlier forms meeting this condition. Traill, for example, observed (1985: 90-91) in 

connection with certain words commencing with the dental [I] or palatalalveolar [=1=] clicks, 

that the long front vowel these reflect in their singular forms can be shown to derive 'from 

underlying forms containing a stem vowel a'. Traill characterized the vowel change as an 

assimilation 'to the Class 1 noun suffix -i', citing the contrast between singular and plural 

forms of these nouns as evidence. Some of his examples are shown below. 
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Fig. 1.5. Based on Traill (1985: 91) though with some minor corrections of 

accompaniments made on the basis of his subsequent work (1994), showing show how an 

apparent violation of the Back Vowel Constraint can be explained: in the cases below, the 

front vowels following the click arise as the result of assimilation to a following (high) 

front vowel. 

gloss singular plural 
be Iii 

lover j?i-i 1
7a-ba+te 

buffalo Iqhi-i Iqha-ba+te 

steenbuck =l=i-i =l=a-ba+te 

'shoot it! (Cl. 1)' =l=7i-i =l=7a-a+sa (norninalization) 

dog =l=qhi-i =l=qha-ba+ te 

sp. bush =l=qhe-e =l=qha-m 

Noting that it is typically dental and palatoalveolar clicks that co-occur in this way with 

non-back vowels, Miller, Narnaseb and Iskarous (2007) conducted an investigation into the 

articulatory bases for the back vowel constraint, using data from Khoekhoegowab. They 

found that the palato-alveolar click has a posterior closure in the pharyngeal region, as 

opposed to the postalveolar click [!], which 'involves a uvular posterior constriction'. 

These authors offer an explanation for the Back Vowel Constraint in terms of associated 

muscular physiology. In this model, 'front vowels [i, e], (or just [i] in some lects) are 

constrained from occuring in front of "back" consonants - [II] and [1] function as "back" 

clicks in most languages, but [=I=J and [I] are "front" clicks' (pers. cornrn. Bonny Sands). 

(An alternative explanation of an 'historical' kind is tentatively suggested in the Appendix 

to the present work, where it is proposed that the Back Vowel Constraint may rather reflect 

one of the environmental conditions associated with the emergence of clicks.) 

Accompaniments. 

The term 'accompaniment' was introduced by Traill (1985: 99) as a replacement for older 

terms such as 'efflux' or 'secondary articulation.' As he explained, the term 

, accompaniment' 
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'is preferable because it is [ ... ] phonetically neutral in that it is applicable to any 

consonantal material surrounding the click. ' 

At this point it should be noted, however, that the term 'accompaniment' has recently been 

dismissed by Miller, Brugman, Sands & others (2009) as: 

'a phonetically empty category that has been used as a catchall for every type of 

modification to click closures and releases ever reported in a click language. ' 

Although the term' accompaniment' is retained in this work, it is used in a general sense 

only, and the remarks of the authors above should be kept in mind. 

In the case of the !X60 (TAA) dialects, Traill (1985: 123-125) identified no fewer than 16 

distincti ve click 'accompaniments'. His subsequent dictionary (1994) reflected on 

additional accompaniment, namely a 'voiced uvular stop aspirated', e.g. [G!qh], distinct 

from the 'voiced aspirated stop', e.g. [g!qh]. The fact that this tally of 17 is somewhat 

greater than the average number of accompaniments typically found in Khoesan languages 

may be accounted for by the following factors: 

* !X60 preserves a distinction of voicing sometimes no longer present in other 

SAK languages; furthermore extending this distinction even to the nasal element 

(which may be voiceless). 

* Traill distinguished a preglottalized' type of nasal click, which he summarizes 

(1994: 38) as follows: 

'This complex is best described as a click superimposed on the sequence ['IJ]' i.e. a 

velar nasal with a glottal stop onset. The timing of the release of the click is 

immediately after a brief period of [IJ]. ' 

* Traill identified uvular variants of the velar segments in !X60, with counterpart 

uvular variants for several of the possible elaborations. 

The symbols used by Traill to indicate the 17 different accompaniments identified by him 

are tabulated in Fig.I.8 below. It should be noted, however, that in concluding their paper 
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on Nluu, Miller, Brugman, Sands & others (2009) suggest that 'the contrast between 

"velar" and "uvular" clicks proposed for the related language !X60 is likely also one of 

airstream' . 

Fig.I.8. Summary of the various 'accompaniment' types identified by Traill (1985, 1994) 

for !X60, illustrated by the (post)alveolar click [I] and shown alongside current 

orthographic conventions for Namibian Khoekhoe and Ju/'hoan. 

KHOE JV TAA 
description Khoekhoe Jul'hoan !X60 

symbols in symbols symbols in 
Haacke m Traill (1994) 
and Eiseb Dickens 
(2002) (1994) 

(uvular variants) 
plain or 'basic': inaudible or !g [!] ! !q (voiceless uvular 
weak voiceless velar plosive stop_ releas~ 
voiced (g! - traces g! !g !G [N!G] 

in !Ora) 
(prenasalized, with 
voiced uvular stop 
after release) 

aspirated - !h [!kh] !qh (or [!kh]) 
voiced aspirated - g!h [g!kn] g!qh (or [g!kn]) G!qh [NG!qh] 

(prenasalized, with 
voiced aspirated 
uvular stop) 

(ejective) !q' (ejected uvular 

stop) 

'fricative' (+ voiceless velar !kh !x !x 
fricative or affricate) [ !xh ~ !kx] 
vcd velar fricative - g!x g!x 
ejected velar fric'! affricate (lkx' - in lk [lkx'] lkx' 

!Ora only) 
vcd ejected velar affricate - glk [lkx'] g!kx' 

'delayed aspiration' (glottal !h [rh] (n)!'h !h [(IJ)!h) 
fric. assoc. w. nasal venting) 

[nth] 
glottal stop ! [!7] !' [17] !' [!7] !' [!1] 
nasal(ized) (vcd nasal) In [IJ!] nl [!IJ] !n 

voiceless nasal - - !I} 
pre-nasalized - - lIn ['IJ!n] (pre-

glottalized 
nasal) 

suggested 
standard 
for !X65 
(Traill) 

k! 

g! 

k!h 
glh 

k!' 

k!x 

gk!x 

kl ' .x 

g!x' 

IJ!h 

k!' 

IJ! 

U! 

7IJ! 
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In summary, and at the risk of simplifying matters greatly, clicks may be said very broadly 

to be characterized by the following general possibilities of elaboration (where the uvulars 

are not incorporated into the formulae): 

1. Q [{ 
[+asPirated]}] 

[+plosive] ([+voicedD [+ejective] 

In this schema, the letter 'Q' stands for a click of any place. The round brackets signify 

optionality, while curly brackets indicate the choice of one or other of the elements from 

the enclosed set. The diagram may be variously expanded to yield the following 

possibilities, where the (post)alveolar click [!] is used for illustration, and where the 

descriptions are largely based on Traill (1994: 36-39): 

Q: a 'basic' click, e.g. I!/, where the release is an inaudible velar plosive. 

Q [+voiced]: a voiced click, I!g!. 

Q [+aspirated]: an aspirated click, l!khI. 

Q [+ejective]: an ejective click, I!k'i or l!kx'l, where the more common second 

case involves 'release as an ejected velar affricate' (Traill 1994: 36). 

Qk [+voiced], [+aspirated]: a click with voice lead, followed by an aspirated stop, 

Ig!khI. 

11. 

111. 

Qk [+voiced], [+ejective]: a click with voice lead, followed by a voiceless ejective, 

Ig!kx'/. 

Q [ +fricati ve] ([ +voiced D 

This formula allows for the expansions: 

Qx: a click 'followed by a voiceless velar fricative' (Traill 1994: 36), l!xI. 

Qx [+voiced]: a click with voice lead, 'followed by a voiceless velar fricative' 

(same source), Ig!xI. 

N [-voice] { 
[+aspirated] } 

Q [+glottalized] 
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N [+voice] Q 

These formulae involving a nasal closure allow the following possibilities: 

Qh: a click followed by the so-called 'delayed' type of aspiration, e.g. 1!h1. 

Clicks with this type of aspiration may feature the non-distinctive type of 

nasalization known as 'nasal venting' (cf. discussion below, p.). 

Q7: a click followed by glottalization, e.g. IP/, similarly associated with 

voiceless nasal airflow. 

nQ: a nasalized click. 

The phenomenon of nasal venting. 

Mention was made above of a type of non-distinctive nasalization associated with some of 

the click phonemes. This is now discussed here at some length, because it will be seen 

later (e.g. Ch. III.Pt 2.3) to feature prominently in discussions of phonetic alternation 

patterns. 

The phenomenon was first identified in Nama and Korana (i.e. lOra) by Beach, who wrote 

(1938: 85-87) as follows: 

'When [clicks] are immediately preceded in the same breath-group by a vowel 

(terminating the preceding root), a very short voiced nasal stop is often (but not 

always) heard during the occlusion before the influx occurs. [ ... ] This nasal stop, 

together with its accompanying vibration of the vocal cords, ceases just before the 

influx is made. [ ... ] The slight nasal stop which sometimes precedes the influx of 

clicks containing either of the two glottal types of efflux (e.g. 17 and Ih) should be 

contrasted with the definitely nasal type of efflux [ ... ]. And it should also be noted 

that this slight nasal stop which sometimes accompanies the glottal effluxes is 

never used in conjunction with the two velar types of efflux [ ... ] (e.g. I and Ix).' 

Beach went on (1938: 87) to offer an explanation for the process in terms of an articulatory 

adjustment: 
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'During the pronunciation of a vowel, a steady stream of air is flowing from the 

lungs out through the mouth, vibrating the vocal cords on its way. The moment the 

occlusion is made for the following click, the passage through the mouth is blocked 

by the back of the tongue in contact with the front part of the velum. The air 

coming up from the lungs is pent up at the velum and there is therefore a slight air

pressure on the velar obstruction. If the velar obstruction were released while 

this slight pressure remained, the following efflux might sound rather velar (like a k 

or kx). To obviate this, and to make sure of a silent release of the velar closure, the 

pressure is sometimes relieved by lowering the back part of the velum for a small 

fraction of a second so that the pent-up air can escape through the nose. In very 

fluent speech the air-vent through the nose is sometimes got ready slightly before 

the vocal cords have stopped vibrating for the preceding vowel, so that the 

very end of the vowel and the very beginning of the click-occlusion sound nasal.' 

This type of non-contrastive nasalization, subsequently termed 'nasal venting', was later 

identifed in a number of other Khoesan languages (cf Traill 1991). In Jul'hoan, for 

example, the click accompaniment of delayed aspiration (exemplified in the name of the 

language) is in reality often associated with nasal venting of this kind. 

The glottal stop notation for the 'delayed' type of aspiration, introduced by Doke, was 

described as 'a phonetic fiction' by Traill, who pointed out (1995) that Doke's usage was 

'merely a notational device to indicate that there is no audible release of the secondary 

(velar) closure'. A particularly clear description was in fact given by Doke himself (1925) 

in his original statement: 

'In !hii: each click may be pronounced unvoiced (i.e. without concurrent vibration 

of the vocal cords), and these unvoiced varieties of the clicks may immediately 

precede the accompanying vowel, or may be aspirated (i. e. followed immediately 

by a rush of air causing throat friction), or they may be accompanied by the glottal 

stop. In this last case, during the closure of the glottis, the velar point of 

articulation is released silently, and no "k-sound" is heard. When the unvoiced 

click is immediately followed by the vowel, a "k-sound" (the result of the release of 

the back of the tongue from the velum) is distinctly heard. In !hfi: an aspirate is 

very often found after the glottal stop accompanying a click. (Unvoiced clicks also 

occur followed by the velar fricative and the ejective velar affricate.) 
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Traill (1995) provides an overview of the complex phenomenon of delayed aspiration and 

its association with nasal venting (which may additionally involve an interplay with 

voicing). As he noted: 

'In Ju (and Nama, incidentally), the nasal venting takes the form of an epenthetic 

nasalized vowel (voiced) before the click and nasalization of the click.' 

Traill's concern in this paper was to unravel some of the effects the complexity of the 

phenomenon may have had on the perception of the two types of aspiration - and its 

reflection in archival transcriptions. One of his conclusions was that certain details of the 

phenomenon may well have been responsible for Lloyd's 'failure to preserve the 

distinction reliably in Ju'. He noted in particular that her notations reflected in some cases 

'omission of the aspiration and preservation of the nasalization'. (It should be remembered, 

however, that Lloyd's !Kung consultants were four children, of whom she mainly worked 

with only two.) 

I.3.iv. Non-click consonants. 

In addition to their clicks, Khoesan language typically have a series of non-click 

consonants. These ordinary consonants have a number of interesting distributional 

properties. 

i. The non-click consonants that occur stem-initially may include alveolar, palato-alveolar, 

velar - and sometimes uvular - segments (stops, fricatives and affricates), which may in the 

case of both simple stops ('C') and affricates ('CC') be aspirated or ejective; and 

furthermore - depending on whether the variety marks the distinction - may be voiceless 

or voiced (or have voice lead). 

ii. In a few cases an initial nasal segment is found to occur in cross-dialectal variation with 

an oral segment, where the latter is typically an alveolar (plosive or flap) or approximant. 

The non-click consonants found to occur in stem-initial position can for the present be 

given the following idealized representation (where 'c' may find expression as a nasal, in 

which case the possibility of affrication does not arise). 
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Fig. 1.9. Idealized representation of a stem-initial non-click consonant and its possible 

characterizations. 

[{ 

[+ejective] }] 

C(C)l ([ +voiced] [+aspirated] 

It is notable that the possible elaborations of the stem-initial non-click consonants in a 

given Khoesan language - as captured in the diagram - typically mirror the 

'accompaniments' of its clicks (which can also only occur as stem-initial segments). This 

means, for example, that a language that has voicing as a distinctive feature in its non-click 

consonant inventory will also have this distinction in its set of clicks (cf Khwe); while a 

language with an ejective affricated consonant, such as [kx'], will likewise have an ejective 

affricated click accompaniment (cf !Ora, which has, for example, [!kx'D. 

iii. As mentioned earlier, the typical Khoesan stem appears to have an underlying pattern 

of the basic form CVCY. It has long been noted that there is a sharp restriction, however, 

on consonants that may occur stem-medially, i.e. as 'C2'. These constraints were identifed 

for Nama and Korana (!Ora) by Beach (1938: 254-282), and have been conveniently 

summarized by Haacke (1999: 10) as follows: 

'Phonotactic constraints limit C2 [in Khoekhoe] to either: 

A labial plosivelfricative w [b/v/~] 

an alveolar trill T, 

A labial nasal m, 

Or a denti-alveolar nasal D. ' 

Much the same pattern - which seems to suggest a possible loss of intervocalic velar 

segments - obtains in other Khoesan languages. 

iv. It is a characteristic of not only the KHOE languages, but seemingly all Khoesan 

languages, that they hardly ever feature labial segments as stem-initials (outside of their 
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notable occurrence in grammatical morphemes). This distributional oddity was noticed, 

for example, by Beach, who remarked in reference to Nama (1938: 268) that 

'the labial initials p, b and m are of very rare occurrence and must be regarded as 

irregular or exceptional. ' 

A similar observation was made by Dorothea Bleek (1956: 13), as follows: 

'It is noticeable that an initial b is not frequent in most Bushman languages, in 

many it only occurs in borrowed words'. 

(It will be recalled that when she was referring to 'Bushman' languages, Dorothea Bleek 

included a 'Central' group, which was the sub-branch ofKHOE languages today known as 

the 'non-Khoekhoe' or Kalahari group.) Concerning the voiceless bilabial stop [p], she 

noted (p. 156) in the same work 

'The unvoiced labial plosive is not a Bushman sound. In the purer languages it is 

only found in borrowed words, or in imitations of noises. ' 

At least the nasal form of the bilabial [m] has a small presence, as she noted (p. 131): 

'This nasal is more frequently found in second syllables or at the end of words, 

than as initial sound. Like the other nasals it occurs alone with syllabic value, often 

as the form n and IJ take before labials. In second syllables it sometimes 

interchanges with b, as dama, daba, child.' 

Of course, the existence of such a 'labial gap' is not unusual: Indo-European is well

known (Mallory and Adams 2006: 50-51) for its apparent lack of a reconstructible *b 

(though of course it had other labials). The near complete absence oflabial reflexes as 

initial segments in Khoesan languages is more striking, and seems to require explanation, 

given that bilabials occur freely as medial segments, and as initials in grammatical 

morphemes (cf. the masculine singular morpheme -b, the applicative verbal extension -ba, 

and the enclitic locative particle -pa of Khoekhoewab; or the aspectual morpheme ba of 

IX' -) . 00. 
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To end this sub-section on selected phonetic and phonotactic characteristics of the SAK 

languages, it may be noted that there appear to be a number of distributional peculiarities 

amongst those aspects that should be accounted for in an integrated account of the Khoesan 

languages (e.g. such as might take the form of a model that attempted to project any 

common original system). Characteristics that seem in need of such explanation may be 

recapitulated as follows: 

i. There is a restricted reflection of labial segments as outcomes, which very rarely occur 

stem-initially, except in grammatical morphemes. 

ii. In contrast with medial segments, stem-initial non-click consonants have a more 

extensive range of possible elaborations, where the latter are partially in symmetry with the 

range of possible elaborations of click consonants, which also occur only stem-initially in 

Khoesan languages. (Clicks may occur medially in the Nguni languages, however, and also 

in Hadza and Sandawe.) 

iii. Segments that may appear medially are drawn from a restricted range, and are seldom 

(if ever) affricates. Affricates only occur as stem-initials. 

iv. Some clicks are regularly associated in Khoesan languages with a following back vowel 

environment. (Clicks in the Nguni languages often appear to violate the 'Back Vowel 

Constraint', but in many cases these apparent exceptions can be traced back to underliers 

that meet the condition.) 

I.4. Sources of the comparative data used in the study. 

When it comes to the compilation of comparative lexical data (i.e. during the later stages of 

a comparative study) one of the major considerations is that there should be enough 

material, from consistent and accurate sources, to establish the repeated occurrence of 

particular 'oscillations' across a set of varieties chosen to give representation to all 

generally agreed-upon sub-groupings. Today, fortunately, there are reliable sources of data 

available for representative languages of the Khoekhoe and Kalahari branches ofKHOE, 

as well as for JU and T AA. Any linguist who embarks on a work of mere synthesis, such 

as the present comparative study, is bound to feel a sense of immeasurable indebtedness to 
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those scholarly giants of the past who have laboured to build up this common store of 

knowledge. 

It remains a minor problem, it is nonetheless acknowledged, that the total numbers of 

words reflected in some of the dictionaries seem relatively 'low' (assuming that there is 

such a thing as a standard number). Sands, Miller and Brugman (2007) provide the 

following numbers for comparison: 

Fig. 1.10. Number of lexical entries per dictionary, after Sands, Miller and Brugman 

(2007). 

SAKgroup Language and source Approx. entries 

KHOE (Khoekhoe): Khoekhoegowab (Haacke and Eiseb 2002): 24500 

KHOE (Kalahari): Naro (Visser 2001): 5500 

KHOE (Kalahari): Khwe Kilian-Hatz 2003): <6000 

JU: Jul'hoan (Dickens 1994): 4600 

TAA: !X60 (Traill1994): 3200 

Whatever the reasons for this seeming paucity - and it is almost certainly due to under

documentation in the main - there is no question but that it creates difficulties when it 

comes to the search for comparable lexis across the SAK spectrum. In addition to the small 

size of the recorded vocabularies available, it appears that inherent regional differences in 

vocabulary also contribute in part to the short supply of potential cognates. This scarcity of 

likely affines may have been one of the factors that prejudiced linguists in the past to 

discount the possibility of SAK unity. It will be seen in later discussion (Chapter VI. 1 ) 

that this factor limits the number of comparative series that can be produced to demonstrate 

repeating correspondences involving various accompaniments. 

The need for consistency alluded to above has dictated the necessity to leave out data for 

the isolate Eastern tHoan of Botswana. This is because the underlying dilemma of 

placement (raised by Trai1l1973, 1974; Westphal 1974) has not yet been resolved, even 
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though further studies have since been conducted (e.g. Gruber 1974; Collins 1998, 

2001a,b; Bell and Collins 2001. More recent work by Honken that reportedly settles the 

question is unfortunately not yet published. 

The same consideration has determined the choice of the languages listed in the mini-table 

below. The table shows the primary (default) source of comparative lexical data in each 

case, with notes concerning any supplementary sources that may occasionally be drawn 

upon, even though it is ultimately preferable to stick to a single source, in the interest of 

consistency. Sources of information on structural aspects of the Khoesan languages will be 

given at appropriate points in the course of discussion in Chapters IV and V. 

Fig. 1.11. Sources of comparative data for the southern African Khoesan languages. 

Variety illustrated Primary data source (default Supplementary sources 
in text where not indicated) occasionally used 

KHOE: Khoekhoe. --
Khoekhoegowab (Nama, Haacke and Eiseb (2002) Haacke, Eiseb and Namaseb 

Dama+) (1997) 
lOra (information purposes Meinhof(1930) Lloyd and Maingard (1932); 

only) Engelbrecht (1936) 
KHOE: Kalahari (western) 

Naro Visser (2001)l'Nar-Vi'] Barnard (1985) r'Nar-Ba'l 
Khwe (Kxoe) Kilian-Hatz (2003) 

KHOE: Kalahari (eastern) 
Hie-Tshwa-re Doman (1917) 

JU: ('Southern') 

Jul'hoan Dickens (1994) Snyman (1970 ['Sn-G'], 
1975 ['Sn-D'], 1997) 

TUU: Taa 
!X65 Traill (1994) 

TUU: lUi 

IXam Bleek and Lloyd (2001 Bleek (1929, 1956) 
[1911]) (= Specimens) 

tKhomani (,Nluu') Doke (1937) ['Do']; Miller, Brugman, Sands & 
Maingard (1937) ['Ma'l others (2009) 

In the context of quotations, the original conventions of an author (e.g. Hagman) are 

preserved, but othemise - e.g. where data are set out in tables and figures in the body of a 

chapter - the items are retranscribed to reflect contemporary standard orthographies or 

else the conventions reflected in current dictionaries. In addition, specifically in the 

context ofthe Main comparative tables presented at the end of chapters IV, V and VI, the 
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representations are furthermore artificially 'harmonized' - i.e. adjusted in a few minor 

ways - for greater ease of phonetic comparison. 

Adjustments of the latter kind mainly involve conventions for the indication of nasalized 

vowels, and the orthographic or standard representations of certain click 

'accompaniments'. In particular, although several orthographies use the apostrophe to 

symbolize a glottalized click, all instances of this accompaniment have been retranscribed 

(in the Main tables) with a superscript glottal stop symbol. The ejective accompaniments, 

on the other hand, are symbolized by the conventional IP A apostrophe - except in a few 

cases where the original data are shown with a glottal stop, which it seems wiser to 

preserve. As a general principle, it is methodologically dubious to attempt a mechanical 

reconversion of orthographic representations back into phonetic ones. The few changes 

described above are only permissible because the equivalences involved are clearcut. 

The following brief notes supplement the information given in the mini-table above. 

KHOE: Khoekhoe sub-branch. 

The name 'Khoekhoegowab' is the official language name (cf. discussion in Haake 1999: 

2) used in Namibia today for such dialects as Nama [N], Damara [D], Namidama [Namid], 

the Sesfontein dialects [S], Haillom [Hm], =i:Aonln ('Topnaar') [T], =i:Akhoe [=i:A] and 

=i:Aodama [=i:D]. It would naturally be preferable in the context of this English-medium text 

to use the name, 'Khoekhoe', but since this is also the superordinate term for a branch of 

KHOE, the non-Anglicized name will be used for Namibian Khoekhoe (unless the context 

leaves no room for confusion). Where no specific indication is given, the variety is Nama. 

Words appearing in the Main comparative tables that follow Chapters IV, V and VI are 

cited in the tonally annotated form given by Haacke and Eiseb (2002), but with an 

orthographic version alongside in square brackets, and morpheme division usually added 

by means of (non-standard) hyphenation. The gender of nouns will be self-evident from 

their suffixes. (In the case of animate nouns, the assignment of gender will naturally be 

context-sensitive, and such nouns may be left unspecified in citation.) 
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In the interest of facilitating comparison - but only in the context of the Main tables -

three slight adjustments are made (in accordance with Haacke and Eiseb 2002: v), as 

follows: 

i. Where the standard orthography uses a plain click symbol, this will be retranscribed with 

an inserted glottal stop symbol, to indicate the glottalized release. 

!a > !7a 

It is worth bearing in mind, however, that - more generally speaking - notation of this kind 

should not necessarily be taken to indicate an actual glottal plosive. Bonny Sands reports 

(pers. comm) that 'there is not always a glottal plosive here in all [Khoesan] languages. 

There is always a silent, unaspirated period, however, in clicks transcribed this way.' 

ii. Where the standard orthography for Khoekhoe includes a 'g' written after a click, this is 

omitted in retranscriptions - to indicate that the click is the so-called 'basic' type 'followed 

by an inaudible voiceless velar plosive' (Haacke and Eiseb 2002: v), and not (as might be 

thought) a voiced click: 

!ga > !a 

iii. Where the standard orthography represents an aspirated click merely by means of a 

following 'h', this is rewritten so as to underscore the point made by Haacke and Eiseb that 

the click is in fact 'followed by a delayed glottal fricative': 

!h > 

It may also be noted that the Khoekhoe accompaniment type 'kh' used in the orthography 

represents 'a voiceless velar fricative or affricate', i.e. [!xh] or [!kx] (Haacke and Eiseb 

2002: v). 

Examples from lOra (or 'Korana') are occasionally also supplied, but this is mainly for 

informational purposes, since there is not a sufficiently consistent body of counterpart 

vocabulary for it to be useful in constructing comparative series. 
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The comparative tables include the reconstructed forms proposed by Vossen (1997) for 

KHOE and its sub-branches, where such are available. The tilde superimposed above 

clicks in Vossen's reconstructions indicates a nasalized click; while the subscript tilde 

indicates a voiced click. 

KHOE: Kalahari sub-branch. 

The Naro words in the original source (Visser 2001) are given in a Romaruzed 

orthography. In citations in the Main tables, the symbols have been transliterated into the 

IP A symbols, to facilitate comparison. 

The examples for the second western Kalahari language are souced from Kilian-Hatz's 

Khwe Dictionary, and the spelling 'Khwe' is therefore retained for the sake of consistency 

in the tables. It is noted, however, that speakers themselves have indicated a preference for 

their language name to be spelled 'Kxoe' (cf. Miller, Brugman, Sands et al. 2009). 

JU and !UI-TAA. 

F or languages of the JV and ! VI -T AA groups, it needs to be kept in mind that each appears 

to have a small subset of nouns that take suppletive plurals. The suppletive (or irregular) 

plurals of these nouns (often personal, but sometimes terms for parts of the body) are 

provided in the tables, where known. Honken has suggested (1977) that a set of irregular 

plural forms in Eastern =t=Hoan - all terms for parts of the body - 'seem to result from an 

old suffix which has merged with the base'. 

These languages may also have suppletive forms for a small subset of verbs (often of the 

kind typically enlisted for grammatical purposes, such as venitives, itives and postural 

verbs). The suppletive forms are shown in the tables. It is of incidental interest that 

Dempwolff (1916: 20) noted the presence of a similarly suppleting verbal set in Sandawe. 

These are discussed in the context of Sandawe's more general system of verb-based plural 

expression by Kiessling (2002), who notes that: 
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'a considerable number of basic intransitive verbs of locomotion and spatial 

positioning [ ... ] and some basic verbs of manipulation [ ... ] have suppletive stems 

that alternate for singular and plural. [ ... ] Their distribution is determined by the 

same morphosyntactic conditions as the morphologically derived plural stems, that 

is with intransitive verbs, the suppletive plural stem indicates subject plurality, 

whereas with transitive verbs it generally indicates object plurality'. 

This is exactly the situation that obtains in Jul'hoan. 

JU. 

The language represented in the comparative Tables is the 'Southern' JU variety, Jul'hoan. 

Although the default source is Dickens (1994), corresponding forms may be given in the 

original forms supplied by Snyman (1975), since the earlier representations are sometimes 

more transparent. The velar ejective accompaniment shown in Dickens by a following 'k' 

is rewritten more explicitly for purposes of citation in the Main tables, as shown: 

!k > !kx'. 

An alternation has long been known to exist between the postalveolar click [I] and the 

alveolar lateral click [II] across varieties of JU (e.g. Westphal 1974; Snyman 1980,1997). 

Where this factor comes into play in the comparative series, information concerning 

Central and Northern varieties of !Xung sourced from Snyman (1997) is also provided. 

Snyman also records an occasional JU-internal alternation featuring [I] and the 

palatoalveolar click [=t=], and this is similarly indicated where it arises, and acknowledged 

by means of the code' JS-JUint' . 

!UI-TAA = TUU. 

The unity of these two branches has been proposed by Giildemann (2004c), who suggests 

the name TUU (2004b) for the integrated group. Some of the comparative series put 

forward by him for TUU may be represented partially and indirectly in the tables at the end 

of this work: they are acknowleged in a corresponding note by the code 'TG-TUU'. 
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Giildemann has proposed tentative reconstructions for some of these items, but emphasizes 

their preliminary nature. 

TAA: lXo5 

Like other languages within the general grouping of JU and lUI-TAA, !X65 has several 

verbs that may take suppletive (or at least phonologically variant) plural forms; while 

adjectives (possibly because many adjectival constructions are syntactically 'verbal', as 

will be discussed later, cfCh. V.3.i.) may similarly have variant plural forms. Traill 

(1994) uses a number of symbols as a shorthand device to cover the range of' concordially 

determined allomorphs', as follows: 

Cover 
symbol 

V 
BV 
LV 
N 

Fig. 1.12. Symbols used by Traill (1994: 28) to express morphophonemically 

variable forms in !Xoo, showing realizations for each concordial sub-class. 

Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement 
sub-class 1 sub-class 2 sub-class 3 sub-class 4 sub-class 5 

1 a e u an 
bi ma,ma be bu m 
Ii na, na Ie lu n 
J1 pa, pa Je JU n 

Another aspect of Traill's notation that may need explanation is his representation of some 

of the non-click consonants. Aspiration, whether of a plosive or affricate, is indicated 

conventionally by a following 'h' (e.g. 'th', 'tsh', 'kh' or 'qh'). Voiced aspirates are 

represented by the symbols for the aspirates plus pre-placement of the appropriate symbol 

for a voiced segment (e.g. 'dth', 'dtsh', 'gkh', or 'Gqh'). Traill notes (1994: 38) that in the 

case of the latter, 'there is voice lead followed by a voiceless aspirated stop'. 

tvl: IXarn. 

The lUI sub-branch is undoubtedly best-represented, in terms of the extensiveness of its 

records, by IXam. While Bleek and Lloyd (primarily the latter) worked with only six 

consultants - and just three of them in the main - these speakers had the advantage, 

nonetheless, that they were members of speech communities who still used the language 
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with fluency. It cannot be disputed that the quality of the phonetic transcriptions may be 

faulty; yet Lloyd plainly attempted to provide a faithful transcription, to the extent that she 

marked distinctions of tone in almost every word. Lloyd used a cedilla below vowels to 

indicate 'a rough, deep pronunciation' (Bleek and Lloyd 2001 [1911]: viii) that was 

probably pharyngealization. This is transliterated here by means of a superscript 'q', as in 

!gwaq-xu'sky'. Concerning Lloyd's annotation of 'accompaniments', Traill (1995) has 

determined that her use of a following letter 'k' almost certainly represented the 'plain' 

click, i.e.the click characterized by inaudible velar (i.e. posterior) release; while her 

'plain' click symbol represented a 'glottal stop accompaniment' (as in the convention used 

for modem Khoekhoe). In other words: 

Lloyd's Ik 

Lloyd's! 

= 

= 

Because of the separate methodological imperative to preserve the integrity of archival 

evidence, these minor transcriptional aberrations have not been retrospectively 'corrected' 

here in any citations of words from Bleek and Lloyd's Specimens o/Bushman Folklore 

(200 1 [1911 D, hereafter referred to as Specimens. 

Some further uncertainty has been created by two of the symbols used by Bleek and Lloyd, 

namely a character resembling the Hebrew ayin, and a type of 'double breve'. The former 

is typically seen as a stem-initial feature, and was said (SpeCimens: viii) to indicate 'a 

strong croaking sound in the throat'. The following examples are from texts in Bleek and 

Lloyd's SpeCimens: 

'ayin' (n Inuro 'old man' 

'cold, winter' 

[p.317] 

[p.317] 

In her Bushman Dictionary, hereafter referred to as Dictionary, Dorothea Bleek 

transliterated the 'ayin' by means of a letter 'k' with double apostrophe (i.e. 'k'''), noting 

(1956: 117) that the sound in question was not simply to be equated with the ejected velar 

affricate [kx']: 
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'It is certainly not k with the glottal stop, nor is it kx7. It is more. The throat is 

closed by pressing the back of the tongue against the epiglottis, then suddenly 

opened creating a croak, an ejective k", but with hardly any air behind it.' 

The second symbol (a 'double breve', difficult to reproduce here) was intended 

(Specimens: viii) to indicate 'a gentle croaking sound in the throat', and typically appears 

as a click accompaniment, as in the following examples: 

'Double breve' n I~ka-I~ka 'hands' [reduplicated pl.] [po 38] 

Irkoen 'see' [po 114] 

For purposes of citation, the two improvised symbols used above will be employed (unless 

the source is the later Dictionary, where Bleek's transliteration (k") for the 'ayin' will be 

used). Sources are indicated as 'lXam' for words sourced directly from the Specimens; 

'Sl' for words from Bleek's Comparative Vocabularies of Bushman Languages (1929); 

and SI for words from the Dictionary (1956) 

It is to be noted that morpheme division may not always be clearly or accurately indicated 

in archival material for the !UI varieties. In the case of the JU language, Jul'hoan, it was 

noted by Snyman (1970: 128) that verbs may assume a 'terminal-a' (with predictable 

variants involving interpolation of a glide between the stem and the particle). Various 

distinct functions (and tonal forms) of this 'transitional' morpheme have since been 

identified (Dickens 1997), including an association with transitivity. It seems likely that 

archival representations of lUI verbs with terminations such as -wa or -)42 may be 

reflective of similar morphemes. 

Material recorded by Dorothea Bleek (ed. Go.ldemann 2000) 'between 1911 and 1915' (cf 

Bleek 1929) for a very closely related variety spoken by the 1Ir) !ke (S2, or SIa) may be 

offered as an occasional supplement, but for informational purposes only. Material from 

Meinhof s record (1928-9) of =t=UIJkwe may occasionally also be supplied on the same 

basis. 
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!UI: *Khomani, Nluu. 

The recognition in 1996 that a small number of the *Khomani elders still retained some 

knowledge of their language (Sands, Miller and Brugman 2007) has led to the emergency 

undertaking of various documentation projects. The international scholars involved in this 

work have begun to present intermediate findings of their research on the language 

(renamed Nluu), but it will be some time before publication takes place of the dictionary, 

texts and grammar currently in various stages of progress. Supplementary reference will 

occasionally be made to this new data where it is readily available in published format. It 

is noted, however, that only about 1450 words have so far proved retrievable from these 

elderly rememberers (Sands, Miller and Brugman 2007). 

1.5. The narrow perspective: points of difference between KHOE and the remaining 

SAK languages. 

This section provides a short initial statement of typological respects in which the SAK 

languages differ (i.e. in an 'immediate' or 'local' sense) from one another. (Some of these 

differences will be illustrated and discussed in more detail in a subsequent chapter, as part 

of the review.) The present chapter ends with a summary of more general properties 

shared by the SAK languages, not only with each other, but also with other African 

languages more widely. 

l.5.i. Preferred patterns of constituent sequence. 

The KHOE languages favour 'head final' patterns (cf Goldemann1999). Within the main 

clause the verb appears in final slot [SOY]; in the prepositional phrase the locative 

morpheme appears at the end of the constituent; and in the noun phrase the noun (usually) 

follows its specifiers. 

In languages of JU and !UI-TAA, the preferred clausal pattern is 'verb-medial' [SVO]; 

while the noun appears at the beginning of the phrase it dominates, with specifiers 

following. (Such differences in the preferred sequencing of constituents naturally do not 

preclude relationship, or else English could not be related to German.) 
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I. 5 .ii. Grammatical genders. 

As it is used in this work, the concept of 'gender' is the one established by scholars such as 

Greenberg, who also applied it to the Bantu system (1990 [1978]); and Corbett (1991). It 

therefore refers to the sub-classification of nouns in terms of various semantic features, 

which mayor may not include natural gender, and where patterns of agreement co-varying 

across parameters of number or case provide an associated morphological expression of the 

classificatory distinctions. (The paired singular-plural 'noun classes' of the Bantu 

languages constitute genders within this broader theoretical framework, while the noun 

classes constitute 'concordial sub-classes'.) 

All SAK languages feature gender systems (i. e. formally reflected sub categorization of 

nouns). In the case of the KHOE languages, however, the two main genders are aligned 

with distinctions of natural gender (i.e. masculine and feminine), and there is also a 

common gender. The genders in KHOE languages, particularly of the Khoekhoe branch, 

are of the overtly indexed type, being reflected in covarying singular and plural suffixes. 

The relevant morphemes have the typical behaviour of dependent pronominal affixes in 

that they are also used for cross-referencing, and may in some varieties be combined with 

bases to form self standing pronouns. 

The KHOE languages also typically make distinctions of natural gender in the 1 st and 2nd 

(or'interlocutive') persons. The morphology invoked here is unrelated, however, to the 

morphemes associated with gender in the 3rd person (much as may be seen also in some 

Afroasiatic languages, such as Egyptian). 

In the remaining groups (JU-TUU), some languages preserve systems of multiple 

grammatical genders, while others (particularly in !UI) manifest reduced or reorganized 

systems where only concord based on animacy is now reflected. The genders in these 

languages are largely covert, being reflected only in differentiated pronominal agreements. 

Many languages nonetheless retain associated vestiges of covarying singular and plural 

morphology. Although this morphology is mostly suffixal, several languages in !UI-TAA 

preserve remnants of a former prefixing system. 

In the case of Jul'hoan, Snyman assigned an arbitrary number to each gender; while for 

!X60, Traill gave an individual number instead to each concordial sub-class (much along 
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the lines of the system in which the Bantu nouns are divided into 'noun-classes' on the 

basis of the agreements they participate in). These two conflicting systems are shown in 

the figures below. 

Fig 1.13. Pronominally defined genders in Jul'hoan, after Snyman (1970) and Dickens 

(2005). 

Gender Gender Semantic Abs. Poss. Dem. 
label label category 
after after 
Dickens Snyma 
(2005) n 

(1970) 
Sing PI. Sing. PI. Sing. !PI. 

Prox. Dist.l 
I (i)a <human> ha SI rna hisi he to'a 
II (i)b <animal> ha hi rna hisi he to'a 
III (i)c <thing>, ha ha rna masl he to'a 

<plant> 
IV (i)d <long> hi hi hi hisi he to'a 
V (ii) <part of ka ka ga gasl ke to'a 

body>, 
<plant>, 
<thing> 

Fig. 1.13. The five concordial (i.e. agreement) sub-classes in !X66, after Traill (1985, 

1994). 

Concordial Identifiable Concord Intra-
sub-class nominal suffixes: sentential 

pronouns 

1 -Ii, -i -I ih 
2 -a, -ma,-n -a M 

-na 
3 -Ie, -e, -je, -be -e eh 
4 -lu, -bu,-u -u Uh 
5 - -n / 

n 

Dist.2 
uu.to'a 
uu.to'a 
uu.to'a 

uu.to'a 
uuto'a 

Examples of the full pronominal systems for selected KHOE, JU and !UI-TAA languages 

are provided in the figure [overleaf]. (The singular-plural pronominal pairings shown for 

the third person are of course reflective of genders.) In the comparative tables that will be 
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~khoe KHOE: !Ora, after Meinhof (1930: 43) 

)n Singular Dual Plural 
L-<masc.> ti-re si-kha-m si-the 
111.> ti-ta si-sa-m si-se 
mm.> Sl-m si-da 
Il.-<masc.> - sa-kha-m (?) sa-the 
m.> sa-sa-m (?) sa-se 
)mm.> sa-m (?) sa-da 
·<masc.> sa-ts sa-kha-ro sa-kao 
:m.> sa-s sa-sa-ro sa-sao 
)mm.> sa-kha-o sa-du 

<masc.> lI'ai-b lI'ai-kha-ra lI'ai-ku-a 

~m.> lI'ai-s lI'ai-sa-ra lI'ai-de 

omm.> lI'ai-i lI'ai-kha lI'ai-na 

Eastern tHOAN: E. tHoan, after Traill (1 974a), Collins (1998). 

,114. 
Person Singular (Dual) Plural 

nominal lit ma- ? !['Fe.- (qa"a) 

adigms for 2nd bu- ? dzi-
~ted 3rd ja- (ia-) ? tsi- (ci) 
Desan 
guages. 

Kalahari KHOE: Naro, after Barnard (1985: 16). 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

lit -<masc.> si-tsam si-llae 

-<fern.> si-sam si-se 
-<comm.> (ti)ra-( si)ra si-kham si-ta 

2nd -<masc> (tsa)tsi Sa( -xa )ts8.6 sa-lI8.6 

-<fern.> (sa)si sa(-xa )s8.6 sa-s8.6 
-<comm.> sa(-xa)kha6 sa-tu 

3rd_<masc.> xa-ba [Poss. xa-m] xa-tsara xa-llu 
-<fern.> xa-sa [Poss. xa-s] xa-sara xa-dzi 
-<comm.> 'i-xa xa-khara xa-na 

!UI: \Xam, after D. Bleek (1929-30). 

Person 
lit Ex. 
lit In. 

Singular 
1) 

2nd a 
3rd_<arrimate?> ha 
-? hi 

(Dual) 
? 

Plural 
si 

u 
hi 
hi ... follows p.34 
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presented at the end of this work, nouns in Jul'hoan and !X60 are presented together with 

information concerning gender, i.e. in the sense of the specific singular-plural pronominal 

pairings they participate in. In the interest of transparency and so as to facilitate 

comparison, the gender indication is by means of paired pronominal indices, e. g. halha for 

Jul'hoan, or i1hli1h for !X60. 

The reason for including this information is that prefixed morphology formerly associated 

with the indexing of genders, but for the most part no longer now visible, may have been 

responsible for certain stem-initial morphophonological outcomes. For the present it is 

merely noted that the pronominal indicators are, however, almost certainly only a reduced 

manifestation of the original system. This is suggested by the fact that within the 

pronominally expressed genders of both !X65 (TAA) and \Xam (!UI) a number of clear 

subsets can be identified on the basis of particular pairings of singular-plural noun-terminal 

morphology, where there is occasionally even a discernible association with a semantic 

subcategory. 

I.5.iii. Number. 

The number system of the KHOE languages includes a formally expressed dual, where the 

relevant morphology is differentiated for masculine, feminine and common genders. The 

pronoun systems ofKHOE languages can indeed give the impression of great complexity: 

this is because the pronouns of the 1 st and 2nd (i. e. 'interlocutive') persons may also 

distinguish inclusive versus reference (specifically in languages of the Khoekhoe branch); 

while in all three 'persons' there is separate morphology to express each value for number 

(singular, dual or plural) as these covary across the parameter of gender. 

The JU-TUU languages do not lack the means of expressing an optional 'dual' when 

required, as noted, for example, in an early sketch by Vedder (1910-11) of !Xung. These 

languages typically distinguish between inclusive and exclusive reference. 
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I.6. The wider perspective: properties the SAK languages have in common not only 

with each other but with other languages of the continent 

Much of the discussion above has tended to focus narrowly on those typological respects in 

which the SAK languages differ from one another. From a wider perspective there are a 

number of other properties that they have in common - not only with each other, but also 

with many other languages of the continent. Some of the typological characteristics SAK 

languages jointly share with other families of Africa include the use of denominative 

locative expressions; the use of derivational morphology with meanings such as 'master

of, 'owner-of or 'father-of; and the use of 'ideophones'. Properties shared by the JU 

and !UI-TAA languages with not only sub-Congo members of Niger-Congo (such as the 

Bantu languages) but also languages ofNilo-Saharan include the use of derivational 

morphemes that seemingly arise from terms such as those for 'child' and 'woman', and 

which are used in the formation of nouns with diminutive and feminine meanings. 

Morphemes of this kind in southern African Khoesan occasionally even bear a notable 

formal resemblance to those of both Niger-Congo and Nilo-Saharan. 
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CHAPTER II. Methodology, and a few other preliminaries. 

Chapter synopsis. 

The main elements of the methodology used in this work are set out, so as to 
provide the contextualizing backdrop for the review in the following chapter (of the 
few comparative studies and related analysis previously undertaken). The 
demonstration of relatedness will invol ve a classical two stage process: the first 
stage will show structural affinities that establish the grounds for a working 
hypothesis of unity; and the second will attempt to offer corroboration by (a) 
demonstrating repeating patterns of phonetic alternations, and (b) showing the 
feasibility of projecting hypothetical common structures. 

These notes are followed by a section that anticipates the counter-proposal of a 
borrowing scenario. The section is needed in order to address an approach 
prevalent in the field of Khoesan linguistics, currently dominated by 'Splitters'. 

II.l. The classical method of demonstrating language relatedness. 

Johanna Nichols has pointed out (1996) that the classical demonstrations oflanguage 

relationships generally took underlying genetic unity as axiomatic. The determination of 

regular sound correspondences was essentially the second step, i.e. one that permitted the 

work of 'reconstruction', and that ultimately provided more detailed specification of the 

finer branchings (or sub-systems) within the already assumed kin-group: 

'The procedure employed by the classic comparative method may be summarized 

as follows. An initial assumption of relatedness is made on the basis of solid 

evidence that firmly identifies a unique individual proto language; that evidence is 

primarily grammatical and includes morphological material with complex 

paradigmatic and s)'lltagmatic organization. The initial assumption of relatedness 

is made for some, though not necessarily all, daughter languages. Once relatedness 

is assumed, then the labor-intensive process of working out the correspondences 

and cognate sets begins. Since relatedness is assumed, this lexical work makes the 

further assumption that any vocabulary set displaying the regular sound 

correspondences is in fact cognate, however far-fetched the semantic 

correspondences. This work ultimately yields a detailed picture of the branching 

structure of the family tree, and it often brings into the family additional languages 
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that did not figure in the initial assumption of relatedness. It also yields additional 

individual-identifying evidence for the relatedness of the daughter languages.' 

Nichols emphasizes that the initial assumptions were generally based either explicitly or 

implicitly on observations of similarities between grammatical paradigms in the main, 

although sometimes in combination with the existence of similar lexis (as well as tacit 

notions concerning the ethnic relatedness of speaker communities). In short, while the 

full-scale demonstration of cognate (lexical) sets may serve to corroborate genetic 

relationship, it is not in itself the initial 'discovery device' or heuristic. 

It follows that where a potential relatedness of languages is not sufficiently self-evident to 

be taken for granted, it is necessary to use some sort of diagnostic technique. Nichols 

suggests that such a technique should primarily involve a search for syntactically based 

parallels, i.e. 'submerged features', that involve not merely occasional morphological 

correspondences, but actual paradigrnicity. She adds that this search may take differing 

forms, depending on the differing properties of languages: 

'Languages of the isolating type, and to a lesser extent languages with agglutinative 

morphology, lack the intersecting arbitrary classifications and grammatical 

accidence that make subsystems like the Indo-European gender system diagnostic 

of genetic relatedness. Nonetheless, there are various circumstances under which 

groupings and reconstructions of isolating languages may be said to be consistent 

with the comparative method. One such situation is where the family is sufficiently 

shallow that relatedness is self-evident (e.g. Tai, Chinese) or has a written history 

that makes its relatedness evident (Chinese). Sometimes an isolating group fits into 

a deeper family that has more morphology and whose relatedness has been 

established in part on the evidence of that morphology, as Chinese fits into Sino

Tibetan or Vietnamese into Austro-Asiatic or Kwa in Niger-Congo. In principle, 

genetic relatedness could even be established on purely lexical evidence. If 

lexemes can be organized into paradigmatic sets and the entire set reconstructed 

[ ... ], then it may be possible to regard the sets as internally structured pieces of 

indi vidual-identifying evidence.' 

In the case of the present study, the argumentation will have the following format: 
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STAGE I. It will be shown in the two chapters of the first ('grounds establishing') stage 

(i.e. Ch. IV pts 1-3, and Ch. V) that there are structural affinities visible across the SAK 

languages. These occur as: 

(1) Resemblances in the morphology of those verbs mostfrequently enlistedfor 

grammatical purposes, i.e. in the context of multi-verb constructions associated with the 

expression of modality, tense and aspect, as well as various locative and directional 

relations; and 

(2) Resemblances noted 'horizontally' across the specifier systems of SAK languages, 

where the resemblances in actual morphology are also visible 'vertically', i.e. down the 

lists of possible exponents within the relevant sub-paradigms (e.g. deictic, quantificational 

or descriptive). 

While the discovery procedures for other groupings (such as Indo-European) have included 

notable reference in the first stage to structural commonalities detected in the pronominal 

systems of the potential member languages, this specific sub-system is not always in itself 

a useful (or necessary) indicator. In languages where the morphological expression of 

certain kinds of granunatical information (such as semantic roles) is not nominally based 

(i.e. expressed by means of case inflection) there may simply be too little in the way of 

pronominally-based morphology to work with. This appears to be the situation that 

obtains, for example, in a number of African languages, such as members of Niger-Congo, 

where the indication of semantic roles in some languages may be at least partly a verb

based function; and this seems to be the situation also in southern African Khoesan. 

It is also noted that the demonstration of actual correspondences does not fall within the 

scope of the first stage. It is a mild paradox of the method that the limited sets of items 

shown to be similar in the first stage do not generally provide sufficient material on which 

to base firmer claims concerning the presence of actually systematic correspondences. The 

first stage only licenses the next, in which the wider vocabularies of the languages under 

comparison can then be searched more extensively for words with (unstrained) semantic 

links that are potentially cognate - even where these will not necessarily present 

themselves as obvious cross-varietallookalikes. (It is not desirable to rule out items from 

the start purely on grounds that they do not meet pre-formed ideas concerning what mayor 

may not be valid correspondences.) 
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To sum up: the presence of multiple structural commonalities constitutes fair grounds only 

for raising the possibility of SAK-unity, i. e. as a working proposal. The method of testing 

such an hypothesis is to embark next on a search for signs of a common underlying system, 

such as might be expected to manifest itself in regularly repeated phonetic alternations (i.e. 

patterns where a segment x in one language consistently appears as the counterpart, in a 

semantically equivalent morpheme, to some segment y, and where departures from such a 

pattern can potentially be shown to be systematic). 

STAGE II. In the second ('confirmatory') stage (Ch. VI), cross-SAK lexical material is set 

out in comparative series (or 'rows'), organized into conventional arrays. This tabulated 

material reveals a range of recurring co-variations of phonetic elements in items that are 

plausibly equivalent in semantic terms. In several instances the patterns will be seen to 

confirm the hypothesized cognacy of the resemblant structural items noted in the first 

stage. It is conceded, however, that the tables primarily demonstrate regular patterns 

involving only the basic click positional type. Additional tables highlight regularities 

involving clicks that are fully characterized (e.g. as voiced, aspirated, or ejected). 

Lastly, tentative preliminary suggestions are put forward (in an Appendix to Ch. VI) 

concerning certain of the properties that a common 'ancestral language' might have had, 

along the following lines: 

1. The model hypothesizes the probable shape of the original basic stem pattern. 

11. It presents an example case of an underlier that could be projected to account for one of 

the alternation patterns seen in the comparative tables; and shows how the proposed stem 

pattern can account for some of the diverse click accompaniments, as well as the 'quirky' 

alternations they participate in. 

Any model of this kind should in principle be guided by various rules-of-thumb, in order to 

meet certain norms of well-formedness. Its projected inventory of proto-segments should 

preferably not include rare segments, i.e. it should not violate the 'Oddity Constraint' of 

Roger Lass (1993)1. While symmetry is by no means an absolute requirement, it is at least 

a desirable quality (cf Campbell 2004: 145). The model should therefore ideally not 

contain segments characterized by features with an uneven distribution through the overall 

inventory; and nor should it feature unusual gaps, if possible. The overall size of the 

projected inventory should generally be parsimonious. Lastly, the theoretical dynamics 

proposed to account for the emergence of the various reflexes in various contexts should 
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involve linguistically plausible routes, i.e. they should be at least 'quasi-realistic', or in 

accordance with known universals oflanguage behaviour. 

The model that is proposed in the Appendix will be seen to display economy, insofar as it 

permits projection of a simple and moderately sized proto-inventory, without unusual 

segments or extensively characterized ones. It also has additional explanatory power, in 

that some of the processes needed to account for the emergence of clicks from these 

underliers offer a natural explanation for the Back Vowel Constraint. 

11.2. Anticipating the potential counter-hypothesis that structural affinities may be 

attributable to areal diffusion. 

II.2.i. Introduction. 

It might alternatively be proposed that the structural resemblances noted in the first stage 

of the work are merely attributable to extensive processes of areal diffusion. To raise the 

possibility of this counter-argument simply in order to set about refuting it is not the idle 

propping up of a 'straw-man': the field of Khoesan linguistics is currently dominated by 

scholars who admit to being 'splitters', as remarked by GOldemann and Vossen (2000), 

and who are perhaps more likely than not to choose convergence as the first-case 

explanatory scenario when cross-SAK structural affinities are found. This is the approach, 

for example, of GOldemann (2003) and Sands (2001). 

Summary of the refotation: 

Hypotheses of the 'diffusionist' kind will be shown in the discussion that follows to 

be methodologically faulty. While it is not denied that borrowing has undoubtedly 

occurred in many cases, to propose that extensive cross-linguistic similarities have 

come about entirely by processes of convergence is to make a strong claim that not 

only requires (i) testing, but also requires (ii) motivation of its underlying premise 

- i.e. of absolute prior difference. When it comes to designing a test for such an 

hypothesis, the weakness of the approach immediately becomes apparent. As for 

motivating the prior assumption of an absolute dichotomy, the evidence may be of 

two kinds: non-linguistic and linguistic. The non-linguistic evidence is 
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inadmissable. The linguistic evidence takes the form of two main arguments: one 

for the existence of typological differences that suggest existence of a major 'SAK

internal split'; and one for various hypotheses of a 'northern link', where the 

KHOE languages are placed in relationship with one or more languages elsewhere 

in Africa, and hence are effectively split off from the other SAK languages. (The 

linguistically-based arguments will be discussed separately, as part of the literature 

survey.) 

II.2.ll. The fact of borrowing. 

Of course borrowing can and does occur as a general phenomenon, and certainly has 

occurred in the case of the SAK languages - no less than in any others. There are many 

fairly obvious loans in Khoesan languages from various Bantu languages (and even 

Afrikaans) that plainly reveal the operation of such processes; and it would be surprising 

if inter-Khoesan borrowing also had not taken place, especially given the complexity of 

recorded social dynamics, particularly during the recent colonial period. As it happens, 

languages from non-Khoe groupings of the Kalahari region (such as Jul'hoan, Eastern 

:fHoan and !X65) are indeed particularly prone to a presence of words almost identical to 

those found in varieties of Kalahari Khoe (such as Naro). 

Sands (2001) expands on the issue of borrowing, noting that 'Khoekhoe dialects have 

influenced nearly every other Khoesan language'. This influence has 'led to unidirectional 

borrowing from Khoekhoe, and language replacement, in some cases.' The mini-table 

below, showing the directional tendency of this influence, is based partly on references and 

information in Sands' paper, although the suggestion of a lOra influence in :fUIJkwe was 

made by Meinhof(1928-9). 
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Fig. 11.1. Direction of influence in the context of areal diffusion affecting SAK languages, 

after Sands (2001). 

KHOE KHOE JV 'TUU' 'TUU' 
Khoekhoe Kalahari (isolate) TAA lUI 

Khoekhoegowab - Jul'hoan - lX65 -IIXegwi; 
----+ 

-I'Auo 

(bilingualism); 

- :f:Khomani 

{bilingualism) 
lOra (?) ----+ -IXam; 

- :f:UIJkwe 

Khwe - Jul'hoan 
(?) ----+ (Dikundu) 
Naro----+ - Jul'hoan - lX65 

(Tsumkwe) (bilingualism) 

IGui ----+ - E.:f:Hoan - lX65 

(bilingualism) 

Sands sums up her paper on 'Borrowing and diffusion as a source oflexical similarities in 

Khoesan' as follows: 

'the widespread occurrence of a root in a given language family should not be taken 

as conclusive evidence that the root was inherited rather than borrowed or diffused 

from another language family, as we can expect multiple points of contact benveen 

Khoesan families. ' 

This is fair comment: the mere fact that certain similar-looking and semantically 

equivalent items may have a partial or even a near-complete cross-group distribution does 

indeed not mean that they are automatically cognate terms. 

In some cases, loan status may be reasonably self-evident. For example, Traill and 

Nakagawa (2000) discuss the existence of a known lX66-IGui 'contact zone', and note that 

for the 275 shared (and very similar items) they found, lX65 frequently had an alternative 

(i. e. presumably native) term of its own. Otherwise, unless their foreign origin is a matter 

of record, the status of particular words as non-inherited is generally best established by 
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linguistic procedures, e.g. by determining that their phonetic substance violates a predicted 

pattern of variation. 

Even so, the mere fact that some natural borrowing or diffusion may have occurred across 

a particular set of languages still does not preclude the possibility of relatedness at a deeper 

level. There are 'doublets' seen occasionally in Jul'hoan (e.g. nloqrn and g'f6o 'springhare') 

where one of the terms is a probable loan from a Kalahari Khoe variety, such as Naro (cf. 

tgoo), while the other evidently 'native' term is different; and yet, on the evidence of 

similarly patterning data, the two forms are quite probably cognate, nonetheless. (It is 

possible that the 'cousin-like quality' may have been one of the very factors facilitating the 

transfer of the additional word.) 

Finally on this point: to suggest that extensive cross-linguistic similarities (particularly 

ones involving grammatical morphology) have come about entirely by processes of 

convergence, and that the languages concerned are underlyingly quite unrelated, is to make 

a claim of an altogether different order. Such a strong claim certainly requires testing, just 

as much as any proposal that structural commonalities may perhaps be accounted for by an 

underlying unity; and moreover even seems to require additional motivation. 

II. 2.iii. The problem of testing scenarios of areal diffusion as explanatory hypotheses. 

A convergence hypothesis is at a disadvantage from the outset in terms of testability, since 

borrowing is inevitably harder to 'prove' than inheritance. (This is all the more true in the 

case of the Khoesan languages, for which there are no records going back further than the 

1 i h century.) It may be argued in some cases that a very limited distribution across one 

language group of a form otherwise widely found in (and possibly even reconstructed for) 

another set of languages is suggestive of borrowing by the first group. Yet there are well

known sociolinguistic factors that may be responsible for skewings of this kind, and such a 

pattern may reflect merely some ordinary regional isogloss, e.g. as the result of several 

languages in one group having substituted an alternative word (possibly a neologism or 

archaism) in place of a formerly more widespread form. 

For all practical purposes, the best test for borrowed status would probably involve trying 

to show that any particular phonetic alternation initially suggested by a single row of 

potentially cognate words - is not borne out by systematic recurrence (i.e. throughout an 
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entire array of semantically linked items for the languages concerned). In effect, this is the 

converse of the test that needs to be applied in any case to verify the hypothesis of unity. 

Since it seems to offer the simpler point of methodological departure, in terms of being 

more readily testable, the approach taken here will be that the evidence presented in the 

two chapters of Stage I constitutes reasonable enough 'first-sight' grounds for proposing an 

hypothesis of possible unity; and for proceeding to test the idea (in Stage II). The return 

of a negative finding (or 'null hypothesis') might then constitute grounds for raising areal 

diffusion as an alternative explanation for the cross-SAK similarities. 

The mini-discussion below outlines some of the further methodological difficulties that 

arise when the alternative scenario of areal convergence (or 'borrowing') is raised as a 

first-case hypothesis. The conclusion that will be drawn from this discussion is that: 

invocation of a borrowing model as first choice of explanation violates a basic guideline of 

preferred simplicity. 

Even before proceeding to this discussion as it pertains specifically to Khoesan languages, 

it may be noted that the argument has in any case already been made - and established as a 

general principle of the historical linguist's method - by the metatheoretician Roger Lass, 

who commented (1997: 209) in his major collection of philosophical essays that: 

, ... in the absence of evidence, an endogenous explanation of a phenomenon is 

more parsimonious, because endogenous change must occur in any case, whereas 

borrowing is never necessary. lfthe (informal) probability weightings of both 

source-types converge for a given character, then the choice goes to endogeny.' 

Apart from its lack of intrinsic testability, a convergence proposal seems additionally 

cumbersome to start out with, since (unlike the unity hypothesis) it seems to call for some 

validation of its very premise, i.e. of absolute prior difference. It will be suggested below 

that there are few convincing grounds of either a non-linguistic or a linguistic kind for 

merely pre-supposing (i.e. as an unquestioned a'\..iom) that there is a fundamental difference 

between the two broad groupings of the SAK languages. 
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II.2.iv. The inadmissability of non-linguistic evidence. 

As concerns non-linguistic evidence (effectively for the existence of supposedly different 

speaker populations) there appears to be none that the linguist can legitimately invoke. The 

interpretations placed by archaeologists on the material record have tended to depend in 

part (and sometimes even crucially) on appeals to 'linguistic' (i.e. lexical) evidence in the 

first place - which is believed to support the making of some connection between a specific 

set of cultural traces (or' signature') and a distinct population. In particular, the presence 

of certain terms for domesticated animals (particularly sheep) in the KHOE languages but 

not JU and !UI-TAA has sometimes in the past been suggested (cf. Westphal 1963 for an 

early formulation) as evidence for the arrival of KHOE speakers at a time roughly 

coincident with the first (known) deposition of remains indicating the presence of the 

relevant species in the region, about 2000 years ago. 

This reasoning can be faulted on several grounds. Firstly, the 'Khoesan origin' of some of 

the relevant terms increasingly seems doubtfuP, which means it is more probable that the 

subgroup ofKHOE speakers who became herders acquired their livestock and techniques 

of pastoralism from others, presumably via early exchange networks. More nuanced views 

allowing for a 'percolation' of this kind have in recent years been put forward by 

archaeologists themselves, e.g. Sadr (2003) and Fauvelle-Aymar (2008), who now question 

the 'Khoisan hypothesis' on independent grounds. 

Secondly, it is to deny the intrinsic possibilities of human progress, innovation, exchange 

and dissemination if it is assumed that material evidence of emerging new economies, 

newly adopted domesticated species, and even changing technologies must always imply 

the literal arrival of more advanced immigrant bearer populations (whether these are 

conceived, in the southern African context, to have been speakers of either KHOE or Bantu 

languages). 

Thirdly, it cannot be taken as a foregone conclusion, even if there were any such adventive 

groups, that incoming communities would necessarily have spoken languages entirely 

unrelated to those of any supposedly' autochthonous' local popUlations. (Speakers of early 

Germanic languages are known to have intruded at various relatively late stages into 

regions already occupied by established speakers of Celtic languages, both on the 

European mainland and on the adjacent western islands: but the historical fact of these 
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population movements, and even a visible amount of mutual cross-cultural and cross

varietal influence, does not 'undo' the separate fact that the Germanic and Celtic languages 

are underlyingly related. Needless to say, any physiological differences that might be 

supposed to distinguish populations such as these have no bearing on the question of 

linguistic affinity.) 

To sum up: the essential point concerning extraneous evidence is that it does not constitute 

adequate (or even strictly independent) grounds for the linguist to assert as a 'known' fact 

that there is any absolute prior difference between speakers of the various groupings of 

southern African languages. The resort to non-linguistic evidence (whether it refers to 

supposedly significant differences in culture or physiology) is widely considered a 

dubious practice and should in any case probably be avoided as a matter of basic principle. 

The invalidity of drawing on 'biological' evidence is highlighted in a textbook (Campbell 

2004: 419) of historical linguistics, where the point is neatly illustrated by the observation 

that: 

'The genetic make-up of speakers of Indo-European languages varies considerably; 

there is a large difference between speakers of the Indo-European languages in 

northern India and those ofIceland. Similarly, Finno-Ugric languages are spoken 

by the western Caucasian Finns and the eastern mongoloid Ostyaks and Voguls.' 

II.2.v. Examining linguistic evidence that might be considered sufficient to support a 

premise of absolute prior difference between KHOE and the other SAK languages. 

Beyond any unacceptable non-linguistic arguments for the supposed existence of some 

absolute difference between speaker communities associated with KHOE on one hand and 

the remaining SAK languages on the other, there is certainly linguistic evidence that might 

more properly be raised. The two main types of linguistic arguments involve: 

(l) reference to typological differences that suggest a radical 'internal split' of the SAK 

languages into distinct KHOE and 'non-KHOE' categories; and 

(2) postulation of various 'northern link' hypotheses that most often attempt to connect just 

the KHOE subset of languages with one or more languages from the northern part of the 
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continent, effectively thereby splitting the KHOE languages off from the other SAK 

groupmgs. 

Although these have been raised here in the context of a methodological issue, both types 

of argument will be discussed as part of the following chapter, since the topics 

simultaneously provide an indirect opportunity for a brief survey of the relevant Khoesan 

literature. (The last part of the survey will be seen to touch in tum on a further aspect of 

methodology. ) 

NOTES. 

1. Lass in fact made special allowance for the inclusion of segments such as clicks that 

might be 'odd' in a language universal context, yet regionally 'normal'. It is one of the 

indirect findings of the present study that Lass's principle is a powerful rule-of-thumb that 

works even better when it is assumed that no exceptions should be made. 

2. Westphal seems to be responsible for having instigated the modem phase of this 

discussion, when he picked up (1963) on earlier observations by Meinhof (1905), focusing 

in particular on southern words for 'sheep', 'cow', 'milk' and 'goat'. 

The notion that sheep were first introduced into the southern region by incoming speakers 

ofKhoe languages is sometimes supported by reference to the Xhosa word for 'sheep' in 

igusha, which may well be a loanword from Khoekhoe, as seems to have been first 

proposed by Bleek (1857), with 'rendering of the feminine gender suffix' as a fricative 

(Louw 1977). (The reasoning is apparently that the animals would have been transmitted 

along with the word to the later wave of Bantu-speaking immigrants.) It is interesting, 

therefore, that at least one record for Xhosa (Van der Kemp 1805: 37) reveals the use of 

the more regular imbo for 'sheep' (represented as 'inbou'). Since it is igusha that is taken 

to reflect the Khoe contribution to the Xhosa lexicon, the implication is that southern 

words of the widely found type (i)mbu, ndu and ngu are probably variants of a pre-existing 

Bantu term. It is of some further interest that there is a seeming survival of this word in 

contemporary Xhosa - where it does not, however, specifically mean 'sheep', but rather 

(McLaren 1963: 88) a 'highly valued, precious thing'. In light of this it seems worth 

noting that Benjamin Katz (Meinhof 1930: 66) specifically translated the lOra gub (used in 

the sense of property, or a head of livestock) into his own Afrikaans as 'iets' (i.e. 'thing'). 

Whether this word is ultimately KHOE or Bantu, there certainly seem to be resonances 
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with the special nexus of meanings associated with words like 'pecus' or 'chattel' in 

European languages. 

As for the Kalahari KHOE words reconstructed for 'cow' as *goe (Proto-West Kalahari) 

and *be (Proto-East Kalahari) these are now acknowledged as probable loans from 

outcomes ofPB *-gombe, as noted (forthc.) by Giildemann and Elderkin. While the word 

reconstructed for 'milk, breastrnilk' (Vossen 1997) in Proto-KHOE is *pi, Nama has a 

unique term in daib. This may also be a loan: cf. the Bantu word for 'milk' reconstructed 

as *-tai (identified as a variant of *-tai 'spittle'), with known outcomes restricted to Zones 

DFJL. On the other hand, the Nama word may be related in some way to a widely 

distributed Nilo-Saharan word meaning 'milk' having the general shape lai or lei.: cf. data 

for the Moru-Madi languages in Tucker (1940: 350-351). 

Lastly, Nama has another unusual word in the domain ofpastoralist terminology - in its 

term for a 'ram', namely baib or bairab. As a verb, bai means 'fight (of rams); ram, 

bump, butt' (Haacke and Eiseb 2002: 19; Haacke 2008), and the variant bairab 

accordingly seems to account for itself as a regularly formed deverbal nominalization. On 

the other hand, words with an initial bilabial stop are remarkably rare in all SAK 

languages, as has been noted elsewhere, and the possibility exists that the original word is 

indeed foreign (with both the verb and the longer form of the noun then perhaps being 

explicable as later coinings and reinterpretations). 
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CHAPTER III: Literature survey Part 1: 'Splitters'. 

Linguistic arguments previously raised to support a premise of absolute prior difference 

between KHOE and the other SAK languages. 

Chapter synopsis. 

The fIrst part of the chapter considers various typological differences that might 
suggest the existence of an absolute dichotomy between the KHOE and 'non
KHOE' groups of SAK languages. Crosslinguistic examples are adduced to 
support an argument that there is not one major difference that could not coexist 
within an ultimately integrated framework It may well be the case that the two 
groups broadly defInable as KHOE and 'non-KHOE' are only distantly related: but 
there appear to be no good grounds for an absolute assertion that they carmot be 
related at all. 

In the second part of the chapter, it is shown that there is little compelling evidence 
for hypotheses that propose to link just the KHOE group oflanguages (as a distinct 
set) with languages found further north in Africa, such as one or both of the east 
African isolates, Hadza and Sandawe. A fInal note explains why the Angolan 
isolate, Kwadi, is excluded from the study. 

111.1.1. The notion ofa 'SAK-intemal split'. 

At fIrst sight there do indeed appear to be a few typological grounds for supposing the 

existence of an absolute dichotomy between the KHOE languages and the 'SAK 

remainder'. As noted in the preliminary overview, these include differences in: 

i. preferred sequencing of constituents. 

Moreover, when their respective pronominal paradigms are considered in full, i. e. with 

inclusion of the pronouns for the interlocutive persons, those of the JU and !UI-TAA 

languages certainly appear notably different from those of KHOE, in terms of: 

ii. the actual morphology of the pronominal forms; 

iii. an overall lesser morphological complexity reflected in the organization of the 

paradigm, insofar as the 'non-KHOE' languages lack a formally grarnmaticalized dual, and 

do not make grarnmaticalized distinctions of (natural) gender in 1 st and 2nd persons; and 
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iv. the semantic sub-categorizations cross-indexed by the gender-sensitive pronouns of the 

3rd person 

Reference is usually made to some or all of these properties in the few oblique statements 

that exist of what might be dubbed the hypothesis of a 'SAK-intemal split'). 

In general, while such differences potentially provide useful indices for the establishment 

of classificatory sub-branches (since they may be interpreted as innovations) they remain 

merely typological, and do not preclude the possibility of an underlying unity. Just as 

typological similarities do not in themselves constitute 'proof of linguistic relationship, so 

too, typological differences do not automatically signal non-relationship. After all, 

typologies are subject to change as much as any other aspect oflanguage, as is made 

evident by the diversity visible across the spectrum of any existing group of languages 

known to be related (such as the family of the Bantu languages, or the superfamily of Indo

European). Within the SAK languages themselves, vestiges in some western !X65 

varieties as well as various lUI languages of a formerly prefixed morphology suggest fairly 

strongly that processes ofre-ordering, for example, must have occurred in at least some of 

the non-Khoe languages. 

The following notes provide some abbreviated discussion of the main points of typological 

divergence. (Available space does not permit a lengthy treatment.) The essential theme of 

the notes is that there is not one set of the differences highlighted below that could not 

plausibly coexist within an ultimately integrated framework. 

III.l.l.i. Differences in preferred sequencing of constituents. 

An indirect exposition of the SAK-internal split hypothesis may be found in the Khoisan 

overview of GUldemann and Vossen (2000), where the concept takes the form of a minor 

motif running through the chapter. These authors comment on the difference in preferred 

sequencing of constituents as follows: 

'One feature distinguishing non-Khoe languages from all other Khoisan is that they 

have a SVO clause order and a nominal head-modifier structure with the important 

exception of associative constructions where the reverse order modifier-head is 

found.' 
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As already noted, a particular pattern of preferred order is not an immutable property, 

either of an individual language or any group oflanguages. (There are even some Bantu 

languages (cf. Nurse and Philippson 2003) with a preferred verb-final basic order.) It 

might be added that the Khoe languages regularly use post-verbal pronominal enclitics as a 

way of cross-referencing objects - in a strategy that might be interpreted as reflective of a 

former SVO pattern. Indeed, Haacke (2006) suggests for Khoekhoe that 'object and object 

NPs in the underlying matrix sentence consist only of an enclitic PGN marker', and 

proposes further that 'Khoekhoe underlyingly is a SVO language, not a SOY language as 

generally held'. 

III.l.l.ii. Differences in the morphology of the pronominal forms. 

It is true that much attention in the past, e.g. Greenberg (1963), Honken (1977, 1987), 

Go.ldemann (2004a,), Go.ldemann and Elderkin (forthc.), has been placed on aspects of the 

pronominal systems in Khoesan languages, particularly where the range of the study has 

included one or both of the east African isolates. Yet there are two points that should be 

noted with respect to such systems. 

Firstly, it is worth reiterating, as a general principle, that divergent pronominal systems are 

not in themselves 'evidence' for non-relatedness. Convenient reference may be made here 

to the vast family of the Bantu languages, across which the self-standing (or 'absolute') 

pronouns vary rather considerably. (In the course of reconstructing various grammatical 

elements of Bantu, Meeussen noted (1967) that when it came to the substitutive pronouns, 

'although the overall system is clear, the individual forms cannot be set up'.) This situation 

may have arisen because there are numerous forms in these languages with the potential to 

be enlisted as substitutives - in the shape of modifiers incorporating aspects of 

specification such as deixis, quantification, scope of reference, quality, or association. In 

addition, these languages not only have 'absolute' and other potentially self-standing 

pronominal forms, but also (much as in Afroasiatic) dependent pronouns of various kinds, 

including the morphemes commonly referred to as subject and object concords, and still 

other dependent ('bound' or 'affix') forms such as those used in possessive expressions. 

Lastly, the bases often used in the construction of the complex pronominal forms may vary 

from language to language. 
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Secondly, with reference specifically to the Khoesan languages, it is likely that the 

'pronominal' elements commonly set out in illustrative tables (at least for the southern 

African varieties) are not strictly comparable. This statement is based on examination of 

the function of the respective morphemes, as explained next. 

In the case of the KHOE languages, the gender-sensitive, number-expressive suffixes have 

a polyfunctional capacity to serve not only as cross-referential pronouns (both anaphoric 

and cataphoric) but also as overt nominal indices of agreement-class membership, and 

additionally in some cases as deictic specifiers, and even quasi-copular predicators. The 

inherent 'semi-deictic' character of the Khoe affixes is often alluded (e.g. Haacke 1977, 

Heine 1997, Kilian-Hatz 1997, Kilian-Hatz and Heine 1998), and may well be a trace 

effect ofre-ordering processes, in which the 'suffix' morphology now seen in the SAK 

languages may have emerged via the well-known pathway (cf. Greenberg [1978]) that 

grammaticalizes a series of unstressed, possibly enclitic demonstrative pronouns which 

initially function as 'discourse deictics', and which tend to preserve the indications of 

gender inherent in their agreement morphology. 

To make this clearer: analogous morphemes in Bantu languages would probably be the 

occasionally seen enclitic post-nominal demonstratives with weak deictic force. Since they 

are gender-sensitive, these morphemes bear some formal resemblance to the more directly 

indexical morphemes usually referred to as 'noun class prefixes'. (It is easy to see how 

enclitic morphology of this kind has the potential, in principle, to induce an eventual shift 

from a prefixing to suffixing mode.) 

The examples below illustrate post-nominal enclitic demonstratives as found in Mbukllshu 

(Fisch 1998: 51) and Herero, but other Bantu languages have a similar series, e. g. Gciriku 

(Mahlig 1967,2005), and NyanjaiCewa (Mchombo 2004: 65). 
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Fig. m.l.l. Postnominal enclitics for selected genders of Mbukushu, after Fisch (1998: 

51), and for an old variety of Herero as quoted by Johnston (1919: 360). 

Mbukushu. 

Singular Plural 

112 -yu -wa 

3/4 -ghu ['{u] -dhi [oil 

5/6 -di -gha ['{a] 

7/8 -thi [8i] -yl 

9110 -yu -dhi [oil 

Herero. 

Singular Plural 

1/2 -ngu -mba 
3/4 -mbu -mbi 
5/6 -ndi -nga 
7/8 -hi -mbi 
9/10 -ndyi -nda 

In languages of the JU and !UI-TAA groups the morphemes with the nearest relationship 

to the enclitic pronominal forms of KHOE are probably the vestigial morphemes of the 

singular-plural noun-suffixes still visible in some languages of! UI-TAA (if only barely so 

in some cases). In the case !X60, the morpheme boundary between the noun stem and the 

following enclitic element seems to have been breached at some point: the gender-linked 

noun terminations in this language are often barely separable from the roots, and suggest 

the past operation of extensive processes of coalescence and (or) elision. This aspect of the 

!X65 lexical data will be apparent in the comparative tables.) 

In the case of !X65 also (possibly as a result of such processes working in conjunction with 

others that in any case restrict the possible exponents of C2) one effect has been that certain 

C2V2 sequences seem to recur frequently, thus lending themselves to interpretation as 

actual morphemes or even 'suffixes'. Traill, for example, broached the idea (1985: 11) in 

connection with !XOO, that 'many nouns participate in a non-productive system of thirty 

classes based on the morphological details of their singular-plural pairings'. It is clear from 

his further remarks that he conceived these classes to be the renmants of a much older and 

no longer productive system. It has already been noted, however, that a number of dialects 
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within the !UI-T AA grouping preserve traces of a former prefixing system. The shift to the 

presently seen 'suffixing' system could plausibly have been mediated by the 

grammaticalization of enclitic post-nominal demonstrative morphemes with weak deictic 

force (i.e. 'determiners); and it seems far more likely that (i) the original gender system 

was overtly indexed by prefix morphology, and (ii) that it did not have quite as many as the 

suggested 'thirty classes' . 

As for the 'pronouns' of the JV and !UI-T AA groups, it seems likely (judging by their 

patterns of use and the functions they have retained in some cases) that these have arisen 

from a different series of morphemes, albeit a series that nonetheless similarly preserves 

some gender -reflecti ve aspects. It is in some of the ! VI languages that the essential 

character of these pronouns reveals itself most clearly. These languages often have both 

'emphatic' forms of the pronoun and a simpler form that typically appears either before a 

verb (as a type of 'subject-referring' morpheme, either substituting for or cross-referencing 

a subject); or after a verb or other part of speech (in the case of objects or other referents). 

The Bantu-like character of such morphemes in IIXegwi, was observed by Ziervogel 

(1953), who assumed that this was simply one amongst several other features that 'seemed 

to point to the influence of the Bantu language on Bushman'. Very similar patterns are in 

fact seen in other! VI languages, such as IXam. 

To make this point more precisely: analogous morphemes in Bantu to the simple cross

referential pronouns of the JU and !UI-TAA languages would be the dependent pronominal 

forms traditionally described as 'subject' (and 'object') 'concords'. (It has become 

increasingly clear over the past two decades that the so-called' object concords' of the 

Bantu languages may perhaps be better analysed as pronominal arguments, where the 

nominal expressions linked to them have the discourse function of topics (Mchombo 2004: 

51). The so-called 'subject concord' is reckoned to be functionally ambiguous by 

Mchombo, who states (2004: 61-62) that 'it functions as a marker of agreement with the 

subject NP in some cases, and as a pronominal argument in others'.) The example below 

illustrates the picture that might be arrived at if the genders (i.e. singular-plural noun class 

pairings) of a Bantu language such as Mbukushu were to be defmed purely in terms of its 

(dependent) pronominal agreements, represented below by the 'subject concords' for a 

selected set. (In the orthographies of some Bantu languages these concordial morphemes 

are written disjunctively.) 
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Fig.III.1.2. Dependent pronominal forms Csubjectival concords') for Mbukushu, after 
Fisch (1998:51). 

Singular Plural 

1/2 gha- [)(a] ha-

3/4 ghu- [)(u] dhi- [oil 

5/6 di- gha- [)(a] 

7/8 thi- lSi) tyi-

9/2 gha- [)(a] ha-

9/10 gha- [)(a] dhi- [oil 

9/6 gha- [)(a] gha- [)(a] 

There are clearly some affinities between the two types of 'pronominal' systems described 

above, which may co-occur within any given language, and where one arises from an 

enclitic series of weak demonstratives, while the other arises from a series of dependent 

pronominal morphemes of the type often termed 'concordial'. Both series are gender

sensitive, so that there is likely to be some degree of language-internal consistency in the 

morphology both use to express agreements. At the same time they remain functionally 

different series, and it seems unrealistic to expect that juxtaposition of two such only 

obliquely related systems in cross-linguistic comparisons would yield clear and consistent 

traces of common morphology. 

III. 1.1. iii. Differences in the overall configuration of the pronominal paradigms. 

Concerning differences in the general organization of their respective pronominal 

paradigms, it is true that whereas they typically distinguish between inclusive and 

exclusive reference, the JU and lUI-TAA languages lack a formally grammaticalized dual, 

and do not make grammaticalized distinctions of (natural) gender in 1 sl and 2nd persons. 

Yet: a distinction of inclusive versus exclusive reference may certainly appear in only 

some members of a set of related languages, as in the case of 'Dongo amongst the Mba 

languages. (Given that quantificative stems encoding this distinction are widely found 

amongst the sets of possible modifiers in the Bantu languages, it would be fairly surprising 

if it were not to surface occasionally even in Bantu or Bantoid languages as a fully 

inflectional category.) 
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Similarly: the grarnmaticalized expression of a dual number value may also be present in 

only some members of an acknowledged language group. For example, Botne (2003) 

records the presence of a dual in the north-eastern Bantu language, Beya dialect of Lega 

(025), as follows: 

Fig. llI.1.2. Observations by Botne on a dual in the Beya dialect of the Bantu language, 

Lega 

'Independent subject pronouns, typically used emphatically, occur in singular, dual, 
and plural forms. 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 nne iswe biswe 

2 ugwe iJlwe biJlwe 

3 gwe bo Mbo 

'Object pronouns are similar to their subject counterparts, but no dual distinction is 
made.' 

Although the KHOE languages may seem to be significantly distinguished from other SAK 

languages in their grarnmaticalized expression of a dual (which may be further sub

specified for gender, and even person) it is nonetheless noteworthy that some of the JU and 

!UJ-TAA languages do indeed express a type of semi-formal dual. As seen in the tables 

given earlier, the Jul'hoan pronouns regularly express this number by means of a 

collocation involving the natural quantifier (sa 'two', although Guldemann notes (2004a) 

that 'dual number is neither marked on nouns nor obligatory with most pronouns'. In the 

case of the T AA language, !X60, similarly illustrated previously, Traill cautiously notes 

(1994: 27) that 'dual-like' forms exist for the 15t and 2nd persons. They appear to mean 'we 

two' and 'you two' respectively. This quasi-dual for 15t person is :f:nai, and for 2nd person, 

:f:num'u. 

A reasonable explanation for the differences between the KHOE and other SAK systems 

might therefore be that it is simply a matter of degree, and that the KHOE languages reflect 

the outcome of more intensive grarnmaticalization processes. Giildemann (2004d) 
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discusses processes whereby the dual may have emerged, or at least be in the process of 

emerging, in the various 'non-Khoe' pronominal systems, from what he calls 'number

specified pronouns'. These last somewhat resemble the ordinary quantitatives of many 

Bantu languages, which are often likewise constructed from a bound pronominal element 

(sometimes analysed as a concord) plus a quantitative stem, and which similarly have the 

capacity to function either as appositional specifiers or as self-standing substitutive forms. 

It seems initially a further great difference between the pronominal systems of KHOE and 

the other SAK languages that the former have introduced fully grarnmaticalized 

distinctions of (natural) gender into the pronouns of the 2nd (and in some cases even 

the 1st
) person. Yet innovations in respect of the 2nd person are by no means unusual as a 

general phenomenon, since these pronouns are, in many instances, effectively 'terms of 

address'. It is perhaps even a universal aspect oflanguage use that degree of social 

distance between participants may be expressed by a formal correlation in the choice of 

personal pronouns. Thus there are communities where an addressee who is not a close 

personal acquaintance is likely to be assigned either a plural pronominal address form, or a 

3rd person form, or even a plural form of the latter. One consequence of such pragmatic 

phenomena is that pronouns used in the context of 2nd person singular address may tum out 

to have an historical origin in forms that were previously plural. (The English you is an 

obvious example.) By the same token, pronouns of the 2nd person singular may have their 

origin in 3rd person forms. 

Since 3rd person forms adopted for purposes of indirect address may take the form of 

honorific titles (e.g. words meaning 'master', 'father', or 'grandmother,)l the potential 

exists for an emergence of distinctions based on the natural gender of an addressee. An 

origin of the Khoe gender-expressive 2nd person pronouns in terms of this kind might 

explain the fact that in Khoe (as indeed in Afroasiatic languages such as Ancient Egyptian) 

the masculine and feminine morphology of the 2nd person does not bear any great 

resemblance to the masculine and feminine indices of the 3rd person, but rather seems to 

have been separately arrived at. 

III.l.l.iv. Differences in the systems of nominal subcategorization (i.e. semantic bases of 

the gender systems). 

The question inevitably arises: if the SAK languages are part of a single genetic entity, 

how is it that the Khoe languages have come to reflect a gender system so different in 
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terms of its semantic sub categorizations? One possibility is that all of the SAK languages 

were once of the multi-gendered type, but that these formerly complex systems have 

undergone varying degrees of reduction through formal convergences and semantic 

realignments, with one outcome being the emergence of the so-called 'sex-gender' system 

now found in the Khoe languages. 

It is not uncommon to find <masculine> and <feminine> as the dominant semantic feature 

specifications of two of the genders co-existing within a wider system of multiple genders 

(cf. the crosslinguistic study (1991) of Corbett). There are even languages classified as 

part of Niger-Congo where presently seen masculine and feminine genders appear to have 

emerged through reanalysis and reduction of the more extensive proto-system. For 

example, Tucker and Bryan (1966: 116) note: 

'The Self-standing Pronouns of Mba and Ndunga have much in common, except 

that Ndunga does not show Gender. Mba and Ma show Gender in varying degrees; 

'Dongo shows Animate/Inanimate distinction only. 'Dongo alone shows 

Exclusive/Inclusive distinction in the 1st Person Plural. ' 

These pronoun sets are shown below. It will be seen that in the case ofMa, the masculine 

morpheme k:J appears to be an innovation, while in Mba, where 'feminine' and 'animal' 

fall together, the 'masculine' category may be the original 'personal' class. Plural forms 

are either generic - in the case of Mba bE: clearly revealing the inherited plural of the 

Niger-Congo personal class - or else may code a distinction of animate and inanimate 

reference. 
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Fig. m.1.3. Emergent distinctions based on a semantic criterion of natural gender in 

Niger-Congo. (Mba group of Ngb aka-Mb a, within Ubangi sub-branch of Adamawa

Ubangi: Ethnalague 2009.) Data after Tucker and Bryan (1966: 116). 

Person SING PLURAL 

Mba Ndunga 'Dongo Ma Mba Ndunga 'Dongo 

1 st 
n::>, nE cf£ mu, Excl. £, i nu ninyu 

nu mu 
1 st Incl. nimyu 
2nd 

m::>, m::>,mu cf::> mUIJg:J nya ml cfanyu 

mu 

3rd 

ndE, m£ Z1 ko 
<masc> 

ndr 

<fem> bi mE Z1 onde <animate> bE lamE zu 

<animal> bi mE Z1 ndE 

? ? WI IJgu, <inanim.> - - yl 
<inanim.> 

IJgU 

Turning back to the specific case of the SAK languages, there may even be a small amount 

of relic evidence to support a scenario of gender conflation. Within the 'non-KHOE' 

languages, that such processes of attrition have occurred is simply apparent - given that a 

lUI language such as IXam reflects only two genders, while the TAA and m languages 

clearly preserve more complex systems. 

There is also faintly discernible evidence that such processes might have had a similar 

impact on the present configuration of the KHOE languages. For example, concerning the 

3rd person masculine plural morpheme -Ilua - seen in other languages of Kalahari KHOE -

Barnard noted (1985: 15) that he found it to be 'extremely rare' for Naro, at least in the 

area of his own fieldwork. He found that it was instead: 

'replaced by either -dzi (feminine plural) or -ne, even in such phrases as k' au khite

dzi or k' au khue-ne, both meaning 'men' (literally 'male people'; respectively in 

'feminine' and 'cornmon genders). [ ... ] Similarly, for 'female people' the phrase 
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gllats khite-ne is heard as frequently as gll6is khite~zi. Thus -dzi and -ne, though 

formally defined as local variants of Common Khoe feminine and common plural 

suffixes respectively, are semantically neutral.' 

If the morpheme -dzi, which is reconstructed by Vossen (1997) for Proto Kalahari Khoe as 

the 3rd person feminine plural *di, had originally a more general plural implication, then it 

is possible that the specifically masculine plural morpheme, -lIua, seemingly cognate with 

eastern Kalahari and Khoekhoe -gu(a) or -ku(a), was an innovation at some stage, perhaps 

even partially definitive of a KHOE splitting from early 'Southern African Khoesan'. 

(Vossen reconstructs it (1997: 346) as the 3rd person masculine plural 'pgn' suffix *llua for 

Proto-Khoe as a whole, though it is more probably *lIu- as suggested (2004a) by 

Giildemann. ) 

To sum up this section on typological features that appear to distinguish KHOE from the 

JU and !UI-TAA members of the SAK languages, it appears to be a reasonable assertion, 

in the light of the examples produced, that that there is not one major difference that could 

not coexist within an ultimately integrated framework. It may well be the case that the two 

groups broadly definable as KHOE and 'non-KHOE' are only distantly related: but there 

appear to be no good grounds for an absolute assertion that they cannot be related at all. 

111.1.2. Various early and contemporary versions of a 'northern link' hypothesis. 

The notion of irreconcilable typological difference between the KHOE languages on one 

hand - and the JU and ! UI-T AA languages on the other - seems to have had its origin partly 

in 19th century colonial beliefs, where these were in tum based at least partly on 

perceptions of accompanying cultural differences between speaker communities. Such 

thinking may well have influenced Wilhelm Bleek, who himself proposed one of the 

earliest versions of a 'northern link' hypothesis - suggesting that the few KHOE languages 

then known to him had distinct affInities of their own with languages found much further 

north in Africa, in the group that is today known as Afro asiatic. 

In his doctoral thesis, presented at the university of Bonn, Bleek noted the typological fact 

that both groups of languages had 'sex genders', and that these were moreover coded by 
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rather similar elements, tabulated by him (1851: 58) under the heading of 'generum signa' 

as follows: 

Fig. m.1.4. Wilhelm Bleek's tabulation of gender affixes for a group of 'sex gender 

languages' . 

Hottentotica Coptica Semitica Gallaea Berberica 

masc. sg. bi, b f, p, ph w, U, 6 - w j (masc.) 
masc. pI. ku u (com. pI.) U u(com. 

PI.) 
fern. sg. SI, s S, t, th th, ath, ath, a ti, t th, t, s (fern.) 
fern. p). ti se (com. ~I.) ath, 6th, a 
com. sg. 1 - - - -
com. pI. m,n n an, Un, in, im anI an,m 
masc. kha 
dual 
com. dual ra 

On the basis oflittle more than the evidence reflected in the table, Bleek went on to 

propose a classification where the primary distinction rested on the presence or absence of 

sex genders. Those languages lacking this feature were subdivided by him into southern 

and northern families (of Africa); while the 'stock' or 'lineage' of the sex-gendered 

languages (stirps sexualis) was split into a northern family - and 'Hottentot'. (The 

northern languages were in tum divided by him into Indo-Germanic, Semito-African, and 

Coptic - with the Semito-African languages being further sub-divided into the Semitic, 

Galla and Berber groups.) 

In hindsight it is easy for us to see how Bleek's notion of a 'Hottentot-Coptic' link 

probably resonated with other prevailing colonial beliefs. For some, the conjectural tie 

probably affirmed surmises that an offshoot group of northern people might in ancient 

times have made their way south along some prehistoric corridor. This theory would have 

hinted at an explanation for the existence of various ruined structures in the south, which 

some Europeans were inclined to doubt could have been built by local people without 

outside assistance. 2 Versions of a similar theory were later put forward by Lepsius and 

Meinhof, with the latter's work (1912) eventually acquiring infamy as the 'Hamitic 

theory' , now recognized as having been based partially on irrelevant criteria concerning 

the physiology of speakers. 3 
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The theory of a northern connection for some of the Khoesan languages of southern Africa 

took a new tum with the publication of work by Dempwolff, which publicized the 

existence of two hitherto hardly-known click languages from north-east Africa, namely 

Sandawe (1916) and 'Hatsa' (Hadza) (1916-17). It was Dempwolff's suggestion (1916: 

60) that Sandawe might belong within the classificatory entity, 'Hamitic', and he provided 

wordlists to support the various strands implied by this connection - including a set of 

words that purportedly showed affmities with 'Hottentot' (i.e. Nama). (For the most part 

these were words with some very slight formal resemblance to their suggested 

counterparts, and only a strained semantic linkage). 

Sandawe and Hadza, like the Angolan Kwadi, are not without good reason termed 

'isolates'. Their lexis is multilingual, and while in the case of Kwadi (Westphal n.d.) the 

sources of this lexis seem to be merely local Khoisan as well as at least two different Bantu 

languages, in the case of the other two, the sources are not only sometimes east African 

Bantu languages (or perhaps a language from some other related grouping within Niger

Congo) but may also be Arabic - presumably via one of the east African Bantu languages

or Cushitic, as well as Nilo-Saharan. 

Despite recent studies elucidating certain aspects of both east African isolates (e.g. Eaton 

2003 on 'focus as a key to the grammar of Sandawe'; or Sands, Maddieson and 

Ladefoged 1996 on 'the phonetic structures ofHadza') it remains far from apparent that 

the two have much in common with each other, apart from the very general typological 

factor that both have gender systems where 'masculine' and 'feminine' form part of the 

semantic sub catego rization. The respective pronominal systems are set out below. (In the 

case ofHadza, some of the pronominal forms associated with the verb are dependent 

pronouns of a familiar concordial, i.e. cross-referencing, type.) 

Fig. llI.l.5. The Sandawe system of pronouns after Elderkin (1986). 

Person Singular Plural 

18t tsi su: 

2nd hapu SI: 

3rd masc he-we he-so 
fern he-su he-so 
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Fig. llI.l.6. The pronominal forms for Hadza, after Dorothea Bleek (1931). 

Person Singular Plural 

Full form With verb Obj Full form With verb Obj 

15t masc ono -ona, -na, - -ne, -Illl one-bi,o- -o-bi, -ba, -0 -
bi 

rna 
fern - - - o-be -o-be, -ba -

2nd masc te, tete -ta, -tita iti-bi -ta-se, -ta -
fern te-ko iti-be -te-ya., -ta -

3rd masc itJe -rna, -mo,- m,a itJe-bi -pi, -bi, -mi kwapi 
ya 

fern itJe-ko -kwa - itJe-be -pe, -be, -me -

Dorothea Bleek also recorded (1956: 55) a set of demonstratives for Hadza., as follows: 

Sing. Plural 

masc ha-wa, ha-ba ha-bi: 

fern ha-ko, ha-ku ha-be 

Greenberg is generally seen today as the scholar who set things right, ridding us of the 

Hamitic aberration; and so it is somewhat ironic that his actual method was not all that 

different from Meinhofs, insofar as he too based his claims of affinity on resemblances 

involving a few selective items of morphology and similar-looking lexis. Greenberg 

(1973: 74) invoked a comparison between a Sandawe feminine -sa [?] and a stated Hadza 

3rd person feminine possessive -sa; and claimed a connection also between a -ti suffix of 

the Hadza 'plural feminine personal pronouns' and a supposed feminine plural '-tsi of 

Sandawe'. As for masculine morphology, Greenberg remarked on the allomorphs -wa-

ya that often appear as suffixes to masculine singular nouns in Hadza, and commented 

(same place) that 'this reminds us of the -we of the Sandawe third masculine pronoun'. He 

noted that in the selfstanding pronouns of the 3rd person, Hadza and Sandawe 'share the 
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same ha-base', and also suggested a resemblance between the Hatza locative suffix -ina 

and a Sandawe -na. (See Giildemann (forthc.a) for a detailed refutation of Greenberg's 

'Khoisan' hypothesis.) 

Honken, working within a similar 'macro-Khoisan' frame of reference, attempted in an 

early work (1977) to show 'that the pronominal, demonstrative and interrogative sub

systems of the click languages are composed each of a small number of elements which are 

widely distributed among the various click languages'. His arguments included a 

suggestion that 'Hadza and Sandawe have interchanged the 1 st and 2nd person plural 

pronouns'; while he also set the Sandawe feminine singular morpheme -su alongside 

Hadza's -ko; and juxtaposed Sandawe's masculine singular -we alongside the masculine 

plural-mi found as an allomorph of -bi in Hadza 

(A further - somewhat slighter - commonality between Hadza and Sandawe might be 

thought to exist between the verb-based concordial suffix morphology associated with 

masculine subjects in Hadza, which may be -rna or -mo (i. e. with initials in a bilabial 

nasal) - and Sandawe's masculine-associated morpheme which gives the impression of a 

labial initial segment (as in the pronominal system's -we). However, the fact that the 

Sandawe morpheme is represented by 'ue' in the Ten Raa text (1986) raises the possibility 

that the labio-velar element is an interpolated glide, and that the actual masculine particle 

is merely -e. This is much the conclusion arrived at by Elderkin (1986) through 

independent analysis of various constructions.) 

In a later work, Honken offered (1988) more substantial discussion, where he attempted to 

uncover cross-Khoisan patterns of correspondences specifically involving the affricates. 

One problematic aspect of these later arguments, however, is that they rest on an 

assumption that the unity ofmacro-Khoisan can be taken as a primary given. (Sands 

objects (1998: 38) that Honken's claims of regular sound correspondences are based on 

'only one or two examples per sound, and these not even between the same languages'.) 

In summary, it seems fair to say that the preliminary case for any linkage between Sandawe 

and Hadza themselves is not strong, being still founded on not much more than some few 

resemblances involving elements of morphology, and a handful of doubtfully linked words 

- plus the irrelevant typological fact that both languages use clicks. 
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The general notion that there might be any likelihood to the persistent belief in some 

remote genealogical connection involving all or some of the southern and east African 

'Khoisan' languages was put to test by Sands (1998), who used pan-Khoesan data samples, 

based on a version of the Swadesh '100 basic words'. Sands applied statistical analysis to 

various structural and semantic configurations of this material to determine whether the 

percentages of inspectionally similar forms found across some or all of the sample sets 

exceeded those that might be predicted by chance. (She acknowledged in advance that the 

discovery of any 'greater than chance' values would indicate only that the words 

concerned were in some sense 'the same', and that the possibility of borrowing as the 

underlying explanation could not be ruled out by this methodology.) Her ultimate finding 

(1998: 166) was that 'it seems a little more likely than not that the Northern, Southern, 

Central Khoisan groups along with Sandawe are related but that additional data and further 

research is needed to elucidate the relationship'. 

Given the lack of any immediately obvious relationship between the two neighbouring east 

African' click languages' themselves, it seems a long leap to the proposal of an alternative 

connection for one of them with a small group of languages in the remote south of the 

continent. Nonetheless, despite the unlikelihood of the scenario, Sandawe on its own does 

indeed bear a few faint structural resemblances to the KHOE subset of the southern 

African Khoisan languages. The elements suggesti ve of such a commonality include 

aspects of the pronominal paradigm, and are among the pan-Khoesan similarities originally 

proposed by Greenberg. 

In addition to the latter, a further structure-based argument was put forward by Elderkin 

(1986), who suggested a subtle similarity turning on the use in both KHOE and Sandawe 

of a gender-coded element that acts as 'place-holder' for a demoted subject. Elderkin 

suggested a parallel between the so-called 'declarative morpheme' ke that is associated 

with this syntactic strategy in Nama - and the peak of an intonation contour in Sandawe 

(which apparently does not have an actually equivalent morpheme, however). 

In a still more recent work, those of Greenberg's suggested Khoesan resemblances 

specifically linking the pronominal systems of Sandawe and KHOE are partly reiterated by 

Giildemann and Elderkin (fort~c.), who also cite the argument of Elderkin noted above, 

and proceed to suggest a few further parallels in the shape of the 1 st and 2nd person singular 

pronouns. These additional resemblances are largely covert, resting on an earlier re

analysis of the KHOE system by Giildemann (2004a, who 'deconstructs' the pronominal 
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paradigm as a means of establishing a congruency between KHOE and the third 'Khoisan' 

isolate, namely Kwadi. (There is sense in which the argument echoes an earlier attempt by 

Honken (1977) to establish linkages between 'macro-Khoisan' pronominal systems by 

means of a connection routed through Kwadi.) 

Fig. 111.1.7. The Kwadi pronominal paradigm as tabulated by Guldemann 2004a. 

Person singular dual plural 

1 st ta, tS i (h)a-mu ala, (h)ina 

2nd sa (h)u-wa (h)u 

3cd masc ha-d8 ha-wa ha-u 

fern hee «ha-e) ha-wa ha-'8 

It is here simply noted that the existence of a dual in Kwadi can be disputed, while other 

interpretations are possible of the fragmentary data concerning the pronominal system. 

Westphal (n.d.) sketched a slightly different paradigm, with equivalent expressions given 

alongside in the Bantu language of the Kwadi consultants themselves, as shown below: 

Fig. ID.1.S. The pronominal system of Kwadi as sketched in Westphal's fieldnotes (n.d.), 

with equivalent expressions given in the Bantu language of the Kwadi consultants. 

singular plural 

1st ta (ame) ala (ontwe) 
2nd sa (0130) uwa (onwe) 

3cd ad8 (eye) wa'8 (0130) 

W8 (eye) wa'8 (0130) 

wayo ('it, a thing') waya ('they', o15ipuka) 

Giildemann's method was to devise a distinctive (but speculative) lay-out for the proto 

pronominal system of a proposed ancestral 'Khoe-Kwadi,.4 It is the mooted 'Khoe

Kwadi' ancestor that is proposed by Giildemann and Elderkin to be relatable to Sandawe, 

on the basis initially of claimed resemblances involving the pronominal paradigms, later 
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supported by reference to a few tentatively suggested potential cognate items of 

morphology and lexis. The suggested parallels between the pronominal systems are set out 

below, after the tabulation of Giildemann and Elderkin. (The original table carries a note 

acknowledging previous suggestions of all these possible affinities except the one 

involving the 2nd person singular.) 

Fig. 111.1.9. Suggested affinities between Sandawe and a hypothetical 'Proto-Khoe-

Kwadi', as proposed by Giildemann and Elderkin (forthc.). 

Sandawe 'Proto-Khoe-Kwadi' 

1 st person sing Pro tsi *ti (Kwadi $) 
2nd person sing. Pro ha *sa 

3rd person masc. sing. suff -wee), -m *-V[front] (Khoe -bY, -mY) 
3rd person fern. sing. suff -su *-V [front] (Khoe-sV) 

3rd person Pro base he- *xa (Kwadi ha-) 

Concerning the first person singular pronoun lsi of Sandawe, it appears to offer a 

reasonable match with the proposed proto-Khoe *ti - until it is considered that 'reasonable 

matches' can probably also be found in some members of Afro-Asiatic (and in Niger

Congo) As far as the masculine morphology is concerned, there is some slight evidence, 

as noted earlier (p. 65) that the relevant item in Sandawe may well be -e, with the labio

velar element -w- being merely an inserted glide and not an intrinsic part of the morpheme. 

The alternative masculine morpheme shown as m is given by Elderkin (1986) in the 

context of illustrating two additional suffix series, termed by him 'High' and 'Low' on the 

basis of their tonal patterning: 
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Fig. 111.1.10. Aspects of the pronominal system of Sanda we, after Elderkin (1986). 

HIGH LOW 
smg. pI. smg. pI. 

1 st P se sii: si sii: . 
2nd p P9 ... P9 '-

SI: SI 

3 fd P masc. e: s6 0, m, W, e so 

3 fd P fem. e:su, su s6 s~ so 

If Sandawe does indeed have a masculine-linked -m, then this language's particular 

pairing of masculine-feminine morphemes might just as easily be said to show an affinity 

with the two contrasting morphemes associated with 3fd person masculine and feminine 

genders in Afroasiatic - particularly in the Egyptian-Coptic descent line, and languages of 

the Ethiopian Semitic and Cushitic groupS.5 In other words, it is not clear that these 

morphemes can really be said to be exclusively diagnostic of a KHOE-Sandawe linkage. 

In addition, it is not clear why Sandawe itself should be assumed to have remained static. 

It is not inconceivable that its own pronominal system might originally have looked 

different as well, even to the extent of appearing ultimately unrelated to the suggested 

'Khoe-K wadi' system. 

The doubtful value of their own morphological evidence is conceded, it must be said, by 

Giildemann and Elderkin themselves, who conclude this section of their paper with the 

observation that 'the evidence for or against a genealogical relation between Sandawe and 

Proto-Khoe-Kwadi is inconclusive as far as the pronoun data are concerned'. They bolster 

their case by suggesting further commonalities involving a small handful of other 

grammatical morphemes, but these are suggested with such tentativeness that it seems 

inappropriate to tabulate them (since this might imply more firmness than the authors 

allow). 

As for any supporting evidence of phonetic correspondences seen in the lexis, Guldemann 

and Elderkin conclude with the sombre assessment: 

'The lexical evidence is modest and meagre, to say the least, and the verdict not 

proven, circumstantial evidence perhaps; some of the comparisons adduced in 
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earlier work are problematic, as has been noted above. The evidence is too slender 

to allow three instances of a sound correspondence, which can be taken as a 

working minimum; more needs to be done than provide similarities in initial 

consonant: the remainder of morph structure needs to be understood and accounted 

for in comparisons. ' 

To sum up: the 'northern link' hypothesis remains, on the admission of its own most 

recent proponents, only a tenuous conjecture. Future studies may some day manage to 

demonstrate the existence of a connection between southern Mrican Khoesan and one or 

more of the east Mrican isolates, and the possibility in principle certainly cannot be 

discounted. However, a much stronger case for this linkage will need to be presented than 

has to date been offered. For the present, the absence of firm evidence for a 'northern 

link' involving just the KHOE group oflanguages (i.e. as a distinct set) means that there 

are no strong grounds for separating them from the other SAK languages. 

The discussion above will also have made it clear why the east African isolates are not 

included within the scope of the present comparative study. For the third (and now extinct) 

isolate, Kwadi, the linguistic records are scant. 6 The brief notes below explain why this 

language is similarly not included in the study. 

1II.1.2.i. Reasons for excluding Kwadi from the ambit of the present study. 

In a broad and essentially typological sense, certain aspects of Kwadi are indeed 

reminiscent of the KHOE languages. In addition to the presence of clicks, Kwadi had 

animate nouns sub-categorized for sex-gender, with overt coding by means of nominal 

suffixes; and there is some ambiguous evidence that it may have had a dual, expressed 

both within the pronoun system and as a nominal number value. The language is also 

reported to have favoured a verb-final sentence pattern. (There are not many examples of 

sentences in the data, so that direct evidence of SOY ordering is slight.) 

It is noted, however, that although usually identified as a 'click language, Kwadi seems to 

have reflected just one click type in the main, namely the dental click [1]. While a handful 

of words contain the palatoalveolar click [:f], in at least one case this is clearly a variant of 

the dental click. (The word for 'two' has the allomorphs lam and M.) There is moreover 
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only one illustration of a lateral click [II] in Kwadi - and this isolated occurrence, as 

Giildemann and Elderkin (forthc.) note, appears to be a variant. The wordlists provided in 

Westphal's manuscript notes are too limited to allow any firm conclusions to be drawn, but 

it is by no means evident that Kwadi had any greater inventory of click words than some of 

the Bantu languages of the Okavango region, such as the Mbukushu and Gciriku, or 

Kwangari, which seem to have well below even 100 click words each (cfLegere 1998). 

Apart from the 'KHOE-like' vocabulary, which often bears a (very) close resemblance to 

equivalent words in Kalahari varieties, Kwadi appears to have contained vocabulary drawn 

from at least two different Bantu languages. The languages used to supply glosses for the 

items of Kwadi vocabulary in the papers are usually presented in a clearly distinct column, 

and reflect one or other of the two languages spoken by the Kwadi consultants themselves, 

namely Portuguese and a Bantu language identified by Westphal as 'Lu0ale - local', but 

which was probably Kwanyoka (or Kuroka), i.e. a variety closely related to Kwanyama 7 

It may be the Kwanyoka (alias Kuroka) language of the 'Kwadi' community that accounts 

in part for the strong Bantu component in the Kwadi material itself, particularly in cases 

where the glosses are given in Portuguese. (There is no possibility of confusing the Bantu 

words in Kwadi with any of the Bantu glosses that might be given quite separately.) 

Certainly many of these words (,Kwadi-Bantu A') have a visible affinity in terms of 

prefixal patterning and regionally distinctive lexis with languages of the general Ambo 

grouping. At the same time it is clear from differences in the prefix structure (such as 

absence of a 'pre-prefix') as well as the 'foreignness' of some of the other words - from a 

regional perspective - that some other Bantu language must have contributed as well. 

Possible sources of the 'Kwadi-Bantu B' vocabulary seem likely to have been either: some 

member of the Kwangari group of Okavango languages, such as one of the Rumanyo 

languages, Mbukushu (Fisch 1998 [1977]; Wynne 1980) and Gciriku (Mahlig 1967,2005), 

or Kwangari (Westphal 1958; Kloppers 1994); or conceivably some variety of the Luyana 

dialects (Lisimba 1985) from the lower western comer of Zambia - one of the the eastern 

dialects of which is even known as Kwandi. 

The very slight possibility arises that Kwadi may have been a type of 'inner language' 

similar, for example, to Mbugu (cf Mous 2003) or the two secret languages (To and Labi) 

formerly used by Gbaja-speaking initiates (Tessmann 1931, 1937). Kwadi appears to have 

had in common with these auxiliary languages a distinctive set of pronouns, a special set of 
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numbers, and a composite vocabulary featuring numerous loanwords and coinings 

(presumably for purposes of avoidance). There is also a small amount of circumstantial 

evidence that raises questions about its uses and acquisition. 

The aspects of its acquisition that seem puzzling are embedded in the following remarks 

(1994: 240) by Almeida, who noted: 

'Their men, in particular, can speak Portuguese and also the language of the 

Kwanyoka 

'The original Kwadi language is not now spoken by all Kwidi; at present only four 

or five elder Kwadi can speak it. The younger generation do not know it, either 

because they did not learn it, as it was a difficult language (a "heavy one") or 

"because they had grown up among the Whites", these being the words I have often 

heard from them. ' 

The faint implication of these remarks is that opportunities for learning the language were 

perhaps only available in the specialized circumstances of an older, more traditional 

upbringing. (No natural language is 'difficult' to learn when acquired under normal 

circumstances. ) 

The possibility that the language was used for purposes of 'in-group' communication is 

suggested by other indirect comments. Westphal, for example, noted (1971) that: 'The 

language presents many problems and only three people seem to use it regularly when 

together.' Lastly, it may be noted that Johnston (1919: 800) reported on certain languages 

of his 'South Angola subgroup of the 'South-West Africa Languages (Group X) as 

follows: 

'92a Lunkumbi. 92b. Kuvale. The LuNkumbi speech of South-eastern Bailundo, 

instanced by Capello and Ivens in their Journey to the Territories ofYacca, seems 

to be very near Nyaneka, from the few words printed by those writers. Kuvale or 

Kubale, of the Upper Kunene, is represented by a MS. sent by Mr W.J.B. Chapman 

[ ... ]. 

'93. Ndombe or Kwando. 93a. Korroka This speech of the Mossamedes coast, 

spoken by the Andombe, Akwandro, and Akoroka tribes (also by the Akubele and 
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the Akuisro ?), is as yet scarcely illustrated. I travelled through this region in 1882, 

and gathered then that OluNdombe was very similar to OluNyaneka, but the 

vocabulary written by me was lost, only a few words being preserved in another 

note-book. A little more information has been received from Mr W. 1. B. 

Chapman.' 

Part of the information from Chapman was to the effect that 'the true Koroka tongue is 

non-Bantu (Bushman) and not a dialect ofNdombe.' The qualification 'true' in this context 

seems unusual, and suggests that whereas members of the community in question certainly 

spoke one of the local Bantu languages, there were occasions when - amongst themselves 

- they preferred to use a language that contained clicks (hence being identified by 

Chapman as 'Bushman'). The matter remains far from clearcut, but given ongoing doubts 

about its true links, and the fragmentary - as well as finite - nature of the data, Kwadi will 

be excluded from consideration in the present comparative study. (The issues raised 

above will be explored in a future study.) 

NOTES. 

1. In an old-fashioned grammar (strictly speaking, a 'primer') of standard Malay, Lewis 

notes some polite conventions (1947: 119-123), citing terms of address such as Enche' 

(usually shortened to Che', where the glottalization indicates elision or suppression of a 

final velar element), as well as Tuan, Nonya and 'Mak (indicative of relationship, but used 

generically, particularly in addressing an elderly woman). All of these are used as 3cd 

person expressions. Hence: 

'(To Aminah): Che' Minah belum herti?' 

Che' Minah!NT understand 

Lit: 'Does Che' Minah not understand?' 

'Don't you understand, Che' Minah?' 

Lewis notes that the personal pronouns: 

'are less used in Malay than they are in English. [ ... ] Nearly all of them may be 

either singular or plural. Several of them are substantives which have come to be 

used as pronouns. There is a wide diversity of usage according to locality. ' 
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smg pI 

I st person: aku kami (exclusi ve) 

kita (inclusive) 

2nd person: engkau engkau 

(ka)mu 

tuan, (en)che(k) 

3rd person: ia, dia 

(mereka, mereka itu, orang itu: used in writing) 

2. A belief of this general kind was expressed, for example, by Appleyard (1850: 12-13): 

'When the Rev. R. Moffat was in England, a few years since, he met with a Syrian 

who had recently arrived from Egypt, and in reference to whom, Mr M. has the 

following note: "On my giving him a specimen and a description of the Hottentot 

language, he remarked that he had seen slaves in the market at Cairo, brought a 

great distance from the interior, who spoke a similar language, and were not so dark 

coloured as slaves in general. This corroborates the statement of ancient authors, 

whose description of a people inhabiting the interior regions of Nothern Africa, 

answers to that of the Hottentot and Bushman. It may be conceived as possible, 

therefore, that the people here alluded to, form a portion of the Hottentot race, 

whose progenitors remained behind in the interior country, to the south or south

west of Egypt, whilst the general emigration continued its onward course. Should 

this prove not incorrect, it might be reasonably conjectured, that Egypt is the 

country from which the Hottentot tribes originally came.' 

Such thinking would obviously today be rejected on several grounds - not least of them the 

assumption that superficialities of bodily appearance have a meaningful bearing on the 

affinities of languages. 

3. Hayward (2000: 84) describes the gradual unfolding of some of the early scholarly ideas 

concerning Afroasiatic as follows: 
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'By 1877 MUller's dichotomous 'Hamito-Semitic' had added Berber and the then 

known Cushitic languages. Although acknowledging the similarities of Hausa to 

Hamitic, Muller did not include it. Lepsius [ ... ], however, was convinced of a 

special affiliation of Hausa to Berber and incorporated a Berber-Hausa group into 

his Hamitic family. But he blurred the picture by lodging Hottentot (Nama) and 

Oigob (=Maasai) here as well, adducing some disarmingly convincing - albeit 

incorrect - comparisons in the case of the former for close grammatical ties with 

Egyptian and Beja' 

4. Noting that the invariant dual morpheme -wa of the Kwadi 2nd and 3rd persons might 

have been a late emergence, and noting the presence in the data of two apparent alternates 

for the Kwadi 1 st person non-singular in (u)hina and ala, Guldemann proposes that the 

precursor language might have encoded an inclusive-exclusive distinction in 1st person, 

and that it might have been organized in the mould of a 'minimal-augmented' system. At 

this early stage, the language might have had a true dual only in the form of a 3rd person 

nominal suffix. The hypothetical early inclusive-exclusive feature is suggested to have 

been lost during the emergence ofproto-KHOE, only to be re-invented later in the 

Khoekhoe branch, with borrowing of some of the morphology needed for this restoration 

from an alleged stratum of 'non-KHOE' Khoisan languages (cf GUldemann 2002a). (In 

fact Hagman (1977) suggests an altogether simpler route for the origin of the inclusive

exclusive morphology in Khoekhoe.) 

5. The following diagram, showing the pronominal paradigm for earlier and later (Coptic) 

Egyptian, is based on the modem study by Loprieno (1995: 67), and shows three main 

pronominal forms: suffix; enclitic; and stressed - i.e. independent. (Although the forms 

are sho\Vn as approximate diachronic progressions, developments from earlier to later 

stages of Egyptian are not always simply equivalent to outcomes in the Coptic dialects.) 
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Pronominal paradigm of Egyptian, after Loprieno (1995: 67). 

singular dual Plural 
Person 
1 st -j > -1; -wj > -twj- > t-; jnk > -nJ -n> -n; -n > ten-; jnn> 

ano-k ano-n 

2nd m -k> -k -kw > twk- > k-' twt > -Jnj -In > ten; __ tn > teten; nttn > , , -
ento-k ento-ten 

f -t> -e' -tm> twt- > te-' tmt> -Jnj -In > teten; nttn > - , - ,- -In> ten; 
ento ento-ten 

3rd m -f> -f; -sw> -f; ntf > -snJ -sn > ou; -sn > -sou, -se; ntw > 
ento-f ento-ou; -wj 

f -s > -s: -sJ > -s; stt> nts > -snj -sn > ou; -sn > -sou, -se; ntw > 
ento-s ento-ou; -tj 

Two additional suffix forms (the 'stative' endings -wj and -tj) are included for the 3rd 

person plural in the table above, so as to show that these may also express a masculine

feminine gender distinction, reflecting the typical Afroasiatic associations of a 3rd person 

masculine morpheme with an initiallabiality in its phonetic substance, and a 3rd person 

feminine morpheme with an alveolar element. 

For the most part, however, gender distinctions in Egyptian are typically expressed only in 

the 2nd and 3rd persons singular, while non-singulars have a 'common' range. The situation 

may of course be far more complex in other Afroasiatic languages - such as those of the 

Cushitic group - where the wide range of suffix morphemes used to indicate number 

values, and the morphemes reflecting masculine, feminine and neuter gender agreements 

do not necessarily intersect in any simple way (cf Mous on lraqw, c. 1993: 41). 

6. Westphal noted (1963) that Kwadi 'was first recognized as a new language type by 

Professor Antonio de Almeida'. (He adds that Almeida's 'tape recordings of a specimen 

vocabulary were analysed by us in ajoint study in Lisbon in 1956'.) The Westphal papers 

(n.d.) now posthumously housed in the Manuscripts and Archives department of the 

University of Cape Town Libraries include Westphal's notes dating from this collaborative 

work One of the pages carries the date '23.l.65', suggesting that at least some of the 

papers date from fieldtrips undertaken by Westphal himself (cf Gtildemann 2004a). 
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7. It is apparent on the basis of differences in the prefixes alone that this 'Lupale' noted by 

Westphal does not resemble the Luvale (K14) described, for example, by Horton (1949), 

but rather has unmistakeable affinities with languages of the Ambo and Herero groups. It 

was almost certainly another 'Luvale' - probably the one named by both Johnston (1919: 

800) and Baucom (1972). 
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CHAPTER Ill: Literature survey Part 2: 'Lumpers'. 

Previous comparative work on the SAK languages, and related studies. 

Chapter synopsis. 

No full-scale conventional comparative study of the southern African Khoesan 
languages has been attempted in the past, although Honken (1998) undertook a 
systematic search for orthodox correspondences. This chapter briefly discusses (i) 
Traill's collection (1986b) of potentially cognate lexical iterns with cross-SAK 
distribution; and (ii) Honken's account (1998) of correspondence types, mainly 
across the JU-T AA groups. 

The chapter also examines (since it is a related study) the theory put forward by 
Traill and Vossen (1997) to account for certain cross-SAK patterns involving clicks 
and non-click consonants in alternation. This is followed by a brief illustration of 
the consequences of accepting the implications of the 'click loss model', as 
manifested in Vossen's proposals (1997) for the Proto-KHOE inventory of 
segments. This effectively rounds off the survey with discussion of one last 
methodological issue. 

1II.2.1. Introduction. 

Reviews of the wider literature by authors who have focused very broadly on 'macro

Khoisan' can be found in Traill (1986b) and Sands (1998: Ch.2). The present study - as 

its title indicates, and for the reasons set out in Ch. III. 1.2 - has a carefully defined focus, 

and does not seek to offer untestable or unmotivated claims about vague external 

relationships extending back to unknowable time-depths. No full-scale conventional 

comparative study of the southern African Khoesan languages has previously been 

attempted, although Honken (1998) undertook a notably systematic search for orthodox 

correspondences, mainly across JU and T AA, but with occasional reference also to KHOE. 

Leaving aside those studies that have attempted to incorporate the remote east African 

isolates, the very few comparative surveys that have specifically focused on the SAK 

languages have been characterized in the main by: 

I. reliance on the diagnostic potential of pronominal systems (e.g. D. Bleek 1939); and 

11. a search for lexicallookalikes (i.e. rather than items that might reveal patterns of 

regularly repeated phonetic alternations) (e.g. D. Bleek 1929; Trailll986b). 
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A few of the cross-SAK distributed words originally identified by Dorothea Bleek (1929) 

appear in the comparative tables at the end of this work. These are labelled 'DB'. 

While the paper by Traill (1986b) reported mainly on a search for lexical 'lookalikes' with 

a complete cross-SAK distribution, it nevertheless also offered some preliminary 

observations concerning a few seemingly recurrent alternations revealed by his lists of 

potential cognates. This paper will be discussed below. Some of the patterns noted by 

Traill involved clicks in alternation with non-click consonants. In what might be termed a 

related study, such patterns were provided with an explanation by Traill (1986a), and Traill 

and Vossen (1997), in terms of a model that hypothesizes processes of progressive click 

shift leading to click loss. Since this model has important implications for interpreting 

'directionality' (in the context of attempting reconstructions) it is also discussed here. 

III.Pt 2.2. Traill's presentation (1986b) of potentially cognate lexical items with cross

SAK distribution. 

Traill presented a list of 28 potentially cognate lexical items with a distribution across the 

full spectrum of the Southern African Khoesan languages, plus a second list of a further 52 

words with a partial distribution across SAK groupings such as the Khoekhoe and Kalahari 

branches ofKHOE, Eastern :j:HOAN, JU (represented by Jul'hoan) and TAA (represented 

by !X(5). Some of these words are included in the comparative material at the end of this 

work. Words from Traill' s first list are identified by the code' AT I', and from the second 

list by the code' A T2' . 

Traill proposed that the representation of these particular words throughout all of the major 

groupings of the SAK languages made it less likely that their cross-SAK distribution had 

come about as the result of borrowing, and it was his conclusion that a cautious 'lumping' 

might be suggested: 'So do the Khoi have a place in the San? It looks like they deserve 

one!' 

It will be noted that Traill did not seek to establish the initial likelihood of a possible 

relationship by first identifying structural commonalities. Without such preliminary 

grounds he was not in a strong enough position to seek out potentially valid cognates that 

rrught be less than directly resemblant. He did, however, state plainly that while the 

existence of apparent cross-SAK sets was strongly suggestive of a SAK unity, his 
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contribution was preliminary in nature, and that his lists provided 'only likely cognates' 

[italics added]. Clearly the determination of actual cognacy would have to rest on a later 

demonstration of phonetic correspondences; but he himself pointed out a number of 

promising patterns even in the limited sets of words he was able to list. 

These preliminary patterns noted by Traill on the basis of evidence from his lists fall into 

two broad groups, insofar as they concern properties of (i) vowels and vowel sequences, 

and (ii) alternations between clicks and 'non-click' consonants. 

Patterns involVing vowels. 

Two of the patterns included vowels characterized by distinctive features (as shown by the 

added underlining below), and involved 'equivalences': 

* 'between uvular stops, pharyngealized vowels and velar fricatives'; and 

* 'between aspiration (and h) and (pharyngealized) breathy vowels'. 

Of the examples cited for these patterns, a few tum out to be Bantu-like in appearance, and 

in some cases can even be shown to be nothing less than Bantu (by reference to 

comparative material, or Proto-Bantu roots). This is true of Traill's cross-SAK lists as a 

whole, where Bantu (or strongly Bantu-like) words include those given for 'butterfly', 

'shade', 'unroll' and 'year' in the first list [ATl]; and 'bark [n]', 'cast skin', 'cook', 

'hunt', 'lizard', 'sprout', 'tickle' and 'tsamma' in the second [AT2]. (There may well be 

others.) This turns out to be a valuably enabling factor, since, as will be seen in the final 

stage of this work, it opens up the possibility of wider comparative reference and permits 

the exploration of new explanatory scenarios. 

A third vowel-based pattern involved epenthesis of a vowel (or semi-vowel) in the 

sequence VV. Traill described it as an 'equivalence': 

* 'between V and VV sequences [ ... ] via a process which copies V2 after VI in 

CV I CV 2 sequences.' 

Once again, the fact that some of Traill's examples can be shown to be remarkably Bantu

like will permit reference to similar phenomena in Bantu languages, thereby opening the 
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way for a simple and unified explanation to be offered at a later stage, not only for the 

patterns above, but for a number of related ones. 

Patterns involving clicks and 'non-click' consonants. 

Concerning patterns involving clicks and 'non-click' consonants as alternants, Traill noted 

that patterns visible across the spectrum of his SAK material seemed to mirror a number of 

the patterns already well-known to occur within established groupings. These included 

'equivalences' : 

* 'between :f:-series clicks and palatal (leading to alveolar) stops or affricates'; 

* 'between a I-series click or velar stop and an alveolar or palatal stop or affricate'; 

and 

* 'between Nama J1and ts? in some other languages'. 

Observations of this kind, initially concerning the KHOE group (e.g. Traill1986a), but 

later extended to cover the full spectrum of SAK languages, were developed by Traill and 

Vossen (1997) into a general theory of click loss. This theory, which was postulated to 

proceed via an intermediate process of click shift, is discussed in a section below, 

following a summary of Honk en's seminal study. 

III.Pt 2.3. Honken's study (1998) of 'Sound correspondence patterns in Khoisan 

languages' . 

Honken's paper represents the first major attempt at an analysis of cross-SAK patterns 

within a conventional comparative framework, even though, as in Traill's study, the 

possibility of unity is simply assumed without prior grounds, or else is perhaps taken in the 

form of an 'advance', i.e. on the understanding that the demonstration of correspondence 

patterns will itself constitute the necessary evidence. The study is based primarily on data 

for JU (Jul'hoan and !Xung) and T AA (!X65), but includes reference in some cases also to 

varieties of KHOE. Honken discusses a range of patterns, which he subdivides into the 

categories 'conservative', 'classic', 'quirky' and 'sporadic'. Any series identified by him 

which may appear in the comparative tables at the end of the present work will be 

designated by the code 'Iffi'. 
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A 'conservative' correspondence essentially involves an identity. Honken identifies 

several correspondences of this type across the JU-TAA range, but acknowledges that the 

items might just as easily be loanwords as potential cognates. 

A 'classical' correspondence is reflected in a regular pattern, where 'each language has a 

distinct reflex and the reflexes can be correlated with particular environments'. Honken 

discusses three examples, including a set of affricate correspondences across the JU-T AA 

groups, and a set of 'tonal matchings' spanning Khoekhoe and Kalahari groups of KHOE, 

JU and TAA. 

The words illustrated by Honken in connection with the affricate patterns are of particular 

interest. One or two are amongst those featured in Traill' s lists of items with a potential 

cross-SAK distribution; while some have counterparts reconstructed for Proto-KHOE. 

This widespread distribution of affricated non-click consonants, and the systematic 

variations seen in their cross-dialectal instantiations together seem to confirm that such 

segments are an integral part of the inventory of all Khoesan languages. Above all, 

Honken's demonstration of a systematic relationship running across the JU (!Xung and 

Jul'hoan) and T AA languages suggests the great likelihood of a genetic unity for the 'non

KHOE' language groups (and by implication also lUI). 

In order to show the tonal matchings mentined above, Honken first expands on Beach's 

original recognition (1938: 214-216) that 

'among the Korana roots having cognates in Nama [ ... ], the roots commencing 

with fully voiced plosives always had one of two tonemes in Nama - either [mid

rising] or [low-rising].' 

Although modem Namibian Khoekhoe no longer has a voicing contrast, the tonal pattern 

remains; while some words preserve a written distinction between 'p' and 'b' or 't' and 

'd' in conventions of spelling inherited from the 19th century. (Needless to say, the 

correlation between voicing and tonal patterns is not in itself explanatory, but merely 

points to the existence of an 'underlying' or original systematicity.) 
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Honken considers data for Nama, Naro and Kxoe (i.e. spanning Khoekhoe and Kalahari 

varieties) and comes to the conclusion that 'there is a more complex three way 

correspondence depending on the nature of the initial consonant', as follows: 

'Wh th N Kx· .. I· . I (k, kx , '" " ) N ·d en e aro or oe mIlia IS VOIce ess , ., . , .x, .x , etc., ama nu 

level corresponds to a short falling tone. When the initial is voiced in Naro and 

Kxoe (g, g!, etc.), all three languages have a rising tone. But if the initial is 

aspirated or nasal (m, n, n!, kh !h, etc.) something curious happens: Nama has the 

'voiced member of the pair and Naro and Kxoe have the 'voiceless." 

Honken then takes KHOE examples (Khoekhoe and Kalahari) of the first tonal pair 

(involving voiceless initials), and places them in series with equivalent items for JU 

(!Xung and JUl'hoan) and TAA (!X6D), and suggests that similar correlations exist across 

the sample, between patterns of voicing or aspiration - and tone. 

In illustration of a 'sporadic' correspondence', Honken recalls the well known JU-internal 

alternation (cf Westphal 1974, Snyman 1980, 1997) where languages of the 'Southern' 

group, such as Jul'hoan, feature the postalveolar click [!] where languages of the 'Northern 

!Xung' group may sometimes feature the lateral aleolar click [II] as its counterpart in 

equivalent words. Honken contributes new examples to illustrate occurrences of a similar 

pattern sporadically manifested across Jul'hoan (JU) and !X66 (T AA). 

In a 'quirky' correspondence pattern, as Honken explains, 'several outcomes of the rule are 

possible and it is not easy to specify the conditions which lead to a particular outcome'. 

He mentions aspiration as a feature that fits this profile. In some cases, for example, a 

spread of outcomes where some involve this feature may be attributable to variable 

consequences of Traill's principle (1974) of 'Aspiration Absorption and Lenition 

(Voicing)'. He summarizes this principle as follows: 

'There is a tendency for vowels to develop breathy voicing after an aspirated initial; 

the sequence ChY is then reinterpreted as a voiceless initial followed by a breathy 

vowel (cy). There is a further tendency for the breathy voicing to "contaminate" 

the adjacent consonant and cause it to become voiced (gCY). In either case, the 
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breathiness may subsequently be lost, leaving a voiced or voiceless initial followed 

by a vowel with modal phonation (CV, gCV). 

This principle effectively treats the vowel feature of breathy voicing as an emergent quality 

attributable to the perseverant effect of a preceding consonant feature (aspiration). There is 

a sense in which it is parallel, with due changes made, to the explanation offered for vowel 

pharyngealization, as noted earlier. 

Expanding on the notion of 'quirkiness', Honken presents a set of plausibly cognate words 

spanning JU-T AA, where the click types pattern identically, but where the 

accompaniments may show aspiration or nasalisation (in some cases voiceless) - patterning 

with delayed aspiration or nasalization. The complexity and seeming randomness of these 

patterns may be explained, Honken suggests, by referring not only to Traill's principle (as 

above), but also to the well-known association of certain types of aspiration ('delayed 

aspiration') with voiceless nasal airflow. With the possibility that both processes might be 

involved, Honken suggests an explanation for many of the seemingly uneven 

correspondences in terms of 'differences in timing of various factors such as voicing, 

aspiration and nasality'. 

In.Pt 2.4. Traill and Vossen's theory (1997) of click shift leading to loss. 

Traill and Vossen (1997) hypothesized a general succession of events that might be 

involved in the weakening and eventual loss of clicks - invoking articulatory and acoustic 

(i. e. perceptual) factors as explanatory mechanisms. Their theory was an attempt to provide 

an explanation for a number of observations, some of them concerning patterns of 

alternations involving clicks and non-click consonants, and others involving alternations 

between different types of clicks. Of the former, the best-known type was a pattern 

particularly visible across varieties of Kalahari KHOE, where the palatoalveolar click [:f] is 

seen to alternate with ordinary non-click palatal and palato-alveolar affricates (cf Traill 

1986a). Of the latter, the best-known type (cf Westphal 1974) was the pattern already 

noted, involving the postalveolar [I] and lateral alveolar [II] clicks in an alternation across 

varieties of JU 

Traill and Vossen treat the two click types [I] and [II] as absolute entities, and interpret the 

patterns they participate in across a range of SAK languages not as abstract alternations, 
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but rather as the direct manifestations of a universal (if sporadically occurring) type of 

mechanical progression. This progression is proposed in the form of a literal 'shift' from 

the 'fortis' abrupt postalveolar click [!] to the weaker affricated lateral [II] type. This 

physiologically driven change is conceived as the fIrst stage in a process of gradual 

weakening that leads to eventual click loss (though with retention in most cases of the 

associated accompaniments). 

Implicit in Traill and Vossen's theory is a particular assumption concerning the 

directionality of change, i.e. in the case of comparative series involving click and 'non

click'segments. This is an assumption of major consequence, since it has a direct bearing 

on the proposal of proto-segments when it comes to the work of reconstruction. (For 

example, the same assumption, that clicks are the more 'basic' segment type, underpins the 

reconstructions proposed by Vossen (1997) for KHOE, as briefly discussed below in sub

section 2.4.i.) 

Traill and Vossen briefly considered the reverse assumption, i.e. that the less 'marked' 

non-click segments came fIrst, and that the unusual click sounds should be seen rather as 

the outcome of innovation. They decided, however, to discount the possibility: 

'Throughout this paper we have referred to click "loss" and click 'weakening" 

implying that the Khoesan data do not support the opposite interpretation, namely 

click "genesis" from non-clicks. We have not explicitly argued against click 

"genesis" or click "strengthening" simply because we see nothing in the data to 

support it and we feel that our phonetic and sociolinguistic explanations are 

adequate. [ ... ] The step from speculation about [ ... ] sources for clicks to the 

construction of a coherent argument for the processes involved faces major 

difficulties, such as the complete absence of any supporting comparative data. ' 

From a practical point of view, it may be noted that at least the bilabial click [0] is 

amenable to a 'genesis' account, having always been in principle the easiest click to 

account for. Ladefoged noted (1982: 150) that in the case of the doubly articulated West 

African labiovelars, 

'during the labial and velar closures the back of the tongue moves slightly further 

back, creating a slight suction effect as in a click'. 
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As a result, he said: 

'the stops [lq), go] and the nasal [IJm] often have a weak velaric ingressive 

mechanism, so that they can be classified as [ ... ] bilabial clicks'. 

If one of the clicks could in principle be accounted for as 'emergent', it seems reasonable 

to assume that the others might be similarly explicable. Nevertheless, the very rareness of 

clicks suggests that any processes that might be involved in their 'genesis' are unlikely to 

be simple. It seems more likely that click emergence would involve a multifactorial 

scenario. 

From a theoretical point of view, there are certain awkward consequences that ensue when 

clicks are assumed to be original. One minor dilemma arose, for example, when Vossen 

found (1997: 297-8) he had to reconstruct certain words at the Proto-Khoekhoe stage with 

a dental click initial *Ix, yet could not justify reconstructing them with anything other than 

a non-click initial *ts for the earlier stage of Proto-KHOE. (Although this might be a 

marginal pattern within the context ofKHOE, a similar pattern is seen more widely across 

the cross-SAK spectrum; and indeed some of the problematic words just alluded to 

include items identified by Traill (1 986b ) as having a cross-SAK distribution.) 

A much more serious consequence - i.e. of assuming that clicks are original segments - is 

the generally ill-formed shape of the proto-inventory that is bound to be projected on this 

basis. An illustration of this is provided in the following sub-section. 

III.Pt 2.4.i. Consequences of adopting a model of the kind proposed by Traill and 

Vossen: Vossen's inventory of segments for proto-KHOE. 

The KHOE languages constitute the only Khoesan grouping for which a substantial body 

of published reconstructions exist (Vossen 1997, following the offering of an earlier set 

(1974) by Baucom), and it is for this reason that the reconstructed phonetic inventory for 

Proto-KHOE is used to illustrate the point below. (The reconstructed vowels proposed for 

Proto-KHOE need not be discussed here. They include a basic 5-vowel set of plain vowels, 

plus 3 nasalized vowels, as well a large set of' diphthongs', both plain and nasalized.) 
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Figures I and 2 below show the respective sets of proposed non-click consonants and 

clicks in the proto-inventory of this Khoesan language. The gap created by the absence of a 

palatal series in the set of reconstructed non-click consonants is in a sense partially 

complementary to the set of clicks. A full palatal series of non-click consonants appears 

for proto-Eastem-Kalahari KHOE, but these are interpreted as outcomes of a late-stage 

loss of the corresponding ancestral clicks: Proto-Eastem-Kalahari KHOE is reconstructed 

with only dental and lateral alveolar clicks. 

As the first diagram shows, the proto-inventory of non-click consonants contains a series 

of stops, fricatives and affricates, with voicing as a characterizing feature only in the case 

of the stops; and aspiration as a characterizing feature only in the case of the alveolar and 

velar stops (where the absence of *ph might be part of the more general phenomenon of 

the labial gap in Khoesan languages). While there is no set of ejective plosives and no 

plain velar affricate, there are nonetheless two ejective affricates (alveolar and velar). 

Fig 111.2.1. The non-click consonant inventory projected for Proto-KHOE (Vossen 1997: 

326). 

Voiceless stop *p *t *k *7 

Voiced stop *b *d *g 
Aspirated stop *th *kh 

Voiceless fric *s *x *h 

Voiceless affric *ts 

Ejective affric *ts7 *kx? 

Nasal *m *n 

Notes to Fig.III.2.1 

i. The realizations of some alveolar segments (e.g. *t and *ts) may have a dental 

character, e.g. in Nama (Khoekhoe), cf. Beach (1938: 55, 65). 

ii. Beach noted (p. 57-67) that the voiceless plosive [k], the fricative [x] and the 

voiceless aspirated affricate [kxh] mainly occur before back vowels. The last two 

reflexes in Khoekhoe are slightly 'backed', i.e. post-velar. 

iii. The voicing contrast is no longer reflected in modem Namibian Khoekhoe 

outcomes. 
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The four click positional types ofKHOE are reconstructed with a range of pre-existing 

'accompaniments', as shown. 

Fig.III.2.2 The clicks ofProto-KHOE are reconstructed with a range of accompaniments: 

(Vossen 1997: 319). 

dental 

(i) basic *1 

(ii) voiced ~ 
(iii) nasal *1-

(iv) (nasal-voiced?) 

(v) voiceless uvular fricative *Ix 

(vi) ejective uvular *lx7 

(vii) aspirated *Ih 

(viii) glottalized *F 

palato
alveolar 

(post)
alveolar 

*1 

lateral 
alveolar 

*11 

*1 *V 

*!x 

*!x7 

*W 

*lIx 

*lIx7 

*!h *lIh 

*17 *117 

The resulting proto-inventory of combined click and non-click consonants contains not 

only a very high (or, in other words, non-parsimonious) number of segments overall, but 

includes several rare ones (the clicks), as well as some asymmetrically elaborated ones, 

such as the non-click affricates characterized by features that are not systematically found 

throughout the non-click inventory (i.e. also with simpler segments such as the plosives). 

Any proposed proto-inventory that presents a picture of this kind raises concerns about its 

economy. It will be apparent that one of the main factors responsible is the assumption 

that clicks of each positional type - together with each of the accompaniment possibilities -

should be represented in the set of original segments. 

It also seems noteworthy that the reconstructed proto-inventory for KHOE has an odd 

'shallo\\-ness', in the sense that it bears a close resemblance to the actual phonetic 

inventory set out for Nama by Beach, where this resemblance extends even to the set of 

oral and nasal vowels and vowel sequences ('diphthongs'). The only significant departure 

is the addition of voiced series for click and non-click consonants, so as to allow for the 
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contrast still reflected in varieties of Kalahari KHOE. (This maximalist approach is 

another reason for the great size of the projected proto-inventory.) It appears to be the 

case that a narrow focus on just one group of the SAK languages may make it difficult, if 

not actually impossible, to set up a proto-inventory that is capable of reaching back very 

far. (The endeavour seems analogous to trying to arrive at a reasonable inventory for 

Proto-Bantu through exclusive consideration of the phonetic inventories of just a single 

sub-group of its languages, for example, the set consisting of the Sotho, Tswana and 

Kgalagadi languages and dialects.) 

This consideration is one of the reasons for the approach adopted in the present study, 

where a relationship between the KHOE, JV and !VI-TAA groups is investigated as an 

overarching possibility. It is already possible to make a preliminary assumption that the 

JV and ! VI -T AA families might branch from a single node of their own - i. e. potentially 

forming a sub-group. (This much is suggested by studies such as those ofTraill and 

Honken outlined above in Sections HLPt 2.2 and HLPt 2.3.) Examination of evidence 

across a more extensive spectrum should in principle make it possible ulimately to propose 

a proto-inventory of greater depth (and greater simplicity). With such an inventory in 

place, it may then become possible to start mapping the emergence of particular reflexes -

even including the emergence of clicks; and to start identifying intermediate stages. 
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STAGE 1: ESTABLISIllNG THE BASIS FOR THE WORKING HYPOTHESIS. 

Chapter IV. Cross-SAK similarities involving multi- and serial verb constructions (or their 

grammaticalized outcomes). 

Chapter V. Cross-SAK similarities in the sub-systems of specifiers. 
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CHAPTER IV. Cross-SAK similarities involving multi-and serial verb constructions (or 

their grammaticalized outcomes). 

Chapter synopsis. 

The chapter outlines Aikhenvald's typological framework for the discussion for serial 
verb constructions, and then shows how its concepts may be extended to cover the more 
general category of multi-verb constructions. The various roles of multi-verb 
constructions in Khoesan languages are described and illustrated, first for the JU and 
!UI-TAA languages, and then for the KHOE languages. In the course of these accounts, 
multiple instances are noted across the SAK spectrum of morphologically similar verbs 
being enlisted for similar grammatical purposes - so as to suggest the likelihood of a 
unity that involves (1) the JU and !UI-T AA languages as an entity, and (2) the SAK 
languages as a whole. The Tables at the end of the chapter present these shared 
grammatical stems. 

IV.I. Introduction. 

The evidence that will be presented in the following two 'establishing' chapters is of the kind 

classically taken to provide good-enough grounds for proposing that, on the face of things, there 

is a plausible case for possible unity. The present chapter will show the existence of extensive 

cross-SAK similarities involving grammatically enlisted verbs, as found in the multi-verb or 

serial verb constructions associated with the expression of modality, tense and aspect, as well as 

various locative and directional relations. The following chapter will point to the existence of 

cross-SAK similarities in a full 'syntagmatic' suite (as Nichols puts it) across the specifier 

system, of the various deictic, quantificational and descriptive morphemes that may be used as 

modifiers of the noun. 

It will be seen in this chapter that there is a common occurrence in KHOE, JU and !UI-TAA 

languages of multi-verb predicate formations or of grammaticalized elements attributable to 

former constructions of this kind. The verbs in the complex Khoesan constructions are used, 

conventionally enough: 

1. to provide implications of tense, aspect and modality, 

ii. to provide locative implications of direction and situation, 

Ill. to allow for additional arguments and complements, and 
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IV. to extend or modify the semantic content of other verbs. 

It hardly needs to be said that the mere sharing of a general typological profile cannot be 

considered suggestive of actual genetic relationship. The argument here is that repeated 

resemblances can be seen in the actual morphology of verbs enlisted for specifically similar 

grammatical purposes across the SAK languages. 

The cross-SAK similarities in the morphology of verbs commonly used in multi-verb formations 

is apparent on inspection of the items listed in the Main Tables at the end of this chapter, which 

present: 

Main Table [IV]1. Cross-SAK comparative series of basic itive, ventive and postural verbs 

commonly enlisted for grammatical purposes. 

Main Table IV(2). Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs commonly enlisted to express 

subjective attitude and sequence of actions. 

Main Table [IV]3. Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs commonly enlisted to express 

capacity or obligation. 

Main Table [IV]4. Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs with negative implications (e.g. of 

presence, possession or capacity). 

Main Table [IV] 5. Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs expressive of process type. 

Main Table [IV]6. Verbs with intrinsic directional implications. 

In the interest of clarity, it should be explained that the term 'multi-verb construction' will be 

used here in two senses, where the meaning intended will usually be clear from the context. 

Firstly, it is used in a wide sense as a superordinate or generic term for any type of construction 

that involves compound predicates. In this sense, serial verb constructions (SVCs) can be seen 

as a sub-type of multi-verb constructions. Secondly, it is used to refer to a specific, more formal 

type of multi-verb construction (MVC), of the type found, for example, as a regular predicate 

form in many southern Bantu languages. 

Serial verb constructions are, of course, not restricted to Africa, and are found in possibly as 

many as a third of the world's languages (Dixon 2006). Although not noted in modem Indo

European languages, there would almost certainly have to have been multi-verb constructions of 

some kind during a very early stage of Indo-European, so as to account for later lexicalizations 

involving a directional verb and a main verb. Examples may be seen in numerous items 
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subsequently borrowed from Latin into English with already inert prefixes such as ad-, in-, ex-, 

con-, per- and so forth, where the originally verb-like character of these elements is clearest in 

the case of trans-, which reflects the participial form of a verbal root « PIE *terh2 ) meaning 

'cross over, overcome' (Watkins 2000: 91). 

Despite their wider occurrence, true serial verb constructions (SVCs) are perhaps most often 

associated with languages belonging to west African branches of Niger-Congo, although they 

are not found universally throughout the supergroup. Dwyer (1989) notes, for example, that 

'none ofthe Mande languages use serial verbs', while for the small group of Dogon languages, 

Bendor-Samuel, Olsen and White note (1989) that 'sentences frequently concatenate verbs, 

though not in true serial verb form, but as clause strings'. As far as the Bantu languages are 

concerned, it is almost surprising, given their membership within Niger-Congo, that they do not 

feature more constructions of this kind. Instead, some Bantu languages present an extensive 

range of multi-verb constructions (MVCs). In the case of Khoesan languages, one of several 

respects in which they bear a broad typological resemblance to members of Niger-Congo lies in 

their similar use of multi-verb predicates - in the general sense of the term - where these may 

have the character oftrue SVCs, as in JU, but in the case of other languages may perhaps be 

more accurately described as MVCs, as in IXam (!UI). 

The first scholar to note the existence of such constructions in Khoesan was Wilhelm Bleek, 

who observed a number of different types in IXam (cf. W.H.I. Bleek 2000 [1911]: 144-154). The 

specific types or uses of the multi-verb sequences identified by him may be classified as 

follows: 

1. verbs of motion with latent deictic implications, typically 'itive' (lla") or 'ventive' (sha); 

II. verbs of motion with locative implications, such as: u 'go away', Ihil] 'come out', W'go in', 

lIai(tsm) 'go up', !a 'go along', or llkau 'be on'; 

111. auxiliary verbs expressive of modality, such as se 'must'; 

IV. verbs adding temporal, sequential or manner modifications, e.g. !hou 'do afterwards', lIa 

'do again'; 

v. verbs used in symmetrical complex predicates, e.g. IMmmil]-ti 'carries taking' « IMmmil] 

'carry' + ti (-kHki) 'take'), or ts'u-hho 'lifts up by blowing' « ts'u 'blow' + hho 'lift up'). 
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Bleek's original commentaries were later expanded upon by his daughter, Dorothea Bleek, who 

based her grammatical analyses (1929-30) mainly on IXam, while drawing parallels with other 

!VI languages. She noted: 

'Two or three verbs can be strung together in a sentence, sometimes joined by one of the 

particles ki, ko, kau, ti, to, tau, si or by lki 'to take', sometimes without any connection. 

It is possible that the adverbs and prepositions which have also a verbal meaning or 

really verbs used in this manner. ' 

She further commented: 

'Moods and tenses are formed by placing one or more verbal particles or auxiliaries 

before the verb in chief A few of these can be used as independent verbs, others are not 

found alone, though they may once have been so used. These particles do not 

correspond exactly with one mood or tense in English [ ... ]. Occasionally also the verb 

takes an ending, generally when it can be translated as a participle.' 

Elsewhere, in 'A short survey of Bushman languages' (1939) she noted: 

'The verb is often expanded into several verbs. Those used as auxiliaries precede the 

main verb or verbs, which may be of equal value. [ ... ] In IXam the verb used adverbially 

generally precedes the main verb, but an adjective used adverbially may follow it, and a 

noun with a preposition used as an extension always does so. 

Maingard (1937) was to note the presence of 'double verbs' in another lUi language, *Khomani. 

For the TAA group, examples provided by Traill (1994: 31-32) of 'double verbs' in lX60 

include the following: 
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Fig. IV.l. 'Double verbs' in !X60, after Traill (1994: 31-32). 

IGa'bu-91u 'slosh' + 'enter' > 'slosh into' 

lua-0mlu 'grasp' + 'squash' > 'squash in the hand' 

7I1niihm-g!xaa 'stab' + 'split' > 'poke open (e.g. a melon), 

!ahle-!ga'o 'stand on' + 'put-in [PI]' > 'trample into' 

dtshum-'!nahn 'blow' + 'remove' > 'blow away' 

d tshum-mau 'blow' + 'take-out [PI]' > 'blowout' 

Traill added, however, that 'in some cases the two verbs are linked by a particle Ici': 

Fig. IV.2. Examples of 'double verb' constructions in !X60 featuring intervening morphology. 

!kx'ali ka :f:nau 'squeeze-out' + 'remove' > 'squeeze out' 

:f:6h5 ka lI'a5 'trade' + 'take [sg]' > 'buy [sg obi]' 

It will be seen later that this aspect of the 'linking morphology' visible in the lUI and T AA 

groups is of some significance. In the case of the JU language, JUI'hoan, the presence of serial 

verb constructions was indirectly noted by Snyman, who alluded (1970: 124) to 'the semantic 

fusion of more than one verbal stem'. The phenomenon in Jul'hoan is further discussed by 

Sebba (1995), and Dickens (2005: 81-86). 

As for the KHOE languages, the occurrence of 'double verbs' in languages of the Khoekhoe 

branch has long been noted. Meinhof commented (1909: 109) on their occurrence in Nama, and 

also mentioned (1930: 48) their existence in lOra Examples given by Meinhoffor the latter 

included the following: 
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Fig.IV. 3. Examples of 'double verb' constructions in !Ora, after Meinhof (1909: 109). 

di-tha 'do' + 'feel, sense' > 'try, test' 

di-toa 'do' + 'complete' > 'finish, make ready' 

II'ama-xu 'trade' + 'leave' > 'sell' 

'ii-ha 'take' + 'stay' > 'have, possess' 

'ii-ha 'take' + 'come' > 'bring' 

Nonetheless, it has not always been entirely accepted that the KHOE languages as a whole are 

intrinsically verb serializing. For example, Giildemann has suggested (2003b) that the presence 

of the 'double-verbs in languages of the Khoekhoe branch may reflect areal influence rather 

than inheritance. Contrary to this, Kilian-Hatz (2006) makes a fairly clear statement concerning 

the cross-SAK distribution of this feature, noting that: 

'languages of the two main branches of the Khoisan family, that is, the non-Khoe 

branch and the Khoe (or Central-Khoisan) branch, seem to have serial verb 

constructions' . 

Drawing on the terminology of Aikhenvald (2006), Kilian-Hatz has argued that within the 

Kalahari subset of the Khoe languages, the Khwe varieties may indeed be said to make use of 

serial verb constructions, including not only those of the 'symmetrical' kind that typically 

develop into lexicalized forms over time, but also several constructions of the 'asymmetrical' 

kind. (These terms will be explained below.) The serial verb constructions in Khwe have 

evidently already become partially or even fully grarnmaticalized, and it is part of Kilian-Hatz' s 

conclusion that an incipient grarnmaticalization of similar patterns can be detected in the related 

Kalahari language, Naro, while intermediate stages of grarnmaticalization are visible also in 

varieties of II Ani-Khwe. 

As the study by Kilian-Hatz demonstrates, the typological framework of Aikhenvald offers a 

theoretical compass that proves particularly valuable in cases where the constructions presented 

by different languages may no longer be exactly equivalent - having sometimes undergone 

extensive (and possibly divergent) processes of grammaticalisation - yet where the sources, 
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once they are tracked down, turn out nonetheless to be very similar. Since it will be useful to 

make similar orientational reference to some of these concepts in the discussion that follows, the 

key points of Aikhenvald's typological classification of serial verb constructions are 

summarized in a section below. 

The remainder of this chapter is divided into the following parts: 

i. The key points of Aikhenvald's typological classification of serial verb constructions are 

summarized. 

This framework provides a useful terminology and point of reference for purposes of 

crosslinguistic comparison. In particular, the framework establishes certain fairly 

universal tendencies, both in the semantic categories of predicates likely to be enlisted, 

and in the kinds of outcomes that typically emerge as the result of grammaticalization 

processes. 

ii. It is briefly sho\vn how similar concepts may be relevant in discussions of multi-verb 

constructions. 

The reason for describing and illustrating constructions of the multi-verb type is that 

certain aspects of serial verb patterns in some Khoesan languages raise the possibility 

that these constructions are underlyingly multi-verbal in nature. Constructions of this 

kind are described here with illustrative reference to patterns in selected southern Bantu 

languages. (The detailed reference to Bantu languages is motivated by the 

particular clarity and richness of exemplification that these provide.) It will be seen that 

the concepts provided by Aikhenvald for the analysis of serial verb constructions may 

also be applied in the context of multi-verb constructions. The purpose of the brief 

account is to establish something of the semantic range of the predicates most often 

enlisted, and to give some indication of their typical outcomes over time. 

The value of conceptualizations of the kind presented in (i) and (ii) emerges in contexts where 

the original or 'substantive' meanings of enlisted predicates may have become opaque, as in 

cases where the 'working' verb no longer has a counterpart still in use as a 'main' verb, or 

where processes of grarnmaticalization have led to the emergence of mere particles. (In other 

cases, a relevant and potentially cognate predicate may be found as a main verb in several 
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related languages, while only being enlisted for grammatical purposes in a subset of these. 

Aikhenvald's framework provides the theoretical basis for making the link between them.) 

iii. Brief sketches are provided of verb phrase structures in KHOE and !UI-TAA languages, 

with particular attention to the points at which the presence (or former presence) of multi-verb 

formations is likely to manifest itself, in the light of insights provided by Aikhenvald. Various 

points of cross-SAK similarity are noted in the course of these descriptions. 

iv. With the background of sections (i-iii) taken into account, it is finally possible to present a 

set of tables demonstrating the existence across the spectrum of the SAK languages of 

morphologically similar predicates - drawn from similar paradigm sets - and either participating 

in functionally similar multi-verb constructions, or else showing traces of an origin in such 

constructions. (Some allowance is made for the intervention over time of various processes of 

grarnmaticalization, but this apparent latitude is constrained by reference to the kinds of 

pathways often implictly predicted or shown to be likely by the Aikhenvald framework.) 

IV.2. The typology of serial verb constructions. 

Outline of Aikhenvald's typological classification of serial verb constructions. 

Alexandra Aikhenvald (2006) provides the definitive characterization of these constructions, as 

follows: 

'A serial verb construction (SVC) is a sequence of verbs which act together as a single 

predicate, without any overt marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic 

dependency of any other sort. Serial verb constructions describe what is conceptualized 

as a single event. They are mono clausal; their intonational properties are the same as 

those of a monoverbal clause, and they have just one tense, aspect and polarity value. 

SVCs may also share core and other arguments. Each component of an SVC must be 

able to occur on its own. Within an SVC, the individual verbs may have same, or 

different, transitivity values.' 

As she adds, however: 
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'In an individual language, SVCs are expected to have most, but not necessarily all, of 

these properties. This suggests a scalar, or continuum-type, approach to SVC - which 

can be either more or less like the prototype - which has the maximal properties. 

From a structural point of view, it may not always be easy in reality to make a clearcut 

distinction between serial verb constructions (which are monoclausal by definition) and 

superficially similar verb sequences such as ordinary consecutive constructions, or complement

taking constructions. In part this may be because of the range of variations actually found - not 

only within individual languages, but also across any given spectrum of related languages. (This 

much is implied by some of Aikhenvald's careful qualifications. The framework is not designed 

to be applied in any mechanical way, and it is not the intention to do so here.) 

Concerning semantic aspects of these constructions, Aikhenvald notes that it may be equally 

problematic to state too rigidly that serial verb constructions necessarily have a 'single event' as 

their scope of reference, despite being 'monopredicative': 

'Semantically, serial verb constructions may encode one event, or several subevents 

closely linked together, or even several subevents in sequence which may be 

conceptualized as connected to each other. In the latter case, it may appear hard to draw 

a tight semantic distinction between a mono clausal serial verb construction and a 

sequence of clauses. Cross-linguistically, and even within one language, SVC's occupy 

different places on the continuum, between one indissoluble event and a package of 

subevents all linked together. The place of a serial verb construction on this continuum 

correlates with grammatical parameters - such as contiguity and wordhood of 

components, and argument sharing. ' 

The identification and crosslinguistic comparison of these structures is greatly assisted by the 

taxonomic framework proposed by Aikhenvald, which begins with a basic classificatory 

distinction between 'asymmetrical' and 'symmetrical' types. In the asymmetrical pattern, as she 

defines it, there will be 'one verb from a relatively large, open, or otherwise W1Iestricted class, 

and another from a semantically or grammatically restricted (or closed) class'. As she further 

notes, the verb from the closed class typically functions as a kind of specifier modifYing the 

other (open class) verb. In the case of symmetrical constructions, all verbs come from 'open' 

classes. 
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The difference between constructions of the asymmetrical and symmetrical types has a sequel in 

the kinds of formalizations these may give rise to. As Aikhenvald puts it: 

, Asymmetrical serial verb constructions tend to undergo grammaticalization - the minor 

verb becomes a grammatical marker. In contrast, symmetrical serial verb constructions 

tend to become lexicalized and develop idiomatic meanings. ' 

She adds that these two processes of grammaticalization and lexicalization may lead to the 

eventual loss of active or visible serial verb constructions. 

The chart [overleaf] provides a capsule summary of Aikhenvald's semantically based 

subclassification of asymmetrical and symmetrical constructions. It will be appreciated that the 

categories set out for each type are not always hard-and-fast, so that a certain amount of 

overlapping inevitably occurs. The table is followed by brief notes on two further aspects of 

serial verb constructions, namely: 

* Treatment of arguments associated with constituent predicates, and 

* Monoclausality. 

Treatment of arguments associated with constituent predicates. 

Aikhenvald acknowledges that there may be some variation in the ways in which the core 

arguments of the constituent predicates are cross-referenced. While serial verb constructions are 

typically characterized by 'uninterruptedness' - this being one aspect of their monoclausality

the individual verbs may nonetheless carry interpolated concordant morphology expressing 

agreement with a common subject. This kind of cross-referencing serves to reinforce the 

semantic unity of the complex predicate, insofar as it signals the 'sameness' of the subject 

throughout. Serial verb constructions of the type that permit such inclusions are sometimes 

termed 'core serializing' . 

The existence of a pattern of this kind was registered by Dorothea Bleek (1939) in languages of 

the lUi group. Along with other languages of this group, IXam used the type of multiple verb 

constructions in which the relation to a single shared subject may be expressed by a 

phenomenon Dorothea Bleek described as 'a repetition of the subject'. She illustrated this by 

means of the following example sentences, where underlining has been added to show the 

repetition: 
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Fig. IVA. Summary of Aikhenvald's semantically-based taxonomy (2006) of asymmetrical and symmetrical serial verb constructions. . .. follows p. 100 

Asymmetrical serial verb constructions. 

The first two categories below are cross-linguistically the most widespread, evidently being reported in virtually every language that uses a serializing strategy. 

* Direction and orientation. Typically the minor verbs in constructions of this type are verbs of motion such as 'come', 'go', 'move', 'sit', 'stand' or 'lie'. 
These verbs may eventually grammaticalize as 'venitive' and 'itive' -type markers of tense, but may also end up as directional morphemes of various kinds. 

* Aspect, extent and change of state. The minor verbs associated with this cateogory are typically verbs of 'motion, posture, and stance', but may also include verbs 
with such meanings as 'continue', 'complete', or 'tinish', 'start'. Constructions of this kind tend to grammaticalize into markers of tense, aspect or mood. 

* Secondary concept serialization. The minor verbs in these constructions are typically verbs expressing 'obligation, probability, pretend-type, begilming-type 
(including 'begin', 'continue', 'finish'), trying-type ('try', 'attempt'), and negators'. One sub-type of these may use verbs expressive of desire or intention. 

* Complementation. One of the more familiar sub-types involves verbs of speech (and sometimes perception). These tend to grammaticalize into complementizers. 

* Valency-increasing (and argument-specifiying). Among the most typical of the valency-increasing constructions are causatives (often based on verbs of making, 
doing or saying); benefactives (typically harnessing verbs of giving); instrumentals (which may exploit verbs with meanings such as 'take' or 'hold'); and 
comitative or associative constructions (using verbs with meanings such as 'be with'). The lninor verbs typically grammaticalize into markers expressing the 
associated functions. 

* Valency-reducing. While such constructions may have a 'passive-like function', they are perhaps more commonly associated with the expression of reciprocals. 

* Comparatives and superlatives. Such constructions characteristically draw on verbs with meanings SLlch as 'exceed' or 'surpass'. 

* Event-argument constructions. The minor verbs in sLlch constructions essentially provide 'a manner moditication to the event as a whole'. (Perhaps the only respect 
in which these differ from rather similar constructions of the symmetrical type is that the modifying verbs here are drawn fom a restricted class.) 

Symmetrical serial verb constructions. 

The sequences in symmetrical constructions may reflect a certain 'iconicity' with respect to the events, particularly in the case of the first two types. Constructions 
of this type are prone to lexicalization (as opposed to grammaticalization), or else may become regularized as idiomatic collocations. They typically express: 

* A sequence' of actions or concomitant actions related together'. 
* Events having a cause-effect relation. 
* Manner modification. 
* Synonymic elaboration (or intensification) 'of two or more verbs each chosen from a semantically and grammatically unrestricted class'. 
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(1) tkui Ii a mmaii, ha Ie xhwarra, 

Ha xoak~n-gu hiI) thou, hiI) Ie xhwarra 

! kui -Ii a mmall, 

Person-Fern Past do. first 

Ha xoa-k~n-gu 

PossPROlsg rnother-?-Assocpl 

Hi-I) 

PROlpl-? 

Ie xhwarra. 1 

enter spnng 

ha 

PROIsg 

hi-I) 

PROIpl-? 

Ie xhwarra, 

enter spnng 

thou, 

do-afterwards 

(Note: Gender 'I' is the personal gender, as covertly indexed by the covarying 

singular/pI ural pronouns ha/hi.) 

'The girl entered the spring first, (and then) her rnother-and-the-others entered the spring 

afterwards.' [D. Bleek 1939] 

Needless to say, the pattern described as 'repetition of the subject' in lXam is not altogether 

different from the one reflected in a Zulu sentence such as: 

(2) Ngifike ngihlale ngiouye ngisuke 

Ngi-fik-e ngi-hlal-e ngi-Ouy-e ngi-suk-e 

1 stsg-do.flTst-Subjunct 1 stsg-sit-Subjunct 1 stsg-return-Subjunct 1 stsg-go.away-Subjunct 

'I first sit down and then 1 go away' [ Doke 1950: 203] 
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It seems reasonable to describe the function of the repetitive pattern in IXam as similarly 

'concordial' (i.e. cross-referential), and to suggest that ha is effectively the 'subjectival concord' 

for the 3rd person (animate) singular. As noted in an earlier chapter, this functional resemblance 

of a subset of lUI pronouns to Bantu 'concords' was commented on by Ziervogel (1955), in 

connection with IIXegwi. Like IIXegwi and =t=Khomani, IXam had self-standing (or 'absolute') 

pronouns in addition to the dependent or concordial forms. (It is true that the 'full' or absolute 

forms of the pronouns in lXam seem to reflect the addition of a nasal element - conceivably a 

'stabilizer', as such particles are sometimes termed, e.g. with reference to Tswana in the South 

African tradition of Bantu language studies, cf Cole 1975: 128). It may seem to be the case, 

therefore, that the plural pronoun hiYj in the example above is an absolute pronoun rather than a 

dependent concordial pronoun. It is equally possible, however that the element -Yj occuring 

between hi and the verb is a morpheme with some other function.) 

Verb-serializing languages may have other ways of organizing and cross-referencing 

expressions associated with the various core and peripheral arguments (where 'core arguments' 

are those intrinsically required in terms of a given verb's semantic specification). In some cases 

it may be the prefered syntactic strategy, for example, to present verbs and arguments 

separately, in what might be termed 'predicate strings' and 'argument strings'. (This kind of 

arrangement is sometimes referred to as 'nuclear' serialization. As SoInit explains (2006), 

'nuclear' in this context 'alludes to the verb as the nucleus of the clause; 'core' refers to a verb 

(=nucleus) plus its core arguments'.) It follows that nuclear serialization patterns - involving 

verbs in direct sequence, uninterrupted by arguments - present more tightly-knit compounds, 

which are fairly likely to be subject eventually to specific kinds of grammaticalization. (Cf 

Sebba (1995) for some preliminary discussion of argument introduction in Jul'hoan, where 

terminology of this kind is used.) 

Since it is not of direct present relevance, this topic will not be further discussed here, but it is 

one that deserves future exploration. In particular, attention might be paid to the function of 

serial verb constructions in not merely 'licensing' additional arguments, but in the grammatical 

indication of their respective semantic roles. It would be of interest, for example, to try and 

establish how an ergative system might manifest itself in languages where it is the verb rather 

than the noun that forms the locus of grammatical 'case' indications. In languages of the 'verb

centred' kind2 (which constitute a fairly large sub-section of the languages found in Africa) it 

may be of greater significance how verbs are subcategorized in terms of' action types' (e.g. as 

verbs of experience, movement, or transfer) and whether the subject of the verb is 
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subcategorized as <rational> (i.e. with capacity for volition) than whether a particular verb is 

'transitive' (i.e. semantically specified as requiring an object). It is probable that some of the 

'non-KHOE' languages in particular have at least partially ergative systems, insofar as the roles 

of the subject and the experiencer (or patient) seem to fall together where certain types of verb, 

particularly verbs of process and experience - are involved. One of the ways in which the 

subcategorization of verbs may find formal expression is in the choice of an associated auxiliary 

(which sometimes appears to have developed into a 'dummy' form now used only as a carrier of 

tense or aspect). It is noted for the present that the !UI-T AA languages appear to make such a 

'subcategorizing' use of an auxiliary verb with the substantive meaning 'seem, feel'. (Formally 

similar verbs with the same meaning are also present in KHOE languages.) 

MonocIausality. 

As part of her definition quoted earlier, Aikhenvald points to the monoclausal (or 

monopredicative) behaviour of serial-verb constructions. Features contributing to this integrity 

are: 

1. the capacity of the verbs in such sequences to be treated syntactically as a single unit; 

11. the assigning of 'just one tense, aspect and polarity value' to the sequence as a whole; and 

iii. the absence of grammatical expression of 'coordination, subordination, or syntactic 

dependency of any other sort'. 

The follo\Ving sub-section briefly discusses some of these aspects, making reference to various 

SAK languages for purposes of illustration. It will be seen that in some respects, the multi

verbal predicates of Khoesan languages do indeed show monoclausality. At the same time, there 

are certain areas where the individual verbs within a multi-predicate seem rather to behave like 

the constituents of multi-verb constructions - namely in their capacity for independent inflection, 

and in the presence of morphology that may express syntactic dependency of the linked verb. 

Extent to which selected Khoesan languages show true verb-serialization. 

The lOra narratives given by Andries Bitterbos to Engelbrecht (1936) are particularly vivid in 

their use of multi-verb constructions (in the generic sense of the term). It is clear that these are 

often true serial-verb constructions. 
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For example, as seen in the examples below, this speaker made regular use of passive 

constructions showing suffixation of a V-V compound as a structural unit. The seq uences seen 

to undergo such 'unit-passivization' (by suffixation in -he) mainly involve compounds where 

V2 is directional, but may also involve compound verb constructions with extensions. The 

Bitterbos texts also show cases where the applicative suffix -ba is appended to the verb 

compound as a whole. (Note: The hyphenations in each first line below are those given in the 

original. Double verbs are here underlined, and grammatical suffixes that apply to the sequence 

as a unit are shown in bold.) 

ha:-!ii-ba 

CO ME-GO-Applicati ve 

(3) in na h070 Inei khoebi ha:-!iiba lIaiib xu 

m na h070 Inei khoe-bi ha:-!ii-ba lIaiib xu 

and Impfv then other man_3 rdmsg come-go-Applic kraal from 

'en dan nou 'n ander man kom-gaan-vir van die werf af 

'and then another man came from the kraal to fetch them' [of cattle left in veld] 

[Engelbrecht 1936: 220-222] 

khau-=l=a-he 

D I G-ENTER -P assi ve 

(4) kx'iiesibeb ha i khau-=l=ahe 

kx'iiesi-be-b ha khau-=l=ahe 

alive-?_3 rdmsg Perf Stative dig-enter-Passive 

'[dan] is hy lewendig grawe-ingegaan-geword' [referring to a chameleon] 

'[then] it was buried alive' [Engelbrecht 1936: 217-219] 

Andries Bitterbos himself provided the translations into a variety of Afrikaans (in which he was 

equally fluent) and it is notable how consistently the directional V2 components are expressly 

given verbal equivalents. For example, while a compound such as ha:-!il-ba (showing the 

applicative extension -ba) essentially means 'fetch', the translation 'kom-gaan-vir' (i.e. 'come-
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go-for') given by the speaker preserves the underlying semantic complexity of the expression. 

(It may be the case that this was done intentionally for the benefit of the observing linguist.) 

In reality, despite the fact that they may retain this property of semantic transparency, many of 

the more frequently used compound verbs of the Khoekhoe languages give the impression of 

being fully 'lexicalized', in the sense that their resulting meanings have a 'gestalt' quality not 

predictable from the constituent parts of the complex, as would be the case where the minor 

component had become established as either derivational (adding a consistent element to the 

meaning) or inflectional (adding a consistent grammatical implication). Ibis factor is even 

explicitly taken into consideration (Khoekhoegowab Orthography 3,2003: 52) when it comes to 

orthographic determinations concerning whether or not to hyphenate. The authors (Curriculum 

Committee for Khoekhoegowab) note: 

'Compounded verbs are written conjunctively if they are merged into one concept. [ ... ] 

If the conjunction tsf could be inserted between the two verbs then they do not form a 

single concept and are thus written apart. ' 

Using Aikhenvald's terms of reference, lexicalized compound predicates of this kind are most 

likely to arise from the symmetrical type of serial verb construction, though it is also possible 

that they may develop from the asymmetrical category that likewise involves 'manner' 

modifications, but which draws on a limited set of predicates for the purpose. While the verbs 

that participate in forming the 'double verbs' of Khoekhoe languages certainly belong to a rather 

large class, it is possible, nonetheless, that the set is finite. (It is notable that the verbs most 

frequently enlisted are the predictable verbs of motion, posture and direction, which are in any 

case probably limited in number.) 

In the case of both JU and !UI-TAA languages, at least a few of the most frequently used 

complex verbs appear to be similarly lexicalized. Some of the v-v compounds in Jul'hoan, for 

example, appear in Snyman's dictionary (c. 1975) as entries in their own right: 

Fig.IV.5. Lexicalized V-V compounds in Jul'hoan, after Snyman (1975: scattered). 

tsi-glae 'come' + 'arrive' > 

n!om-tsau [sg sub}] 'fly/drift/creep' + 'rise' > 

tam-ce 'bring' + 'return' > 

'arrive' 

'cease, stop doing' 

'bring back' 
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These semi-regularized compounds mainly involve directional predicates as V2. Similar 

examples can be found scattered throughout Traill's dictionary (1994) for the T AA language, 

!X65. 

In the case of the !UI-TAA languages, however, not all of the 'double verbs' have a 

straightforward V -V structure. For !X65, as has previously been mentioned, Traill notes (1994: 

32) that verbs in sequence may be 'linked by a particle kd'. In the !VI languages, not only are 

there similarly traces of connecting morphology, which may indicate syntactic dependency of 

the linked verb, but some of the !UI constructions even seem to show a capacity for independent 

inflection of the constituent verbs. The significant implication of this is that the patterns 

concerned may not be strictly verb-serializing, but may rather involve multi-verbal constructions 

of the Bantu type. 

The following sentences from IXam suggest independent inflection of this kind: 

(5) ha ka ha sse orrUko !klixe !khwa, 

sse orrli-ko 

PROIsg Pot PROIsg Fut do. quickly-? 

PROIsg Fut go drink 

'it [the lion] would quickly run to the water, 

'that it might go to drink' 

!kuxe !khwa 

fUll. to water 

[Specimens: 178-9] 

The first instance of sse appears to be the venitive Future awciliary appearing in a subjunctive 

form because of its subordination to the modal auxiliary ka ('wish'). It is notable that the itive 

auxiliary lid in the second line itself shows inflection by means of an auxiliary, here again sse, 

again in the subjunctive form of saa. (Constructions of this kind are reminiscent of equivalent 

patterns in the multi-verb conjugations of the Bantu languages, where the equivalent verbs are 
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similarly itive; cf Tswana -ea < -eta < PB *-genda 'go' and venitive (cf Tswana -tla < PB 

*-jija 'come'.) The modal kiz in the example above seems to reflect, unremarkably, the 

grammaticalization of a desiderative verb. 

In the example quoted above, the adverb orruko appearing in the slot just before the main verb 

!kUxe 'run to' is possibly verbal in origin, and may have been used to express a fairly precise 

micro-distinction of aspect. (In the case of Bantu languages, similar grammatical distinctions 

are often all but lost in translation into European languages, or, if they are rendered at all, are 

expressed by adverbs.) The particle ko is probably a separable morpheme, and is conceivably 

associated "With a following infinitive complement. (The verb !kUxe may well be a compound 

predicate itself, given that !kii. (or !Fu) in IXam meant 'move away, forward' (Dictionary: 446), 

and Po in =l=Khomani meant 'jump, spring'; while!kii. was recorded in a variety of JU ('Nil') by 

Lucy Lloyd as a verb with rather a wide range of meanings, 'to run, jump, go, come'. In 

modem Jul'hoan, the word for 'jump' is khit.) 

V.3. Multi-verb constructions. 

Since there may be grounds, as noted above, for interpreting some of the patterns in Khoesan 

languages as multi-verbal rather than serial verb constructions, it may be useful to provide a 

brief background account next of multi-verb constructions of the kind found, for example, in the 

modem Bantu languages (or some Nilo-Saharan languages)3. These constructions are usually 

assumed to be precursory to the emergence of serial verb constructions, and in some contexts 

the label 'multiverb constructions' may even double as a kind of superordinate term, with the 

label 'serial-verb constructions' indicating only a specific sub-type or development. 

As far as the Bantu languages are concerned, it is really only in the inherited verb extensions 

that one sees any traces of what might formerly have been serial verb constructions (and which 

must themselves have emerged during the course of some early cycle of grammaticalization). 

For the most part, the Bantu languages are characterized by an extensive range of multi-verb 

constructions. Given the probable link between multi-verb and serial verb constructions, it is 

unsurprising that multi-verb constructions in the Bantu languages are used with almost the same 

range of functions as those described by Aikhenvald for serial constructions. It may also be 
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I. 

II. 

material gives a partial illustration of how the same basic root may be used in different 

inflectional forms. 

Fig.IV.6. Verbs used in the multi-verb conjugation of Sotho, after Doke and Mofokeng (1985: 
245-298). 

Deficient verbs with full participial complement. 
Source verb and meaning 

1. -se (? <-setse < -sala) 

11. -ne « -na) 
111. -be « -ba) 

-tla-be 
-ka-be 

Deficient verbs with past subjunctive complement: 
1. -ile « -ea < PB *-gcnda 'go') 
11. -ka 
111. -tla « -fla <PB *-jija 'come' 

Implication 

'be doing now, already' 

'past incompleted' 
'subjunctive, future incompleted' 
'future' 
'potential' 

'past completed' 
'emphatic' 
'do lest, or else', 'preventive') 

III. Deficient verbs with perfect subjunctive complement: 

IV. 

v. 

VI 

1. -ee 
11. -be « -ba) 
111. -hle « -hla) 

IV. _one « -'na) 

v. -ke « -Iw) 

Deficient verbs followed by full sequence formations: 
1. -ba 
11. -hla 
111. 

1\'. 

V. 

v!. 

vii. 
V1ll. 

IX. 

x. 

Xl. 

xii. 

-mpa 
-'na (cf Tsvvana -nna 'sit, settle, remain') 

-bacIa « PB *-bueda 'go home, return') 

-eketsa Cadd, increase') 
-fera ('expire, end') 
-fihla « PB *-pika 'arrive') 
-phakisa (,hurry, hasten') 

-pheta ('repeat, narrate') 

-ke 
-nyafa 

Deficient verbs followed by present participial complement: 
1. -batla ('seek, desire, want') 
11. -hl6la ('sojourn, spend the day, spend time') 

(cf Tswana -tlhOla, ? < PB *-tuuda) 

111. -lala « PB *-daada 'lie, spend the night') 
IV. -sala « PB *-jikada 'stay, remain') 

v. -tlaha ('go away, depart'; ? < PB *-tuuka) 

VI. 

vi. 

viii. 

IX. 

-ts6a 
(cf Tswana -tIoga) 
(,emerge, leave, go'; < PB *-dua) 
(cf Tswana: -tSwa > ingressive) 

-ts6ats6a 

-tsaha « PB *-buuka 'wake up, rise') 

(cf Tswana -tsoga) 

-tsaha ('be startled'; ? <PB *-ji1uka) 

Deficient verbs followed by infinitive complement: 
1. -ancla ('spread over, suffice') 
11. -atisa « PB *-janda 'increase') 
111. -rata « PB *-tanda 'love, wish' 
IV. -tS6ancla « PB *-puana 'suit, befit') 

'do habitually, be wont to do' 
'even do habitually' 
'do habitually'; 'do right away' 

'do habitually' 

'act occasionally' 

'do moreover, even' 
'do indeed' 
'do nonetheless' 
'act continually' 

'do again, repeat' 

'do further, besides' 
'do indeed, in reality' 
'do straightaway' 
'do soon' 

'do again, repeat' 

[> emphasis in purpose] 
[> opportune action] 

'act almost, nearly' 
'act repeatedy, permanently' 

'act through the night' 
'act eventually, later' 

'do afterwards' 

[> inunediate Past] 

'act in vain, without result' 

'act in the morning, early' 

'act suddenly, unexpectedly' 

'act merely, barely managing' 
'do frequently' 
'be on the point of doing' 
'do of necessity' 
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(What the table does not reveal is that, in Sotho, the individual verbs in these constructions may 

in tum be still further inflected - independently - for tense and aspect.) The etymologies in 

brackets are those suggested by Doke and Mofokeng themselves (pp.247 -298), or alternatively 

those implied by Cole's interpretations (1975: 286-310) of their cognate forms in Tswana. (The 

Proto-Bantu forms are added where they seem reasonably certain as the relevant underliersl 

The list for Sotho may not even be exhaustive, since other instances of verbs which may be used 

'deficiently' are found scattered throughout Mabille and Dieterlen (1988). For example, these 

authors (p. 418) give the entry -raka 'arrive before, precede, forestall', but note that the same 

verb can be enlisted in an auxiliary capacity to imply that an action transpires 'quickly, before 

anything happened', as in their example: 

(6) a raka a aba letlalo 

a-raka a-aba 

Cl.l.POT.(?)-do.preemptively Cl.l.POT.(?)distribute 

'he quickly gave the skin away (before he was found out)'. 

le-tlalo 

C1.5-skin 

(The use of a disjunctive convention in this case creates the impression that the subject 

concordial pronominal forms are independent.) 

As is to be expected, many of the same words (i.e. direct cognates) are similarly used in other 

languages of the Sotho-Tswana group and Kgalagadi. Nonetheless, the grammatical 

implications that are supplied by related verbs within this group can at times be suprisingly 

divergent, while there are occasional overlappings of form and meaning that are not always easy 

to unravel (cf the words in section V, numbers v to ix). Where Sotho uses -ts6a 'leave, go 

from' to imply' do afterwards', or 'meanwhile', Tswana may use the equivalent -tSwa with an 

inceptive implication. (A very similar form - with similar 'ingressive' meaning - is found in 

almost all Khoesan languages.) The Sotho -tlhola, like Tswana -tlhola seems to arise from PB 

*-tuuda (a stem which is interesting in itself for the fact that is reconstructed in already-derived 

form, i.e. as the lexicalized form of a verb plus extension). Outcomes of this verb have semantic 
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implications such as 'sit, offload, rest, settle, stay, live'. Whereas the Sotho form is used to add 

the micro-distinction, 'act repeatedy, permanently', the Tswana counterpart (used also in 

inflected forms such as -tlh6le and -tlh6tse) is used deficiently in conjunction with participial 

complements to add a range of rather diverse implications, which include 'doing constantly, 

continually or repeatedly'. (Venda has an equivalent dzula (and -dzulela), where this verb has 

the basic meanings 'sit, stay, live', but is used in deficient contexts, likewise with participial 

complements, to express a similarly progressive implication 'continuously, always' (Poulos: 

325). Venda also has the synonymous -!-va (?< PB *-tuea) and its extended form -!-vela 

'spend the day', which are likewise used deficiently with participial complements, to give rather 

similar implications of' doing continually'. The equivalent Shona verb -swera 'pass the time, 

spend the day' seems to be the direct counterpart of !-vela. Other verbs enlisted in Shona to 

express an ongoing action are -pota and -ramba.) 

An equally extensive list of words can be compiled for Nguni languages such as Zulu and 

Xhosa, and other languages of the southern region. In some cases, however, the enlisted verbs 

include some that differ from those used in Sotho-Tswana languages. In the construction of 

negative commands, for example, Nguni languages typically use the auxiliary -musa 'send 

back', where Sotho-Tswana languages (and some varieties of Shona) use -rega 'cease, omit, 

leave alone'. What is more, even where the verbs themselves are cognate, their grammatical 

implications may differ. Zulu, for example, may use -fike « PB *-pika 'arrive') to imply 'do 

first', whereas the cognate -jihla in Sotho is used to signify' do straightaway'. In Zulu, -fitye « 

PB *-bueda 'go home, return') may be used as an auxiliary to imply 'do next', whereas the 

equivalent -boela in Sotho means 'do again, repeat'. In Venda, -vhuya 'go home' may be used 

in the auxiliary context to mean 'once' (i.e. in association -with a past tense), 'eventually' (in a 

future sense) and 'never' (in conjunction with a negative). 

A few further applications of multi-verb constructions not illustrated in the table, but 

nonetheless found not only in Sotho but in many other Bantu languages include the use of: 

* verbs of speech or perception, e.g. outcomes ofPB *-tL- 'say', particularly in a 

complementizing role; 

* verbs of surpassing or defeating, e.g. outcomes ofPB *-ptta or *-duta 'surpass', in 

comparative constructions. 
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In some cases, the meaning of a verb as a main predicator may seem to bear only the faintest 

relation to the implication of the same verb when used in a grammatical role. In his pioneering 

study of Xhosa, Appleyard described these 'idiomatic verbs' (1850: 354) as having 'a peculiar 

application of their meaning, when found in combination with others.' The grammatically 

employed verbs identified by Appleyard included amongst others: -alekela 'to add to' (> 

'again, also'), -buya 'return, go home' (> 'again, afterwards'), -hlala 'sit' (> 'constancy, 

regularity'), -sala 'remain' (> an action that has already or simultaneously taken place), and

pinda 'repeat' (> 'again'). 

While the probable source verbs are apparent for some auxiliaries, even if their grammatical 

applications are not always immediately explicable, this is not so in every case, as with some of 

the Zulu examples given by Nyembezi, illustrated below: 

Fig.IV.7. Examples of auxiliary verbs used in the multi-verb constructions of Zulu, after 

Nyembezi (1970: 193-213). 

With subjunctive complements. 

-simze > 'do merely' 
-suke > 'do of a sudden' 
-ze > 'never, until, lest, eventually' 
-We > 'like1 y to happen' 
-vele > 'do simply, from the outset' 
-mane > 'do simply, unnecessarily, rather' 
-nele > 'as soon as' 
-ke > 'do occasionally, for a while' 
-fike > 'do on arriving, do first and then' 
-qale > 'do first' 
-phinde > 'do again' 
-ngeke > 'never' 
-<llule > 'do nevertheless' 
-cishe > 'nearly, be on the point of 

-buye > 'and again' 

-kaze > 'never' 
-zange > 'never' 
-sheshe > 'do quickly' 
-yaye > 'do habitually' 
-thi > 'almost' 

With infinitive complements. 

-varna > 'usually' 
-ephuza > 'delay' 
-phonse > 'almost' 
-sanda > 'just taken place' 
-anele > 'as soon as' 
-kholisa > 'usually' 
-thi > 'do a little' 
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Constructions of the periphrastic multi-verb kind described above inevitably tend, no less than 

serial verb ones, to become regularized over time. One frequently seen development is the 

omission of subject concordial morphology, particularly in extended multi-verb sequences. In 

addition, verbs in regular grammatical use may fall away from the ordinary lexicon and their 

original meanings become lost or changed; while their actual phonetic substance may be be 

altered through processes of elision, assimilation and coalescence, so that the original verbs 

(plus any associated constructional morphology) may end up as semantically opaque particles. 

The following notes briefly describe some common processes of attrition. 

It has long been noted that the various particles which may appear in certain pre-stem 'slots' of 

the Bantu verb in the simple conjugation are in all likelihood the fossilized outcomes of earlier 

compound formulations. O'Neill, for example, commented more than seventy years ago (1935: 

37) on the future particle -zo- of Zezuru, noting its probable emergence from an earlier 

sequence -za-ku (where ku- is the infinitive prefix of the following verb), and adding: '-Za is a 

verb, no longer used in Zezuru, meaning "Come," and in this dialect it is found only in its 

auxiliary form -zo.' Some brief discussion of the phenomenon appears also in Nurse and 

Muzale (1999) - who describe the ku-complements as 'locatives'; and Botne (1999), who 

discusses two uses of -ka- (as a 'distal marker' and as a particle of Tense with Future 

implication); while Giildemann (1999b) discusses verbal origins of the negati ve particles used 

in main and subordinate clauses. 

Concerning the iti ve and venitive verbs found in Tswana as - ya 'go to', and -tla 'come', Cole 

notes (1975: 309) that in some of the eastern dialects (such as Kgatla) 'there is a common 

tendency to assimilate the final vowel thereof to that of the following infinitive prefix; very 

frequently the infinitive prefix itself is elided'. This gives rise to successive contractions of the 

following type, where the final stage appears to have retained only a few phonological and 

prosodic traces of the former 'syndetic' (i.e. grammatically linking) morphology: 

(7) Ke-ya- go-m-mona > keyo gommona > keyo:mmona 

'I am going to see him' . 
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In the example above, go- (where 'g' = Ix/) is the infinitive prefix, 'm' is the pre-stem object 

concord (Class 1). The open vowel represented by '6' is the outcome of vowel coalescence at 

the boundary of the itive verb and the infinitive prefix of the following subordinated verb, and 

the colon in the last form shows lengthening of the vowel in compensation for elision of the 

infinitive prefix. The overall effect is to create a seeming v-v sequence 'GO-SEE', with 

interruption only by the concordial morphology that indexes the object of the second verb. In 

other words, attritional processes may combine under some circumstances to create an illusion 

of 'serial-like' constructions. 

The tendency for a following infinitive prefix to become incorporated is even stronger in 

languages where this prefix is expressed with a glottal fricative (or even zero) as initial segment. 

Venda, for example, has an infix auxiliary particle -forjJu- which implies 'almost, nearly'. This 

infix arises, however, from a former multi-verb construction based on -fofb 'want, desire' plus a 

following infinitive complement (Poulos 1990: 354). Since the infinitive prefix in Venda is 

merely U-, coalescence has led to the formation of the fused particle now seen. 

In the case of the various language clusters united as 'Shona', processes ofgrammaticalization 

have created what are now for the most part merely particles embeddable into the simply 

conjugated form of the verb. The range ofthese different amaliary particles is so great that Dale 

(1974: 58) was led to remark: 

'To give an adequate exposition of infix verbs in a few pages is an impossible task, 

particularly as subtle combinations with other infix verbs add so many different shades 

of meaning. ' 

Not only are the grammatical nuances they contribute extremely fine-grained, but the forms and 

meanings of the original verbs may be hard (if not impossible) to discern. It is of particular 

relevance to note that these formerly verbal but now grarnmaticalized pre-stem morphemes are 

typically translated by means of adverbial expressions. 

In the remaining sections of this chapter, brief sketches will be provided of verb phrase 

structures in selected examples in JV, !UI-T AA and KHOE languages. Particular attention is 

given to those 'slots' likely to manifest a presence (or former presence) of multi-verb predicate 

formations of the kind described and illustrated above; and various points of cross-SAK 
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similarity are noted. These are followed by the main consolidated table, which presents some of 

the verbs most commonly enlisted in Khoesan languages for grammatical purposes of the kind 

described above. It will be apparent on inspection that there are strong cross-SAK resemblances 

in the actual morphological substance of these stems. 
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IV.4. Aspects of multi-verb constructions in JU and !UI-TAA languages. 

This part of the chapter begins with a few preliminary notes on general aspects of the verb 

and verb phrase in selected JU and !UI-TAA languages. This section is followed by more 

specific notes on the structure of the verb and verb phrase phrase in representative 

languages. 

IV.4.i. A few preliminary observations on general aspects of the verb and verb phrase in JU 

and IUI-TAA languages. 

For purposes of the discussion below, the languages mainly illustrated are Jul'hoan (JU), 

!X65 (T AA) and IXam (!VI). Although obviously not comprehensive, the treatment at least 

spans the three major groups in a reasonably representative way. 

All of the 'non-KHOE' SAK languages appear to have a few basic morphemes of tense, 

aspect and modality. These are supplemented by a considerable range of additional 

morphemes, which appear in some cases (e.g. in Jul'hoan) to be purely adverbial, but which 

are verbal (or at least fairly clearly deverbative) in others (e.g. !X65 and IXam). The verbs 

typically involved include: 

* venitives and itives, 

* postural verbs with underlying meanings such as 'sit', 'stand', 'lie', 

* verbs of process with underlyings meanings such as 'sojourn', 'arise', 'leave', 

'remain', 'wait', 'do first', 'return', 

* verbs of subjective attitude, with underlying meanings such as 'desire', 

* verbs of manner and sequence, 

* verbs of perceiving, doing, and speaking, and 

* verbs of direction 

It is not uncommonly the case that the precise nuance given by a particular auxiliary may all 

but elude translation into English. In the case of Jul'hoan, for example, Dickens (2005: 83) 

noted: 
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' .. verbs of coming and going, for example glae (ordinary meaning 'arrive') are 

frequently used as the first in a serial construction, but without much meaning. This 

usage can be compared to that of 'went and' in an English narrative such as " .. we 

were all just sitting there and suddenly she went and poured her drink over him".' 

It has previously been noted that in many (possibly all) of the JU and !UI-TAA languages, 

a certain subset of verbs have suppletive forms. (The determining feature is usually 

analysed as that of number. In the case of verbs used intransitively, it is the number of the 

subject that determines the alternation; while in the case of transiti ve verbs, the determining 

factor is the number of the object. As noted elsewhere, the same pattern is seen in 

Sandawe.) The verbs that participate in these suppletive patterns turn out be among those 

often enlisted for grammatical purposes in multi-verb constructions. This provides some 

support for the idea that verbs prone to this kind of special enlistment may legitimately be 

regarded as members oflimited - if not strictly closed - classes. The table below shows 

examples of verbs with suppletive forms in Jul'hoan: 

Fig.IV.9. Examples of Jul'hoan verbs with suppletive singular and plural forms, after 

Dickens (2005: 87). 

Intransitive verbs (verbs of process). 

Singular subject Plural subject 

sit nling g!h06 

stand n!Un gila 

lie cu g:J:a 

go out glai 1 '" g.a I 
nse tsau tuih 

go down, fall n:J:hao taqm 

die 1 " .m I' , .ao 

Transitive verbs (verbs implying active instigation). 

Singular object Plural object 

take gu nlhui 
kill !hUn I" , . oan 

put down n!ing gila 

break, snap I" , .0 a xai 
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Similar suppletive patterns are found also in the T AA language, !X60, as illustrated by the 

examples below. 

Fig.IV.10. Examples of !X65 verbs with suppletive singular and plural forms, extracted 

from Traill (1994). 

Singular subject Plural subject 

sit tshuu '" -. aa 

stand [intrans] IIhuil 711nYha 

lie [in trans ] ruu 4=q'im 

lie horizontal 7!naha =t=q'aa (also 'lay horizontal' [trans] [Pl]) 

gom Ylu !ga'o 

put in IIhaa !ga'o 

come out 74=~la ,--.ua 

take out, off 7n~la mau 

take 11700 Ihaa 

nse kx'aba IIx6be 

go down, fall !hai (ti) 1J7aJ.i 

put IJ7Uma IIqhua 

run, chase IInuu Ilg~ba 

live !num !nuJla 

break lJ7aIa 1J7aJ.i 

As noted above, the verbs that participate in these suppletive patterns are not uncommonly 

amongst those enlisted for grammatical purposes. (The same property incidentally 

characterizes those verbs with suppletive plural forms in Sandawe.) Given that intransitive 

verbs tend to be verbs of process - such as verbs of postural change and directional 
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movement, as well as verbs of experience - while transitive verbs tend to be verbs 

describing actions, it is worth bearing in mind that there may be a further distinction in play, 

concerning the animacy (and hence capacity for active instigation) ofthe primary argument. 

IV.4.ii. Specific notes on the structure of the verb phrase in representative JU and !UI-TAA 

languages. 

The sub-section for each example language below describes basic morphemes of tense and 

aspect, and then describes the grammatical roles of various kinds of multi-verb construction 

m expressmg: 

* modality, 

* micro-distinctions of tense and aspect, 

* manner and direction 

The presence of extensions may also be indicated, particularly where the morphology 

appears to have a verbal origin (having arisen by conventional processes of 

grarnmaticalization). In several instances even the basic morphemes of tense and aspect 

show traces of such an origin, particularly in verbs of the venitive and itive kind. Some 

languages also show an unexceptional use of basic postural verbs (e.g. with meanings such 

as 'sit' or 'stand') as locative existential predicators. Lastly, it will be seen that several of 

the illustrated languages have a small set of negative verbs which may be used 

'antithetically', i.e. to supply the negative counterparts of certain basic verbs of existence 

and capacity (where the latter are not negated by the usual negative morphology). All of 

these aspects of grammatically employed verbs in 'non-KHOE' languages have their 

counterparts in corresponding structures in KHOE, as will be seen in a subsequent section. 

The resemblances are not merely of the predictable functional kind, but repeatedly involve 

similarities in form, as will be apparent on reference to the Main Tables for this chapter. 

Ju. 
The information provided below is based on material from and analyses of Jul'hoan in 

Snyman (1970), Vander Westhuizen (1972) and Dickens (2005). The basic order of the 

sentence is SVO, although inversions are occasionally seen in Snyman's data in the case of 

certain types of secondary clauses, such as complements, where an OV pattern may occur. 

(The second example below provides an instance of the latter.) 
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Fig.IV.H. The basic structure of a sentence in Juj'hoan. 

(AdvP)NP (Adv) AUX V(-V)(-Ext) NP (Adjunct) 

The following example sentences (from Snyman, but with orthography modernized to 

conform to Dickens 1994) illustrate the pattern: 

(8) Mi hie II'irmi !xii-yaji 

Mi :fXae 

PossPRO 1 stsg daughter 

Subj 

o lI'irmi 

Pres buy 

Aux V 

'My daughter buys a green cloth.' 

(9) Mi tsu kxoa [kx'wa] man khama ha kare zo lI'ama. 

Mi tsu 0 

PossPRO 1 stsg uncle T APres 

Subj Aux 

kxoa man 

seek money 

V Obj 

!xai-ya 

cloth-REL 

Obj 

Jl 

green 

[Snyman 1970: 105] 

khama ha 

PR03rdIsg 

Subj 

kare [ zo II' ama]. 

CONN want [honey buy] 

+ V Obj [Obj V] Obj 

'My uncle is looking for money 

because he wants to buy some sugar (lit. 'honey').' [Snyman 1970: 187] 
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Basic morphemes of tense and aspect. 

The slot for an 'obligatory' auxiliary element may in fact contain a 'zero' morpheme in the 

case of the simple present tense. Basic distinctions of tense, aspect (and apparent modality) 

in Jul'hoan are expressed by means of the following particles. The diagram is based on a 

synthesis of information from Snyman (1970), Van der Westhuizen (1972) and Dickens 

(2005). 

Fig.IV.12. Basic particles of tense, aspect (and apparent modality) in a JU language. 

ni ko 

Present 

Past 

Future 

Quasi-modal auxiliary expressing anterior future perfect ('would'). 

ku Generally occuring immediately before the verb, this particle 

expresses a progressive (or 'imperfective') aspect, and may be used in 

all tenses. 

It seems notable that in the lUI language, IXam, a modal form 1m is used to express a type of 

future 'irrealis', and may be underlyingly a verb of capacity (i.e. potential) or desire (i.e. 

future intention). The future particle kit in Jul'hoan may be its direct counterpart, given the 

crosslinguistic tendency for morphemes with potential or future 'irrealis' modal 

implications to develop into particles of future tense. 

Adverbs. 

As noted above, more complex implications of tense and aspect may be expressed by the 

semi-formalized use of certain adverbial expressions. The example below from Snyman 

(1970: 148) shows the potential use of such an adverb (za'aha) in the preverbal slot, i.e. 

after the 'imperfective' (i.e. progressive) kit, and immediately before the verb. (Note, 

however, that examples in Dickens (2005: 26) suggest that the occurrence of kU in positive 

sentences is largely confined to the slot before the verb.) 
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(10) Nama ku za'aha lore hanu 

Nama ku za'aha lore =txanu 

N Impf Adv v N 

Nama long ago write letter 

'Long ago the Nama wrote a letter.' [Snyman 1970: 148] 

The two slots termed 'Adverbial' seem to be reserved on the whole for morphemes 

expressing distinctions of tense and aspect. From a semantic point of view, some of the 

micro-distinctions reflected are similar to those conventionally expressed by means of 

multi-verb constructions in some Bantu languages. (The latter, as has been seen, typically 

grammaticalize into preverbal morphology susceptible to quasi-adverbial interpretation -

particularly in the context of translation into European languages.) 

The following list (based on data provided by Snyman (1970: 145-174), but with 

orthography adapted as far as possible to conform to the modem standard) shows some of 

the temporal and 'descriptive' adverbials of Jul'hoan, As the table indicates, some of these 

adverbs were found by Snyman to occur specifically in the pre-verbal position. 
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Fig.IV.13. Adverbs of Jul'hoan, after Snyman (1970: 145-174). 

ka 'now' kfuruiha 'firstly' 

g:f'haa 'long ago' toandi 'finally' 

kaaqha 'long ago' lI'a 'then' 

za'aha 'long ago' tse 'then' 

goaq 'long ago' n!'hoe 'shall, will (rem.Fut) 

kx'ill-ce 'firstly' dni-hit 'still, when' 

Specifically pre-verbal. 

nice 'nearly' n!obe 'badly, evilly' 
koe 'thus' Si 'must' 
ce te, ce ka 'again, also' kill -ce, kill -si 'much' 

tM 'apart, independently' IIxoasi 'usually' 

tia " Iloeh 'but' 

lieu 'well' kUma, khoe-ca 'perhaps' 

Main verb. 

The slot for the main verb may be filled by a compound predicate, where one of the 

potential V I terms is the causative nMi. 

(11) N!aroh-kx'ao n:fill-ge'e-ya da'abi 

N!aroh-kx'ao 0 n:fru-ge'e-ya da'abi 

N-N Pres CAUS-V-a N(Suppl.Pl) 

teacher cause smg children 

'The teacher makes the children sing. , [Snyman 1970: 130] 
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An alternative auxiliary used in causative constructions is du 'do, make'. Examples given 

by Dickens (2005: 85) include: 

(12) BOha du l'hiuU uto !om 

BOha du l'hiuU uto !om 

nail make be. punctured car wheel 

'The nail caused the wheel to be punctured' [Dickens 2005: 85] 

In the case of the ! VI language, IXam, a similar type of construction is seen, where the verb 

enlisted is di 'do, make, become'. The verb di 'do, act' is likewise enlisted to add what may 

be an 'ergative' (or 'consciously instigated') implication to certain verbs of process in 

Khoekhoe. 

Post-verbal extensions. 

The verb stem may be extended by morphology of the typical valency-modifying kind, 

where these extensions show traces of verbal origins. It has been suggested, for example, 

that the applicative or benefactive extension (-I'a) may arise from a verb meaning 'give'. 

The morphemes shown next are the verbal extensions identified by Snyman (1970: 150). It 

will be noted that the first four appear to be valency-modifying, while the last two express 

some negating factor. (The examples below reflect Snyman's choice of a conjunctive 

representation for the extensions, but the orthography has otherwise been adapted to match 

that of Dickens 1994,2005.) 
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Fig.IV.14. Verbal extensions of Jul'hoan, after Snyman (1970: 150). 

-likae [SnymaIl: -lIx.ae ] 

-khoe 
-Ixoa [Snyman: -~a] 

I" - an [Snyman: -I' a] 

-tam 
-nll'ho 

'be together, complete' 

'each other, one another' (> reciprocal) 
'with' (> instrumental, accompanitive') 

'for, on behalf of (> benefactive, 'applicative') 

'not know' > 'do unsuccessfully' 

'aimlessly' 

The use of the instrumental extension is illustrated in the sentence below: 

(13) Guni-kx'ao !x:ii-Ixoa lulu 

Guni-kx'ao !x:ii-Ixoa lulu 

hunter cut-INSTR spear 

'(The) hunter cuts with (his) spear.' [Snyman 1970: 150] 

The similarity of the morphology used for the instrumental-jxoa [-I.nva] and applicative-

I'an [-I'a] extensions seems noteworthy because of the potential it suggests for convergence. 

This is particularly of interest, given that the lUi language, tKhomani (and pro baby other 

languages of the broader Nluu cluster) appear to have a greatly reduced set of such 

morphemes for the introduction of a range of peripheral arguments. The likelihood suggests 

itself that some degree of syncretism has taken place in the lUI languages, and that all of the 

'non-KHOE' languages once had a full set of such extensions. What is more, some of the 

extensions still visible in the JU languages can reasonably be said to bear a resemblance to 

equivalent morphology reconstructed for the KHOE languages (shown later). 

As seen above, certain types of negative may be expressed by a verbal extension (typically 

where the scope of the negation is the verbal predicator itself). The following example 
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shows the use of the verb tam 'not know' in the capacity of a post-placed negative verbal 

auxiliary: 

(14) N!aroh-kx'ao n!aroh-tama mi tshin 

N!aroh-kx'ao n!aroh-tam-a 

N-N 

teacher 

V-Ext-a 

teaches-unsuccessfully-? 

'The teacher fails to teach my brother. ' 

mi tshin 

PossPRO 1 stsg N 

my brother 

[Snyman 1970: 151] 

Other morphemes may be used to express a more general type of propositional negation; 

while a negative command may require the use of a negative auxiliary. 

Snyman (1970: 154) identified a number of 'negative adverbs' (some of which appear to be 

allomorphs of a single term), as: !wa, !wi, leu, la, lao and lu. (n the new orthography of 

Dickens, the symbol Ow' may be replaced by '0', so that the standard representation of the 

negative particle is now lOa.) The example below shows how this morpheme is used in the 

pre-verbal adverbial slot: 

(15) Mi lui 16a nl6an !ha 

Mi I" .Ul 16a nl6an !ha 

PossPROl stsg sister NEG cook meat 

'My sister does not cook meat.' [Snyman 1970: 154] 

It is notable that the TAA language, !X60, has an apparently similar negative morpheme 

IIqhua, used as in the following example: 
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(16) Ii a IIqhua Inee 70naje 

n a Ilqhua /naV 

PR01 stsg Past NEG see-[3] tree[3] 

'I did not see the tree' [Traill 1994: 119] 

Note to (16). The termination of the transitive verb in !X65 is modulated to reflect 

'agreement' (or hannony) with an object noun, in this case a singular noun of the 

gender coded by the pronouns ehltih, hence in Traill's concordial sub-class '3' 

(associated with cross-referencing by the pronoun eh). 

A negative imperative in Ju/'hoan makes use of a sentence initial auxiliary. In this case, the 

auxiliary used is the verb nlla 'leave'. Its use is shown below, in a sentence that also 

conveniently illustrates the benefactive extension. 

(17) Nlla h1U'el'a !'hwa ko g!u. [Snyman's orthography] 

Nllah 

NEGlmp 

haq' are-I' iIn 

fetch. water-BEN 

!'hoiln k6 g!u 

man KO water 

'Do not fetch water on the man's behalf!' [Snyman 1970: 145] 

Dickens notes (2005: 43) that the negative imperative may also be expressed by nllah leU, 

adding that this form 'is usually contracted to nllau'. It will be seen below that similar verbs 

are associated with negative implications in !UI-TAA; while a verb llna meaning 'leave 

alone' is also found in Khoekhoe. 
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Adverbs of direction. 

The slot here termed' Adjunct' may contain a monomorphemic adverb, or an adverbial 

phrase. Where the adverbial phrase is used to express a locative or other peripheral 

argument not already licensed by a verbal extension, it is introduced by a special 

complementizer, ko (seen in the two examples above). (This particle was identified by 

Dickens (2005: 45) as a 'transitive particle with locative significance'.) 

While the adjunct in Jul'hoan may contain simple or phrasal adverbial expressions of a 

qualitative or temporal kind, it may also be used for the introduction of additional arguments 

of a locative kind. In such cases, the locative morphemes used are generally of the 

denominative kind. However, many more directional implications are expressed in Ju 

I'hoan (as in the TAA and lUI languages) by a modification or extension of the verb itself. 

These involve directional predicates used in sequence with the main verb - i.e. in serial 

verb constructions. (It is probably not unusual for languages to reflect both denominative 

and deverbative locative elements. For example, Proto-Indo-European seems to have 

enlisted directional verbs to express a range of locative implications, cf. PIE *14upo 'up' 

from a verbal root *14up- 'go up' (Mallory and Adams 2006: 292). At the same time, a few 

of the 'absolute' locatives in PIE are denominative in origin - cf. *h2(e)nt-bhi- 'around, on 

both sides' (> Latin ambi-), which is a derivative (same source, p. 292) of *h2ent- 'face'.) 

In the case of Jul'hoan, the verbs most commonly enlisted for the expression of locative 

implications include the usual itives and venitives, as well as other generic verbs of 

direction, direction change, and general movement. Dickens offers a list (2005: 70,82-83) 

of directional verbs commonly encountered in serial constructions of this kind, while being 

capable, nonetheless, of use as main verbs in their own right. These are tabulated below. 
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Fig.IV.15. Directional verbs commonly used in Ju'lboan serial-verb constructions, after 

Dickens (2005: 70, 82-83). 

U 
tsi 
I' , g.aa 

ce 

glaea 

nllhurni 

nllhuri 

n!au 

lI'aba 

IIxan 

Ilam 

to'ma 

=t=aan 

glaia 
gla'ama 

I'll 
kharua 
gllxUn 

heha 
I" , . aan 

'go' 
'come' 
'go home' 
'return' 

'arrive' 

'go around, surround' 

'go underneath' 

'go over' 

'step over' 

'go through' 

'go right through' 

'be near to, be close to' 

'be far from' 

'go out' (g!a'i-a with plural subject) 

'go in, enter' 

'put in, insert' 

'get off, get down from' 

'put down' (gila with plural object) 

'go do\Vn' 

'go up' 

The use of such directional verbs is illustrated in the following examples from Dickens: 

(18) Mi !oma te loa se Il'aba !aihn 

Mi !oma loa se !aihn. 

PR01 st sg be. short CONN NEG see step. over tree 

'I am short and cannot see over the tree. ' [Dickens 2005: 81] 
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(20) Da'arna khu glrua katonga 

Da'arna khu glrua katonga 

Child Jump go.out box 

'The child jumped out of the box. ' [Dickens 2005: 81] 

As will be seen next, directional verbs of much the same kind also playa prominent role in 

!UI-TAA languages, while very similar directional verbs make up the majority of the verbs 

found in the' double verb' constructions of the Khoekhoe languages. 

TAA. 

The following brief outline is based on the very small amount of information that can be 

gleaned from the short accounts in Traill (1985) and (1994), as well as from the example 

sentences provided in the body of Traill's dictionary. 

Basic morphemes of tense and aspect. 

The !X60 dialects described by Traill appear to have in common with the languages of the 

JU and lUI groups a small set of grammatical morphemes used to express various basic 

distinctions of tense and aspect. These include: 

Fig.IV.16. Basic morphemes of tense and aspect in !X60. 

ba 

it 

saa 
ka, qaa 

Present (Incomplete aspect?) 

Present (Incomplete aspect?) 

Past 

Future « saa 'go') 

Potential (> Conditional, Medio-passive) 
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The basic 'postural' verbs may be used (conventionally enough) with existential copular 

implications, as noted by Traill (1994: 34). The examples in the mini-table below are 

extracted from material scattered throughout his dictionary. 

Fig.IV.17. Copular uses of basic postural verbs in !X60. 

gloss I implication !X65 example 
I 

sit I LOC COP tshuu [sg], !'M: [PI] 0qhoo tshuu 

! 'be in the fork of a tree' 
stand I LOC COP IIhuii [sg], 'IIn!Jha *6hlo IIhuii 

rpl] 'be on hands and knees' 
I 

Multi-verb constructions. 

The basic morphemes are supplemented by the grammatical enlistment of a fairly 

predictable set of verbs, which are used to add a wide range of further distinctions, not only 

of tense and aspect, but also of modality. The verbs in these multi-verb constructions are 

also used in the regular way for purposes of complementation, as well as adverbial 

modification (particularly of a directional kind). The basic ventivelitive saa appears to have 

a number of inflectional variants, such as sri 'come, arrive' and sii 'come to'. (These may be 

used in tum to express additional grammatical implications.) 

The following mini-table gives an idea of the range not only of the verbs enlisted in the 

multi-verb constructions of !X60, but also of the grammatical purposes for which they are 

used. (As will be seen, the substantive meanings of the grammatically enlisted verbs may 

not always be apparent.) 
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Fig.IV.18. Verbs used in multi-verb constructions in !X65, sourced from material scattered 
throughout Traill (1994). 

meanmg, aux. implication !X65 example 
where known 

ASPECT 
be busy doing V tiia Iffi n tm ! naa 

'the lion is busy moving. about' 
spend the incomplete action IlgMi Ii. n IIgaa tshoa !oh'na Iqhuii 'I am 
day, sit, 

spending the day [still] waiting for the 
dwell 

whiteman 
, 

start, begin, incomplete, tshoa Ii. n IIgaa tshoa !oh'na Iqhuii 
emerge 'ingressive' action 

'I am spending the day [still] waiting for 
the whiteman' 

be on the point of tV'V Ubn tu'u saa 'they intend going' 
V Ii. ta'n saa 'I am on the point of going' 

MODALITY 
ought V !n~BV ah n !mla ba saa te 'you ought to go' 

ought V !uBV I Ii. n !um saa te 'I ought to go' 

negative copula, lI'aa [neg. ojlii] Ii. n lI'aa kit liii IInaa 
not be (at) 

'I have no tobacco' 
negative V Ilqhua Ii. i IIqhua Inee '0nije sl Gllqh6ba ke 

'I did not see the tree and tripped over it' 
ADVERBIAL 

come from, V through *n~la lI'illi 7fuala 'pierce through', 
leave 

I Gllqhobu ffiala 'burst through' 

ascend, arise Vup kx'aba [sg], I !awe kx'aba 'rise up' 

IIx6be [pI] 

V protractedly 1610 eh i tshliu te 1610 'she sat for ages' 

first V kx'fun Ii. n bi kx"fun 'ee 0aje lI'an kx'ahe tii 

'I am first eating meat, later drinking tea' 
V afterwards lI'an Ii. n bi kx'fun 'ee 0ije lI'an kx'ahe tii 

'I am first eating meat, later drinking tea' 
quickly V tsohii eh n bi tsohu saa 'he quickly goes' 

suddenly V IIkx'oa Ilkx'oa 'ffiw.a 'suddenly come out' 

again V IIqhao la n bi Ilghao kane kan 

'do you want more?' (again want) 
merely V lI'aa taa te'e n lI'aa bi !nUm Ilia Iqhii 

'this man just lives and passes walking 
about' (i.e. is itinerant) 
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A number of these verbs (such as tua, tshoa and tsonil) bear a clear resemblance to 

equivalent alLxiliaries found in Bantu languages. 5 

Many more auxiliary verbs are used in !X60, much as in Jul'hoan and lXam, to add quasi

adverbial implications of direction to a basic verb of movement. Some of these are shown 

in the composite table at the end of this chapter. 

Lastly, !X60 appears to use a generalized 'transferrance' morpheme, InaV, which probably 

has its origin in a verb meaning 'give', and which functions as a benefactive or directional 

particle, as in the following example: 

(19) Iffi n bit Ilqhaa Inaa 70nita 

Iffi bit IIqhaa-lnaa 

Lion TA TA urinate-EXT tree.pl 

'a lion urinates onto trees' [Traill 1994: 67] 

The similarity of this morpheme to the benefactive of Jul'hoan will be apparent. 

lUI. 

The following sketch offers a tentative outline structure for a typical positive sentence in a 

! UI language, here represented by IXam. 

Fig.IV.19. Basic sentence structure for IXam. 

NP ([VMod (+)]) (VNeg (+») [VTns/Asp] ([V(V»Adv (+)]) [V(-V)](-V) 

(NP) (Adjunct) 
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Basic morphemes of tense and aspect. 

A simple present tense does not appear to be overtly expressed in the IXam texts (although 

this could be merely an indication that a narrative tense of some kind was favoured by the 

consultants in the particular context of their interviews). A future or (irrealis) is expressed 

by means of the ventive sa:, with allomorphs in se and si that may reflect subjunctive or 

other inflections. (This feature contributes to the impression of a multi-verb (rather than 

serial-verb) constructional type.) A simple past is expressed by hi. 

Fig.IV.20. Basic morphemes of tense and aspect in IXam. 

Ine Incomplete aspect? ) 

11al Present (Incomplete aspect?) 

Past 

saa Future (venitive) 

Potential (> Conditional, Medio-passive) 

The particle Ine frequently found before the main V complex (and very occasionally before 

a modal auxiliary) was described by Dorothea Bleek as: 

'Probably a form of ina, 'to let'. Used in imperative, or to denote a state, habitual 

action, or merely a continuation of the narrati ve, in which case it is often joined to 

the verb particle lku.' 

These two particles can probably be parsed as progressive (or 'imperfective') morphemes, 

although they will here most often simply be labelled 'TA' (to indicate an implication of 

tense or aspect). 

In addition to the basic morphemes, the IXam texts reflect a great variety of auxiliary verbs, 

which are used to express a considerable range of modal and aspectual implications. These 

auxiliary forms may require subject concords (in the form of pronominal recapitulations), 

and may also be accompanied by various linking morphemes (such as ko or ld) when used in 
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sequence with other verbs. (It is possible that some of these complex constructions reflect 

multi-verb patterns (i.e. rather than serial verb constructions). The sources of these 

auxiliaries include verbs that cover such predictable semantic areas as desire, and fitting or 

requisite behaviour. The sentences below illustrate some of the IXam auxiliaries in use. 

(21) 0 mama-ggU-k~n kfu] I~keya ssi a, tr e, 

!ka.!kauru IInau, SSt II-koenya ha, 

0ppai a, ssi Ixii ha, 

hfuJ IIx~rii ttaiq kUi rwiit) !ka!kauru. 

o mama-gu-ken ka-I) ti ee 

CONN mother-Assoc.Pl-? MOD-? tell-a PRO 1 stplExcl BEN? COMP 

'Because Mother and them would tell us that' 

!ka!kauru IInau Sl Wkoen-a 

moon thus PROl stplExcl look.at-a 

'(it) we looked at the Moon in that way' [i.e. after having shot game] 

0puai a Sl Ixii 

game RelPR03 rdIsg PROl stplExcl shoot 

'then the game that we had shot', 

ha-ng IIxam kui 

PR03rdIsg-? do. again walk do. like should 

ha 

ResumPR03 rdIsg 

!ka!kauru 

moon 

'would continue to go along like the Moon' [i.e. would not die] 
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'While our mothers used to tell us about it, that 

'the Moon, if we had looked at him, 

'the game which we had shot, 

'would also go along like the Moon. ' [Specimens: 66-67] 

Notes to (21). i. Of the two genders of IXam, the one expressed by the singular

plural pair ha/hi - typically associated with nouns of animate reference - is here 

arbitrarily labelled Gender' 1', while the gender defined by the pronominal pair hi/hi 

will be labelled 'II'. 

ii. The last line shows the difficulty of translating kwaJ), which Dorothea Bleek 

commented was one of a set of auxiliaries' generally used in one of a series of 

clauses to express sequence or effect', adding that 'they may be translated 'shall', 

'should' or 'must', or by an adverb 'then', 'henceforth', etc.'. (It is faintly 

reminiscent of the Sotho -tS6anela 'do of necessity'.) 

Modals. 

The chart [overleaf! lists predicates associated mainly with the expression of modality, tense 

and aspect, and draws from Dorothea Bleek's 'Grammar' (1929-30: Pt 2), but also from the 

later 'Survey' (1939). The verbs with seemingly optional variants terminating in -1) may be 

examples of the instances alluded to by Bleek, when she noted that 'occasionally also the 

verb takes an ending, generally when it can be translated as a participle'. 
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Fig.IV.21. Modal auxiliaries in IXam as identified by Dorothea Bleek (1929-30; 1939). 

Auxiliary 

k6 

k"oa 

doa 

Implication 

The modal implication is 'must' or 'should'; and Bleek notes that k6 'is usually followed 
by another verbal particle'. 

Bleek notes that this morpheme gives the grammatical implication 'should, seems to', and 
adds that it 'may also be translated 'must'.' (Cf. koba 'must, ought' in SV.) 

Bleek notes that d:la implies 'must, can', or a past tense', adding that 'it is generally used 

with other particles.' (1t is possible that it is merely a variant of Ii":la, above.) Bleek 

remarks in the 'Survey' that items like d:la and k":la, as well as kwal) and /Ikual) (below) 

'have quite lost their independent meaning' . 

kwa:, kwa; kwaIJ These 'are generally used in one of a series of clauses to express sequence or effect. They 
may be translated 'shall', 'should' or 'must', or by an adverb 'then', 'henceforth', etc." 

ka 

kal] 

ta, ta, tan 

se 

Sll] 

oa 

kl.li 

ill 

Bleek notes that Ilkual) 'seems to emphasize the following verb; it is sometimes merely 
narrative, sometimes adverbial in meaning.' 

Meaning 'to wish', 'to mean' or 'to intend', ka 'is also used to express habitual action or a 
state' . 

This apparent variant of ka is rather similarly used to express 'continuous action or a state'. 

Meaning 'to feel', ta (and its allomorphs) is said to be 'used in the same sense as ka', and 
may in fact be a variant of the latter. (This verb of perception frequently appears in 
combination with a following particle -ti, which is probably an assimilated form of -ki.) 

Bleek notes that se 'indicates the future or subjunctive', and 'may be derived from sa, si 'to 
come'. 

'Appears to be one form of the verb si, sa 'to come'. [ ... J Sometimes expresses future of 

conditional action. It is often used "vith other particles. ' 

'Indicates the past tense, also the perfect, pluperfect and subjunctive perfect. It may be 
derived from one form ofthe verb 'to sit'.' 

Meaning 'to get up, 'go out, 'go away', this verb 'is often used as an auxiliary to designate 
completed action' ('Survey'). 

Meaning 'to speak, say' or 'to make, to do' can sometimes be enlisted to impart a causative 

implication. (In :tkhomani, the equivalent verb, which may similarly be used to impart a 

causative implication, is kx:7u 'to do'.) 

Meaning 'to make', but also 'become', this verb is occasionally seen to add a quasi

causative implication, following a subjunctive. 
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Negative expressions. 

A propositional negative in IXam is frequently expressed by the auxiliary k' au (ki) 

(sometimes represented with a preceding 'ayin', as rauki). Its use is seen in the following 

example, which also shows the presence of a morpheme, ki, between the negative auxiliary 

and the main verb: 

(22) Ssit~n rauki sse Wkoen !ka!kauru 

Ssi-t~n rau-ki sse !ka!kauru 

PROl stplExcl NEG-? IRR look. at moon 

'We may not look at the Moon.' [Specimens: 66-67] 

A somewhat similar verb, nllau, is used as a negative imperative in Jul'hoan, as noted 

earlier. 

Another negati ve auxiliary occasionally seen in IXam is ta - which expresses inability 

(much like the -tama verbal extension of Jul'hoan). In other !Vi varieties, the negative 

aWGliary rau (ki) seems to be replaced by an element that resembles a negative auxiliary 

generally found only in subordinate clauses in IXam, namely Ino. For example, Dorothea 

Bleek recorded a negative particle in liD !ke (ed. Giildemann 2000) that showed various 

realizations of In V (ino, ina, ine, ini); while Maingard (1937) described the regular negative 

particle in :j:Khomani as IIko. 

Adverbial implications. 

It is likely that the' adverbial' elements used in the slot preceding the verb, often to express 

additional implications of tense and aspect, are themselves verbal in origin. (They are 
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notable for their regular use in conjunction with linking morphology.) The table below 

shows some of the most commonly encountered of such adverbs in IXam. 

Fig.IV.22. Pre-verbal adverbs of lXam 

implication IXam 

do first, already !hSlrrlm V 

do first mal 
do afterwards, next thou, !hau 
do really !khai 
do altogether IIk6a-k~n V 

do again IIxa: 

do repeatedlv !kana 
do also Ilx~( -ki) Tns V 

do formerly, long ago oaV 
do again, still, yet ! kanna, ! karra 
do later !hAm 

do still, yet, continue to do (T A) !naun( -kof kau) V 
do always, often Ikwait~n, Ikweit~n 

do then, thus, as follows IInau 

do thus IkweI 

do quickly arro-ko V, !k~o-k~n-!kslrro-k~ V, 

ss'~u V (,fleetly, quickly') 

painfully dfuru 
softly kl,lmmV 

silently, quietly *gou 

The grammatical implications suggested in the left-hand column are of the familiar kind 

imparted by elements within the complex multi-verb conjugation of the Bantu languages, 

even though any 'substantive' meanings the IXam verbs might once have had are now 

mostly opaque. 

The main verb. 

The main verb in IXam may itself be a 'double verb' (i.e. complex predicate) where the 

second component is frequently (but not always) a verb of direction or motion. An 
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example may be seen in the extract below, where ts 'u 'blow' combines with hh6 'lift, pick 

up, take off. 

(23) IIg6I1go-Ovak~n Ine ss'a hi-hi 

hal] Ine ts'u-hh6 tOI-lkU [ ... ] 

I -au .gwaxu. 

IIg6I1go-Ova-k~n Ine ss'a hI-hi 

Whirlwind-DIM-? TA come PR03rdlpl.redupl 

Ha-IJ Ine tOI-lkU 

PR03rdlsg-? TA blow-take. up ostrich-feather( s) 

Ha-IJ Ine ts'u-ki 

PROIsg-? TA blow-? go.up-? feather- ?-DIM 

au !gwa-xu 

AU sky 

, A little whirlwind comes to them; 

'it blows up the Ostrich feathers [ ... ] 

'it blows up the little feather 

'into the sky.' [Specimens: 136-137] 

Note to (23). The morpheme au in /Xam is very broadly similar to kO in Jul'hoan, 

and functions as a kind of adverbial complementizer (i.e. to introduce a peripheral 

argument). 
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The example also illustrates a case, however, where two verbs in sequence are separated by 

intervening morphology: cf. ts'u-ki 'blow' and lllair ... t~n 'go up, ascend'. Dorothea Bleek 

analysed the ftmction of particles such as ki simply as 'joining verbs'. 

Directional verbs. 

The extract above includes an example of a directional verb, lllaii't~n (possibly participial, 

from lllair 'ascend '). The following table shows further examples of such verbs, which may 

appear as main verbs, but which seem to occur equally often as the second component of V

V compounds. In addition, they may may be used in the preverbal adverbial slot to provide 

a locative implication. The examples are partly from Dorothea Bleek's 'Grammar' (1929-

30), but a few extra items are sourced from Bleek and Lloyd's Specimens, and Dorothea 

Bleek's Dictionary. 

Fig.IV.23. Directional verbs commonly found in compound constructions in jXam. 

Verb Adverbial implication Locative meaning 

IlhiIJ 'come out' 'out' 

lie: 'enter' 'in' 

u 'leave, go away, arise' 'away, out, forth' ,-.u 'go forth, out, away' 

!Ffi 'move away, forward' 'forward' (adv) 

!nabba 'go along' 'along' 
oa 'leave, come from' 'away' 
!koa: 'go away from, fall' 

IIkai 'ascend' 'up' 

ho 'lift up' 'up' 
!hoa 'put, lay' 'up' 
!kfii 'rise' 'up' 
-!kou: 'fall, pass' 'down, past' 
!kfi:i 'fall down, away' 'down, back, away' 

IIkoe 'descend' 'down' 

!J\m 'go ahead, pass' 'in, on, over, off 

!J\ha: 'go across, past, head' 'in front' 

!kUIJ 'follow' 'behind, below, under' 

IInill.J 'pass, go behind' 'behind' 

!k7a: 'poise, be poised' 'up, above, at side of 
!kei 'come to, arrive at' 'at, to, towards, on' 
!khe: 'stand, remain, stop' 'on' 
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Introduction of additional arguments. 

There are traces of an applicative ( or benefactive) particle a in IXam, which seems to derive 

from a verb meaning 'give'. It is not always used as a verbal extension, however, but may 

follow the beneficiary noun. The use of this morpheme as an apparent post-nominal particle 

can be seen in the example below: 

(24) ha Ine ddit Igapp~m-ttu a !nviIJ 

ha Ine ddit Igapp~m-ttu a 

T A make IGappem-tu BEN? kaross 

'He made a kaross for IGapp~m-ttu.' [Specimens: 374-375] 

It seems plausible that this deverbative element may be cognate with the equivalent 

benefactive morpheme seen in !X05, namely -Inita, as well as the one noted in Ju I'hoan, 

namely -I'an (Dickens) (or -I'a, Snyman). 

Although there appear to be no other extensions in IXam, Maingard (1937) recorded the use 

in *Khomani of an accompanitive or instrumental particle Ilja, which seems to have meant 

'do/be together with', and was perhaps essentially a nominal co-ordinator. The examples 

below are from Maingard: 

(25) Na j7ue IIJa Ikhou 

Na Ikhou 

PR01 stsg shoot INSTR? bow 

'1 shoot with a bow.' [Maingard 1937] 
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V.5. Aspects of the verb phrase and the compound verb in representative KHOE 

languages - KHOEKHOE and KALAHARI branches. 

The following notes provide some brief background information concerning the structure 

of the verb phrase and the internal structure of the verb itself in the Khoekhoe and 

Kalahari branches of KHOE. 

KHOEKHOE. 

The structure of the (active) Khoekhoe sentence - as represented by Nama - was set out by 

Hagrnan(1977: 61-62), roughly as follows 

Fig. IV.24. The basic structure of the sentence in Namibian Khoekhoe. 

NP (ke)X (Adv) (NP) (NP (+ App.)) [Aux] [V+] ([Aux]) 

The option of an NP followed by an appositional post-particle (App) allows for the 

syntactic expression of various peripheral arguments (e.g. of a locative or instrumental 

nature). (The postnominal appositions of the KHOE languages seem to be largely of the 

denominative kind, though a few may be deverbative.) 

Within this over-all structure, the configuration of an active verb phrase in Nama may be 

expanded as below, after Hagman (1977: 61-62), where the figure shows the discontinuous 

distribution of the auxiliary elements: 
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Fig.IV.25. The structure of the VP. 

[Aux] [V (+)] ([Aux]) 

[Tense (Impf.)] [V ROOT (+ Der.) (+ Ext.)] (+ Obj. sutT.) (+ Neg.) ([Perf. (+ Cop. i)]) 

Negation in the case of the Khoekhoe languages is generally by means of the post-verbal 

morpheme tama « PK *tama), but may also be expressed in the case of Nama by tite « 
PK *tite), typically where the proposition involves a future (or perhaps 'Irrealis') 

condition. (The resemblance of tama to negati ve auxiliaries used in some of the 'non

KHOE' languages is simply noted.) 

The first auxiliary slot in a typical Khoekhoe variety such as Nama is filled by a morpheme 

expressive of tense, and optionally also of a progressive (or incomplete) aspect. The 

second auxiliary slot is used to express a perfect (i.e. completed) aspect, and is often used 

to indicate the present outcome ofa stative verb (i.e. a verb of process). 

The tenses of Namibian Khoekhoe include a default 'present', which is indicated by the 

absence of a specific morpheme. The remote past is indicated by ge, and a recent past by 

go. In addition to these, the auxiliary may contain what is termed by Haacke and Eiseb 

(2002: 99) a 'future/compellative tense particle' nf, and a 'potential (semelfactive) tense 

marker' ka (also spelled ga), which is often associated with the verb of the dependent 

clause (or protasis) of conditional propositions. (These last two particles might 

alternatively be construed as modal.) 

As far as aspect is concerned, a progressive ('imperfective') implication is expressed by a 

morpheme ta (-ra after a vowel), which attaches to any of the tense particles in the first 

auxiliary slot, namely ge go or ga, but which appears as an independent particle in the case 

of the unmarked present, as well as the future expressed by nf. (The vowel of this particle 

may harmonize with that of the tense morpheme, e.g. so as to give gere or goro.) (In lOra, 

the equivalent morpheme appears as na.) 

The completed (or 'perfective') aspect is denoted in Khoekhoegowab by the particle hd, 

which is used after the verb in the second auxiliary slot. The likelihood of a link between 

this particle and the verb ha meaning 'stay, remain' (and 'be at, exist' in its stative form) 
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was suggested by Hagman (1977: 94). When used in association with the two past tenses, 

this morpheme is followed by the particle i, described by Hagman as 'the past allomorph of 

the copula', but identifed by Haacke and Eiseb (2002: 55) as a 'past/future/negative stative 

particle' . 

F or ease of comparative reference, the basic morphemes described above are placed 

alongside those of Jul'hoan described earlier: 

Fig.IV.26. Basic morphemes of tense and aspect in Khoekhoe, alongside those of 

Jul'hoan. 

JU KHOEKHOE 

0 Present 0 Present 

ge Remote Past 

kOh Past go Recent Past 

be-gil) Future ka- ga Potential (semelfactive) 

ni k6 Quasi-modal auxiliary: ill Future compellative 

Anterior Future Perfect ('would'). 

ku Progressive (or 'imperfective') 

KALAHARI. 

In the case of some of the Kalahari KHOE languages - such as represented particularly by 

the Khwe (or Kxoe) dialect group within the KXOE branch - the picture is complicated 

slightly by the interpolation, in the active sentence, of syndetic morphology between the 

verb and its particles of tense and aspect (T A), as well as between the verb and certain of 

its derivational suffixes (i.e. extensions). 

The two linking morphemes of the Khwe dialects have traditionally been termed 

'junctures'. The nature of these junctures is summarized by Kilian-Hatz, in the context of 

explaining (2006) their occurrence in what are proposed to be serial verb constructions, as 

follows: 
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'Complementary to the suffix ~i marking the passive voice, there are two 

morphemes in Khwe - each with a large set of allomorphs - that relate T A suffixes 

to the verb and may be interpreted as two markers for the active voice. The one is 

glossed as 'I' and relates the present and future suffixes to the verb [ ... ]; the other 

is glossed as 'II' and relates some derivational suffixes and the past suffixes to the 

verb stem. [ ... ] The morpheme 'II' is also suffixed obligatorily to each verb in an 

SVC except to the last one.' [ ... ] the morpheme 'II' in Khwe functions as a pure 

construction marker in SVCs and does not have any coordinating or subordinating 

function anywhere else in the grammar. In an SVC, it is neither an active voice 

marker nor indicating a past tense of the complex verbal action. ' 

(The question essentially addressed by Kilian-Hatz in the quotation above is whether the 

linking morphology constituted by these 'junctures' can be interpreted as having any of the 

functions of co-ordination or sub-ordination ~ since this would invalidate the analysis of 

the verb sequences as true serial verb constructions.) 

Vossen (1997: 190) sketches the structure of the verb phrase in languages oftheKXOE 

group (western Kalahari) as follows: 

Fig.IV.27. Basic structure of the verb phrase in Khwe languages, after Vossen (1997: 190). 

{

Passive 1 
V ROOT (+ Der.) + Obj. concord + Tense (+ Neg.) 

Juncture 

Notes to Fig.IV.27: 

i. A passive in the Kalahari KHOE languages may in general be expressed by a suffix such 

as ~ye, -i, -e or -~ « PK *-he). A second type of passive construction is found in the 

K..'(oe dialects (of the KXOE group), where the reflexive verbal suffix -can (~-cen) « PK 

*-sani) may be used with a passive implication (cf Kilian-Hatz 2003: 24), and the agent is 

introduced as an oblique argument by means of the instrumental particle kilo 

ii. Negation in Kxoe may be expressed by a post-verbal morpheme ~ve: ~bee. 
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Fig.IV.28. Morphemes of tense and aspect reconstructed for Proto-KHOE, after Vossen 

(1997: 360-365). 

PK KHOEKHOE KHOEKHOE KALAHARI KALAHARI 
'Namibian' 'Cape' 'Western' Kalahari 'Eastern' Kalahari 
[Nama, Dama +] [Ora] KXOE, NARO, LIANA SHUA, TSHWA 

*ko rec.past pret. (Kxoe; Naro: -k6, Shua; Tshwa: pres. 
pres.) 

*ha: completed 'durative' Kxoe: pret.; Shua: pret., imperf, 
('perfect') Naro: imperf.; rem. past; 

[U Ana: imperf. Tshwa: pret., imperf. 

*ke rem. past perf UAna: pres., rec. past Shua: pres. 

(*ta) pro gr. fut. Kxoe: rec. ~ast Shua: pret., rec.~ast 
(*ka) 'indefinite', pot. ? Naro, UAna: future 

*nI fut. fut. 
'compellative' 'compellative' 

*hI Kxoe: rem. Past Tshwa: ~ret. 
(*tu) UAna: rec. past Shua: perf 

*kua N aro: conditional, int.; Shua: pres., fut.; 

UAna: 'durative' Tshwa: pres. 

Notes on the verb. 

KHOEKHOE. 

The core of the verb in Khoekhoe languages (i.e. Nama and the other dialects of Namibian 

Khoekhoe, as well as !Ora) may be an entity compounded of two or more lexical 

predicates. This compound (V-V) form may in tum take a range of extensions. These 

were divided by Hagman (1977: 73-82) into: 

i. various derivational suffixes, largely representing apparent grammaticalizations of 

former secondary verbs, and effectively adding a 'semantic extension' - and 

ii. various inflectional suffixes, which attach as an 'outer layer' to the derived stem of the 

verb (or 'double-verb'), and which serve to express various syntactic relations between the 

predicate and its associated arguments. 
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Finally, Namibian Khoekhoe has a small group of auxiliary verbs, which are placed after 

the main verb. Three of these, namely IIkha 'be able', lIoa 'not be able', and kai 'permit, 

compel', are found only as auxiliaries; while another three also occur independently, 

namely *ao 'want, desire', {so. 'feel, perceive, seem' and toa 'come to an end, finish'. 

The resemblance of the negative verb lIoa to negative morphemes identified in the JU and 

!UI-TAA languages will be noted. 

KALAHARI. 

To varying degrees, the Kalahari languages may similarly make use of occasional V-V 

cores (i.e. 'double verbs'). The verb stem may similarly carry various derivational and 

inflectional extensions; and a few auxiliary verbs may also be used. 

Some of the Kalahari languages even have a slightly more extensive repertoire of possible 

extensions (or at least derivational suffixes) than Khoekhoe languages. In addition, insofar 

as these suffixes do not express grammatical implications, but merely alter meanings, with 

potentially fuzzy outcomes, they are probably best described as derivational. (Although 

the addition of derivational morphology has the potential to alter word-class in many 

languages, this is of course not a necessary aspect of its function.) 

Overall verbal morphology reconstructed for Proto-KHOE by Vossen (1997: 341-381) 

includes the following verbal suffixes, which are largely of the inflectional type: 
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Fig.IV.29. Verbal suffixes reconstructed for Proto-KHOE, after Vossen (1997: 

341-381). 

passive 
dative 
reflexive 
reciprocal 

sociati ve-comitati ve 

causatives 

directi ve-Iocati ve 

terminati ve-iti ve 

optative 

*-he 
*-ma 
*-sani 
*-ku 

*-lxQa 

*-si and *-ka (Kalahari KHOE only) 

*-!7o (Kalahari KHOE only) 

*-xu (Kalahari KHOE only) 

*-kx7ao (Western Kalahari only) 

It is a characteristic function of verbal extensions to specify certain properties or roles of 

the associated arguments, or to permit the introduction of additional arguments. 

Crosslinguistically, such extensions are typically deverbative, and it is unsurprising that a 

number of the KHOE extensions appear to have fairly transparent deverbative sources. For 

example, concerning the 'terminative-itive', *-xu, Vossen notes (1997: 354) that it has 

undoubtedly arisen through grarnmaticalization of a verb meaning' leave behind', which is 

reconstructed for the whole ofProto-Khoe as *xu. The dative suffix *-ma is believed to be 

similarly deverbal in origin, with its origin most probably in a verb meaning 'give' «PK 

*ma). It seems a strong likelihood that all of these morphemes have probably arisen from 

former constructions involving verbs in sequence. 

The resemblance of some of these KHOE extensions (and in particular the sociative

comitative) to equivalent morphology previously seen in the JU and !UI-TAA is 

reasonably clear. The presence of actual extensions in 'non-KHOE' languages is perhaps 

most visible in Ju'lhoan, and it might therefore be contended that they are simply 

'borrowed' from KHOE. However, this would be an unlikely development, given that 

extensions generally emerge out of longstanding prior patterns based on multi-verb 

constructions. 
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The compound predicates or 'V-V cores' ('double verbs,) of the KJlOe languages. 

One striking characteristic of the 'double-verb' constructions particularly prevalent in the 

Khoekhoe languages is their use of directional predicates. Although often assumed to 

come from a potentially unlimited group of verbs, it appears that this class of predicates, 

while certainly large, may in fact be closed. Where they are enlisted to form part of 

complex V-V constructions in Khoekhoe languages, they have tended to become fused into 

fully lexicalized forms, perhaps in reflection of a particular pathway that has been taken by 

these languages. 

It has been seen that very similar directional predicates are used in the JV and !UI-T AA 

languages In these languages, however, their most characteristic role, however, is to add 

implications of the directional-locative adverbial type. 

This pattern of divergent development suggests that any relationship between the KHOE 

and 'non-KHOE languages is not necessarily a 'close' one. At the same time, it rather 

strongly suggests that the similarity of the directional verbs found across the SAK 

spectrum is unlikely to have come about as the result of mere borrowing, precisely because, 

under such circumstances, a closer resemblance in their applications might have been 

expected. (It is also noted that some of the directional verbs in JV and !VI-TAA may well 

occur, like their counterparts in Khoekhoe, as secondary components of the main verb; 

while in a few cases, as noted earlier, certain frequently used compounds of this kind 

appear as lexicalizations similar to those of Khoekoe.) 

The mini-table below illustrates some of the directional verbs commonly found as V2 in 

the compound verbs of Khoekhoe languages. The examples for Namibian Khoekhoe are 

sourced from Haacke and Eiseb (2002), where they can be found under the entries for such 

verbs of motion as !gu 'go, walk, leave'; ha'come'; !nari 'move, travel'; da'step, tread'; 

Ilkhana 'fly', ai 'do first' and ao 'toss'. The lOra items are from Maingard (1962: 31-32), 

with some supplementation from Meinhofs wordlist (1930: 78-119). 
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Fig.IV.30. Directional predicates commonly enlisted as V2 in verbal compounds of 

Khoekhoe. 

gloss Namibian Khoekhoe lOra 

'emerge from' :j:oa :j:kx'oa 

'come out' :j:ui 

'go towards' IIga 

'be on the way to' gam, gau, .gauru 
'go away from, leave' IIna (llnau)lIna '(go) away' 

'go through' !ganu 
'pierce through' khuru !xarU, Ixam 

'pass' !kham 
'go/cross over' khui 
'rise, raise, pick up' khui 
'(step) over' (da-)!napu 

'exceed, surpass' !na 

'ascend, go up' !apa !'aba 
'go above' (likhana-):j:am '(fly) above' :j:'ama 'ascend', 

> :j:am (adj) 'proud' > :j:'ama 'on' 

'enter, insert' :j:ga :j:ka 

'fall, go down' IIna IIna 

'put down' llgui :j:niii 

'stand still' rna rna 
'return, go back' oa kx' oa, !hoba 
'encircle' :j:nami :j:nami 'round about' 

'go across, over' !gau 
'go over' (!gG.-)!gau '(walk into & 

knock) 
X goes over' 

'turn upside down' (!gG.-) !khupu 'walk into & 
knock) 
X turns upside down' 

'become inverted' (ao-)!khuni '(toss up) 
X falls upside down' 

'invert' :j:upi 

PK 

PK *:f:x70a 

PK *khui 

PK *:j:a 

PKK *lra 
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KALAHARI. 

Kilian-Hatz (2006) notes that Kxoe 'has a variety of multiverbal constructions', which 

include ordinary consecutive constructions, 'converb constructions', and composite forms 

identified by her as true serial verb constructions. 

As she describes them, the converb constructions involve a 'type of clause chaining where 

only one verb is finite, the other verbs take a converb suffix -kO '. She adds that this 

converb suffix is placed in construction with a preceding link morpheme, which may be 

either one of the two Kxoe 'junctures' or the passive suffix -i. These constructions 

accordingly have the shape: 

Fig.IV.31. Schema of a multi-verb construction in Kxoe. 

V -link-ko V-

The true serial constructions in Kxoe are mono clausal , forming a single intonation unit and 

being 'generally suffixed only once to the last verb (V2)'. Tense and aspect are expressed 

only once for the compound verb as a whole, while negation and passivization similarly 

are applied to the V-V structure as a unit. Kilian Hatz notes that 'the verbs share the 

subject', but that 'transitive verbs may share the object or have different objects'. The 

contiguity of the verbs may be interrupted in cases where each verb takes a different 

object, in which case it will appear before the verb. In addition, Kilian-Hatz notes that: 

'Except for the last verb, each verb in an SVC takes a suffix that otherwise relates 

the PAST suffixes and some derivational suffixes to the verb stem.' 

The suffix in question will be one or other of the 'junctures' alluded to above. Their use is 

illustrated in the following example, given by Kilian-Hatz, who analyses the construction 

as a 'manner' type of modification by Vi in asymmetrical construction: 

(29) Ti II' am-a Ix'u-a-te cora-hi i 

Ti 

PROl stsg 

II' am-a Ix'u-a-te 

beat-II kill-I-T APres 

'I beat the iguana to death.' 

cora-hi 

monitor-3rdfsg 

£ 

OBJ 
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Much the same pattern, though without evidence of any linking morphology, is seen in 

lOra, as in the following example (Engelbrecht 1936: 218) from one of the Bitterbos 

narratives. 6 

(30) tst ha tu:s ta tu: io, :f:nou-!amhe 

tst ha tu:s ta tu: 0 :f:nou-!am-he 

and Perf(?) Fut rain [v] pass then hit-kill-PASS 

'En as die reen dan gereen het en verby is, 

is slaan-doodmaak-geword.' 

'And when the rain has finally passed, 

it (the snake) is pounded to death.' 

Implications of direction and orientation. 

[Engelbrecht 1936: 218] 

Amongst constructions analysed by Kilian-Hatz as asymmetrical, a widely found type 

involves a V2 of direction or orientation'. Kilian-Hatz notes two ventives, yaa (PK *ha) 

'come' and cit 'arrive' (much as noted earlier in Khoekhoe). In the Kxoe cases, these two 

verbs are apparently no longer used in conjunction with ajuncture, which Kilian-Hatz 

interprets as indicative of their more advanced stage of grarnmaticalization. 

Another set of directional verbs is made up of the three verbs of posture, ti (PkaiK *tai) 

'stand', n:f:il (PK *'J:u ~ *ru) 'sit', and Iloe (PK *lIoe) 'lie'. These are described by Kilian-

Hatz as defining 'the position of the actor', but it probably makes sense to interpret them as 

copular. (Verbs from this particular semantic group not uncommonly give rise to locative 

copular predicates, and similar uses are found in Indo-European. Some of the modem 

descendants of PIE may reflect a similar range of semantic sub-categorizations reflected in 

speakers' choices of a particular postural verb for purposes of existential predication, as in 

English, where a tree may 'stand' at the foot of a hill, but usually does not 'sit', while a 

book may 'lie' on a table, but can only be said to 'stand' ifit is placed vertically on the 
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surface.) The copular use of verbs with a similar range of' postural' implications has 

already been noted in JV and ! VI -T AA. 

Kilian-Hatz identifes a further five of the most productively used directional verbs in the 

V 2 slot of Kxoe. These are shown below: 

Fig.IV.32. Some directional verbs in Kxoe, after Kilian-Hatz (2006). 

meaning implication 

=t='oa 'go out' > 'out' 

IIgei ' disappear' > 'away' 

IIx'ae 'meet' > 'together' (i.e. consociative) 

xuu 'leave' > 'away' 

lIoa 'go down' > 'down' 

Implications of aspect. 

Kilian-Hatz identifes four aspects that appear to be expressed by means of secondary 

verbs: a continuous, a 'proximative' (i.e. 'be about to'), an inchoative, and a completive. 

The verb enlisted for the continuous implication is again ti« PkalK *tai) 'stand, stay', 

while it is the ventive ya6 (? < PK *ha) 'come' which is invoked to express imminent 

inception (of being on the point of, or about to do'. As might be expected, the inchoative 

is expressed with the aid of verb meaning 'start', here ny6m; while the completive or 

'terminative' is expressed by means of a verb meaning 'be at an end, finished', here xeri. 

Concerning pathways of change, Kilian-Hatz notes that Kxoe features three verbs that have 

become grammaticalized as suffixes. She notes, however, that their original status as 

minor verbs is still betrayed by the fact that they are still used in combination with the 

'juncture'. Two of these are grammatic ali zed aspectual suffixes: 

xuu 'leave' > completive 

ei 'remain' > 'permansive' 
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The third is the familiar valency-extending (applicative or benefactive) morpheme milil 

which arises from a verb meaning' give, distribute to' . 

It is clear from the account given by Kilian-Hatz that multiverb constructions are by no 

means confined in KHOE to languages of the Khoekhoe branch. What is more, given the 

regular enlistment of the very same verbs throughout KHOE, and their occasional 

reconstructability as now fully grarnmaticalized morphemes for the whole ofKHOE, they 

should probaby be accepted as original. (In other words, there is no reason to seek an 

explanation for their presence in the influence of any supposed substrate.) 

It should be mentioned, lastly, that in concluding her discussion of serial verb 

constructions in Kxoe, Kilian-Hatz briefly raises the question of the problematic 'juncture' 

labelled 'II' and the possibility that it might in fact be a marker of subordination. (Clearly 

this would invalidate the analysis of the multi verb constructions as true serial verb 

constructions.) Kilian-Hatz discounts the possibility, however, and endorses the view of 

Heine (1986) that this juncture was formerly a 'copula' used to join two verbs, noting that 

such a combinatorial function may still be seen in Naro. (Frequent use has led in some 

languages (e.g. within IIAni-Khwe) to grarnmaticalization of certain minor verbs, in their 

bound form, as markers of tense.) In other words, Kilian-Hatz seems to suggest that where 

the juncture still appears, it is merely a fossilized particle, having neither any syntactic 

subordinating function, nor any role in expressing a separate tense or aspect for the minor 

verb. 

The alternative possibility is simply noted here that the junctures may represent the last 

vestiges of morphology much like that associated with certain of the auxiliary verbs in 

!X65 and IXam. It seems a reasonable conjecture that in both the KHOE and 'non-KHOE' 

cases, such morphology may indeed once have played a subordinating role (similar to that 

of the infinitive prefix in some ofthe Bantu multi-verb constructions). 

V.6. Tabulated presentation of cross-SAK similarities in the morphological substance 

of verbs commonly enlisted for use in multi-verb constructions. 

The comparative Main Tables for this chapter (Tables [N]1-6) present cross-SAK data in a 

consolidated format for the verbs most frequently enlisted in multi-verb constructions, as 
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discussed in the preceding sections. It will be seen that cross-SAK resemblances manifest 

themselves in the actual morphological substance of these verbs. Since these particular 

predicates constitute a major part of the grammatical apparatus of these verb-centred 

languages, the evidence that very similar forms are shared by KHOE, JU and ! UI-T AA 

languages provides fair grounds for surmising the likely relatedness, firstly of the JU and 

!UI-T AA groups as a sub-entity, and secondly of these in turn with the KHOE group. 

It is in the nature of the predicates typically enlisted in multi-verb constructions that some 

of them are used in more than one role: verbs of directionality, for example, may be used 

to convey implications of tense and aspect as well as actual locative meanings. For the 

sake of economy, an attempt has been made to avoid multiple entries for the same basic 

predicate, but there are a few cases where repetition is unavoidable. 

The tables are sub-divided into the following categories, where the verbs presented cover 

the core meanings indicated: 

Table [IV]]: Basic itive, ventive and postural types. 

These basic itives, venitives, and postural verbs are often used for implications of Tense 

and Aspect, as well as existential predication. 

Core meanings: GO, COME, SIT, STAND, LIE, BE AT. 

Table [IV]2: Verbs indicating subjective attitude, manner & sequence of actions. 

The predicates or deverbative morphemes illustrated are among those most often used to 

express micro-distinctions of Tense and Aspect. 

Core meanings: WANT, SET OUT, BEGIN, LEAD, FOLLOW, FINISH. 

Table [IV]3: Verbs expressing capacity, obligation. 

The predicates or deverbative morphemes listed are those commonly found to express 

'Modal' implications (e.g. hortative, potential, negative). 

Core meanings: KNOW, BE ABLE, BE FITTING. 

Table [IV]4: Verbs expressing negative implications. 

Core meanings: NOT BE AT, NOT HAVE, NOT BE ABLE, NOT KNOW. 

Table [IV]5: Verbs of pro cess type. 
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These verbs of perceiving, saying, doing or making are perhaps associated with verb 

subcategorization (e.g. as verbs of perception, process or instigated action): and may give 

rise to causative constructions, and complementizers. 

Core meanings: DO, FEEL, SPEAK, TELL. 

Table [IVJ6: Verbs with directional implications. 

These are the directional predicates most frequently appearing in core v-v compounds, or 

in v-v sequences as pre-verbal modifiers or deverbative locative morphemes. 

These verbs express processes with intrinsic directional implications: ASCENDI GO 

OVER, DESCEND, ENTER, EMERGE, CIRCLEITURN/INVERT, ROTATE 

NOTES. 

1. I am deeply indebted to Tom Giildemann for allowing me to audit a series of seminars 

he presented at the University of Cape Town in Spring, 2006. I have not always followed 

his analyses in my own parsings of IXam, but have benefited greatly from his insights 

nevertheless. 

2. The expression 'verb-centred' languages is used here to refer to languages of the kind 

where semantic relations (and typically also other aspects of structural meaning and 

syntax) are expressed by means of grammatically enlisted verbs. The term 'head marking' 

of Nichols (e.g. 1992: 46-62) does not seem to be readily applicable, since in many cases 

where multi-verb constructions are the norm (e.g. in Bantu languages), it is debatable 

whether the 'main' verb of a given proposition is syntactically a 'head' (i.e. at the level of 

the'S' constituent), while the notion of 'marking' is more often associated with the use of 

affixed or enclitic morphology. 

3. Some of the verbs typically found in Nilo-Saharan multi-verb constructions are 

illustrated in the table below, where the information for Moru-Madi languages is from 

Tucker (1940: 219-234), and for Lendu from the same source (pp 405-408). 
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Verb Meaning Grammatical implication 

ba (Moru-Madi) 'make, put' causative 

'ba(Lendu) 'leave' causative 

kwE, ki, fE 'put' causative 

0 'do, put' causative 
'bu (Lendu) 'give' causative 
ko 'take' ? past 
'da, 'do, do 'become' past 
dre, adre, (a)re, ra 'abide, be' pro gressi ve, habitual 
liri, nili, ri 'live' progressive 

tE 'remain' progressive 

ra (Lendu) 'go' habitual 
u (Lendu) 'go' ? present progressive 

fo 'go out' associated with past negative 
IJga 'rise' associated with past 
tsa 'arrive' imminent future 

'dE 'let, allow' exhortative 

£'be 'leave alone' permissive, exhortative 

ka (Lendu) 'be able' can, may, must, shall 

4. All Proto-Bantu forms cited are from the 3rd Tervuren Series, Bantu Lexical 

Reconstructions 3, as last updated 2005 by the editors, Y. Bastin and T. C. Schadeberg. 

Needless to say, these PB forms, like all reconstructions, are simply postulates, and there 

remain ongoing points of debate (cf. Schadeberg 2003). However, the current forms are 

the cumulative result of a century of scholarship, and they can be accepted as a reliable 

point of reference. The absence of any firm reconstructions as yet for Post-Bantu 

interstages means that the reflexes of any given modem Bantu language are usually 

mapped directly from the PB underliers. This needs to be seen as a form of convenient 

shorthand, in that it bypasses the complex diachronic processes that will have led to the 

emergence of various intervening stages. 
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5. A number of the other !X60 auxiliaries, such as IIgaa 'spend the day', 1610 'do for a long 

time' and Ilkx' oa 'do suddenly', likewise recall familiar Bantu auxiliaries (except that they 

have acquired clicks). To avoid controversy, this point will not be expanded on here. 

6. Concerning the different words seen for 'kill' in Khwe and lOra, it is noteworthy that 

amongst speakers of various lOra varieties, Engelbrecht found the Lukas community to use 

!xam where the Kats community used 117a-gu. This last is somewhat ambiguous, 

suggesting on one hand the presence of the reciprocal verb extension; but on the other 

raising the possibility that it might have arisen from a former double verb construction. 

The Kats word might then be a contraction (with loss of formerly linking morphology?) 

that has arisen in the course of regular use of a collocation such as the Khwe II' am-a lx' u 

(,strike-kill') (Cf. PKalK *llx7am 'strike'; *lx7u 'kill'). It seems also notable that Nama 

has both !gam and dr-xu for 'kill'.) The example suggests a possible cause of some of the 

the lexical differences sometimes noted between Nama and lOra. (Jul'hoan words for 'hit' 

are n:t=a.'m, and n:t=aq'u, although entries in Bleek's Dictionary (1956) suggest that the 

archival varieties of JU recorded by her and Lucy Lloyd had a word closer to KHOE words 

for 'strike, hit', in likam, llkamma (NI) 'knock, beat, strike' and llkamma tsi (NIl) 'knock', 

likamm 'to beat'.) 
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MAIN TABLES FOR CHAPTER IV: Cross-SAK similarities involving multi-and serial verb constructions (or their grammaticalized outcomes). 

Main Table [IV]l. Cross-SAK comparative series of basic itive, ventive and postural verbs commonly enlisted for grammatical purposes. 

KHOE Khoekhoe WKalahari E JU TAA !UI 
Kalahari 

gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

GO (i) I PK "'!il !uUn [!gil] !66 [Naro]; !il 'go forth' 
[PK] kilil [Khwe] !k7il 'go away, 

forward', 
u 'go, leave' 

leave behind "'xu [PK, xuii -xu huu "'xu [PKaIK; u, xu: u:i [SI] 
PKK] 'leave' PWK], l'hUia [vt] 

"'xu [PEK] 
GO (ii) Sl 'go, arrive sii [Naro] sli, sii 'arrive, 
(also> COME) 

there, come' come' 

(i) happen, 1 
progress 
(ii) appear, 
seem 
BE (look, 1 [stative] Iii 'stative, 
appear, seem') copula' 
arrive, come Ikhl cii 'proceed, go to, tsi(-glae) [Sn] !i 'come, approach' 

reach, arrive at' 
[Khwe] -. ----_. .. ~ -. 

COME *ha [PK] hi'! haa [Naro]; SM (> future) sa: 'come' (> future) 
hiill (i) 'approach, 
appear', 
(ii) 'go on' [Khwe] 
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gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X65 IXam 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

SIT, stay, be at, hi! [stati ve ] Mna - baa; 
remam, present [Naro]; 
BE at (i) gliM 'sit, rest, lie' 

[Naro]; 
baa (iii) 'lie, be at' 
[Khwe] 

completed *ha [PK] hi! [baa] [AUX] haa > Past [Naro]; a [Past] h~ [Past] 
(perfecti ve) -[juncture]-ha > rec. 

past, complete [Khwe] 
SIT, BE at (ii) *fu [PK] :j:ml :j:n56 'sit, be' nlang [sg sub}] , tshuu [sg], s'o 

(> COP) g!hM [pi sub)] ! 'aa [PI] 
(> COP) 

V + :j:n56 [AUX] :j:Q 'w. out-

[Naro]; stretched legs' 

n:j:il; V -[juncture]-
[Sn] 

n:j:lle > T A [pres 

prog?] [Khwe] 
dwell, sit, *1I?an(i) IFan [lIan] lI?ae [Naro]; gllaa [Sn] IIgaa 'pass the lIan, lIei, lien:, lIenna 
settle, sojourn 

[PK] time'(> in Wan [Khwe] 
process) 

linger, sojourn, kxae 'linger at [Naro] Ikx'ae (away 
stay a while from home) 
stay a while :j:?au 'abide a while' 

[Naro] 
remain, stay !au [!gau] !au 'stay, remain, *!au [PKaIK] ! nau 'si t down, lao 'stay behind, !hauq 'visit', 
behind, dwell 'stay/leave leave behind' [Naro] set, alight, live' 

leave' 
!kau 'sit' [SIT] 

behind' rNI] 
> still, yet, !naun(-ko/ kau) 
continue 

STAND, I3E at n!un [sg sub)], IlhUil [sg ],1l1nJJha !kuI] [SII] 
(i) gila [PI sub}] [PI] (> COP) 
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gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IX am 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

STAND (ii) ? (mii) tee, tee-a tee [Naro]; ge !ga l SIll, 
tan, tany, tal [Khwe] !khe lSI] 

stand, tee 'be situated' (> ge 
BE at, exist COP) [Naro]; 

tIT 'stand, be at' 
[Khwe] 

rise, stand, get *khill *khai h!'li-ka-xu 'wake up hai 'wake up' :fee 'wake up Ilkai-tan 
up [pa-ida] [PKK] 

someone' [Naro] [Sn] [vi] 
LIE cll [sg subf], tuu [sg], 

haa: [Khwe] g*a [PI subf] *q'au (*q'aV) taa 

'lie' [PI] (> COP) 

go down (i) n*hao [sg subj], 
taqm [pi sub}] 

lie *lIoe lIoe + V [ligoe] lloe 'lie, rest', > 

[PK] 'be in process of 
[Naro]; 

V-fjuncture]-1I6e> TA 

[habitual?] [Khwe] 
go down (ii) *lIoii lIoan + [ligna] lIoa [Naro]; kx'ua-sa [sg] !koa 'fall', 

[PK] h'6a [Khwe] 
IIkoe (Strontbergen) 
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Main Table IV(2). Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs commonly enlisted to express subjective attitudc and sequence of actions. 

KHOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E JU TAA !UI 
! Kalahari 

gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Hie- PKaIK; luJ'hoan !X65 IXam 
PKK !Ora Chware PWK,PEK 

I 

i WANT, desire Future, 4oao[ 4ogao] 4030 'want' [Nar, n4o'hao [Sn] (in 4oao kV 'long 4okaa-wa I 
Imminent 

[AUX][stative] Xanagas var.]; compound) for', [Specimens: 22] 

n40a [Khwe] 4o'tm-si 'wish' 

SETOUT,go *i'x70a 400a + iox'oa [Nar]; IIkQa U !koa 'go away from, 
, forth, begin; 

[PK] [Specimens: 410] 
travel away, fall'; 

. leave, quit iox'oa-(ra-xu) [Khwe] o:a 

I formerly, long go~, lqiaha [Sn], CJ...iia oa 
: ago 

g4o'haa, za' aha 

BEGIN (i) ingressive tsoatsoa tshoa-tshoa [Nar] tShOa-tShOa [Sn] tshoa-tshoa 

BEGIN (ii) do first nyarn [Khwe] kamaha 'firstly' kx'iim !~mm V 

: LEAD, go do first 407a 40hitii 
ahead 
FOLLOW (i) do next, *iooa 100 [Nar]; Ihoo [Sn] I' .00, 

then 
[PK] laho 

400a [Khwe] 

FOLLOW, do next, IIkx'iii [lOra] IIham-[juncture]-V IIxilm lliiha sli 'arrive !hau, !ha:o 'follow, 
appear at, then 

[Khwe] 'accompany, behind' 
do afterwards' > 

approach (ii) 
follow' [Sn] 

'afterwards' 

FINISH (i) tj haa [N ar]; 40ani [Sn] xilli 

IIx'aril [Nar]; 

xeri [Khwe] 
FINISH (ii) toa l stative] toa [Nar] 10ara[Sn] loho 'finish' 

toa 'finish, be 
tired' > tOadi 
'fmally'[Sn] 
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gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IX am 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

die *1170 11700 [116] 11'6 [Khwe] Ikii [stativej 

-------
[PK] [ stative] 

r------~~--- ~-~-~ -~~---.~-----

cease, die !ao [!gao] !ili [sgJ, lao [pI] I'aa'die' 
'cease (e.g. of [Sn] 'die' 
rain)' 
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Main Table [IV]3. Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs commonly enlisted to express capacity or obligation. 

KHOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E JU TAA !UI 
Kalahari 

gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Naro Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam 
PKK lOra Chware PWK, 

PEK 
---

think **?in n'iin [*ih] *1ee [Nar]; *?ang 'think, *?an-si 'think, *1 
[PK] n*a [Khwe] consider' guess, wish' 

KNOW **?am *ai:t [*anj; *1ee [Nar]; !1aa *erina 'be conscious' 

[PK] *?am [*fii] a [Khwe] [Nar]; 

[ stat.] 
be ABLE, may Potential, IIkha [stative] a [Khwe] qaa, ka ka 'wish, say, 

Conditional 
[AUX] 

intend, think' 

suffice, have *lIx?a *1aUn [*au] (+ IIx'aa 'be sated' ? (1lnaa kV 'fit, 
enough 

[PK] 'be V) suit') 
sated' 

be fitting, ought PK anu [Nama]; kx'ano [adv] [NarJ; Ilau [adv] Wail kU 'be IIklJ~1J 
suitable *kx1anu kx'anu [lOra] sufficent') kx'anu [Khwe] 

ought, befit Ilha-sa [lOra] !n~aBV + V 

must ka *'aUn ka 

[AUX] 
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Main Table [IV)4. Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs with negative implications (e.g. of presence, possession or capacity). 

KHOE Khoekhoe WKalahari E m TAA !UI 
Kalahari 

gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Hie- PKalK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam 
PKK lOra Chware PWK, 

PEK 

NEG (BE at) IIna'leave nlla 'leave' (> Il1aa (neg. of Ifi) 
(i), (? <GO) 

alone' Neg Imp.) 
NEG BE at Ikhai 'be absent' lI~i 'far away' [Nar]; ? (:f:aan, !anini) mi' 
(ii), - , 

be absent 
[ stative]; ? (txaa-can) [Khwe] IIqai ('away, 
Ixai-sa 'gone 

absent') 
out, absent' 
[!Ora] 

NEG be able NEG IFoa [lIoa] -nli'ho IIqhUa 

[A UX] [stative] 
refuse, reject Ihowa loa [Sn] 

NEG !au 'be too hard for' nllim (NEG glkx'ao 'reject' rau(-ki) 
[Nar]; 

imp.) [Snl, 
kx'iiil 'doubt, dispute' 
[Khwe] 

!khau [NI] 
'forbid'; 
!xau [vt] 'reject' 
[Di] 

leave NEG IMP IInaa [linii] [N]; !au; nllah [vt]; !ao kV 'leave Ika 'alone' [SI]; 

IIllaan [11m] 
IIxao (infant at home) 

IIxal'ln 'leave behind, remain'; l/\hi: 'alone' [SI] 

[D] behind' IIxao 'infant at 

home'; 

'ffiahn ill 

[':f:nahn tV] 

'leave alone' 
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gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jt~'hoan !X60 IXam 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

PEK 

NEG know, NEG 
17uu FUll [Nar] lu+V Ino [neg. of doubt, in 

have doubt sub. clauses] 
NEG *tama tama tama; tMI [Nar] tam 'not know' ta 

[PK] 
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Main Table [IV]S. Cross-SAK comparative series of verbs expressive of process type. 

--_ .. - ..-

KI-IOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E JU TAA !UI 
Kalahari 

gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; I-lie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK, 

PEK 

DO, make, Make DO di+ dli ('do, make') di (-cia) (+ V), 
become (causative) +V Iki 'get, take, have, 

possess, make do, 
cause to do' 

pennit, kai [AUX] 
compel 
causative n:Mf + V 

FEEL, sense, tsa[tsllii] lIam [Nar]; *llim tsa'a [Sn] t£}a (InUrn) t(!V ta 
experience, [AUX][stative] 

djaari [Khwe] [PKaIK] 'SMELL-FEEL' 
hear,try 

[vt] 
seem tsaba ta'ma [vi] naBV 

SPEAK kx'ui [Nar]; k6kx'ui [Snl ku-kiil 

kx'ui [Khwe] 

TELL, rclate *TIa [PK] lIae,lIare IInae [Nar]; nlli'mean, IInMe kV 

[ligae, IIgare] nllaa [Khwe] imply' 
--~ .. 

GIVE transfer, Ikhae khaa (gene-rously) thee 
11[m !qhaa Ika: [SI] 

BENE-
FACTIVE 
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Main Table [IV]6. Verbs with intrinsic directional implications. 

KHOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E JU TAA !UI 
Kalahari 

gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK, 

PEK 

raise, lift up *khui khui gui (+V) [Narl; gui (raise, lift ill, 
[PK] cui [Khwe] [vt), get up [vi] !kiii 'rise' 

> 'up' 
(step) over, go !7awa [!apa] !?aoo [Nar] 117aba IIGa'bu kii 'step Ikhabbu-k~n 
up, ascend 

'climb onto, over', 
mount, ascend' kx'iiba [sg], 

IIx6be [PI] 

cross over IIga6,lIgai\ n!au 

kyao 'pass over, 
through' [Khwe] 

descend, get off kari-kari-se 'fall down' kharu 
[Narl; 
kheeri-can 'fall down' 
[Khwe] 

fall *lra Iina n!ang [sg Ob)1, Il?aIa (11?aL V) 

[PKK] gila [PI obi] [sg]; !hai ti [sg], 

I 
'put down' II'ali Ipl] 

sink (e.g. of !hai ti [sg], IIn§a 
stars, sun) 

[Pi} 
drop, let fall, Ilna-linasen kyao [KhweJ *!ao n40'hao [Pi obi] 
fall 

'drop down' 
'drop' 
[PKaIK] t~m [sg obi] 

[SnJ, 

n!6 'a-n40'hao 

'throw down' 
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gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !XM IXam 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

PEK 

low *?ruu [*aml !ga'a (kV) 

'lower, below' 
put down IIlli [ligui] ? (1166 'lay down, gllxun !ku:i 'fall' > 'down, 

offload') [Nar] 
back, away' lSI] 

enter, insert **11 [PK] *aa [*gaj (V +) *ai1 [Nar]; g!a'ama ylu [sg] (]JL V), Ie: 

*iiii [Khwe] !ga'o [Pi] 

come out (V) + fill [*Ui] g*x'ui 'burst 

through, sprout' 
[Sn] 

emerge, wake *khiii lI'ari-se [Nar] hM [vi] 'get up' :fee [vi] 
up, rise 
encircle, spin, *nami IIn~ma-lI~ma [Nar] Ilg§hma-lIg§hma, 
go round (i) 

dzam-dzali'spin 
oneself 

encircle, twist, *uni 'wring *utIDi 'tum, twist' nllhumi dYilli (sg), IInu1) 
go round (ii) 

out' flOral [Khwe); IIm1m (pI) 'twist, 
n*i1l 'stir, mix' [Khwe] coil' , 

Inumi 'twist 
round & round' 

Iq'um 'twist, 

wring' 
turn nll{mi 'tum, weave' !kx'ali kV 

[Khwe] 
'wring' 
!kx'ani kV 'tum 
by twisting' 

invert (i) !khuni, lx'uri [Nar); nllhuri 
I - . I . . xwonm, . xworn 

kx'lini-(na-ngyevi) 
[Khwe] 
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gloss implication PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jt~'hoan !X65 IXam 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK, 

PEK 

invert (ii) !khupu, lliihu kV !nwobbo 'stir, twirl 

4=?uwi [mpi] 'overturn' , 
stick' 

'tum upside lliihu (\<il lI'ilma) 
down' 

ROTA1E, turn hone 'stir' [Nar] *q6n'[PKa doni 'twist, 
over, stir 

IK] wring' 

inside out k!.lbi 'turn over' [Nar] *lJgabi q'abi 'inside out' 
[PEK] 
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Chapter V. Cross-SAK similarities in the sub-systems of specifiers. 

Chapter synopsis. 

The first two sections discuss certain typological differences between the KHOE 
languages and those of the JU and !UI-TAA groups, in respect of the organization of their 
specifiers within the noun phrase; and the kinds of constructions specifiers are associated 
with. The last section focuses on a few selected uses of particular specifiers (and other 
morphemes) in delineating information structure, e.g. through 'discourse deixis'; or 
through the characterization of an argument in terms of singleness, uniqueness, or an 
identity. The section concludes with a set of tables that reveal cross-SAK similarities in 
morphology throughout the sub-systems of deictic, quantifying and descriptive specifiers. 
This further evidence of cross-SAK structural affinities strengthens the preliminary case 
for a likely unity of not only the JU and lUI-T AA languages as a sub-group, but also of 
the latter collectively with the KHOE languages. 

V.I. Introduction. 

The chapter below aims to demonstrate a number of cross-SAK similarities involving the 

specifier sub-systems. As previously stressed, these similarities are not presented as 'proof in 

themselves of relatedness. Rather, it is suggested that the overall impression of commonality 

they suggest - particularly when considered in conjunction with the resemblances involving 

multi-verb constructions - constitutes fair enough grounds for proceeding to investigate the 

possibility of relatedness. (It should perhaps be emphasized again that actual phonetic 

correspondences will not be particularly visible at this initial stage, since the data are not chosen 

for the specific purpose of revealing these.) 

The cross-SAK similarities in the specifier sub-systems are visible in the Main Tables at the end 

of this chapter, which present: 

Main Table [V] 1. Cross-SAK specifiers of a deictic nature, plus terms that may be used to clarify 

aspects of particularity and identity. 

Main Table [V]2. Cross-SAK specifiers of a quantifying nature. 

Main Table [V]3. Cross-SAK specifiers of a descriptive nature. 
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Amongst the tabulated specifiers of a purely descriptive nature, it will be noted that there is a set 

of colour terms where the distinctions listed constitute a reasonably exhaustive (and closed) set, 

and where a potentially cognate exponent is found for almost every term across the SAK 

spectrum. (It naturally remains open that some of these colour terms may have been borrowed, 

i.e. that some of the resemblances can be put down to diffusion. This possibility will only be 

properly testable at a later stage.) 

The noun phrase, of course, typically expresses one of the arguments of a proposition; and the 

principal core argument (or 'subject') of a given verbal predicate will often simply by default 

form the natural 'topic' of a sentence, with the verb itself dominating the syntactic constituent 

that supplies the information or 'comment'. One of the functions of specifiers within a noun 

phrase seems to be to narrow down, by means of deictic, quantifying, descriptive, or other 

pointers, the range of potential reference of the nominal head, so as to assist in the interpretive 

mapping of the concept denoted by the nominal expression - to an actually intended, real-world 

referent. These elements also playa part in clarifying aspects of information structure and may 

be enlisted, for example, for purposes of' discourse deixis', or to specify various aspects of the 

designated referent's involvement in the situation, process or action expressed by the predicate. 

The Khoesan languages naturally have grammatical sub-paradigms to fulfil these functions. 

While it is true that there there are certain typological differences between the KHOE languages 

and those of the JU and !UI-TAA groups, in respect of(1) the organization oftheir specifiers 

within the noun phrase, and (2) the kinds of constructions specifiers are associated with, such 

typological differences do not necessarily preclude the possibility of relatedness. What is more, 

when some of the essential similarities in terms of function (or sometimes notional interpretation) 

are considered, it becomes apparent that specifiers across the SAK spectrum are not merely in 

principle comparable, but repeatedly display actual formal resemblances. 

Some of the surface differences alluded to above are clarified in the discussion below, in the 

course of which various examples of the specifers are supplied. The specifier subsets illustrated 

in the first sections are mainly those of a deictic, quantifying and descriptive nature. A later 

section focuses more directly on selected functions of particular specifiers, and in the process 

highlights various core similarities that recur across the SAK languages. 
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V.2. Differences in the ordering of specifiers as constituents of the noun phrase. 

V2.i. Post-nominal ordering of specifiers in JU and !UI-T AA languages: 

V2.ii. The pre-nominal ordering of specifiers in KHOE languages. 

V.2.i Post-nominal ordering of specifiers in JU and !UI-T AA languages. 

The JU and !UI-TAA languages tend to favour a 'head-initial' ordering of constituents. A typical 

noun phrase in Ju I'hoan, for example, might have the following structure (where the adnominal 

specifiers are subdivisible into demonstratives, quantifiers and descriptives): 

Fig.V.l. The constituent structure of the NP in Jul'hoan. 

(possPRO) Noun 
[

DeSCriPtive] 
Demonstrati y 

Quantifying 

Adnominal specifier 

The favoured head-initial pattern of the non-Khoe languages is illustrated below for Juj'hoan, 

where the examples are drawn from Snyman (1970: 112-3), but the orthography is updated as far 

as possible to match that of Dickens (1994). Note that in the case of the demonstratives, ke is 

used in association with nouns of the pronominally defined gender la:z/la:z , and he with nouns of 

all others (ha/si, ha/hi, ha/ha and hi/hi). For clarity, the noun being modified is in each case 

underlined, while its specifier is in bold. (The morphology associated with the relative 

constructions will be explained elsewhere.) 

Descriptive. 

(1) 'dead lion' [Snyman gives n!' hei 'lion'] 

Note to sentence (1). As is the case with several other adjectives in JU (and also !UI

T AA), the word for 'dead' is suppleting, as: !af [sg subj], lao [pI subj]. 
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Demonstrative. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

n!hai-ya ii to'a 

!xo-sa he 
nlom-ake 

Quantifying. 

(5) 

'yonder lion' 

'these elephants' 

'this medicine' 

'many people' 

Y.2.ii. The pre-nominal ordering of specifiers in KHOE languages. 

The KHOE languages, by contrast, tend to favour a 'Specifier Noun' or 'noun-final' ordering. 

(This 'head-final' preference is predictable enough, given that these languages are verb-final, and 

also place locative, instrumental and agenti ve particles after the noun phrase.) 

Hagman (1977: 21) provided an outline sketch of the Nama noun phrase and its possible 

constituents, as shown below: 

Fig.V.2. The constituent structure of the NP in Khoekhoe, after Hagman (1977: 21). 

(PRO) (Universal) (Demonstr.) (Assoc.) (Number) (Modifier) 

Hagman added the restriction (p. 21-22) that a member of the pronominal class cannot co-occur 

in a simple noun phrase with a member of the 'universal' specifier sub-class, or any member of 

the demonstratives. 

Some of the possible exponents for each sub-class are illustrated below, under headings slightly 

adapted to facilitate comparative discussion. The main departures are made on the basis of a 

notional interpretation. For example, Hagman's original 'demonstrative' category included some 

items (e.g. InT 'some, one (indefinite)') which might be interpreted as quantifiers. The same 
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category also included the interrogative form, rna? 'what?'. Both of these are shown below 

under the heading of 'descriptive', which is the revised term given to qualitative specifiers, 

replacing Hagman's original term, 'modifer'. The set of purely descriptive (or qualitative) 

specifiers is fairly extensive, and is not illustrated at any length below. The item identified by 

Hagman as a 'universal' specifier, namely hoa(ra(ldz)) 'all', is here given under the more general 

heading of' quantifying' specifiers, which also subsumes the order class of 'number'. The label 

'modifying' as used below refers to a small set of miscellaneous items used post-nominally. (The 

further possibility of qualification by means of an associative construction is self-explanatory, 

and will not be directly discussed here - although instances will occasionally appear in some of 

the example sentences below.) 

The examples are largely from Hagman (1977: 30-40), but his orthography has been adapted to 

that of the current standard. (Hagman's click accompaniment 'x' is replaced by 'kh '; his plain 

click symbol is supplied with a following 'g " and his click symbol followed by overt 

representation of an ejected accompaniment is replaced by the plain symbol. His doubled vowels 

indicating length have been replaced by the macron, and his tilde indicating nasalized vowels is 

replaced by the circumflex.) 

Fig.V.3. Examples of specifiers which may fill various slots of the noun-final NP in Khoekhoe. 

Demonstrative (Assoc.) Quantifying Descriptive Noun 'Modifying' 
[N+pgn] + Enumerative [(Adverb)+Adj] 

ne 'this' tgui 'many' 1m 'some' ru (tUllU) 

'self 

IIna 'that, def.' loro 'few' IIkha 'the same' thani 

'self 

nau 'that, other' 19ui 'one' Ikhara 'other, alt.' 

Igam 'two' rna 'what?' 
!nona 'three' 

hoa(ra(ka)) 'all' 

The characteristic 'head-final' organization of the KHOE noun-phrase is seen in the examples 

below for !Ora, sourced from Meinhof (1930: 41), where the specifier is given in bold, and the 

noun it modifies is underlined. (One of the respects in which lOra differs from Namibian 

Khoekhoe is its use of a demonstrative he for 'this' rather than the ne reflected above.) 
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Demonstrative. 

(6) 

(7) 

he hai-b 

IIna :j:'ii-b 

'this tree' 

'that food' 

Quantifying. 

(8) !nani tse-kua 'six days' 

Descriptive. 

(9) thamsa baxa-b 

(10) kai khoe-b 

(11) kai aba-s 

(12) 'au bi-b 

(13) gaida 'ao-b 

'soft/fresh/green tobacco' 

'big man' 

'great/much snow' 

'thick milk' 

'the old man' 

V.3. Differences in the kinds of construction associated with specifiers. 

Y.3.i. Preliminary comments on the verb-like character of descriptive stems in some 

Khoesan languages. 

V3.ii. Kinds of construction associated with specifiers in JU and !UI-T AA languages. 

V3.iii. Kinds of construction associated with specifiers in KHOE languages. 

V3.i. Preliminary comments on the verb-like character of descriptive stems in some Khoesan 

languages. 

The Khoesan languages in general have very small sets of 'true' adjectives, and a much greater 

class of derived descriptive sterns, which are usually either deverbative or denominative. In 

addition, in the case of the JU and !UI-TAA languages in particular, many of the specifiers occur 
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in relative constructions, and so may appear to have a verb-like character. These properties of 

specifiers - concerning constructions they are associated with - may be summarized as follows: 

(1) In the case of JV and ! VI-T AA languages, which in this respect pattern very much like Bantu 

languages, the majority of descriptive stems (including certain demonstrative specifiers) appear 

in constructions of a relative type. However, the actual form of these constructions differs 

somewhat across the various groups: 

i. In the case ofTAA and !VI languages, the relative particle varies in form to reflect distinctions 

of gender. 

ii. In the case of JU languages, the associated 'relative particle' reflects a singular-plural 

distinction, but is otherwise invariant. 

As has previously been noted, some of the adjectives in JU and !UI-TAA may have suppletive 

plural forms. In those cases (not always found) where it is possible to isolate specific plural 

morphology, it may not always be clear whether its function is concordial or 'derivational'. (The 

ambiguity arises particularly in the case of seemingly denominative expressions.) 

(2) In the case of the KHOE languages, there do not appear to be any clear traces of a formal 

relative construction for specifiers. Nonetheless, as was observed by Rust (1965: 88), the 

patterns associated with the introduction of a relative clause as modifier of a noun in Nama 

predictably parallel the different grammatical treatments received by a simple specifier in 

equivalent structural contexts. In addition, at least the descriptive (i.e. qualitative) specifiers of 

Khoe may be divided into 'true' and 'derived' types, where many of the latter are deverbative. 

Lastly, a few of the specifiers in Khoekhoe (such as Nama InO may indeed be used with 

grammatical morphology of the kind ordinarily associated with verbs. 

It will be appreciated that properties of the kind outlined above are not greatly out of the 

ordinary. It may even be valid to state that there is a general tendency throughout African 

families for languages to have only small and closed sets of 'true' or 'absolute' adjectives (non

derived morphemes with a dedicated qualificative function). For the rest, descriptive terms are 

typically derived from verbal or nominal stems. As a result it is not uncommon to fmd that 

certain specifiers ('deverbatives') may appear in quasi-relative constructions, in the sense that 

they employ some of the morphology associated with relative phrases; while enlisted norninals 
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may appear in construction-types that incorporate an associative element. (Predictably enough, 

verbal stems used for descriptive purposes are often verbs of process, and may express, e.g. 

through various 'participial' forms, some state either completed or still in process of being 

achieved.) 

There are cases occasionally in African languages where even stems without any obviously verb

like 'notionality' may nevertheless be used in constructions of a 'relative' or 'quasi-relative' 

kind. For illustration of such a usage in Afroasiatic, reference can be made to Coptic. For 

example, in his discussion of the demonstrative pronoun in this language, Plumley noted (1948: ~ 

52-54) that it had an 'absolute' and a 'construct' form, adding: 

'As the Construct Form is used to express the Definite Article [ ... ], in order to express 

such a phrase as 'That man', a relative clause is employed: et-m-mau 'Who (or which) is 

there', e. g. 

p-rome et-m-mau 

n-hm-hal et-m-mau 

'That man', 

'Those servants'. 

[Transliteration as per Loprieno 1995: 25] 

So as to demonstrate further the ordinariness of the pattern whereby relative constructions may be 

used in association with some specifiers not obviously 'verb-like', a chart is presented [overleaf] 

of qualificative stems from two different groups of Bantu languages, Nguni (illustrated by Zulu) 

and Sotho-Tswana (illustrated by Tswana). The illustrations show a selection of 'true adjectives' 

from each language - i.e. specifier sterns used with the dedicated 'adjectival concords' - plus a 

sample of so-called 'relatives' - i.e. stems used with the concords ordinarily pertaining to relative 

constructions. The table also illustrates two small subsets, since it is possible in the case of some 

languages of this family to identify further sub-classes for certain of the enumerative and 

quantitative specifiers, on the formal basis of yet other distinctive concords. It will be seen that 

the sets of 'true adjectives' include at least some enumerative, quantifying and interrogative 

stems in addition to a few straightforwardly descriptive (i.e. qualitative) stems. Both example 

languages also have a few interrogative sterns that pattern as 'relatives', and in addition, both 

include a few instances where a deictic component is incorporated into a relative stem. Of 

particular note is that several of the stems taking the relative concord have an origin that seems to 

be denominative, as indicated by the presence of the nominal prefix still visible in the stem. 
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Fig.V.4. Examples for two Bantu languages, showing descriptive, quantifying and demonstrative 
specifiers found across the formal division between adjectival and relative stems. 

Zulu (Doke 1950: 99-110) Tswana (Cole 1975: 138-40; 173-4) J 
'True' adjectives 'c~ = I; 'q' = ! j 

Oualitative I 
bad, evil -bi -be 

I 
long, tall -de -le(l)ele, -tel(e)le 
short -fuphi -khutShwabe 
nice, good, beautiful -hIe -ntle 
great, big [full-grown] -khulu -gala 
black -ntSho 
new, young, fresh -sha -sa, tsa 
young, fresh, new -nana 
small, narrow, thin -ncane -sesane 
very small -nCl -nye, -ntJe 

QuantifYing 
much, many -ningi -ntsi 
other, some -nye -ngwe 
two -bili -bedi 

Interrogative 
how many? -ngaki? 
what colour? -tsiang?, -tSailg'l, -tsabang? 
Relative stems 
Qualitative 
raw, green, immature -tala 
red -bomvu 

black -mnyama 
strong, hard, difficult -qatha -thata 
pleasant -mnandi -monate [denom.] 
wet, damp -manzi [denom.] -metse [denom.] 
sharp -bukhali r denom.] -bogale [denom.] 
acid, salty -munyu [denom.] 
speckled, spotted -zibadu [denom.] 
speckled, spotted -kgaka [denom.] 
light [not heavy] -motlhOfo [denom.] 
neat, orderly -nobunono [denom.] 
a certain, said -thile, -thize [deverb.] 
Interrogative 
how much, many? -ngakanani ? 
of what kind? -njani? 
how much, how big? -kae? 
Deictic 
like this -nje 
like that -njalo 
like yonder -nje:ya 
so much/big as this -ngaka -kana 
big as that -ngako -kala 
big as yonder -ngakaya 
Enumerative stems 
one -nye, (-chwe [hIonipha]) -ngwe 
a different one -mbe 
any, some -pe 
which? -phi? -fe? 
what! what kind? -ni? -ng? 
Quantitative stems 
all, the whole [Incl.] -nke, -nkana -tlhe 
only, alone [Excl.] -S1 

only, alone [Excl.] -dwa 
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It seems unsurprising that the general observations made above should apply also to the Khoesan 

languages of southern Africa The question arises whether those specifiers that appear in the 

relative constructions of the JU and !UI-TAA languages should necessarily be considered to 

have an actually deverbative origin One response might be that this is unlikely to be the case, 

and that an accidentally "verb-like' appearance has simply been bestowed on certain stems, 

including some demonstratives and interrogatives, merely as a result of their participation in 

head-modifier constructions that happen to be formally of the relative type - much as may be the 

case in Bantu languages, where the concords of the relative construction may be used in 

association with descriptive specifier stems that seem unambiguously denominative, as well as 

with demonstrative, interrogative, quantificative and enumerative sterns. (In the abstract, a 

"relative construction' is simply a device, often with an underlying deictic component, that serves 

to relate - by cross-reference - a predicate of specification to an argument. In a purely logical 

sense, the qualifying predicate need not necessarily be anything that finds expression in a verb, 

but may be a property, or a locus, or even another argument.) 

Nevertheless, it is a fairly widely-found phenomenon (with traces found also in Indo-European, 

as noted in an earlier chapter) that certain types of locative morpheme may arise from 

grammatically enlisted verbs of motion That verbs of directional movement might also give rise 

at least to demonstrative specifiers would not be altogether surprising; and suggestions are 

indeed sometimes made concerning an actual verbal origin for certain of the specifiers in JU and 

!UI-TAA, as will be seen below. It will also be seen that certain of the KHOE specifers (at least 

in the Khoekhoe branch) likewise present occasional traces of "verb-like' behaviour. 

3.ii. Kinds of construction associated with specifiers in JU and !UI-TAA languages. 

JU. 

The relative construction in Ju I'hoan is linked to the use of a form -a in association with a 

singular noun, and -sa in the case of a plural. The singular -a may be preceded by a glide, 

predictably palatal after front vowels, and labio-velar after back vowels. In the older analysis of 

Snyman (1970: 95), the post-nominal particle -it was treated as just one manifestation of a more 

widel y used "transitional -a'. It was identified specifically as a relati ve particle by Dickens 

(1997), who found it to be characterized by a distinct tonal feaure. The construction is clearly 

visible in the figure below, which tabulates some of the possible exponents of descriptive, 

quantifying and demonstrative specifiers for Jul'hoan. The tabulation also reflects a distinction 
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between stems associated with a relative construction, and 'true' forms which occur 

independently. 

Fig.V.5. Some exponents of descriptive, quantifying and demonstrative specifiers in a JU 

language. 

Note. These are sourced mainly from Snyman (1970: 94-119), but in some cases 

Dickens (2005: 48), with orthography adapted to the current standard of Dickens (1994), 

except for the ejected affricate click accompaniment, which Dickens represents, for 

example, as lk', but which is here shown as lkx'. There are one or two discrepancies 

between the accounts given by Snyman (1970) and Dickens (2005). For example, 

Snyman reported (p. 95) that the words meaning 'old' and 'worn out' were used in the 

'regular' pattern that required the 'transitional-a', whereas Dickens (p.29-30) lists them 

as members of the small set of adjectives used without the relative construction.) 

Descriptive 

'true' adjectives' 

jan 'good, right' 

*" I" ang, . an 'old, worn' 

rho an 'real' 

n*u 'black' 

ze, zaqi 'new' 
dore 'strange, other' 

relatives 

I'hom 'beautiful' 

jo 'black' 

Quantifying (+ Enumerative) 

'true 'forms 

njUi 

I'M 
nWe 

tsaqn, tSM 
I' , n.am 

'one, next, certain' 

'self, selfsame' 

'one, single' 

'two' 

'three' 
!xare 'few, some' 
waqnhe, waqnke 'each, every' 
waqnsi, wece(si) 'all, the whole' 

Ikx'oromh 'few' 

relatives 

'many' 

g=t=a'in [sg sub}] 'long' (g=t=a'ian (PI sub)']) 

gaq'u 

*kx'ao 

leun, lang 

n*Mqi 

'holy, pure, clean' 

'damp' 

'yellow' 

'salty' 

Demonstrative 

relatives 

he, ke 'this' 

to'a 'that' 

u to'a 'yonder' 
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As the table reveals, the division of specifiers into 'true' and 'relative' groups (i.e. on the basis of 

the formal constructions they take) seems to cut across their division (i. e. on any functional basis) 

into 'descriptive', 'quantifying' or 'demonstrative' sub-classes. However, the categorization of 

=!:ai 'much, many' as a quantifier is largely based on a notional criterion. If this item were rather 

to be placed together with the' descriptives', then the remaining set of quantifiers would have a 

formal integrity - in that they are used uniformly without the relative construction. (The 

demonstrative specifiers have a converse type of unity in that they always appear in the relative 

construction. ) 

Concerning the phenomenon of verb-like demonstrative specifiers in Ju I'hoan, Dickens (2005: 

49) commented as follows: 

'In Jul'hoan, he 'this/these' and to'a 'that/those' are [ ... ] verbal in nature and can be 

thought ofliterally as 'be herelbe this one' and 'be there/the that one', respectively. 

When qualifying a noun, they must, like any other verb, be preceded by a noun with a 

relative suffix.' 

Dickens gave the following examples (where the plural form -sa of the relative-associated 

construction is seen in the second sentence): 

(14) Ju-a he !6a mi 

Ju-a he I' , .oa rni 

Person-RELsg BE-here tell PROl stsg 

'This person (person-who-is-here) told me.' [Dickens 2005: 49] 

(15) N!oh-sa to'a 16a n!6m 

N!oh-sa to'a loa n!6m 

Orange-RELpl BE-there NEG npe 

'Those oranges (oranges-which-are-there) are not ripe.' [Dickens 2005: 49] 
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!uI-TAA. 

For !X60, Traill (1994: 21) gives a number of sentences to illustrate the principle of concord, 

where the variable expressions of agreement may have as their locus not only the verb, but also 

adjectives and relative pronouns. These sentences supply convenient examples of descriptive 

expressions that appear to be true adjectives - e.g. !.mV 'big' - as well as stems of the type that 

require a relative construction - e.g. Faa 'dead' - as in the following: 

(16) ii a Inai I~ !xai ti I' aa ~i ki 

n a Ina-i 

PR01 st sg Past see-[l] 

ReIPRO-[l] dead BE 

'I saw a large dead lion. ' 

k-i 

I~-i 

lion-[l] 

ResumPRO-[l] 

!xa-i 

big-[l ] 

[Traill 1994: 21] 

Note. Traill's concordial sub-class' l' is associated with pronominal agreements in ih. 

As far as lUI languages are concerned, a particularly clear statement of the 'verb-like' behaviour 

of certain specifiers was given by Lanham and Hallowes (1956a) in their discussion of IIXegwi: 

'Because of their grammatical behaviour, it is necessary to classify as verbs, certain 

forms whose significances are seldom expressed by verbs. Thus many "adjectival" 

concepts and the numerals are conveyed by the predicative in a relative clause'. 

They expanded on the behaviour of these forms in a note as follows: 

'For instance, a number of the forms referred to here make use of [ ... ] verbal suffixes [ ... ] 

which are associated only with verbal roots, e.g. Ie (be red) in c'eo 7ela !e-ya (red stone). 
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Lanham and Hallowes (same paper) gave the following examples of verb-like descriptive 

predicates: 

Fig.V.6. Data-set of quasi-verbal specifiers in IIXegwi, after Lanham and Hallowes (l956a). 

lI)aa 'be long' kPini 'be small' 

IIkxwa 'be bad' faa 'be white' 

djwaa, djwaa 'be black' !e 'be red' 

IIkxee(xo) 'be big, old' Swll 'be fat' 

!waa 'be one, be alone' k7uu, c7uu 'be two' 

gwana 'be three' k7uuI), C7UUIJ 'be four' 

It seems likely, however, that IIXegwi probably patterned much like IXam, which seems to have 

had in addition to 'verb-like' sterns of the kind illustrated above a small class of 'true' adjectives. 

The examples below illustrate some of the very few 'true' adjectives discernible in IXam - where 

'true' here means simply that these specifiers follow the noun without relative morphology. 

(17) !k'oussi IlkaIJ 'new little-kaross' [Specimens: 212-3] 

(18) !khwa IIkIDj 'fresh water' [Specimens: 314-5] 

'great stones' [Specimens: 290-1] 

(20) ttw1 ttss'6ro-k~ 'the old wound' [Specimens: 332-3] 

It will be seen in example (19) that the plural noun !kauo-k{m takes an adjective that expresses 

agreement with it in number (by means of a reduplicated plural form). 
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The examples in the following further set for IXam show the more predominant 'non-KHOE' 

pattern, where specifiers occur in association with quasi-relative constructions. As in the case of 

JV, specifiers taking the relative construction may include quantifiers and demonstratives. (Note 

that the relative particles of /Xam reflect the system of genders, and - as suggested by Dorothea 

Bleek (1928) - probably arise by coalescence of a gender-specific co-referential pronoun (a or i) 

with the copular (locative existential) morpheme a (often indicated as high-toned). They appear 

as follows: 

Fig.V.7. Relative pronouns of IXam. 

Singular Plural (or non-count) 

Gender I <animate> a e 

Gender II <misc.> e e 

Descriptive. 

(21) ! khwetl(n a Ihoaka 'black lightning' [Specimens: 116-7] 

(22) Iix6e a Ixarra 'a different place' [Specimens: 304-5 

(23) !7wa: a: Iku:ka 'a dead hartebeest' [Specimens: 2-3] 

(24) Ixabba e tta Ii 'hot soup' [Specimens: 122-3] 

Quantifying. 

(25) Ika: g:m e: !kii 'two (ostrich) wives' [Specimens: 142-3] 

(26) !ke kuitl(n e !ku 'two other persons' [Specimens: 128-9] 

(27) linein a !kwai 'each ['one'] hut' [Specimens: 274-5] 
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At least one of the stems above appears to have a transparently deverbative origin, namely, 

lku:ka 'dead' in (23), seemingly being a form of lku: 'put, put away, place, set, [ ... ] be ill' (cf. 

Bleek 1956: 322). The termination -ka seen in this specific example was identified by Dorothea 

Bleek (1928) as belonging to a set of verbal endings, -wa,ja, -ka and -ta, which she described as 

seeming 'to indicate the imperative, an applied form, a participle, or the passive'. However, an 

alternative possibility is that -ka above expresses a perfect - being perhaps one of the variant 

forms taken by the verbal ending -a in contexts where a verb already ends in -tan or -kan. This 

verbal ending -a was identified separately by Bleek herself (1928), who commented that it: 

'sometimes [ ... ] expresses the perfect, sometimes it is used after se as the subjunctive, 

sometimes it seems to be used as an applied form, but then again there are cases where no 

reason can be found for its use. ' 

Concerning demonstrative specifiers in IXam, Dorothea Bleek noted (1928) that: 

'The demonstrative adjectives ha and hi 'this, these' are similar in form to the personal 

pronouns 'he, they', but they are spoken with more emphasis. They precede the nouns 

they qualify. A:-a 'that', e: -a 'those' follow the nouns they qualify. They probably 

represent the relative pronouns and the verb 'to be': '!kwi a: -a 'a man who is, that 

man'.' 

In a later work (1939), Bleek gave a more generalized grammatical sketch, in which she 

reformulated her earlier remarks on the demonstratives of IXam, and noted that in addition to 

constructions of the type above: 

'the verbs Ike 'to be always' and IIna 'to stay' are often used as 'younder', 'there". 

These verb-like forms seem to have somewhat more demonstrative force than either the pre

nominal forms ha and hi (possibly discourse deictics), or the post-nominal forms used in relative 

constructions. (It is possible, however, that they are closer to being adverbs than specifiers.) 
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V. 3.iii Kinds of construction associated with specifiers in KHOE languages. 

The specifiers ofKHOE are not fmUld quite so strikingly in verb-associated constructions as 

those of the 'non-KHOE' languages. Nonetheless, Hagman (1977: 39-40) observed certain 

features of the indefinite quantifier (or 'demonstrative') Infthat are indeed suggestive of a 

residual verb-like quality. For example, he noted that it may be used in construction with 'the 

verb root lui "to exist, to be (in a place)". The resulting expression Inf lui 'a certain' (which 

closely resembles the perfect form of a stative verb) may even be modified by the adverbial 

Ilkhapa 'again'. Hagman gave the following example (shown with updated orthography): 

(28) Ini hi IIkhapa khoeb 'a certain other man' 

(This specifier is unlikely to be a loan, given that it is reconstructed by Vossen (1997) as PKal 

*"InI.) 

In the main, though, the distinction of a small sub-set of the specifiers in Khoekhoe languages as 

'true' adjectives generally lies merely in their non-derived status. This distinction applies largely 

to just the descriptive specifiers, although it could be argued that kai 'big, great, much' and 

:fkhari 'small, little, few' are at least (from a notional point of view) partly quantificational. 

Hagman noted for Nama (1977: 67) that it contains only a small set of 'simple' or 

'monomorphemic' adjectives. The brief set of examples he gave has been expanded below to 

include additional items from Haacke and Eiseb (2002), and are orthographically updated. 
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Fig.V.8. Some 'simple' (i.e. non-derived) adjectives of Namibian Khoekhoe, after Hagman 

(1977: 67), with updated orthography. 

au 'bitter' :fnii 'black, dark' 

hoa 'long, wide, distant' :fgoro 'thin, lean' 

kai 'great, much' :fkhari 'little, few' 

kawa 'new' [S, Hm] :fkham 'young' 

:fkhanu 'smooth, polished, slipper' 

:fhaba 'broad' 

:fhanu 'right, correct' 

lui 'thin (oflong thing)' , . 
.un 'white, light' 

Igii 'near' !nti 'far, remote' 

16r6 'old, worn-out, rotten' !nuwu 'short' 

Ikhoa 'strong' !rulU 'clean, holy' 

Ii 'wet, fresh' lam 'green' 

lapa 'red' !gii 'good, pleasing' 

!gari 'hard, strong' 

I\gaa 'thin, flimsy' lkhai 'cold' 

The derivational morphology found on the remaining descriptive stems is usually indicative of a 

deverbal or denorninal origin, but, as already noted, the former do not appear to be used with any 

additional morphology - i.e. of a kind to suggest any actual relative construction. 

Hagman gives some examples (1977: 31-33) of the morphology associated with denominative 

derivation, citing the adjective :fo-xa 'salty', where the productive morpheme -xa adds an 

implication similar to '-ful' in English. He also gives the example Ilgam-xa lkhai-s 'the watery 

place', and contrasts this with I\gam'o lkhai-s 'the waterless place', where '0 is the so-called 

'privative' morpheme translateable as '-less, lacking, without'. Deverbative descriptive stems are 

frequently formed by a suffixed -sa, which Hagman explains (p. 31) as yielding 'the meaning 

"able to be _ed".' The following mini-table lists examples (sourced from Haacke and Eiseb 2002) 

of specifiers in Khoekhoegowab with visible derivational morphology: 
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Fig.V.9. Some derived descriptive specifiers in Namibian Khoekhoe - illustrating both 

denominative and deverbative stems. 

ui-sa 'living, alive' Ia(a)sa 'new' 

llui-sa 'fat, wealthy, thriving' !nao-sa 'tall' 

karo-sa 'hardened' Igai-sa 'strong' 

~gawa-sa 'thin, hollow-bellied' ~oa-xa 'windy' 

Igam-sa 'hot' Ilkh6a-sa 'hot (of fire)' 

luri-sa 'dirty' 

Further to this, Khoekhoe languages have various verbs of process which can be used in a perfect 

form (i.e. in combination with the 'stative auxiliary verb' lUi which forms a 'past participle') to 

denote stative outcomes, such as lIa-ha 'dead'. Hagman (p. 67) lists the following examples for 

Nama: 

Fig.V.10. Some stative verbs ofNarnibian Khoekhoe, after Hagman (1977: 67). 

I~ .a 

IIg§. 

!khii 

'get hungry' 

'get thirsty' 

'get rich' 

lae-sen 'get sick (reflex.), 

II§. 'get satisfied' 

116 'die' 

An inevitable consequence of the fact that Khoekhoe languages (and KHOE languages in 

general) have various productive strategies for the coining of descriptive terms is that the class of 

these particular specifiers is potentially open - and hence perhaps not sufficiently 'constrained' 

for purposes of cross-SAK comparison. So as to reduce the possibility of introducing spurious 

affines, the descriptive specifiers (i. e. 'qualitative stems') presented in the Main Tables for this 

chapter are restricted to: (i) adjectives (or the verbs and nouns from which they may have arisen) 
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for which Khoe reconstructions have been presented by Vossen (1997); and (ii) items that fit 

closely and plausibly into the same semantic fields as any of these. 

To recapitulate the main points of the preceding section section: it has been noted that the JU and 

!UI-T AA languages as a group are particularly characterized by the use of specifiers (of various 

kinds) found in relative constructions. At the same time it has been noted that in a wider 

crosslinguistic context, a 'quasi-verbal' character for specifers is not a greatly unusual 

phenomenon - which means that the property cannot be considered uniquely distinctive of these 

languages. In addition, traces of verb-like behaviour are manifested by at least one 

(reconstructed) specifier in KHOE. Taken together, these factors suggest there is no need to rule 

out as potentially cognate cross-SAK items any specifiers that present synchronically in different 

types of construction or word classes. Such divergences may have arisen merely as the result of 

differing grammaticalization processes. (That such divergence has occurred is suggested by the 

circumstance that the essential equivalence of some items across the SAK spectrum may not be 

apparent until they are considered in terms of their function, or underlying meaning.) 

The discussion so far has indirectly offered illustrations of specifiers fitting mainly into 

categories such as descriptive, demonstrative and quantifying (including enumerative) . A few 

selected functions of particular specifiers are more directly discussed in the sections below. 

V.4. Functions of specifiers not directly treated in the course of discussion above. 

V.4.i. Use of demonstrative specifiers for purposes of' discourse deixis'. 

V.4.ii. Particularity of reference: the role of specifiers - and other grammatical 

morphemes - in delineating aspects of singleness, uniqueness and identity. 

It was noted at the outset that one of the functions of specifiers within a noun phrase seems to be 

to narrow down the range of potential reference of the nominal expression It was mentioned as 

well that specifiers may also be enlisted for purposes of 'discourse deixis', or to define more 

sharply various aspects of the designated referent's involvement in the event expressed by the 

predicate. 

It not uncommonly happens that the same morphology is used for several of these functions

while some of the functions may themselves overlap in turn. From a comparative perspective, 
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the resulting picture may be fairly complex, and affinities may only be apparent once underlying 

commonalities of a function (or a source word) are taken into account. The purpose of the 

discussion below, concerning various particular aspects of function, is to try and unravel some of 

these threaded intersections. 

The two topics concern the use of demonstrative specifiers for purposes of 'discourse deixis'; 

and the highly complex and inter-related expression of various kinds of 'particularity' (where the 

sense of this term will be explained in more detail below). 

VA.i. Use of demonstrative specifiers for purposes of 'discourse deixis'. 

In the context of any ongoing discourse, the topic will often as not already have been introduced, 

and this 'already-known' or 'definite' status is then coded by various strategies, which are 

perhaps most commonly based on deLxis and anaphor. In some Bantu languages, descriptive 

morphemes meaning 'said' may be introduced (almost periphrastically) to specify a 'previously 

mentioned' status - for example in Zulu, where the relevant stem is the perfect form -thUe <-thi 

'say' (which has its equivalent in Herero -rive). The more usual strategies in Bantu, however, 

generally involve enlistment of absolute or demonstrative pronouns, used in apposition. (The 

demonstrative pronouns of Sotho, for example, distinguish three degrees, where each 'position' 

has two forms, one of which may be used for purposes of inter-sentential cross-reference.) 

There is no reason to assume that Khoesan languages will be exceptional in this regard, and so it 

is unsurprising that some of the diverse demonstrative expressions in these languages are used 

more often for discourse deixis than for actual spatial' ostension'. (Some of the substitutive 

pronominal forms now seen may even have arisen from formerly demonstrative elements used in 

this way. This is a natural development cross-linguistically, and is of course the very process that 

gave rise to the 3rd person pronouns of Indo-European.) 

In the JU and !UI-TAA languages, demonstratives are seen to playa typical role in discourse 

deixis. The following lines are from a longer sample of extended discourse provided by Snyman 

(1970: 119) to illustrate such processes in Jul'hoaIl. (Note that the original orthography is kept in 

this quotation. The particles re and nTin line (iii) are both glossed by Snyman (c. 1975) as 

interrogative. ) 
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(29) Gwiilia zu n/wi dz'aa mi meri te !haa-u. 

[ ... ]Mi teni-se ha ko komtsa khweya 

Te !wa ha ko fuwa he re nI duwa 

[ ... ] \em n\wi zuwa to'a n:feu zi-tS'uwa 

(i) Gwiilia zu n/wi dz'aa mI 

Long.ago person some steal possPROlsg 

(ii) [ ... ]Mi teni-se ha ko 

men te !haa-u 

money CONN run-GO 

komtsa khwe-ya 

PROlsg carry-RETURN PR03 rdlsg KO commISSIoner place-a( compound?) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Te !wa ha ko zu-wa he re nI du-wa 

CONN tell PR03 rdlsg say person-REL DEMprox ? ? do-a(trans) 

[ ... ] \em n\wi zuwa to'a n4=e-u zi-tS'u-wa. 

day some person-REL that CAUS-GO "latrine"[Sn 1975]a (compound) 

'Long ago somebody stole my money and ran away. 

'[ ... ] I brought him back to the commissioner's place 

'and told him what this person had done. 

'[ ... ] someday that person ""111 go to jail. ' [Snyman 1970: 119] 

The topic in the fragment above is introduced first with indefinite specification, as zu n/Wi 

'someone' (ju n\uz), and is subsequently either substitutively referred to by means of the gender

specific anaphoric pronoun ha - line (ii) - or else is correlated with the previously mentioned 

referent by means of the demonstrative specifier he -line (iii) In the last line, the remote 

demonstrative - to'a - is chosen. (There are two different strands implicated in this discourse, 

since it is not only informational status that is being coded, but also the scope of reference. The 

speaker clearly has a specific individual in mind, but chooses to leave the range of possible 

referents open-ended - from the point of view of the other participant.) 
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Previously mentioned status in JU may also be indicated by pre-placement of the ordinary 

anaphoric pronouBS, where they then have a deictic function, as in the examples below from 

Dickens (2005: 63): 

(30) Ha dshilll 

(31) Ka !aihn 

'that (previously mentioned) woman' 

'that (previously mentioned) tree' 

Dickens further notes for Jul'hoan (2005: 61) that: 

'In subsequent mentions of [a] topic, it is usual to place II' a before the noun phrase and 

add the suffix -a (or in the plural -sa) .... ' 

He gave the following example: 

(32) lI'ama kU !aM 

li'a ju-a kli !aah 

DEM(?) person-REL Impfv run 

'The (that) person was running.' [Dickens 2005: 61] 

For the !U1languages, the remarks of Bleek (1939) have already been noted, concerning the use 

of a verb llna 'to stay' in the sense of a quasi-deictic 'yonder, there'. That this morpheme might 

also have been used for purposes of discourse deixis is less clear; but it nonetheless appears to 

have been used in a number of other capacities. For example, there are cases in the IXam texts 

where the function of Iina is ambiguous between that of a (directional) locative adverb and that of 

a limitative; while the following example shows an instance of Iina being used as an apparent 

existential copula: 
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(33) Ssi xa sse lI~koen tch\,leI) e llna !gwa:qxu 

Ssi xa sse Iina 

PRO 1 stplExcl NEG IRR look. at things RelPROIIpl BE. there 

!gwa:qxu 

sky-ku 

'We should not look at the things which are in the sky' [Specimens: 66-67] 

A verb of this general kind - meaning 'sit, stay' dwell' - seems to have occured across the Nluu 

spectrum. It was recorded by Bleek herself in III) !ke (ed. Guldemann 2000) and seems to have 

had affinities also with a :fKhomani verb used both as a main verb meaning 'stay with' or 

'BE. at' , and as a secondary verb with 'limitative' implication. Maingard (1937) commented on 

the :fKhomani form as follows: 

'An interesting extension of this ["double verb"] usage is to be found in the word lI~a, 

which still functions as a verb, e.g. ft111~a 7a, "I stay with you." When pointing to place, 

the speaker \\>111 say: ti lI~a, "there!" Further, lI~a is frequently a form of emphasis 

strengthening the previous statement. ' 

Here it is simply noted that the Namibian Khoekhoe lIan means 'live stay, dwell, reside'. 

As for the use of similar demonstrative morphemes in KHOE languages, Hagman (1977: 29; 38-

40) commented as below in reference to the proximal (ne) and distal (lina) deictic specifiers of 

Nama. (Note that his original orthography is preserved in the quotation.) 

'The word linaa is used much more frequently in Nama than is the word "that" in English 

and represents a much lower degree of deixis comparatively; we often have to translate 
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linda with the English article "the" though, then, the degree of deixis in the gloss will 

probably be too low. A certain indication of this low degree of deixis is the fact that IInCia 

may never be used contrastively with nee. For example, if there are two individuals, one 

nearby and one farther away, a speaker would never say *nee kxaep tSli IInCia kxOep to 

mean "this male person and that male person". He would say rather nee kxOep tSli nau 

kxaep. ' 

The deictic force of a further demonstrative nau similarly seems to weaken when it is used for 

purposes of discourse-internal reference. Hagman further noted (1977: 38-39) that he found nau 

- in a particular folktale - only occuring: 

'before a noun when one previously-mentioned character, whether present or not, is 

being contrasted with another. In that case, nee or linda occurs preceding the noun which 

denotes the most recently mentioned character, and nail before that which denotes a 

character mentioned yet earlier. ' 

(Concerning two other expressions often grouped with the demonstratives, Hagman noted that 

their functions can likewise only be adequately explained in terms of their inter-sentential roles. 

These are Ilkha, glossed by Haacke and Eiseb (2002) as '(self)same/ identical (of: one thing seen 

twice); similar/ identical (of: separate things)" and Inf, glossed by Haacke and Eiseb as 'other 

(unspecified pl.), another, an(y) alternative; some; some or other; a certain (unknown).' These 

will not be discussed here, since they can be placed into other categories on the basis of notional 

definitions. ) 

The question arises whether the (apparently deverbative) demonstrative IIna is genuinely 

common to the SAK languages as a whole, or whether one of the groups (or sub-groups) has 

merely adopted it. The fact that Vossen has been able to reconstruct this demonstrative for Proto-

Khoe (PK *na: > PKK *l1a; PKal *l1na) strongly suggests that this morpheme is at least an 

original part of the KHOE group. At the same time, the presence of a very similar morpheme in 

languages representing both the JU and !UI-T AA groups makes it seem likely that it is intrinsic 
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to the 'non-KHOE' languages as well. Apart from the distribution across JU and !UI-T AA, 

there is something non-trivial about the extent of this morpheme's 'embeddedness' within 'non

KHOE' languages, at least in the lUI branch, where it has a seemingly complete distribution 

throughout the southern dialects - as well apparent links to a verbal root which additionally has 

the role of a fairly basic grammatical element, both as a limitative of some kind, and also as a 

type oflocative existential copula. If the !UI languages had merely borrowed this term as a 

straightforward demonstrative, it seems unlikely that it would have either the verbal associations 

or this range of uses. 

Y.4.ii. Particularity ofreference: the role of specifiers - and other grammatical morphemes - in 

delineating aspects of singleness, uniqueness and identity. 

In the process of narrowing down the scope of reference of an expression, the specifiers 

inevitably introduce a degree of particularity. It is natural that deictic morphemes should play 

some part in this type of specification, but various degrees of narrowing may also be expressed, 

of course, by quantificational and sometimes actually enumerative specification, i.e. by means of 

morphemes with implications such as 'some or other one', 'any', 'one only', 'another (similar)', 

"another (different)" 'two the same', 'a few', 'many', 'each one', 'all', or 'the whole of.) It is 

perhaps not surprising, therefore, that the characterization of particular morphemes as 

demonstrative or quantifying may not always be clearcut. As noted earlier, for example, Hagman 

follows older authors such as Meinhof (1909: 61) and Rust (1965: 43) in analysing Nama Inf 

'some' as a demonstrative, although it is at least in notional terms an indefinite quantifier, 

implying 'some one or another' (much like such local Bantu stems as Ndonga -mwe, Zulu -nye 

or Tswana -nngwe).l 

Since 'particularity' may come down in some cases to an indication that the set of valid potential 

referents contains only a single member, natural quantifiers may coincide with terms for some of 

the lower order enumeratives, such as 'one' (cf. Ndonga -mwe, Zulu -nye and Tswana -ngwe). 

Even so, 'singleness' in itself does not automatically imply 'uniqueness', and further strategies of 

still more precise specification may be required if the latter is intended. 

This particular sense of unique (or sole) reference may intersect in tum with other categories of 

uniqueness or identity. For example, many languages have the morpho syntactic means (and 

sometimes the obligation) to refine certain aspects of the designated referent's role in the 
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situation, process or action -by indicating: co-identity with an already determined (i.e. previously 

mentioned) referent (cf. 'That selfsame man did it'); or the sole or comprehensive role of the 

referent (as in, 'He alone did it', or 'He did it all by himself). In reality these distinctions may 

well overlap (as even illustrated by the occurrence of the morpheme' -self in both of the English 

phrases). The same morphology may also feature in constructions used to express reflexive and 

reciprocal implications (as, for example, in English, which in the first case again uses '-self). 

Just as in the case of the English examples quoted, the morphemes used to express these diverse 

implications are not uncommonly seen to overlap in languages of Niger-Congo and Nilo

Saharan. For example, in certain languages of West Africa, up to four types of identity may be 

expressed, including reflexivity, reciprocity, and an 'emphatic reflexive' - often by means of a 

morpheme fairly transparently relatable to a noun meaning 'body,.2 A parallel usage is 

occasionally seen in Khoesan languages. (In the case of !X65, for example, Traill's dictionary 

entries show that 'Onana seems to mean both 'true' and 'body'.) 

In a few Bantu languages, morphemes meaning 'self or perhaps 'owner' (e.g. outcomes ofPB *

jene or *-mene) may be used for a similar purpose (cf. English 'very own self), but in addition 

even seem to have given rise occasionally to a distinct relative pronoun, and furthermore suggest 

a possible source of focus particles such as ne. (One or other of these roots is probably the source 

of south-western forms such as Ndonga -ene 'selfsame'.) In yet other languages, expressions 

meaning 'true, real' may be used for a similar purpose - cf. the English use of 'very' in 'that very 

same man'. Some languages alternatively use local periphrastic idioms; while, lastly, 

morphology is sometimes seen that is simply opaque. 

Not unexpectedly, a similar sheaf of strategies is available in Khoesan languages. In Namibian 

Khoekhoe, for example, the meaning 'same, selfsame' may be conveyed by the adjective IIkha, 

concerning which Hagman wrote (1977: 39) that: 

'It is used preceding a noun to emphasize that the referent of that noun is exactly the same 

as the referent of a noun which has occurred in a closely preceding sentence. ' 

It will be seen below that a very similar morpheme, with similar implications of identity, occurs 

in other SAK languages (even though it may take on slightly different functions). Lastly, Haacke 

and Eiseb note (2002: 194) that the enumerative 19ui 'one' may also be used as an adjective to 
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mean 'similar, identical, equal' (in much the same way that Bantu languages may use the 

equivalent morpheme, namely outcomes ofPB *-moi). 

The remainder of this discussion concern the use of specifiers (or other grammatical morphemes) 

to indicate some of the degrees of particularity sketched above. It will be appreciated that, for all 

of the reasons discussed above, it is not always possible to isolate a particular function (or 

grammatical category). 

Reflexives and reciprocals. 

KHOE. 

For the expression of reflexives and reciprocals, the KHOE languages make use of verbal 

extensions, which need not be further discussed here. (These have been reconstructed by Vossen 

(1997: 352-3) as: PK *-sani (> PkalK *-sani, PKK *-sen) for the reflexive, and PK *-ku for the 

reciprocal. ) 

Ju. 

In Jul'hoan, the reciprocal is expressed by a morpheme khoe, illustrated by Dickens (2005: 91) as 

follows: 

(34) Jti leU II'aitn khoe 

Jti kti lI'aitn khoe 

People Impfv fight RECIP 

'The people are fighting one another' [Dickens 2005: 91] 

The effect of the construction is to allow for the participation of different arguments in a role that 

has identity in relation to the predicate. 

On the other hand, refleXives in Jul'hoan are based on a morpheme rae 'self, illustrated by 

Dickens (2005: 89) as follows: 
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(35) Mi nlia mi I'ae 

Mi nlia mi 

PROl stsg 

'I mean myself 

(36) E kU sea ~ I'aesi ko spiri 

ku se-a 

rae 

self 

E 

PROlstpl Impfv look-a(trans) PROl stpl 

[Dickens 2005: 89] 

I'ae-si ko spiri 

self-pI KO mirror [< Afrik.] 

'We are looking at ourselves in the mirror.' [Dickens 2005: 89] 

The construction specifies identity of the 'subject' and 'object' arguments. 

The same morpheme may also be used, according to Dickens (2005: 90), to construct what he 

terms an 'emphatic refleXive pronoun' when it is combined with hit: 

(37) Mi I'aeha ua Tjum!kui 

Mi I'ae hit ua Tjlim!kUi 

PROl stsg self HA go-a(trans) Tsumkwe [place-name] 

'I myself went to Tsumkwe.' [Dickens 2005: 90] 

(38) !Aqekxao ho n!hoan I'aehasi 

!Aqe-kxao ho n!hoan rae-hit-si 

hunter find kudu self-HA-pl 

'The hunter found the kudus themselves.' [Dickens 2005: 90] 
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The implication here is of some particularity (or even uniqueness) of the intended referent, with 

an associated coding of identity (perhaps also on the basis of previous mention). 

It was noted earlier that it is not unusual, crosslinguistically, to find a 'dummy' term meaning 

'body' used for at least some of the inter-linking specifications described above. It is noteworthy 

that Dickens mentions an altemati ve way of expressing the type of' emphatic reflexive' 

implication, in a construction based on amid amilsi 'body/ 'bodies'. He gave the example: 

; !Aqekxao ho n!hoan amasi; 'The hunter found the kudus themselves.' 

Lastly, the adjective, I'ae (I'aesi in plural), mentioned above can also be used in the context of 

inter-sentential cross-reference. This usage is illustrated by Snyman (1970: 119) in the following 

extract - with original orthography retained in the quotation - which also shows the interplay with 

definiteness: 

(39) Komtsa !wa !'hwa he te ko 

ha teni-se rni meri 

te hakwe duo 

Gw~:j:'a Zuwa he I'e 

sete dz'aa Kx'ao lI'a peri 

te !hu ha te 'm ha. 

Komtsa !wa 

Cornrnisioner tell 

ha teni-se 

!'hwa 

man 

PR03rdlsg carry-RETURN 

te ha kwe 

CONN PR03rdlsg thus 

he te ko 

DEMprox CONN say 

Ill1 men 

possPR01sg money 

du 

do 
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TAA. 

GwtJ.:f'a zu-wa he 

Yesterday person-REL DEMprox 

sete dz'aa Kx'ao-II'a pen 

agam steal Kx'ao-Assoc goat 

te !hu ha te 

CONN kill PR03rdIlsg CONN 

'The Commissioner told this man and said 

'he must return my money 

'and he did so. 

'Yesterday this selfsame person 

'again stole Kx'ao's goat 

'and killed it and ate it. ' 

I'e [ rae] 

selfsame 

'm 

eat 

ha. 

PR03 rdIIsg 

Snyman 1970: 119] 

Here it will simply and briefly be noted that, for the reciprocal implication in !X60, Traill 

recorded (1994: 117) the regular use of Ilqh6e '-self. It seems notable that Nama has an 

adjective lIae-tsi (with a synonym, ama), which may be used to impart a sense of 'true, real, 

genuine' (Haacke and Eiseb (2002: 8, 229). It seems worth further mentioning, in view of earlier 

comments, that II 'de in Khwe means 'owner, master' - just as does lI'ae, lI'alin !X65. (It is 

possible, however, given the closeness of the Khwe and !X65 forms, that borrowing accounts for 

at least some of these distributions.) 
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!UI. 

As concerns the reflexive implication in lUI, it most commonly seems to be expressed by means 

of an ordinary pronoun. (For example, Maingard noted (1937) in connection with lKhomani 

that: 'the personal pronoun is merely repeated, e.g. na In~ ll..'I see me'.) 

As far as presence of a grarnmaticalized reciprocal construction is concerned, the evidence is not 

altogether consistent. Maingard (1937) reported for lKhomani the use of !koi following the 

object pronoun, glossing it 'this'. His material included the following examples: 

(40) Ca lkami i !koi 

Ca lkam-i !ko-i 

PR01 stplExcl strike-? ? RECIP-? 

'We beat each other' [Maingard 1937] 

(41) Ca Ikx7a i !koi 

Ca !ko-i 

PR01 stplExcl shoot ? RECIP-? 

'We kill each other. ' [Maingard 1937] 

(It will be recalled that Jul'hoan expresses a reciprocal by means of a verbal extension, -khoe.) 

In IXam, however, the indication of a reciprocal relation more often seems to be associated with 

the use of an expression Ika-g~n, which seems to have a meaning 'same, like' at its heart, though 

it was glossed by Dorothea Bleek (1956) as a plural noun meaning 'women, females, 

companions, mates'. In the example, below, it is indeed used almost substantively, with the 

second instance of the pronoun being interpretible as possessive: 
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(42) Hi Iku !haue hI Ikag~n 

lku !hau-e hI Ika-g~n 

TA visit-? PR03rdlpi same-? 

'They visit their like.' [< 'one another'] [Specimens: 300-1] 

The following example, however, seems to express a more clearly regularized reciprocal 

construction: 

(43) Ihulhu ha Ine !k.-we!kwella hi lka-g~n 

Ihulhu ha Ine !kwe-!kwe-lia lka-g~n 

Baboons Past TA look[redup]-GO same-? 

'The baboons looked at one another' [Specimens: 27] 

This morpheme would seem to be a plausible contender for cognacy with the JU I'Ge discussed 

above. Nonetheless, the picture in IXam is complicated by the presence of two morphemes that 

both suggest themselves as potential affines for the reflexive and other inter-related morphemes 

seen in SAK languages. The following items may be mentioned: 
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Fig.V.H. Morphemes across the SAK languages with implications pertaining to identity or sole 

participation. 

gloss, KHOEKHOE KALAHARI JU TAA lUI 
function 

'self, Ilkha lka (?) 
selfsame' 

'owner, lI'ae lI'ae 
master' 

'true' lIae-tsi, ama 

body arm! 
REFL * -sani [verb ext) *-sani I'ae 

RECIP IIqhae lka 
'do.ofself lie (? < lIani) 

Specifying a sale or comprehensive role. 

The additional morpheme shown at the bottom of the column for IXam seems to express a 

familiar subset of the often overlapped implications described above, but more particularly 

indicates that an action or process is self-instigated by the principal (and sale) role-player. The 

IXam expression III was glossed as 'to do oneself by Dorothea Bleek (who added that, in 

combination with a following noun, it could also mean 'one's own'). The example below was 

provided by her, but is requoted from the original text: 

(44) !k7wa: IIgait:}n 11£ hiI) ui 

11£ hi-I) U-I 

hartebeest shoulder-? Y.ofself PR03rdIIsg-? arise-? 

'The hartebeest's shoulder arose by itself' [Specimens: 2-3) 
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It will be recalled that a similar role may be played in Jul'hoan by the reflexive morpheme I'M; 

while in Kalahari Khwe, as exemplified by Khwe, it is the reflexive verbal extension-can (~-cen) 

« PK *-sani) that fulfils the same function. For the present, it is simply noted that the use of 

such morphemes may ultimately be better interpreted in the context of an ergative system. In the 

case of the lXam examples, the function of lie (? < /lani) appears to be to cancel the possibility of 

any incongruous implication of volition or imposed action, on the part of the inanimate 

'shoulder'. This aspect of the syntax of !VI (and other Khoesan languages) cannot be explored 

further here, but is the subject of planned future investigation. 

Implications of a sale or comprehensive role are commonly expressed in Bantu languages by 

means of a quantitative pronominal stem with exclusive implication. (One of these forms was 

tentatively reconstructed by Meeussen (1967) as PB *-nka 'alone', but it is not certain that the 

diverse forms found in Bantu languages of the southern region are always direct reflexes of this 

particular root. Tswana has a possible outcome in the quantitative stem -si 'only, alone', but 

there is no active equivalent left in Sotho (Doke and M (p. 116), while Kgalagadi and Tswana use 

the enumerative -(n)gwe 'one'. The Nguni languages generally reserve their enumerative stem-

nye to express an indefinite 'one, some' - while introducing -dwa (? < PB *-tua' finish' or *-tu-

'alone, empty, vain') for the exclusive implication.) 

The overall complexity of the picture is deepened by the possibility that the exclusiveness of the 

referent's role may be indicated by expressions which are (in formal terms) modifers of the verb 

rather than the noun, and hence are adverbial. (Cf. 'He did it alone' versus 'Only he did it'.) In 

addition, a sole or comprehensive role may sometimes be conveyed by the same morphology 

used to express co-identity. 

In Namibian Khoekhoe, there is a small and heterogeneous set of morphemes which may be 

considered to supply implications of this general kind, although, insofar as they are used post

nominally, they do not seem to conform to the standard pattern of specifiers in the head-final 

KHOE languages. In a few cases they even appear to be fully adverbial. (It is for this reason that 

they have been dubbed 'modifiers' for purposes of this discussion.) They include the following, 

where the meanings are those supplied by Haacke and Eiseb (2002): 
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Fig.V.12. Morphemes in Namibian Khoekhoe with implications of sole participation. 

:f:hani 'self, only, alone; precise, exact, the very' 

:f:a (:f:unu) 

aitsama 

'my-/your-lhim-/her-litself, our-/your-/themselves; exactly' 

'-self, in person, personally' 

The bare glosses on their own do not quite make it clear whether the morphemes in question 

indicate a co-referentiality, or sole involvement of a referent in a particular process or 

circumstance. However, :f:hani seems to code an exclusive or sole role (as in 'We did it all by 

ourselves, on our very own, alone'). This word is labelled an adjective by Haacke and Eiseb 

(2002), who mention that it is now rare, having been superseded by :f:u(nu). (The slight 

resemblance of:f:hani to the IXam lie (? < Ilani) mentioned above can only be noted.) 

Of:f:a (:f:unu), Haacke and Eiseb note (2002: 383) that it is used in apposition, as in:. 

(45) Sa-ts tU-ts go di. 

Sa-ts 

PROInc1-2ndmsg 

:f:il-ts go di. 

SELF-2ndrnsg Past do 

'Y ou yourself did it. [Don't accuse others.] [Haacke and Eiseb 2002: 383] 

This example illustrates the potential for overlapping with the indication of co-referentiality. 

Although the Khoekhoegowab expression is translated here by means of the reflexive in English, 

the actual implication seems to be closer to that of an 'emphatic reflexive', and the phrase 'You 

did it - your very own self - might alternatively be glossed 'You alone did it'. (Haacke and 

Eiseb mention also that a derived form IUlUsa can be used as an appositional adjective following 

the noun, to mean 'the very, genuine; in person'.) 
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Meinhof(l930) recorded a post-nominal morpheme !'u in lOra, which he suggested was the 

counterpart of the Nama :fU, giving the following example: 

(46) llna Ilkx'ai-b !'u-b 

IIna IIkx'ai-b !'u-b 

DEM time-3rdmsg SELFSAME-3rdmsg 

'at the very same time' [Meinhof 1930: 46] 

Note to sentence (46). In the same paragraph, Meinhof also mentions a lOra adjective 

IIxa 'the same', which may be used in similar contexts. 

If the morpheme:#1 (and possibly !'u) may be assumed to have an underlying meaning such as 

'alone' or 'sole', then it is not stretching things too far to suggest that it extends into the semantic 

range of words meaning 'one'. It is possible, therefore, that it is related to the morpheme seen as 

the base of the Khoekhoegowab ordinal expression :furo 'first' (notwithstanding the difference in 

the click accompaniment). Finally, it would also seem to be relatable to the morpheme :fu-a, 

used in !X65 to express both' one' and 'alone'. 

Specifiying uniqueness of an intended referent. 

It was noted at the start of this sub-section that the essential equivalence of some of the cross

SAK items may not become apparent until they have been given a characterization in terms of 

their function (or underlying meaning) rather than their formal status. An example of this, 

concerning Khoesan expressions for 'one', is given next. 

Ju I'hoan, as as described by Snyman (c. 1975; 1970) has: 

* an enumerative -nje'e 'one, single', in compounds, e.g zu-nje'e 'one person' 

* an indefinite quantifier -nlui, 'one, a certain, next', in compounds, e.g zu-nlui 

'someone' 
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* a 'co-identificational' specifier I'ae [ I'e] 'self, selfsame' 

All three items pattern as 'true descriptives', in the sense that they do not require the nouns they 

qualify to be suffixed in 'relative -a'. (This fact might be taken to confirm that at least these non

Khoe specifiers do not have a verbal origin; but it might equally point simply to their fully 

grammaticalized status.) 

The question of potential affines for these terms is not a little complicated by the presence in 

KHOE of an indefinite morpheme, such as the Nama Inf (and PKal *lni) 'some' which seems to 

be the logical counterpart of Jul'hoan's indefinite nlui. However, the enumerative 'one' in 

KHOE is reconstructed as *Iui for Proto-Kalahari and Proto-Khoe as a whole, and it seems a 

strong possibility that this is the true morphological affine for Jul'hoan's nlui. It has already been 

suggested, furthermore, that KHOE demonstratives of the kind arising from PK *le (> PKK *ne; 

PKal *lne) 'this' are possibibly affines of the JU I'ae [I'e] 'self, selfsame'. 

In these terms, the following sets could be proposed: 

Fig.V.13. Preliminary set of possible KHOE-JU matches for some words meaning 'one'. 

KHOE JU 

one PK, PKAl *Iui nlui one (indef) 

one (indef.) PKal *'InI nle'e one 

this here (def.) PK *'Ie, PKK *ne, PKal*'lne) rae [ I'e] selfsame 

V.5. Conclusion. 

The discussion in the preceding sections has provided the background motivation for the sets of 

potential affines presented in the Main Tables for this chapter. These series suggest the existence 
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of cross-SAK similarities both 'horizontally', i.e. across the possible syntagmatic sequence of 

demonstrative, quantifying and descriptive specifiers, as well as 'vertically', i.e. within each 

paradigmatic set of category options. Items placed in parentheses are uncertain members of a 

series - either because they seem to be fairly transparent loans, or else because it is not entirely 

clear (from a phonetic or semantic point of view) that they can be legitimately proposed as part of 

a particular sequence. (It is not denied that one or two of the proposed series may in the end 

prove untenable. It will only be possible to detect these after the establishment of 

correspondence regularities.) 

The fact that the first two categories of specifiers are intrinsically closed sets, while the set of 

descriptive (i.e. qualitative) specifiers has been constrained by a number of conditions (as 

previously outlined) makes these cross-SAK resemblances all the more telling. Lastly, it seems 

notable that there appears to be a near 'full-house' of candidate cross-SAK affines for the 

exhaustive list of colour terms. The semantic fields covered by the descriptive specifiers are set 

out below. 

Fig.V.14. List of semantic themes for which comparative series of descriptive specifiers are 

presented. 

Theme Related meanings PK PK gloss 

BIG big, adult, full-grown, PK *kai big 
great, fat, thick, PK(K) *1u, PKal *!nu far 
wide, far, 

PKK *gaxu (be) long far, tall, long, high, deep 
PKal *!ao (be) long 

SOFT soft, yielding, spongy, PK(K), Pkal *tham soft 
light, easy PK, PKK, Pkal *subu light, easy 

HARD hard, onerous, difficult, PK, PKal *!adi hard 
strong, stout 

SMALL little, short, PKal *lIom short 
young, new, weak, 

PKK *\a small new, fresh, 'green', 
thi~ narrow, sharp PKal *kx70a new 

PK, Kal *ts7ai, PKK *\x7ai sharp 

DARK black, PK *=t=Nu, PKK *ru, PKal black 
bec. dark, evening 
night, *=t=nu 

[cold, cool, shade] PKAL *thu night 

HOT hot, wann, PK, PKK *\7ai fire 
fire, 

(be) dry dry, shrivelled PKal *\70, *lIxo 
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SICK sick, PKal *:j:i (be) sick 
tired 

PKal *tsa (be) sick 
DEAD die (PK(K), PKal *1170 die 

SOUR sour, PI<, PKal *tsadu sour 
bitter, 

PI<, PKal *kx 7au bitter 
salty 

PKK *j7u salt (n.) 

PLEASING good, right, *1-· .at good, right 
sweet, pleasant, beautiful, PKal *t70n(i) good, beautiful 
becoming, seemly, 

be suitable, clean, pure, holy, PK *kx7anu (v) 
smooth, polished, becoming 

straight, orderly, neat 

SUITE OF white, PKal *Pu white 
COLOUR 
TERMS 

white, cream *xoe IPKalKllBantu?l white 
young, fresh, 'green' 
pale yellow, green, blue 
('vaal') 
egg-yellow, cream 
yellow 
orange, yellow, brown 
colour term - blue, green 
dark, dusky 
dark brown, black 
red-brown 
red 
roan, chestnut, 4noa [PKalK PWK] red, brown 
blue-grey, mauve 

NOTES. 

1. The indefinite sense of 'one' easily shades into meanings such as 'some', or 'other', and Bantu 

enumeratives such as the Nguni -nye or Sotho-Tswana -ngwe are often used in this sense, as in 

the Xhosa proverb, Intaka yakha ngoboya bezinye 'A bird builds with the feathers of others' (i.e 

'No man is an island'). However, in some of the south-western Bantu languages, it seems that 

equivalent enumeratives such as -mue (or -mwe) 'one' in Kwanyama, are more commonly taken 

to imply 'another (different)" or as Tobias and Turvey explain (1954: 128), 'persons unknown or 

new to the speaker or hearer'. The sense of 'another (different), is conveyed in Zulu by the 

enumerative stem -mbe. In several of the south-western languages, when it is intended to express 

'other (same)', i.e. in reference to 'persons already known to the speaker or hearer', the 
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pronominal stem used is -kuao (or -kwao). In Ndonga, which also has the enumerative stem

mwe for 'one', the two senses of 'other' are expressed by -lwe and -kwao. (It is not impossible 

that this -lwe (recorded in Herero by Brincker as -arue) is directly cognate with the Nguni -nye, 

and that both descend from some other root than either -mwe or-ngwe.) The sense of 'another 

(different)' is conveyed in Zulu by the enumerative stem -mhe (which may well be the true 

counterpart of Kwany ama -mwe). In Tswana, the counterpart of -mbe is probably the 

enumerative -pe, which Cole noted (1975: 151) tends to be translated much like -ngwe as 

'another, other'. Cole preferred to gloss it it 'any, some', and commented that since it is almost 

always used in negative sentences - with meanings such as 'not .. any', the enumerative pe itself 

is often interpreted as a negative particle. The same stem is used as the base of an adverbial 

expression, gape 'again'. 

2. Concerning a range ofKwa languages, for example, Awoyale (1986) discusses the use of such 

an element in the absolute reflexive, the reciprocal, an emphatic reflexive (e.g. 'I myself), and a 

'genitival reflexive' (e.g. 'my own'). The following table represents an extract from some of this 

data, illustrating the absolute reflexive only. In each case, the element translatable as 'body' is 

followed by the appropriate possessive pronoun: 

Figure illustrating the use of a morpheme meaning 'body' to express an 'absolute reflexive in 

selected K wa languages, after Awoyale (1986). 

a. YORUBA. (ara = 'body') 

'myself ara rru 'our- ara wa 
selves' 

'yourself aran:: 'your- araym 
selves' 

'itlhiml ara r8 'them- ara won 
herself selves' 

b. IGBO. (onw£' = 'body') 

'myself onw8 m,! 'our- ' -onW8 anyl 
selves' 

'yourself ' . 'your- ' , onW8 g;t onW8 unu 
selves' 

'itlhiml 
, 

'them- onw8 ha onW8 ya 
herself selves' 
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c. URHOBO. (oma = 'body') 

'myself ' , / 'our- ' , / omam£ omar£ 
selves' avwan::-

'yourself omaw8 'your- ' , / 

omar£ 
selves' owiivwii 

'itlhimJ ' , / 'them- ' , / oma r£ oma r£ 
herself 8]1e selves' a]1e 

d. BASSA-NGE. (nimi = 'body') 

'myself nimi 
, 

'our- nimi i m 
selves' 

'yourself nimi 0 'your- nimi e 
selves' 

'it/him! nimi 
~ 'them- nimi a u 

herself selves' 

Conclusion to the overall section on cross-SAK structural affinities. 

The assembled affinities in the two chapters of this section suggest, firstly, a likely unity of the 

JU and !UI-T AA languages. The grounds for this working hypothesis are: an apparently 

common repertoire of similar basic grammatical morphemes, verb extensions, and verbs used 

with a grammatical function in multi-verb constructions (throughout each category of typical use 

for such constructions, such as the expression of modality, tense and aspect; or the expression of 

locative existential and directional locative implications). The same unity is suggested by 

similarities in the inventories of morphemes used with the various functions of specifiers. 

Evidence of correspondence patterns across these groups - already suggestive of this unity - has 

previously been provided by Honken (1998), as discussed in an earlier chapter. Secondly, on 

consideration of the same factors listed above, the impression of a probable unity involving the 

JU and !UI-TAA languages extends to inclusion of the KHOE languages in a likely scenario of 

overall unity for the SAK languages. 

Stage I therefore concludes with the adoption, as a working hypothesis, of the likelihood of SAK 

unity. The remaining parts of this work - in Stage II - will attempt to provide corroborative 

evidence for this hypothesis. 
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MAIN TABLES FOR CHAPTER V. 

Main Table [VII. Cross-SAK specifiers of a deictic nature, plus terms that may be used to clarify aspects of particularity and identity (as discussed in the text). 

KHOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E Kalahari JU TAA !UI lUI 
gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK; Ju I'hoon, !X60 IXam,IID!ke, ~Khomani 

PKK Dama, +; 'Cl' PWK,PEK Central & 
lOra Northern !XUI) 

~Ul)kwe 

that *TIa: [PK]: llna [N]; nlla [Naro-Ea]; *TIna la'n - We 'there' IIna [IXam], IIl)a [Kho-M] 

*TIa [PKK] llna [lOra] nllaa [khwe] [PKaIK] [!X60], 
IIna [IID-!ke] 

this, that "]e[PK]: ne [N]; Inee [Nar-Vi]; "]ne [PKaIK] 17M [Fe] ? (Ifi 'be at' Ike [IXam], 

*ne [PKK] [he] [!Ora] nje-e, njIT [Khwe] [!X60]) ?(lIne-a [III) ike]) 

same IIkhii [N]; Ilxa- 'another ? (!giihn'n Ika- [IXam] 

IIxa [lOra] (same)' [!X60]) 

-self, real, 117ae-ts"' IIx'ae'selffNar- 1'7ae 'self Ilqhae '-self ? (lie, Ilei, III 
true, own 

Ba]] [reflex] (recip.) [!X66] [ IXam]) [liaetsi] [N] 

'true' [[Jul'hoan, 

Di] 
owner 117ae [Khwe] l17iie, IFiiI ? (lie [ IXamj) 

self, (body?) ai-tsama ama 'Oniihi'i 
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Main Table [V]2. Cross-SAK specifiers of a quantifying nature (as discussed in the text). 

KHOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E Kalahari JU TAA !UI lUI 
gloss PK: Nama, Dama, +; Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKalK; Ju I'hoan, !X66 IXam, IID!ke, ofKhomani 

I 
PKK lOra PWK,PEK Central & 

Northern 
ofUIJkwe 

!XilIJ 

one *Iui [PK] lui [ Igui] [Nama]; lUi [Nar-Vi]; *Iui [PKalK] n!ui -

lui [lOra] lui [Khwe] 

alone, one, of7uUn [=!:ill (oftinu) of711-a [!X66], 
sale 

'selfsame' ffi-u [ I' Auo] 
ofuuro [ofgiirO] 

'first' [N] 
some (indef.) Ini [N]; 17ee [Nar-Ba] "1m [PKaIK] nIe'e [n!ee] - ? (lie-tn 'einige' 
one 

Ini [!Ora] [ofUIJ]) 

one, each, ? (ue, we(a) !oe [S6], ? (!kwa:i IIkoe 
every one 

[Nar-Ba]) !kw7e [S5] [ IXam]) 
[ofKho-M] 

Ilkwe [S2], 

70e [ofUIJ]' 

all, the whole hoa [N]; k6( -a)-ka-(x)a hii-se [!Xill)- kao ka'a l!X60] ku: [IXam] 
of hora-ka [lOra] . [Khwel N] 
many, much, *kai [PK] kM [Nama]; kM lNar-Ba], ofhai !xli [S6], Ikwai-ya 
great Kai l!Ora] kai-sa [Nar-Vi] 

[ Jul'hoan], 
!xai [85] 

[ IXam], 

ofhai, ofhi !nai, !nei [IIIJ!ke] 

[ !XilIJ-C] !nain [ofUIJ] 

much, all, kari-si [C I] lIali >lllat:i] !kerri, !ke-!ke-
great 

[!X66j, tt~n [pI] [ IXam], 

IIkari lS5] late [ofUIJ] 
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Main Table [V)3. Cross-SAK specifiers of a descriptive nature. 

KHOE Khoekhoe W Kalahari E Kalahari JU TAA !UI 

gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe IIie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X66 IXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !XUI] 

!Ora =HJIJkwe 

BIG 
many, much, *kai [PK] kai [Nama]; kai [Nar-Ba]; :fhai [Jul'hoan], !xai [S6j, Ikwai-ya [ IXam], 
great kai [lOra] kai-sa [Nar-Vi] !xai [S5] 

!nai, !nei [IIIJ!ke] :fhai, :fhi [!XuIJ-C] 

!nain [:fUIJJ 

big till [:fgui] !kui:ja [ IXam], 

[N] 'many' ? (!go: [ IID!ke)) 

fat lIui-sa IlUii 'be big, of Ilku-wa [IXam], 

[Nama] thgs, animals' IIk'wi:ja [ IID!ke] 
[Khwe]; 

nllgui, 111m 'be 

fat' of persons' 
[Khwe] 

great, big :fn!.lbe [Nar-Vi] n!a'a [Jul'hoan], 'linahi'i 'be fat' 
!na:a 'fat' [Nl] [!X66] 

n!a'a, nlla'a 

[!XUIJ-C], 

nllii'a [!XuIJ-NJ 
(--..----------- f-----~- ---- - ----.----~ +------------ -_ .. _-- ----- ----- ---------- - ----------_._- -~--------

thick !nau, Ilau tsau [Nar-Vi], :fkhau Ilkx'au [:fUIJ] 

[Nama] 'large'[CI] 
fat, broad kau-sa -tJau l C2]; tsang, s~ng tsroo'long' 

[Nama] 
cao 'be broad' [Ju!'hoan], 

('broad' liH) 
[!X66] 

[Khwe] tilang [!XUIJ-C]' 
tsang l!XuIJ-N] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe I Iie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X65 IXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !XUI) 

lOra :fUl)kwe 

long, tall, !nao-sa lao [Nar-Vi); "'!ao '(be) Ihau [N3]; tshao'long' 
high [Nama] kyao [Khwe] long' [PKalKj 

fao [!Xul)]-HH 
(' broad' HH) 

1!X65] 
long, tall, far, ·gaxu '(be) ga(i)xu g:fu'i 'height, ? (lIqai 'be far 
high, deep long' [Dama]; 

distance' away' [!X65]) 
[PKK] gaxu [lOra] 

[Jul 'hoanl, 

g:fiiiig'ng 'height, 

distance' [!Xil1J-C]' 
n!a'i [!Xul)-N] 

long, far -
la: [ IID!ke] *xu 'far, distant' ? (lIqai 'be far 

[Snl, away' [!X65]) 

:fxana 'long' [N3] 

far *"lu !nti [Nama]; !nuu [Nar-Vi]; "'!nu [PKaIK] 

[PK: PKK] !nu, !nu-sa 
nguu [Khwe] 

[!Oral 
long, tall, IGona 'long, tall, ! xo: 'tall' [S 1], 
deep 

deep' [!X65l, 
!xo:wa 'long, tall' 

Inu:a [ I' Auo] 
[S2] 

SOFT 
soft, ·tham [PK: tsam(-ra) tham-ka, "'tham :fAma [N2] 
yielding, PKK] [Namaj nam-nam [PKaIK] 
spongy [Nar-ViJ; 

t------~--
tha.m [Khwe] 

f--~~---t-------------~--- --------
soft tcaa [Khwe] tx'ii 'soft', tx'am t'ai:n 'soft' [SI] 

'soak, bec. soft' 
[Sn] 

easy, soft, *subu [PK: suwu tfu 'light' [C2] *subu fo [NIl, tOh'm, dtsh6 'm, 
light PKK] [PKalK] [!X65] 

fwi'light' [N2] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X66 IXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !XU!) 

lOra *U!)kwe 

light lIuwu,lIhopu cuvuu [Khwe] khoboi [CI] 116h'm (kil) 

'fragile' [!X60] 
[Nama] 

HARD 
hard, strong "'!adi [PK] !ari [!gari] g*eri [Nar-Ba], karie [CI] "'!adi [PKalK] !iu'l'ng [!XU!)-N] Ivern-ya [ IXam] 

[N] !ari-xa [Nar-Vi] 

hard, strong, lai-sa [ Igai- !x'ai-!x'ai kx'ai 'be brave' _!nai [S2] 
stout 

sa] [Nama]; 
[Nar-Vi] 

[Sn] 

lai,I'ai-sa 
[lOra] 

SMALL 
short !nuwu 110m [Nar-Vi]; "'110m [PKaIK] !oma [Sn] 

[Nama]; 
110m [Khwe] 

*1ubu, lnubu 

[lOra] 
little, small, "'Ia [PKK] Faa [Iii] Ikai'thin' k~'i 'young, green, t'ai!) [Sl] 
young 

[Nama] [Nar-Ba] small' [Sn] 
'new, young' 

young, fresh, tsai [Nar-Vi], IIgai-tfu hill 'young, green, dz~i, [!X60] Ikain-ya [IXam], 
'green' haini [C2]; 

[CI] 
small' [8n] 

cf. IlhaT [Khwe] 
COLOURS 

new, young I'il-sa[ las a] Ix'aa-Ix'ana'thin' Iqhaii (kV) IIka:!) [ IXam] 

[Nama]; [Sn] [!X65] 

I'ii-sa [lOra] 

new, young, Inge [Nar-Vi] ?(dwee ze, zaqi [D], Iqhee (ke) 'fresh, *e [S2] 
weak [CI]) dze [!XfiI)-C], raw' [!X65] 

dze [!Xu!)-N] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khw~ Hie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, C~ntral !X65 IXam, IID!k~, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & North~m !XUI) 

lOra *Ul)kwe 

YOlmg, *kham *kaba [S6] 
green, 

[Nama]; 
immature 

Ixam~ham 

[lOra] 
new, young loa [Nar-Vi] ; *kx1oa Opwa-i [\'Auo] -Opwa 

kx'6a [Khwe], [PKaIK] 
-lx'6a [Khwe] 

small, *khari Ixare 'thin' ts'e-ma [JuI'hoan], *eri, ts'ere, *eni 
narrow, thin 

[Nama] [Nar-Ba] 
ts'e-ma, g'e-ma [SI], 

Ix'are [Nar-Vi] [!XUI)-C] , *enni [ IXam], 

ts'e-ma, is'e-ma, Ikxre, [82] 

ts'ere-ma [!Xi1I)-N] 

thin, narrow, 11Ui[ lui] lu'i [Sn] 11lii [sg], lwiri [SI] 
long 

[Nama]; Iq'an-ta [pi] 
I'iii [!Oral [!X65l 

!sharp 
1--- - ------

tsi: [SI] PK, Kal Faa ts'ee [Nar-Vi], si'i [!X65] 
*ts1ai, PKK 

[ la][Nama]; tc'££ [Khwe] 
*lx1ai 

Ikx'a-Ikx'a 

[!Oral 
-~-e---------e------- -- I-- ----

thin, hollow, *awa-sa gllaba [Nar-Ba] z~m [Sn] Hlba [sg], 
lean 

[*gaba] :j:1ao [pI], 

[Nama] dz~ba-ta [!X65] 

weak *khawu-sa k'am-ka g*am 'scrawny' 

[N] [Nar-Ba], [Sn] 
!abu [Nar-ViI 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK; PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X60 IXam,IID1ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !XUI) 

lOra i'UIJkwe 

DARK 
night tsuxu-b thUll-XU *thu [PKaIKJ 

[Nama] [Nar-Vi]; 
thM [Khwe] 

dark, night i'nuu [Nar-ViJ; d3unje -3::J: [NI] Inj)e 'night' ? Uho [SI]), 

ni'gu(-kyao 'be 'dark' [Cl] [!X65] ? (!k::Je [S2]) 

dark' [Khwe] 
black, also *:fNu [PK]: i'nu ni'Ull [Nar-Vi]; *:fnu [PKalK] zo, dzo [Juj'hoan], 
COLOUR 

[Nama+]; dzo [!XuI)-C], 
*:fn [PKK] ni'gu [Khwe] 

dzo [!XuIJ-N] 
i'nu-!nu 

[lOra] 
dark rhowo 'bec. ? ( Iguu !oill [Nar- ? (igu: [Nl] ) tolla 'be dark' 

dark' [Nama] Vi]), [!X6a] 

Inu:ba [C2] 

bec. dark, !khae 'bec. gat 'black' (rare) haie [Cl] g*x'a, h'a, 'faU qMe 'dusk', IIga: 'night' 
late dark' [Nama] [Nar-Ba], dt'kx'ai 'dark' 

[SI,2], 
_gai [C2]; 

Wae [Jul'hoan], [!X65J 

(g)*x'a(a) [!XuIJ-
llii 'night' [i'UIJ] 

i'gii, h'i [Khwe] 
C], h'a [!XuIJ-N] 

[cold, cool, !khai *xi, i'kxe i'e'u [Sn] IIkhlli 'shade' [ 
shade] [Nama]; 

[Nar-Ba], IID!keJ !xai [!Ora-E] 
!xai [Nar-Vi], 
ngyei 'be cool' 
[Khwe] 

HOT 
fire [n.] *j7ai 17 ae- [ lae-s] 17ee [Nar-Vi]; da'a [Juj'hoan], 17aa [!X65], Ii [SI,2l, 

[PK: PKK] 17e [Khwe] cia' a [!Xi1I]-C], Ii [I' Auo] Ii [i'UIJ] 
da'a [!XuI)-N] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X66 IXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !Xfu) 

lOra :fUIJkwe 

hot, warm Fee [Nar-Vi]; :fkee [CI] (ti'Oli[SIJ; 

tcil1i [Khwe] lIal [:fUIJ] 

fire [n.] :f-hubi-b g:fqhfun 'without 

[Nama] flames' [!X651 
hot, warm :fkx'ummi khui [Jul'hoanJ, kfibi [!X66] 

[lOra] khui [!XUIJ-C], 
khui [!XUIJ-N] 

hot IIkh6a-sa IIxoa 'of food' gohba [!X65] ? (lIko:_na: [S2]) 

[Nama] [Nar-Vi] 
dry, hard, ? (lkhuru 1766 [Nar-Vi] Iko [CI] *J70, *lIxo 0'60 'dry out' ? (k"~ro-kn [SI]), 
withered [N]); [PKalK] [!X05] k"o: [S2] 

1'0 [lOra] 

dry IIxo [Khwe] IIjJa 'dry out' IlkQ-k~n, Ilko-wa 

[!X65] [IXam] 
Ilk"om 'dry' 

ll'Auo] 

SICK 
sick, ill 17ae-sen :fii [Nar-Vi] tjii [CI] *:fi lPKalK] Ix'ae 'illness' IIkai lS5] 

[ lae(sen)sa] Jui'hoan], 
[Nama]; Ix'ae l !XUIJ-C], 
Fai-(s~n)-xa 

:fii 'illness' 
[lOra] 

[ !XuIJ-N] 
sick, ill tsaa lNar-Vi]; *tsa [PKaIK] tJa [NI] tal) [SI], 

tcaa [Khwe] tal) [S2] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X66 IXam, IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !XUl) 

lOra 4oUl)kwe 

be sick, tired Ikhui IIk'uia [Nar-Ba], IIkwi [NI], IUni-ni 'illness' Iku: [SI] 
'bec.sick' 

Ilk'wia [C2] kwi [N2] [!X60] 
[Nama] 

DEAD 
dead *1170 ('die') 11706 hiilln 11M [Nar-Ba], *1170 ('die') 7Ingo'die, Ikii-ka [ IXam] 

[PK: PKK] [110 hal 11766 [Nar-Vi] [PKaIK] euph.' [IX66] 

jNama] 
SOUR 
sour *tsadu [PK] tStlU 'sour, salty' *tsadu ta'u (ka) 'bitter' 

[Nar-Vi]; 
[PKalK] 

[!X60] 
tcem [Khwe] 

bitter * kx7 au 7au [Nama] kx'au [Nar-Vi]; *kx7au qa'u 'salty' Ilk'ao-wa [SI] 

[PK] kX'ell [Khwe] [PKaIK] [!X65] 

bitter xana [Nar-Vi] qa'na'salt' IIxiira ? [ IXam] 

[!X60] 
salt(y) *J7u [PKK] :PM-x!! [=1==0- n409i'salty' !n::lb 'salt' [S6] -40ko: 'salt' [SI] 

('salt') xa] [Nama]; [Jul'hoan] 
17u-17ll-sa, 

4okx'o-xa-sa 

[lOra] 
PLEASING 
good, right *!ai lain [!gai] !ai [Nar-Ba], *!ai PKalK !aisi [Sn], qai [!X65], 7wai:i [SI] 

[PK: PKK] [Nama]; kyai [Khwe] , kai, kTI [!Xilr)-C], 40kai [ I' Auo] 
!ai [lOra] kxije- kxije [Nar- kai [!XUl)-N] 

Vi] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK; PWK, Ju J'hoan, Central !X60 JXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !Xfu] 

lOra *UIJkwe 

sweet, nice, t'ue lNar-Ba] *t7on(i) J'hom [JuJ'hoan], Jqh6h'o 'sweet, 
good, 

J\'16 [Nar-Vi); [PKaIK] t'Ol [NI], 
pleasant' , 

beautiful 
Okx'um 

t'6n [Khwe] J'hom [!Xfu]-C], 'deliciousness' 

I'hom [!Xfu]-N] [lX66] 

smooth, mnu 'polish, *cilln (ka) [!XOO] !kAn[SI] 
even, clean 

smoothe' [Sn] 
clean, pure, !7anu [!anu] !7ano [Nar-Vi]; g!.l'U [Sn] 
holy 

[N]; nlliHl-ci [Khwe] 
Panll [lOra] 

I be titting, *kx7anu anu [Nama]; kx'ano [Adv] lIau ladY] Wail ku 'be IIk\l~ [ JXam] 
suitable 

[PK] kx'anu [lOra] [Nar]; sufficent') 

kx' anu [Khwe] 

straight, nla11U *hano, kx' ao jan (Di), (*qh6na kV 
well-ordered 

[Nama); [Nar-Vi], za'o, dZa'o 'straighten' 

*hanu [lOra] *hoana( -can) [JuJ'hoan], [!X66] ) 

[Khwe] M.a'o [lXfu]-C], 

dZa'o [!Xfu]-N] 

COLOURS 
white xoe-xoe-se [adj] hwehe *xoe [PKaIK] Jeil [Sn] 

[Nar] 
white, cream J7uii [! uri] 17' , 17' I' I' *!7U [PKaIK] !nui-sa [n.], lui (of horse) . uu. 0, .u, .0 

[!X66] 
[N]; [Nar-Ba], [*Un], 
(xati (lOra !'M [Nar-Vi] -lkui:ta [SI] 
E)) 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKaIK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X65 IXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !XilIJ 

!Ora "'UIJkwe 

young, fresh, IIhiH [Khwe], IIgai-tfu dz~i, [!X65], Ikain-ya 
'green' 

tsai [Nar-Vi] [CI] [ IXam] 

pale yellow, nliH 'young, tsai [Nar-Vi], Ihal [vi] 'green, Ig~i [!X65], Ikainja 'yellow' 
green, blue 

green' t~ [Nar-Vi], young'; [Sl ]; 
('vaal') hill 'young, green, dz~i, [!X65] 

[Nama]; haini [C2]; 
small' [Sn] Jkala 'yellow' 

Ihai -Inai IIMi [Khwe] [S2J; 
[!Ora] n-Ihai (of horse) 

["'UIJ] [loan?] 

egg-yellow, (damWubi !'huni [Jui'hoan] g"'qhui (ka) 
cream 
yellow lang [Sn], 
, 

lang, !Sao, tSxau 

[!XilIJ-N] 

orange, !nMl-b'red Ilxau [Nar-Ba], g~'u [Jui'hoan]; IIga'u (ka) 
yellow, ochre' 

[!X65] 
brown "'gau (NI) 

colour term - (Iauhn [vi]) lxau 'dark blue' 
blue, green 

JS2] ------- l-- --
dark, dusky !khlte [adj 1 gUi (rarc) [Nar- ?(g!a(a) dt'kx'ai; !kei-ja 'brown' 

Ba], [Jui'hoan]); qahe'dusk' 
[SI] 

k1.le [Nar-Vi] glaCe) [!XUI)-C]; 
(twilight) g!ae [!XuIJ-N] 

dark brown, Hma "'ama [Nar] "'a'ra (black, 
black 

dark blue, green) ["'gama] 
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gloss PK: Nama, Naro; Khwe Hie-Chware PKalK;PWK, Ju I'hoan, Central !X65 IXam,IID!ke, 
PKK Dama, +; PEK & Northern !Xfu:] 

lOra :fUIJkwe 

red-brown j?awa [ lapa] n:fam [Nar] g!aan 'red' lvi] lahpa n-Ikx'aba (of 

(ligani) horse) 

[Nama+]; [:fUn] [loan?] 

Ikx'aba 

[lOra] 
red *j?ai [PK: j?ae-(i1awa) Igeye Fee [!X65]; (!ki: [SI]) 

PKK] , [Nama+] 

I 
'fire' [iae-Iapa] 

'fire-red' 
roan, :fnoa njua, njg~ [Nar- "]noa'red, IInghba,ghba Ihoa:ka 'black, 
chestnut, 

'dapp Ie-grey, Ba], brown' [!X60] dark blue' [Sl]; 
blue-grey, 

of horse' njga 'red' [Nar- [PKaIK; n-!oa (of horse) mauve 
[Nama+]; PWK] 

[possibly two Vi] [:fUn] [loan?] 
series] loa~ loa 

[!Oral 
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STAGE 11: CORROBORATING THE WORKING HYPOTHESIS. 
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CHAPTER VI. Corroborating the working hypothesis of SAK unity. 

Chapter synopsis. 

Patterns of repeatedly similar alternations are shown for stem-initial segments 
across the SAK spectrum. The tabulated patterns are discussed, and various 
difficulties presented by the data are identified - in particular concerning patterns 
involving the click' accompaniments'. 

VI.l. Introduction. 

It was shown in Stage I that there are commonalities of a structural kind - involving the 

elements of closed or constrainable grammatical sub-systems - sufficiently striking and 

thoroughgoing to prompt a working hypothesis of likely cross-SAK unity: 

i. Chapter IV discussed the common occurrence in Khoe and non-Khoe languages of 

multi-verb constructions, where repeated cross-SAK resemblances may be seen in the 

morphology of the verbs most frequently enlisted for grammatical purposes. 

ii. Chapter V showed that the SAK languages display similarities across their specfier 

systems, with morphological resemblances being visible in the deictic, quantificational and 

descriptive subsystems. 

When these various resemblant grammatical items were presented, they were (of course) 

not offered as actual 'cognates' but only as potentially related items. The comparative 

series presented in the tables accompanying the present chapter are now offered as the 

starting point for arguments that there is some evidence of non-random patterns of repeated 

phonetic correspondences, which may support the preliminary hypothesis of probable 

relatedness. (It may be noted that a number of the potentially cognate grammatical forms 

identified in Stage I can now be seen to conform to one or other of these pattern types. 

Verbs with grammatical functions - as identified in the chapter on multi-verb constructions 

- are labelled 'MVC' in the tables, and specifiers are labelled 'SPEC'.) 

It should be noted from the outset that the patterns identified in the tables focus in the main 

on stem-initial segments, since the probable fusion of suffixed number-indexing 
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morphology with stem-final segments, particularly in the case of !UI-T AA languages, 

makes it problematic to analyse much of the stem-final material, given current state of 

knowledge. Nevertheless, certain minor patterns involving both medial consonants and 

[mal vowels are occasionally noted. 

It will be conceded that the tabulated patterns involve predominantly only the positional 

type of the clicks appearing in these alternations. In other words, there is a seeming 

randomness to the alternations when the fully characterized clicks (e.g. as voiced, 

aspirated, or ejected) are taken into consideration. However, the weight of the structural 

evidence previously brought (Ch. IV and V), combined with the fact that the alternations of 

positional click type are (a) iterated and (b) do not necessarily involve identities, makes it 

fair to suggest that the items in the comparative series are rather more likely to be inherited 

than they are to be borrowed. The basic correspondences of positional click type fall into a 

number of different patterns, and these are discussed invidividually in Section VI.2 below. 

On the issue of matchings that involve only positional click types - but with a seemingly 

unsystematic range of associated 'accompaniments' - a number of points are in order. 

These are set out next. 

Firstly, the apparently non-systematic nature of the patterns involving fully elaborated 

clicks does not imply that the broad relationships reflected are necessarily spurious. 

It will be recalled that some of the cross-SAK patterns involving click accompaniments 

may indeed, as discussed by Honken (1998), have a quality of' quirkiness' . Honken set 

out to demonstrate that such seemingly random relationships might nevertheless be 

explicable, for example by reference to factors such as the well-known association of 

certain types of aspiration ('delayed aspiration') and glottalization with voiceless nasal 

airflow. The comparative series shown in the Tables here bear frequent witness to patterns 

similar to those discussed by Honken, and examples of this are noted at appropriate points 

in the discussion (Section VI.2). 

Secondly, it is a difficulty inherent in the nature of the data available for the SAK 

languages - since it is so limited - that the number of potential cognates is seldom high. 

This has the consequence that it is not easy to demonstrate repeated patternings for each of 

the characterizations possi ble, for each of the positional click types. In order to circumvent 

this difficulty, some reliance is placed on the general linguistic principle that segments 

characterized in a particular way, e.g. as aspirated, will tend to pattern similarly in 
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correspondences, e.g. with voiceless segments, regardless of their positional type. Put 

more simply, it is a universal principle that /ph/, /~/ and /0/ in one variety will typically 

pattern uniformly with segments such as /p/, /t! and /kI in a related language. On the basis 

of this principle, Tables are provided ([V1]20-25) to show patterns based specifically on 

'accompaniment' types, as found in association with any positional type of click. 

These tables (i.e. of patterns involving accompaniment types) are potentially revealing in 

several ways. They suggest, for one thing, that regularities may be prevented from 

appearing when the items compared are not exactly equivalent - not only in terms of 

meaning, but also in 'part of speech' status and grammatical implication. The initial 

phonetic segment of a deverbative nominalization, for example, may not pattern as 

expected when it is placed in series with the equivalent verb in another variety. Similarly, 

differences with the potential to distort a pattern may arise when a verb with a transitive 

implication is used as the basis for phonetic comparison with a stem that seems 

semantically similar, yet which is intransitive. A further factor to playa role, unexpectedly 

made visible in these tables, would appear to be the gender of nouns, as will be discussed 

in the notes (VI. 2). 

The remaining introductory remarks below concern more general theoretical aspects of 

linguistic comparison. It hardly needs stating that the conditions for true cognacy of items 

in comparative series do not require that the segments participating in iterated alternations 

should be identical- whether in terms of place (e.g. as dental, alveolar or velar segments) 

or feature characterization (e.g. as voiced, aspirated or ejected). The requirement is only 

that a segment of one particular place, a, as characterized by one particular set of features, 

b, should repeatedly appear in alternation with another segment of a particular place, c, as 

characterized by a particular set of features, d. (There may also be sub-set series, where 

one of these terms participates in a different but repeating set of alternations with some 

other term.) 

A further point concerning cognate status is that it can be diagnosed on the basis alone that 

repeated occurrences of the same alternation exist. Recurring patterns of this kind may 

nevertheless be expressed in addition by means of the formulations sometimes referred to 

as 'sound shifts'. In this case it is implied that the terms participating in the alternations 

have been ordered in such a way as to suggest directionality of the changes involved. It 

should go without saying that such implied shifts need not necessarily be susceptible to 

mechanical explanation in terms of articulatory or acoustic factors. This is because 
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statements of 'sound shifts' are abstract formulae, and may obscure the reality that the 

languages in question have not necessarily branched from the same immediate node, but 

may rather have their point of ancestral departure located at an earlier stage. (Cf. 

discussion of this obvious but often overlooked point in Lass 1997: 123-139). It is one of 

the poweful features of the comparative method that it allows relationships of this deeper 

kind to be made visible. 

The point made in the preceding paragraph is perhaps made clearer by reference to known 

cases, such as the situtation in the Bantu family, where the languages are certainly related 

ultimately - yet may in some instances belong to only distantly connected sub-branches. It 

is not out of the question that (legitimate) comparative series based on data for a wide 

range of Bantu languages may reveal alternations where a segment characterized by 

voicing in one of the languages may pattern with a segment characterized by aspiration in 

another. While it would not be impossible, it would be fairly taxing to explain such an 

alternation in terms of a literal progression directly from one segment to the other - by 

attempting a mechanical explanation in terms of articulatory or acoustic factors. A more 

appropriate way to try and explain an abstract dynamic of this kind is to refer to (or to 

project, if necessary) the idealized common ancestral form that has given rise to the 

different reflexes - conceivably via quite separate routes - following the action and 

interaction of various diachronic proceses at intervening stages. 

The Tables of comparative SAK data given at the end of this chapter provide some 

evidence to support the likelihood, already suggested by the work (1998) of Honken, that 

there is indeed a sub-entity involving the m and TAA languages. This new evidence 

consists in certain patterns that indicate commonalities across m and T AA in their gender 

assignment of specific nouns. In particular, nouns in Jul'hoan of the pronominally 

expressed kaJka are frequently seen to match !X60 nouns of the pronominal gender 3h1ah. 

Thus for 'urine', where Jul'hoan has glxUm [kafka -si], !X66 has IlqMm [ahlah -teD. 

(There are a few exceptions, which appear to involve systematic membership of minor 

classes not distinguished by the pronominal indices yet reflected in the co varying 

morphology associated with singular/plural pairs. These will be the subject of a more 

detailed future study.) 

Finally, an attempt is made at the end of this chapter to offer a preliminary set of partial 

proposals concerning likely characteristics of the ancestral underliers of the modem 
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southern African Khoesan languages. A sample underlier is projected, based on cases 

where the likely underliers are in fact already known and not speculative. While it is 

acknowledged, and even repeatedly emphasized, that some ofthe accompanying 

suggestions are tentative, they are nevertheless motivated on both theoretical and 

observational grounds, and are guided by conventional rules-of-thumb. They will also be 

seen to have extensive explanatory potential, not only with reference to certain of the 

alternation patterns involving positional type of click, but also with reference to patterns 

involving the click 'accompaniments'. Although the presentation of this model is central 

to the argument for the underlying relatedness of the SAK languages - since it permits the 

mapping and explanation of diachronic sound shifts - it is relegated here to an Appendix, 

because of potentially controversial aspects that might prejudice reception of this work as a 

whole. 

VI.2. Discussion notes on the pattern types, involving regularly patterned 

relationships between 'accompaniments' (Tables [VI]20-25); between the positional 

click types (Tables [VJ]l-14); and between non-click initials and positional click 

types (Tables [VI]15-19). 

The notes below should ideally be read in conjunction with the comparative Tables 

presented at the end of this chapter. It will be seen on referring to these that the 

comparative material is arranged so as to show different classes of initial segments (click 

and non-click consonants) featuring in repeated cross-SAK patterns. The organization of 

the series reflects merely an arbitrary arrangement, where the left-to-right ordering happens 

to approximate a schematic geographic distribution of the languages from west to east. 

Although the groupings are based on actually known (KHOE and !UI-TAA) or potential 

(JU-!VI-TAA) classificatory sub-entities, the ordering in the tables does not indicate any 

literal 'shift' or implied directionality. (The ordering of elements in the analogue-type 

pattern descriptions is also not automatically reversible.) 

The arrays presented in the Tables are based as far as possible on words with a reasonable 

cross-SAK distribution, i.e. with representation preferably in both Khoekhoe and Kalahari 

KHOE, as well as JU and !VI-TAA.l It will be recalled that for some of the languages 

there is only a very small corpus of recorded vocabulary. It may be partly for this reason 

that there are many items that potentially reflect and confirm a particular pattern, but which 

have only a limited distribution. Although they are less than satisfying, some of these 
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partial series are occasionally shown for purposes of further illustration. Another reason for 

the shortage of candidate items with a suitable cross-SAK distribution may simply be 

regional differences in cross-varietal vocabulary, of the type often mapped by means of 

'isoglosses'. Much the same situation is found when the lexis of southern Bantu languages 

is compared across the compass from west to east. Despite the fact that many of the so

called 'basic' concepts are expressed by quite unrelated words in these Bantu languages, 

this in no way implies that the languages themselves are not ultimately related. 

In the course of the notes below, the patterns are merely identified and briefly commented 

on, with a few aspects of particular relevance being singled out. For example, instances 

are frequently indicated where patterns involving essentially only the positional click type 

nevertheless show the familiar interplay of 'accompaniments' such as nasalization, 

aspiration and voicing. Instances are also indicated where stems participating in 

alternations defined purely in terms of positional type nevertheless simultaneously reflect, 

stem-medially, the familiar correlations between vowel colourations such as 

pharyngealization and breathy-voice (Traill 1986b). Another stem-medial correlation 

noted in places is an alternation between a voiced bilabial and a voiced alveolar stop [-b-] 

- [-d-]. Further instances are pointed out of stem-final correlations involving bilabial and 

velar nasals [-m] - [-IJ]' Lastly, instances are noted of a stem-final pattern involving an 

alternation between back and front high vowels [-u] - [-i]. The discussion that attempts 

tentatively to explain some of the occurrences - as the mappable outcomes of a projected 

'underlying' (or 'original') system - is relegated to the Appendix. (It is not appropriate to 

offer hypothetical composites for individual series.) 

The pattern types are divided into four main groups, as follows: 

l. Patterns involving selected 'accompaniments' . TABLES [VI]20-2S. 

The patterns partially visible in these tables are discussed first, so that the evidence they 

present of patterns involving fully characterized clicks may be factored into consideration 

of subsequent discussion, where the patterns (particularly of Type ii below) essentially 

involve only positional types - which yet alternate, nevertheless, in non-random ways. 
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11. Patterns of Type .l. Tables [VI] 1-4. 

These are patterns that involve cross-series identities for the dental (I), palatoalveolar (II) , 

lateral (III) and (post)alveolar (IV) positional types of click. (The bilabial click does not 

feature for the simple reason that it does not have a cross-SAK distribution.) These 

patterns are generally instantiated by only a few series. 

111. Patterns of remaining types. Tables [VI]5-15. 

These patterns take each positional type of click in tum as the leftmost term (i.e. of the 

table), and are coded as follows: 

Patterns with the dental click [I] as leftmost term: Types 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 (Tables [VI]5-7). 

Patterns with the palatoalveolar click [f] as leftmost term: Types 11.2, 11.3, 11.4 (Tables 

[VI]8-10). 

Patterns with the alveolar lateral click [II] as leftmost term: Types III.2, III. 3 (Tables 

[VI] 1 1-12). 

Patterns with the (post)alveolar click [I] as leftmost term: Types IY.2, IV.3 (Tables 

[VI]13-14). 

It was not found necessary to introduce a Type V for the bilabial click, since this click does 

not have a cross-SAK occurrence, while sequences that include it as an alternating term 

may be coded within other pattern types. 

iv. Patterns of Type 'X'. TABLES [VI]15a and b; and [VI]16-19. 

The Type 'X' patterns are so named because the value for the consonant varies, being 

sometimes a click, 'Q', and sometimes a non-click consonant, 'C(C)'.) The notes below 

will reveal that considerable complexity is brought into the picture by the circumstance 

that many of the click-initial words are seen to alternate with words commencing in non

click consonants, or other clicks, within the same language. 

These language-internal patterns of variation do not appear to be random, but seem to 

correlate - at least in some cases - with changes in meaning, as may be noted in series such 

as 1.5 (4), I.3 (7),1.3 (9), 11.4 (11), 111.3 (12), I1I.3 (14), IV.X. (4). Crosslinguistically (i.e., 
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universally), such patterns not uncommonly arise where the phonetic substance of certain 

morphemes conditions regular changes that come to be associated in themselves with the 

relevant implication, while the original morphemes eventually fall away. It does not seem 

unreasonably speculative or far-fetched to suggest that differences in positional type or 

characterization of a click - or the presence of a click as opposed to a non-click consonant -

may have their origin in some morphophonetic basis. It will be recalled that there is 

indeed some evidence, particularly within !UI-T AA, for the former existence of prefixing 

morphology in these languages. 

A further pattern that emerges on inspection of these and other tables is an interplay 

between almost all positional click types and the alveolar fricative [s]. (The pattern is 

slightly less common in the case of the (post)alveolar click.) This suggests that some type 

of neutralization is at work, and that [s] in these languages may be reflexive ofanumber of 

different underliers. There is ample precedence for this. In Tswana, for example, [s] when 

seen in certain environments (e.g. before front vowels, or in some cases before vowels of 

first degree aperture) may be reflexive of ancestral PB *p, *t, *c or *k. 

1. Accompaniment patterns. Tables [VI]20-2S. 

All five of these tables admittedly present only limited data. Even so it is clear that some 

fairly regular patterns are present. 

Table [VI]20. Plain click /Q/ as leftmost term. 

The first two series (a-b) show cases where the plain click in the Khoekhoe column 

patterns mainly with a similarly plain click elsewhere. While it might be conjectured that 

some of these words are loans, this possibility is made less likely by the fact that the click 

positional types in the series are not necessarily identical. 

The next five series (c-g) show a pattern where the plain click in the Khoekhoe column 

alternates with a nasalized click in Jul'hoan, and where nasalized clicks also appear (in 

three instances) in Kalahari Khoe. One of the more interesting aspects of this series is that 

the nouns in the Jul'hoan column - featuring nasalized clicks - all belong to the same 

gender (i.e. the gender defined by its singular/plural pronominal forms kafka). It has not 

previously been raised as a possibility that gender rrught be a factor in the feature 

characterization of clicks. 
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The three series (h-j) show a plain click in the Khoekhoe column patterning with a delayed 

aspirated click in Ju'hoan - and nasalized clicks elsewhere in the series. 

Lastly, the three series (k-m) show instances where the plain click in the Khoekhoe column 

patterns with a voiced click in Ju/,hoan. 

Table [VI]2I. Voiced basic click IgQI as leftmost term. 

There are very few useful examples to illustrate this case, but it appears (c, d) that a voiced 

click in Khoekhoe is matched by a voiced click in one of or both Jul'hoan and !X65. A 

single example (a) shows nasalized counterparts in Jul'hoan and !xoo. 

Table [VI]22. Click followed by voicelss velar fricative or affricate IQXhl as leftmost 

term. 

Where a click in Khoekhoe has the voiceless velar fricative accompaniment, e.g. !kh 

([ !xh - !kx]), there are three instances (a-c) where the counterpart in !XOO has the aspirated 

feature, e.g. 1qh ([10]). These examples are included in a further set (a, b, d), where the 

counterpart in Jul'hoan shows either a voiced velar fricative accompaniment, e.g. glx, or 

else is characterized simply as voiced. 

There are two examples (e, f) where the Khoekhoe click with voiceless velar fricative 

accompaniment alternates with a voiceless velar fricative acompaniment in Jul'hoan. 

In three cases (g-i) the counterpart of the velar fricative accompaniment in Khoekhoe is 

either a plain or nasalized click in either Jul'hoan or !XOO. In three further cases (i-I), the 

fricative accompaniment in Khoekhoe alternates with a glottalized click in either Jul'hoan 

or !Xoo. In yet another three cases (m-o), the fricative accompaniment in Khoekhoe 

patterns with delayed aspiration in Jul'hoan or !X65. This pattern may also be associated 

with a voiced click in !XOO. 

Lastly, two series (p-q) show the velar fricative accompaniment in Khoekhoe patterning 

with nasalized clicks in Jul'hoan. 
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Table [VI]23. Click with 'delayed' aspiration (n)/QlII as leftmost term. 

In three instances (a-c), a click with delayed aspiration in Khoekhoe alternates with a 

nasalized click in Jul'hoan (and also in one instance in !X65). In another three cases (e-f) 

this accompaniment in Khoekhoe patterns with clicks that are either nasalized or voiced in 

Jul'hoan or !X65. Since this accompaniment type is associated with nasal venting, the 

patterning with nasalized clicks is not unexpected. The further patterning with voiced 

clicks has been discussed by Honken (1998), as described in an earlier section (HLPt 2.3). 

In two cases (g, h), this accompaniment type in Khoekhoe is matched by plain clicks in 

Jul'hoan. In a further two instances (i, j), delayed aspiration in the Khoekhoe examples 

alternates with a glottalized click in Jul'hoan and fricative accompaniments, one ejective, 

in !X65. 

Table [VI]24. Click with glottalization /Q7f as leftmost term. 

In three cases (a-c), the glottalized Khoekhoe click patterns with another similarly 

glottalized click in !X65. 

In another three cases, this accompaniment in Khoekhoe may pattern with an ejective 

affricate (either as a click accompaniment, or in the form of an ordinary velar affricate) in 

one of either Jul'hoan or !X65. 

In the remaining three cases (g-i), this accompaniment in Khoekhoe patterns with a 

nasalized click in Jul'hoan and also in one case (g) in T AA, or else patterns with a voiced 

click in !X65. The patterning with nasalized clicks is unsurprising, given that the 

glottalized clicks are associated, like those characterized by 'delayed aspiration', with 

nasal venting 
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Table [VI]2S. Nasalized click InQI as leftmost term. 

This table reveals that, in a given series, where the click in the Khoekhoe column is 

nasalized, nasalization will typically also characterize most of the corresponding segments 

(cf. series a-h). 

In a couple of instances (i, j), a nasalized click in Khoekhoe is matched by a voiced click in 

!X65; and in another two cases (k, 1) the nasalized click in Khoekhoe is matched by a 

glottalized click in Jul'hoan. There is too little evidence, however, to indicate that these 

last two alternations constitute regularly occurring patterns. 

ii. Patterns of Type .l. Tables [VI]l-4. 

These patterns involve identities of the c1ickpositional type in equivalent words found 

across the SAK spectrum. There are not many instances of this pattern for any of the four 

main click types, and - as Honken noted (1998) - the possibility of borrowing inevitably 

suggests itself. (Where it seems to apply, this likelihood is indicated in the tables.) 

Pattern of conservative type involving the dental click [1]. 

Table [VI]l. Type 1.1: I ~ I [16 instances] 

A number of the verbs are indicated as possible loans. In the case of the nouns, while it is 

possible that the word for 'iron, bullet' (1.1.6) has been spread by diffusion, the words 

denoting animals - e.g. 'hyena' (1.1.7), 'duiker' (Ll.l3), 'snake' (Ll.14), 'wildebeest' 

(1.1.16) - seem intrinsically less likely to be loans. 

For those words that seem reasonable candidates for cognacy, the matter of inconsistently 

patterning click 'accompaniments' may arise as a potential issue. Two aspects of this 

problem can be addressed here to some limited extent. Firstly, reference to items (9) and 

(l0) - in particular the data for Jul'hoan - suggests that differences in gender assignment 

may play some role in determining the characterization of a click. (A morpho phonological 

factor of this kind would not be crosslinguistically unusual: latent morphology associated 

with gender frequently determines the characterization of initial segments in Bantu 

languages, for example.) 
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Secondly, the series for 'duiker' (1.1.13) shows a pattern across dialects within Namibian 

Khoekhoe that confirms the interplay previously alluded to between nasalization and 

aspiration. The series for 'hyena' (I.l.7) reflects another aspect of this complex interplay, 

where voicing (in Jul'hoan) and Traill's preglottalized nasalization (in !X65) appear as 

alternating characterizations of the click A relation between aspiration and voicing is also 

reflected in the words for 'stop up hole' (1.1.1). As discussed in an earlier section (II1.Pt 

2.3), the three features (nasalization, aspiration and voicing) have been allowed (Honken 

1998) to participate in valid alternations, in some cases in 'quirky' patterns, and in other 

cases even in patterns of a 'classical type', where a semi-regular (though unexplained) 

association with tone may be detected. 

The limited evidence of this first table suggests that there may be an additional pattern, 

where a nasally characterized or delayed aspirated segment in one variety finds a 

counterpart in a glottalized click in another, as in the series for 'skin, shell, peel' (1.1.9) and 

'duiker (1.1.13). This additional aspect is simply noted here. 

The verb meaning 'pierce, drill, open up' (1.1.2) also features in another series (of Type 

'X'), as will be discussed later. 

Pattern of conservative type involving the palatoalveolar click [:f]. 

Table [VI]2. Type n.l: :f -:f [4 instances] 

Although this pattern seems doubtful, given that there are only four series to instantiate it -

two of them partial at that - it is notable, nevertheless, that two of the series consist of 

verbs regularly used in a grammatical capacity, namely 'want, desire' (11.1.2) and 'suffice' 

(11.1.1 ). 

Pattern of conservative type involving the alveolar lateral click [II]. 
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Table [VI]3. Type 111.1: II -II [13 instances] 

Of these thirteen items, only two are nouns, and of these, the word for 'dove' (111.1.4) may 

have been spread by diffusion. With the few exceptions noted, the words that participate 

in this pattern are all verbs, and almost all notably have [a] as V2. 

The interplay between nasalization and voicing is again apparent, cf. 'stuff food in mouth' 

(111.1.2); while an alternation involving clicks chacterized respectively as aspirated and 

voiced may be also be seen in the series for 'sprout, grow' (111.1. 7). A further case is seen 

in the series for 'dwell, sit' (111.1.(9) where a voiced click patterns with a glottalized click. 

Pattern of conservative type involving the (post)alveolar click [I]. 

Table [VI]4. Type IV. I: ! - ! [12 instances] 

This set of twelve items shows some of the same interplays noted above between clicks 

variously characterized as nasalized and voiced, cf the series for 'look for' (IV.l.12), or 

nasalized and glottalized, as in the series for 'white' (IV. 1. 1 ). 

The words for 'vein, tendon, artery' in series (IV. 1.3), 'hunt' (IV. 1. I 0), and 'scratch' 

(IV. I. II) reflect a pattern noted by Traill (1 986b ), where a vowel feature of 

pharyngealization may pattern with breathy-voicing in a cognate item. 

The words for 'scratch' (IV.I.II) are of additional interest insofar as they suggest that V2 

may participate in an alternation [u - i]. 

iii. Patterns of remaining types. Tables [VI]5-14. [6 instances] 

The patterns of remaining types are fairly diverse, and include some minor sub-patterns. 

Patterns with the dental click [I] as leftmost term. Tables [VI]5-7. Types 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 
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Table [VJ]5. Type 1.2: I ~ (II) ~ 0. 

This pattern is perhaps a sub-type of the pattern Type 1.3 below, which involves only the 

dental and lateral alveolar positional types, without a bilabial type in the alternations. 

The series for 'become dry' (1.2.2) presents something of a conundrum, since words with a 

dental click as initial - and words with a lateral click - are seen to co-occur within the same 

variety. (Vossen in fact reconstructs two separate forms for Kalahari KHOE, one in *Fo, 

and the other in *llxo, and the series really needs to considered in conjunction with series 

(1) in the earlier Table [VI]3.) As noted in the table, words meaning 'dry up' may be used 

euphemistically in some languages for 'die'; while other languages may have separate 

words for 'die' that nevertheless bear a slight formal resemblance to words for 'dry up'. 

(The same semantic link is found in some Bantu languages.) It seems likely that the 

KHOE words reconstructed for Proto-Kalahari as PKal *Fo are the ones that belong in 

series with !X65 0' 00; while the Khoekhoe word mum patterns with !X65 7In§0. The 

second pair shows clicks respectively characterized by delayed aspiration and 

'preglottalized' nasalization. In the case of this second pair also, there is a stem-medial 

alternation involving a pharyngealized vowel sequence and a sequence VrY. 

Of further interest is the existence of a doublet in ! X60, which also has F 00 as the perfect 

(and potentially descriptive) form meaning 'be dry', in addition to the word with the 

bilabial click This may be simply a loan from a Kalahari Khoe source. 

The words for 'wildcat' (1.2.5) probably reflect diminutives of the word for 'cheetah', as 

the Nama term would imply. (On the other hand there is some minor ambiguity reflected 

in the two words given for lOra. The slight possibility exists that the words have their 

origin in - or are confused with - a further term for a coat-pattern colour.) 

Table [VI]6. Type 1. 3: I ~ II. [17 instances] 

This pattern, with 17 instantiations, is also seen internally within JV, within Khoekhoe 

KHOE as well as Kalahari KHOE; and within S 1-S2 of lUI (lXam and DII-!ke). The 
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words for 'pale yellow-green, vaal' (1.3.4) show the familiar patterns of interplay as far as 

click 'accompaniments' are concerned, in this case involving aspiration and voicing. (The 

pattern-fit incidentally confirms the cross-SAK status of this specifier series.) 

The series for 'expand, spread out' (1.3.9) illustrates a case where a sequence VrV patterns 

with a breathy-voiced vowel sequence. Further internal alternations are noted between 

these two clicks and an alveolar fricative or affricate 

Series such as the words for 'expand' (1.3.9) and 'sun, day' (1.3.14), which show variants 

with the two clicks occurring in some cases as a language-internal phenomenon, begin to 

suggest that some latent determining factor might be involved. n a few cases, cf. 

particularly the Ju\'hoan examples for 'beads' (1.3.7), where different types of beads are 

indicated by minimally differing stems - the different initial appears to be associated with a 

difference in meaning. 

The series for 'love, like' (1.3.12) reflects an instance where a stem-final velar nasal in 

\Xam patterns with a bilabial nasal in other languages. Similar instances are seen 

elsewhere, and suggest that it is a pattern future reconstructions will need to take account 

of Crosslinguistically speaking, the implied 'shift' is not unuusal. 

Table [VI]7. Type 1.4: \-! [11 instances] 

The words in series (1.4.4) for 'flower, bloom, sprout [n]' for the Sesfontein dialect of 

Dama collected by Haacke, Eiseb and Namaseb (1997) show this alternation involving the 

dental and (post)alveolar positional click types occurring also as in internal pattern within 

the dialects of Namibian Khoekhoe. (The series for 'roan, chestnut' (1.4.8) seems to reflect 

a similar variation within lOra, but it is possible that these are really a conflation of two 

different colour terms, one meaning 'grey, charcoal' and the other 'red-brown'.) 

The words for 'flower, bloom, sprout' also illustrate a commonly seen pattern whereby 

medial [b] alternates with [d], particular when followed by [ul This pheonomenon is 

discussed in more detail below under the notes for Table [VI] 15a. 
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The most significant aspect of the words for 'flower, bloom, sprout', however, is that some 

of them provide further evidence for the existence of some underlying morphophonetic 

factor that is perhaps associated with the presence of a click As may be seen on reference 

to the table, the series is placed in juxtaposition with a cross-SAK series of verbs meaning 

'sprout, germinate, flower, bloom'. It is apparent that some relationship exists between 

verbal and nominal forms of this root across the SAK spectrum, where the interplay seen in 

each language between click and non-click consonants, or between two different click

types is evidently not accidental, but suggests itself as derivational. 

The sequence spanning JU-T AA provides a further illustration of the correspondence 

between pharyngealization and breathy-voicing of vowels; and also gives another example 

ofV2 in an alternation [u ~ i]. The latter is a further pattern that ",ill need to be 

accommodated in future reconstructions. 

Patterns with the palatoalveolar click [:\=] as leftmost term. Tables [VI]8-10. Types II.2, 

11.3,11.4. 

Table [VI]8. Type 11.2: :\= ~ I [12 instances] 

The words for 'fat, oil, marrow' (II.2.9) illustrate a commonly seen pattern involving clicks 

in apparent alternation with the alveolar fricative [s]. In this case, the words for JU-TAA 

are of particular interest, since they show both dental and lateral clicks alternating with this 

non-click consonant. The Ju I'hoan word Ila' a [kalka] for 'marrow' seems to be a clear 

affme of the !X66 sgii [ah/ah], where the gender assignments seem to match, and the 

glottalized vowel sequence in the JU word has its counterpart in the TAA 

pharyngealization. 

Table [VI]9. Type II.3: :\= ~ \I ~ ( I) [6 instances] 

Some of these series (3, 6) further illustrate the interplay between delayed aspiration and 

nasalization while the series of words for 'arm, forearm' (II.3.3) shows another example 

of vowel pharyngealization patterning with breathy-voicing (cf. JU and TAA). 
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The table also shows several instances of clicks patterning with non-click alveolar 

consonants. The series for 'mix' 01.3.5) will feature again in the context of Type 'X' 

patterns. The series of words for 'winter' (II.3.4) provide another example of the lateral 

alveolar click in pattern with the alveolar fricative [s]. 

Table [VI] 10. Type II.4: =t: ~ ! [13 instances] 

The words for 'hook [m]' in series (11.4.2) are of interest when considered in conjunction 

with words for the verb 'hook [vt]' (III. 3(1 1), in Table 12, as will be discussed in that 

context below. 

Patterns with the alveolar lateral click [II] as leftmost term. Tables [VI]II-12. Types m.2, 

III. 3, II.4. 

Table [VI]ll. Type 111.4: II ~ =t: [9 instances] 

Concerning the series for 'smile, kiss' (III.4.3), it is notable that interrelationships seem to 

exist across the SAK spectrum between words meaning 'kiss'and 'smile', and that several 

of the languages seem to have parallel phonetic interplays involving these pairs. Namibian 

Khoekhoe, for example, has lIoa 'kiss', and /nom 'smile'; while Jul'hoan reflects =t:7oma [vt] 

'kiss' and zoma [vi] 'smile'. (Equally notable is the Xhosa pair -nyomla 'smirk' and -nluma 

'smile'.) 

Table [VI]12. Type III.3: II ~! [28 instances]] 

The series for 'hook [vi]' (III. 3. 11) and 'rain, drizzle' (III.3.l2) show an alternation of this 

kind occurring cross-dialectally within JU of these two positional click types. As discussed 

earlier (in Ch. III. Pt 2. 4), patterns involving these two positional types of click have been 

taken in the past (Vossen and Traill 1997) to imply a literal dynamic of 'horizontal' 

progession from one to the other, and this 'sound shift' has been interpreted as a 

preliminary to eventual click loss. 
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This Table, however, shows the existence oflanguage-internal variants. For example, 

series (III.3.l4) shows an internal pattern in the eastern Kalahari variety involving a 

minimal pair of !kaba and llkaba, where the first means 'tendon', and the second 'thread, 

riempie'. Since the phonetic difference seems relatable to some aspect of semantic 

classification, there is potentially an underlying morphophonological factor involved. 

One possibility would be to treat the two reflexes as former allophones of one another (i.e. 

having a common 'underlier') where each variant, however, has become phonologized -

following loss of the distinct features in the morphophonetic environments that previously 

conditioned them. 

The series for 'short' (IIl3.8) shows in lOra an instance of[! - t] variation (apparently 

free) embedded within this alternation type that otherwise involves the lateral and 

(post)alveolar positional types. Possibly related to this isolated occurrence - and of 

particular interest in any case - is the patterning involved in verbal versus nominal stems. 

In the Table under discussion here, the series (IIl3.ll) involves the verbal form 'hook 

[ vt]" which shows JU -internal variations of the kind [1\ - !]. However, it was seen in 

Table ([VI]lO) that the equivalent noun 'hook' (II.4.2) participated in JU-internal 

alternations of the type [:to -!] Since these nominal forms of the root are realized with 

initial clicks of different positional type fron the verbal forms, this adds to the impression 

that the driver of some of the variations seen may be derivational. 

Patterns with the (post)alveolar click [!] as leftmost term. Tables [VI]13-l4. Types IV2, 

IV3. 

Table [VI]l3. Type IV.3: ! - (I) - t [6 instances]] 

This pattern is somewhat marginal, although the partial series for 'bitter' (N.3.6) across 

JU-T AA seems well-formed, given that it reflects the known pattern of alternations 

involving glottalized and pharyngealized vowels. (The series for 'egg' (N.3.4) also 

features in a pattern of Type 'X', to be discussed below.). 
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Table [VI]14. Type IV.2: !-II. [13 instances] 

This pattern [! - II] has been noted: 

* as a JU-internal pattern by Westphal (1974), Snyman (1980, 1997) across varieties of 

Ju I'hoan (Southern JU) - and Central and Northern !Xuii) ; 

* as a cross JU-T AA pattern by Honken (1998) across varieties of Jul'hoan, !Xuii - and 

!X65; and 

* as a cross !UI-TAA pattern by Giildemann (2004c). 

The cross-SAK instantiations of this prevalent pattern have given rise to the theory of 

Traill and Vossen (1997), of a generalized process of progressive click shift ('weakening') 

prior to loss, previously dicussed (Ch 3. Pt 2.4). 

111. Patterns of Type 'X'. TABLES [VI]15a and b; and [VI]16-19. 

The Type 'X' patterns are so named because the value for the consonant varies, being 

sometimes a click, 'Q', and sometimes anon-click consonant, 'C(C)'.) 

Tables [VI] 15a and b. Type Xl: C(C) - C(C): 

The series in these tables reflect a partial Type X pattern (sub-type .1), where non-click 

consonants occur in alternation mainly with other non-click consonants. The words in 

Tables 15a and 1 b chiefly illustrate sterns with initial alveolar or palatal stops, fricatives or 

affricates. 

Table [VI]15a Type Xl: C - C(C). [33 examples] 

The C1 segments in Table 15a are almost all simple oral or nasal stops, with affricates 

appearing only occasionally in the series. It is a notable feature of these 'simple' stops 

that they are almost all alveolar. Coupled with this, it may be observed that - of the very 

few examples (1-9) with initiallabials - almost all appear to have Bantu-like underliers, as 

indicated by the additional information supplied in the lefthand column. 2 Likewise, the 

few examples with velar initials, namely 'kraal, pen', 'year', 'bellows' and 'navel' 

(Xl.30-33) similarly have Bantu-like affinities (even where these have been reconstructed 
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for Proto-KHOE). It may be suggested that these few words are simply loans from one or 

other of the sources indicated. Yet a few of the series hint at a greater complexity than this. 

For example, it is possible to place alongside the series for 'give' (X. 1.3), 'carry on back' 

(X 1.6), and 'navel' (X1.33) an apparently related series in each case containing words 

with click initials. 

The 'Bantu-like' aspect of some of these words suggests a partial preliminary explanation 

for the scarcity of labial segments as initials in Khoesan languages. Certainly the KHOE 

languages appear to have been characterized at some stage by a neutralization process very 

similar to the one seen in Kwanyama and possibly a few related languages of the Kavango 

region (cf Baumbach 1997). As Halme (2004: 13) states the process seen in Kwanyama, 

'an alveolar plosive reflects the reconstructed *b, *d and *g before *i and *u.' 

The operation of Kwanyama-type neutralizations would explain the alveolar-initial 

reflexes (in KHOE languages at least) of words for 'mouse, rat' (Xl. 1 0), and possibly 

'pierce, drill (Xl.12). This process has already been noted - cf words for 'sprout, grow' 

(1.4.4) - to operate in medial contexts, where it gives rise to alternations of the type [b - d] 

involving C2. 

Another typically 'western' process that appears to have operated in some Khoesan 

languages involves a form of anticipatory nasal assimilation, where an initial oral stop 

transmutes to the corresponding nasal under influence of a nasal segment at C2. An 

example of this phenomenon is seen in the Proto-Bantu form *-m6na, which is interpreted 

as a variant of *-b6na (Although other analyses - cf Schadeberg (1987), Stewart (1999) -

are possible, these need not be revisited here.) The effects of such a process are seen in 

examples (X 1.3, 4, 5,6,8,9,15,16,21,21,22,23,24,25). 

Table [VI]15b. Patterns of Type Xl: C(C) - C(C). [50 examples] 

The examples shown in this table mainly involve stems with initial affricates, as noted 

above. These may be plain, aspirated or ejective; and may additionally be voiced or 

voiceless in some varieties. (Although the affricates are mainly alveolar, some varieties 

reflect palato-alveolar forms.) 
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Like those presented in Table 15a, the vast majority of these words have Bantu-like 

affmities, as demonstrated by information provided in the lefthand column. It may again 

be proposed that these words are merely loans. Certainly it is noted that of the 19 words 

recorded by Snyman (1975) with initials in the aspirated alveolar [th], four of them were 

explicitly identified by him as loans from Tswana or English; while Traill similarly 

acknowledges (1994, scattered) a number of words as loans from Tswana. 

Nevertheless, many of the remaining words do indeed appear to be intrinsic to Khoesan, on 

the following grounds: 

i. Several of these words are among those that were found by Vossen (1997) to be 

reconstructible for Proto-KHOE or one of its sub-branches. It might still be suggested that 

any such 'Bantu-like' words have merely been reconstructed in error (as can easily 

happen) and should simply be disallowed. This might make sense in some cases, e.g. in the 

case of words reconstructed for 'sheep', 'cow', 'bellows', 'year', 'navel' and 'breast'. Yet 

some of the other words have a cross-SAK distribution - where this is not always readily 

disrnissable as a diffusion phenomenon. A few of them (marked' A Tl ' or 'A T2') have 

previously been proposed as cross-SAK items by Traill (1986b); while others (marked 

'HH-JU-TAA') were identified as systematiC members of JU-TAA series by Honken 

(1998). What is more, the available dictionaries ofKhoesan languages appear to reflect a 

general consensus that all Khoesan languages have a subset of authentic words with non

click affricate initials. Taken together, these factors suggest a reasonably well-embedded 

status for the words in question. 

ii. The table also reveals (if to a limited extent only in this initially simplified presentation) 

that some of these words (i.e. with 'Bantu affinity') alternate systematically with related 

click-initial stems, either in cross-SAK or own-subgroup internal series. It furthermore 

appears to be the case that some of the intralingual variants are associated with non

random differences in meaning. This suggests that the clicks are in some sense 

conditioned outcomes. A further implication is that the clicks in these cases should be 

projected as having conventional underliers - since the latter are already present in existing 

reconstructions for many of the Bantu items. 
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Tables [VI]l6-19: Remaining patterns of Type 'X': 

Some of the arrays given earlier were simplified for purposes of preliminary exposition. 

When the sets are expanded and the more complex reality is examined, it becomes clear 

that all five click positional types participate in patterns where they alternate cross

varietally (i.e. cross-SAK) with ordinary non-click consonants ('C(C)'). Examples of these 

remaining patterns of Type 'X' - where a click alternates with a non-click consonant - are 

shown in the last four tables. Patterns of Type X involving bilabial clicks are largely 

incorporated as sub-types of correspondence Type IV.X. 

Table [VI] 16. Type I. X: I ~ C(C). [15 instances] 

The best-known instantiation of this pattern involves alternations between the dental click 

[I] and an ejective alveolar affricate [ts'] (cf. Traill 1986b). 

The (admittedly few) occurrences of the click-initial forms in Namibian Khoekhoe posed a 

puzzle for Vossen, as has been seen, since he found it impossible to reconstruct anything 

other than the non-click affricate for Proto-KHOE as a whole. The implication is that the 

Khoekhoe clicks are innovations. However, the possibility of click genesis in general was 

not accepted by Traill and Vossen (1997), who briefly discussed the idea, but rej ected it. 

Needless to say, it is not assumed in the present work that the non-click consonants ('C') 

seen as the alternating terms in some of the patterns necessarily themselves represent the 

direct underliers of the click consonants - i.e.that the clicks are merely their 'converted' or 

'enhanced' forms. It is far more likely that both types of reflex share a common underlier.. 

It might also be noted that, given its seldomness of occurrence (universally speaking), the 

emergence of clicks seerns likely to have involved a relatively rare combination of several 

different factors and processes. 

Table [VI]17. Type I1.X: :1= ~ C(C). [11 instances] 

This pattern, interpreted in the past as the visible evidence of click loss, classically 

involves alternations across Kalahari KHOE between the palatoalveolar click [:1=] and a 

range of non-click palatal (or palato-alveolar) affricates (cf. Traill 1986a). (In the case of 
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IIXegwi (Lanham and Hallows (1956a) the alternating consonant is in a few instances a 

lateral ejective plosive [Id'].) As the evidence in the 'Notes' column of the table makes 

fairly plain, however, the non-click variants can in many cases be matched to' Bantu-like' 

underliers, where these are most often reconstructed with palatal inititals. The implication 

is that the palatoalveolar click is probably 'emergent', and that one of its underliers may 

have been a conventional palatal segment. 

Table [VI]IS. Type nIX: II ~ C(C). [4 instances] 

Two points previously made are confirmed by this table: namely, that non-click and click

initial stems appear to co-occur intralingually (i.e. within the same variety); and that 

miminal pairs involving stems with different click-initials may also co-occur within 

individual languages, where they are seemingly associated with slight differences in 

implication, cf. the series for 'dig' (Ill X. 4). 

It is notable that some of the non-click segments in the series are alveolar affricates, just as 

they are in series involving the dental click. 

Table (VI]19. Type IY.X: ! ~ c(c). (20 instances] 

Subtype i: ! ~ I ~ (C(C)) 

Subtype ii: ! ~ 0 ~ (C(C)) 

The (post)alveolar click (!] has long been noted to alternate with ordinary velar consonants 

in a pattern considered the norm for click loss (e.g. D. Bleek 1956: 73). The velar 

segments found in such series across Kalahari KHOE are shown by Traill (19S6a) to carry 

the same features (i.e. in most cases, with the exception of glottalization) as the 

corresponding clicks. The example of words for 'chin, jaw' (IY.X4), illustrating words 

for' chin, jaw', again seems to illustrate, however, that intralingual variations in a click 

type may be associated rather with a semantic distinction. (Of course it is possible, as 

might be alternatively conjectured, that new meanings could routinely have been 

conferred on variants arising as a consequence of click loss; but this seems an elaborate 

scenario.) 
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The examples in this table also show that the (post)alveolar click may occasionally pattern 

with a dental click - cf Subtype (i) - and simple alveolar non-click consonants. Neither of 

these patterns fits into the model of click loss. 

The examples in Subtype (ii) illustrate a pattern already seen briefly in Table 15a, where a 

relationship seems to emerge between the bilabial and (post)alveolar clicks in some 

contexts - and an underlying labial segment. 

Summary of the section. 

The notes above have itemized multiple instances of regular patterning across the SAK 

spectrum, where these patterns are most visibly systematic when the positional type of a 

click is considered alone - without its possible elaborations - but where the fully 

characterized segments are nevertheless seen to participate in a number of known patterns 

involving 'accompaniments' such as voicing, nasalization, delayed aspiration and 

glottalization; and where the stems of the alternant morphemes have moreover frequently 

shown known patterns of correlation involving vowel features such as pharyngealization 

and glottalization. 

The demonstrated patterns may not constitute convincing correspondences in the classical 

sense of the word. However, as remarked at the outset of this chapter, the fact that the 

alternations of positional click type are (a) recurring and (b) do not necessarily involve 

identities, makes it fair to suggest that there is a non-randomness to the whole picture. It 

may perhaps be said with reason, then, that the items in the comparative series are rather 

more likely to be inherited than they are to be borrowed - particularly when considered in 

conjunction with the structural evidence of earlier chapters. 

As for the the statement of 'sound shifts' that might be suggested by the patterns described 

above, an Appendix to this work puts forward a tentative sketch-model that attempts to 

capture a few preliminary aspects of the likely forms of common ancestral sterns for the 

Khoesan languages, from which it may eventually be possible to map the pathways via 

which the alternating reflexes have emerged. 
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NOTES. 

1. In previous comparative studies of a statistical kind it has been considered necessary to 

place some sort of constraint on the number of words searched for potential' cognates', on 

grounds that the greater the pool, the greater the likelihood of finding chance lookalikes 

(Cf. Sands (1998) and to a lesser extent, Hastings (2001) both of whom restricted their 

databases to expressions from a set of approximately 100 Swadesh-type 'Basic Words'.) It 

would be mistaken to suggest that such a principle should have been imposed here: the 

present study is based on a different methodology, where the attempt to establish cognacy 

is based on a search for abstract patterns, not resemblances. 

2. Sources of the Bantu data provided in Tables 15a and b: Zulu: Doke, Malcolm, 

Sikakana & Vilakazi (1990); Xhosa: Fischer, Weiss, Mdala, & Tshabe (2006); 

Kwanyama: Tobias and Turvey (1954); Ndonga: Viljoen, Amakali & Namuandi (2004); 

Karanga: Louw (1915); Swati: Rycroft (2008); Venda: Van Warmelo (1989); Sotho: 

Mabille and Dieterlin, rev. Paroz (1988). 
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[N TABLES for Chapter VL TABLES [VI]I-4. Tables showing patterns of identities involving the dental, palatoalveolar, lateral and (post)alveolar positional types of click .. 

n Table [VI]l. Pattern Type 1. I: I-I 

~ble Proto- KHOE- West KALA- East Proto-KHOE JU TAA !UI !UI 
1 KHOE KHOE HARI KALA- (Kalahari; 
eLI (Khoe: HARI WKalK, 

Khoekhoe) EKaIK) 

s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK;PWK, JuI'hoan !X66 IXam :j:Khomani 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PEK 

1.1(1) stop up hole Inoo gloo [Nar] IgUllkV \kum [SI] 

U(12) I.l(2) pierce, IhUn'l [Nar]; (du) IhUm [vt] Iq'olo kV 
drill, bore, 

IXUll [Khwe] [loan?] 'make open up 
small hole 
hole' 

ial, I.l (3) pray, plead Ikhoma Ixom [vt] 
l? 'pray, plead 

for' [loan?] 
I.1(4) share, serve lora [ Igora]; loarah; Igoo kV 

out ghoa 
Mra 

l? 1.1 (5) urinate lore [Nar] Ihwere Ig3re [NI] 

sible 1.1 (6) iron, bullet *j7uri [PKK] j7Uii-b Ikx'Uri Ik'uri [SI] 
l 

[kafka -si] [ luri-b] [N]; 

Ikx'uri [!Ora] 
r------~~~ -~~~.-~. ---.-~--

1.1 (7) hyena sp. Inuubi-s gluih 'Inull lku: [SI] 

(poetic, of [halhi -] [ih/tlh 

spotted) (spotted) [Di] 'Imill-te] 
1.1 (8) cloud, mist Inorri-mi Ikhurrim 

'sky' 'mist' 

[ IXam] 
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; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; PWK, Jul'hoan !X65 IXam "'Khomani 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PEK 

1.1 (9) skin, shell, Inoo-b nlo [kalka -si] J7uu1Jke 'tsamma 
peel (n) 

shell' [Do] 
. +------ I--

1.1(10) friend, age- Ino6-b I'ho [ha/si -si] Ikx'oe 
mate 

[Sn] [ehl Uhl 
al I.lell) shoot (hit Igaie 'aim (txa [Sn]) IXI:,lxlI: 

target) at wbow' [SI ]; 
'raakskiet' 

Ixe: la [S2] 

ible 1.1 (12) be thirsty, lam [ Igam] lam Ikamo lam [vi] 
; but hot 

'bee. hot' 'thirst' 'be thirsty' 
.3(15) [loan?] 

1.1(13) duiker In8Un-s nJa6 [Nar] 4au [PKaIK] J7 au [ha/hi -] Inau [SI] 

[ Inau-b/s], 

Inanu-s [D, 

Hm] 
.3(10) 1.1 (14) snake *Ix?ao [PK, I?ao-b Ix'ao (gen.) Igauo *Ix?ao [PKaIK; - ( Ik'au Ikx?au [Do] 

PKK] r lao] [N]; [Nar] PWK], [S2]) 

Ikx'ao [!Ora) *J7ao [PEK] 

SAK I.1(15) fire [n.) PK, PKK I?ae-s I?ee [Nar-Vi], I?aa Ii [S 1) ~Fii 

*Fai [ lae-s] Fe [Khwe] [!X601 [Nluu] 

1.1(16) wildebeest lee [NarJ; Ikee *Ie (PKaIK, lain [ha/hi] Ike lee 
(blue), gnu 

le-nllgo [Khwe] PWK, PEK) [Do] [Nluu] 
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n Table [VI]2. Pattern Type II. I: 4: - 4: 

-----~- ----_._-- ---.-- ---'-----. -- -.---.---- -~~----

able Proto-KHOE KIIOE- West KALA- East Proto-KHOE JU TAA lUI 
2. (Khoe: KHOE HARI KALA- (Kalahari; 
eUI. Khoekhoe) HARI WKaIK, 

t EKaIK) 

:S no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; PWK, Ju/'hoan lX66 IXam 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PEK 

II.I(I) suffice, be 4:7al'ln [4:au] f:?1[6 'be enough' 4:7Mln [adj] 4:7au'sufficient' 
JE-JU enough 

'have enough' [Nar] )Ugh', 

C 
ILl (2) WANT, 4:ao[4:gao] =tao 'want' [Nar, n=t'hao [Sn] (in =tao kV 'long for', =tka6-wa 

desire 
[AUX] Xanagas var.]; compound) [ IXam] =t' an-sf 'wish' 
[stative] n4:ii [Khwe] 

II.I(3) hit (target) 4:7awQ [=tapa] =taoh [vt] =t7aa 

'hit offguard' 
sible ILl (4) birth, give =tkhan1 (of =txam [vi] =txam 'have 
1S (prem.) 

animals) stillbirth' 
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in Table [VI)3. Pattern Type III. I : II - II 

-~--- -------- --
'able Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto-KHOE JU TAA lUI 
]3. (Khoe: KHOE HARI KALA- (Kalahari; 
Je Khoekhoe) HARI WKaIK, 
1. EKaIK) 

·11 
-- .-

~s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; PWK, Jul'hoan !X60 IXam 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PEK 

L2(2) III.1(1) bee dry, Ilx66 [adj] [Nar]; PKal lIya 'dry out' [!X65] Ilkg-k§:n, 
withered "'lIxo 

IIxo 'be dry'[Kh] IIko-wa 

IIL 1(2) stuff food 116wa [ligowa] "'nnom [PKaIK] glioM [vt] IIGgm kV 
in mouth 

'stuff in 
cheeks' 

IILI(3) tortoise sp. lIowa [ligowa] 116'a [ha/hi -] IInMilinum] IIgo: [SI] 

'bow-legged (Leopard 
one' [pr n] tortoise) 

III. 1(4) dove lI-h6w6b lI'hObO 11600 [EihlEih -tel 

[ha/hi -si] 
[loan?] 

2 IlLl (5) scrape IIkhiio [vt] Ilxao Ilxalin-lIxatJn IInau; 
clean 

[lIxau-lIxau gllkx'aJu kV 

[Snllfvtl 'scratch, scrape' 
III.1(6) chop, Whiia [vt] IIx'ao [Nar] "'lIx?ao lI~a [sg], 

cleave, spJi t 
'abschlagen, 1I~6 [pI] [II§.V] 
abhacken' 
[PKaIK); 

"'IPao [PEK] 

III. I (7) sprout, "'lIhao IIhau [!Ora] '" IIhao [PKaIK, gliaOh (of bulb) gllil6 
shoot, grow 

PWK,PEKl [vi] [Di] 
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, no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKalK; PWK, Jul'hoan !X66 IXam 
PKK +; !Ora Naro Chware PEK 

IlI.l(8) clasp, IIkhiirii 117am lIaq'a [vt] IIqhabe kV 
squeeze, 
clamp 

C III. 1 (9) dwell, sit, PK * 117an(i) IFan [lIan] IFae [Nar]; gllaa [Sn] IIgaa 'pass time'(> lIan,lIei, 
settle, 

'in process') lien:, lIenna sojourn IFan [Khwe] 

IlI.l (10) tell, relate PK *TIa Ilae, lIare IInae [Nar); IInale kV 

[Ilgae, Ilgare] nllaa [Khwe] 

1 IlI.l(ll) together, be 117ae [vt]1I7are Ilx'ae Ilkx'ae [vi] Ilk'£:[Sl] 
:em- assembled 

[vi] [lIae, lIare] 

IlI.l(12) hang (up), lliul.[vt] gllao [vt pi obi 'IinahO kV 'h. up'; 
suspend 

[llgaa] or vi pi sub} Cf. lIila [lIaV] 'put 

'hang, wear llti] 'hang, round, wear' 
round neck' wear' 

2 III. 1(1 3) wash *lIx7a [PK: 117aa [lIaa] IIx'aa *lIx7a [PKalK; IIkx'a [vt] lI<lri: [S 1] 

PKK] PWK], 

*1I7a [PEK] 
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n Table [VI]4. Type IV.l: ! - ! 

!ble Proto- KHOE- West East Proto- JU TAA !UI !UI 
4. KHOE KHOE KALA- KALA- KHOE 

e (Khoe: HARI HARI (Kalahari; 
.. Khoe- WKaIK, 
! khoe) EKaIK) -- ---
s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam =!:Kho-

PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 
mani + 

:C IV.I(1) (be) white J7uri [ !uri] 17' , 17' I' I' *!1u !mIi-sa [n] !kui:ta IJ !7uii-ja . uu . 0, .u, .0 
[SI ] 

[Nama] [Nar-Ba], [PKalK] [Ma] 

J7uu [Nar-Vi] 

IV.I(2) croak, roar, !om [ !gom] g!oqm [vi] (of !gumm ?(!koio 
'brom', frog) 'roar, call, 

[Do]) cf. , brul' brom (e.g. 
of 

'snore' 

ostrich)' 

[ IXam] 

IV.I(3) vein, artery, !50 (v. in !oq'lin !oM 
tendon neck) [hi/hi -si] [ih/lih !oha-tel 

IV.I( 4) stone, rock, !nommi/s n!6m !uhm sa'a !IJil (u) 
mountain, [kafka -si] 'dune, hill' [Do] 
hill, koppie 'dune, 

hill' 
---.~ ---"-- '-r-c------f--------

IV.l(5) thong, strip !n8lin-b [!haub] !arUh ?(g!kx'ala !hail [SI] (!kon 
X(l) of skin, riem [kaJka -si] 'strip 

[Do]) 
of skin' [eh/WI g!kx'iin]) 

- IV.l(6) remain, stay !au [!gau]'stay/ !au'stay, PkalK *!au !nau !ao'stay !hauq 

OE- behind, leave behind' remain, leave 'sit down, set, 
behind, leave' 

'visit' , 
A, dwell behind' [Nar] alight, live' [NI] !kau'sit' 
TC [SIll 

IV.l(7) bag ! au-s [! gau-s] !kau !au [ha/ha] 1- N .ao 

[WI/WI !aa-te] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X65 IXam "'Kho-
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 

ble IV.I(8) wring, twist !x'ari 'wring' !kx'arl lvt] !kx'ali 

r- -- ~.~----

!xai (!xe: lble IV.I(9) cloth, fabric !ae-s [!gae-s] !xai 'clothes' !Xal 
;~ 

'loincloth' 
[Nar] [kafka -si] [ihlllh [S2]); 

- 'cloth'; !xaba-tc] (!xel 
AA] !x'ai 'clothes' 

[ha/ha -si] [S2]) 
'loincloth' Sn] 

IV.I(lO) hunt *!hami !l1ae-!atl 'chase- !~e [Nar] !aqe [vt] !qahe kV ?(!hAll 
)E- [PKK] 

hunt' [Sl]) 

al IV.I(II) scratch [v] n!aq'i [vt] !nahu 

IV.l(12) spy out, look *!a [PK] !gawa'look' !aa-!aa *!a [PKaIK; n!ahm [vt] !nga [!nllV] 
for PWK]; 

(*ka [PEK]) 
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Table [VI]5. Pattern Type 1.2: 1- (II) - O. 

)attern type - showing iterated alternations or click positional types - is perhaps a subtype or the pattern Type 1.3 below, which involves only the dental and lateral alveolar places, i.e. 
ut a bilabial reflex in the series. 

ble Proto- KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA lUI !UI 
i. Type KHOE KHOE HARI KALA KHOE 

(Khoe: - (Kalahari: 

I) -0 Khoekhoe) HARI WKaIK, 
EKaIK) 

no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jt~'hoan !X65 IXam ~Kho- Niuu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 

I I, II II 1,0 1,0 

1.2(1 ) be sick, tired Ikhui 'bec.sick' IIk'uia [Nar-Ba] IIkwI[NI], llini-ni 'illness' Iku: lSI] O? .? . WI 1 ~07ui7i 

[Nama]; kwi [N2] [!X6D] 'tired' 
[Nluu] 

lui [ Igui]'tired [Ma] 

o( jaded' 
U(l) 1.2(2) bec. dry 1766 [vi] [ 10] F60 [adj] [Narl; PKal 0 700 'dry out'; 

'go dlY'; 1766 [vi] 
*170 

1700 'be dry'; 
I-hurll 'dry out'; [Khwe] 'Ingo 
Ikhuru 'bec. dry' 'evaporate, die 
[Nama]); tel/ph]' 
170 [lOra] 

'wither, be 
dried' 

2(2) IlI.I(1 ) bec dry, IIx66 [adj] PKal IIOa 'dry out' IIkQ-k\(n, 
withered 

[NarL *llxo [!X65] IIko-wa 
11;.;6 'be 'dry out' 
dry'[Khwe] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan 'X65 IXam ofKho- Nluu 
PKK 'Ora Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mani 

1.2(3) rub, smear, Inowo-scn; Ilxom [Nar] nllh6m [vt] Ogm 'w. fat', !kwobc Oxuu 
:tain anoint 

lSI ]; [Nluuj 
s6wo tsoro Igoom sV, 

Con') 

GlqhUra (oft) 
Ikuna Ie: 
[S2] 

ruu I.2( 4) young, loa [Nar-Vi] ; *kx?oa Oaa [all/all -Opwa 
,1' , small, DIM. 

-lx'6a [Khwe], [PKaIK] O'ilni] [!X66]; 
:C 

kx'6a [Khwe] Opwa-i [ 

l'Auo] 
------1-----------

child, son !khwa I.2(4a) *Ioa IPK] loan-b [Ig6a-b] 1M [Nar]; Igwa *15a [PKaIK; Ocilla [all 

loa [Khwe] PWK, [eh/Uh -nil, 
[sg], !kau-

PEK)] Oia [inal] 
kn [PI] 
[Sl ]; 

[eh/Uh -HI] Opwa 

'baby'[Sll 
Mof I.2( 5) wildcat (hlro ){boan-b/s nloa guri- njoahn Omwa OI)Wa fjOoa 
etah? 

[N]; 
jwa [halhi -1 [S2j [Do] [Nluu] lid also "tiger-

:olour.) n!ua-s, lhoa-b cat" 
[!Oral 

--
1.2(6) fly *Jani liinna-s Igene [Nar] Igenee "jani glani OGgi (biting 

llgina-sl 'fly, [PKalK; [halhi -] sp.) 
bee' PWK], [pr n] 

"jini [PEKj 
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1 Table [VI)6. Pattern Type 1.3: I-II. This cross-SAK pattern is seen internally within JU; Khoekhoe KHOE; Kalahari KHOE; and SI-S2 of!UI (IXam and DII-!ke). 

Ible Proto- KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI lUI 
5. KHOE KHOE HARI KALA- KHOE 
! 1.3. (Khoe: HARI (Kalahari; 

Khoekhoe) WKaIK, 
EKalK) 

; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam =l=Kho- Njuu 
PKK +; !Ora Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 

I II I-II I,ll 

J-int 1.3(1 ) awl, needle gJxa'i l S]; 

gJxang [C]; 

Iximg, 

IIx ang , 

Iximi [N] 

1.3(2) age-mate Ike:I), Iq;}i 
nal 

IlkAn [SI] [NluuJ 

1.3(3 ) visit away ( sari) lx' ae 'visitor, IIgaie Ikx'M:a [vtl; Ikx'ae 

stranger' '\~sit' lI?aea [vt] 
[Nar] (loan?) 

!d 1.3(4) pale yellow, Inai 'green, IIhm [Khwe]; Ihal [vi] Ig~lhi , Ikainja 
:s?, green, blue 

fresh' 'green, 'yellow' 
;c (vaal) 

[Nama]; young' [SI] 

Ihai -Inai tsai [Nar-Vi]; 

[lOra] ts~a [Nar-Vi] chabe dzM 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKalK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam ~Kho- I Nluu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mani 

, 
1.3(5) NEG BE at, Ikhai 'be lI~i 'far away' Ilqai ('away, -

be absent absent' [Narl; absent'); 
[ stative]; 

Ixai-sa 'gone ? (txaa-can) 
out, absent' [Khwe] 

? (~aan) [lOra] tf\.i 

1.3(6) stomach lani-b [ Igani-b] nlM [Nar] *Ina IIkhan 
(innards) [Hm] (PKalK, 

PWK), 

*Ia (PEK) 

ial, 1.3(7) beads IIkhai-e gjxan ~qhan-te [eh] Ikx'e: Ikx?ei-si 'beads' 
ed? 

'string of [hilhi -] (string of); [S2]; (Do] 
(glass); 

~kx'ai Ik'wari 
zaq'in 

[ih](copper) [SI] 
[z~'i [Sn]] 

[kafka -si] 
(copper) 

I.3(8) expand, 
17arb [ laro] lau *lIxau 'alls- laoh Lvt/i] laho kV 

increase, add 
hreiten' 

to, spread 
[PWK] , 

*llail [PEK] 

l.1(14) 1.3(9) snake *Ix?ao [PK, 17ao-h ( lao-b] Ix'ao (gen.) Igauo; *Ix?ao jabu [ha/hi] Ik'au Ikx?itu [Do] 

PKK] (Narl; IIgao [PKalK; 'mamba' [S2] Ikx'ao [!Ora1 

Ix'ao (sp.) PWK], [Snj; pabu 

(Nar] *I?ao [PEK1 
fha/hi] 'put1~ 
adder' ISn] 

KC 1.3(10) bad, ugly zau 'evil' IIkao Ikx'au [vi] 
[Nar] gau (Ma] 
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; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Ilie- PKaIK; ltrho,m !X60 IXam ofKho- NJuu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mam 

1.3(11 ) blood *Fao IPK] 17ao-b Faa [Nar] *17aa IIxau-kn 

[ lao-b] [PKaIK; [Sl] 
PWK,PEK] 

1.3(12) love, like "'jam [PK], Inani nlam IIgam "'jnam nlahm [vt] Inam kV; JkaIJ-a Is'anan 
nul; 

*lamIPKK] "love, ["'jam] ISMa kV (cf. [SI]; [Nluu] T 

'" covet" 
lIaIJ [S2] nal [PKaIK; Swati -tsand.~a) 

PWK]; 

*llam[PEK] 
1.3(13) warm self lariuuen-; IPae-IPae 'bec. lIa-lia [vt] IIqhaa [lIqhaV] 

nal 
warm' [Nar]; lama-ben; 

:rtain [ Igam-] 
:ries) 

117ama-ben 
Ikara 

[liama-] tshM 
tsa 'bask'[SI] 

.1(12) 1.3(14) sun, day lal1i (sun, day, Ikam; *Iam 
f------

lam [hafha -] IPan [ehlaJ/ 
be thirsty') Ilgham [PKaIK; 'sun, day, 

IPana-H!]' sun, [Nar] PWK, thirst' 
, Sllll, 

PEK] day, thirst' 
--~- -.-- --~"-----. e-.--.. -.--~-- --~----.-. ~.---.--. light' . ._--~--- .. -. ----~-- .. - -.~.--.-.~- ------~ . I--~--- ----.. --
~ 1.3(15) urinate *Ixam [PK] Ikham Ixani [Nar] *Ixam gjxam [vI] IIqhaa 

[PKaIK; 
PWK,PEK] 

lana 1.3(16) unne *Ixam Ikham *Ixam gjxam [kafka IIqham [aJ//ah -
tlhapo [PKaIK; -si] tel h. PWK, 
eanse' 

PEK] 
Xhosa 

Ihamo 
. _'----.. _--- '----. 
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l no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; lu1'hoan !X65 \Xam 'iKho- NJuu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

I.3(17) side, edge, \khiia-b ? (kaa gWa [kafka- IIqhaa tae 
face "finishing 

sil 
point" [NarD [!ih/~h IIqhaa 

ofama-te] (of 

spear); 
sa'a(ofaxe) 

in Table [VI]7. Pattern Type 1.4: \-! 

'able Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI !UI 
)7. (Khoe: KHOE HARI KALA- KI-IOE 
Ie L5: Khoekhoe) HARI (Kalahari; 

WKaIK, 
EKaIK) 

:s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; !tfhoan !XM \Xam ofKho- N\uu 
PKK lOra Naro Chwarc PWK, PEK 

lUani 

I I, II ! 

-TUU, I. 4(1 ) glVe \khac khaa (gene- thee \7im !qhaa; a [IXam], jla'n 
'C rously) Ina [TG- \ka: [S11 'share' 

'Dative'] [N\uu] 
L11 in 1.4(2) throw, hurl \nfurii nlAmi Lvq !gahm !gab£-t:m 
hoan?] [SI] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwc; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam "'Kho- I Nluu l'KK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 
mam 

I ! 

1.4(3 ) spotted Ix'ubu-Ix'ubu- g! xom [ vi]; 

xa [adi] [Nar] 
g'xom [SJ; 
g!xom [e]; 
, ' ' , .xomm, 

!'hom [N] 

-~ . - '--------- ~- _. 
ekhoe l.4( 4) sprout, lurn-b/s Inubu (of tree) n!u'ubu G!qhum 
nal Hower, 

[ Igurn-] ; [Nar] [kafka -si] bloom [n] 
hai-!nufU-S 

cf 14(4) (to) sprout, F6m ~ tS9m khubi'to *tsom 'ger- n!u'ubu IIq6be; 
above. Hower, 'germinate' 

t1ower' minate, [vi] [Di]; 
sprout' go't1ower, nil om; bloom. [Nar]; 
[PKaIK; bloom'; tshghm 't1ower teom [Khwe]; 
PEK]; !x'ubu khuvi [Khwe]; 
*tsoni [ v]' 

IqllVU- [Khwe] [PWK] 
'resprollt' 
[Snl; 

nllQm 
'resprout' 
[Sn]; 

!cllnm 
'germinate' 
[SIl]; 

hoo 'bear 

fruit' 

1.4(5) tear, rip Ikhai\ 'tear'; !x:'lbc [vtJ; lIaq'in [vi] !IlsVlU ['ni.lhBV] !kwara; 

"'nau-! aii 'break 
!xai [vi] 

(also break 'tear, split, rip' 
!kuru [Si] 

thr. (of sun)' e.g. ofdavvn) 
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no I gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jl~'hoan !X6i) IXam tKho- I Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

1.4(6) pour out, 
17au lvililau] !au 'now' dz~u kV 

flow L' trickle' , 'bleed' 

17allJ1 [ lau 1 
'ooze'; 

d8Un 

[dau] [Hm] 
'flow'; 

n8Un [nfiu] 

[Hm] 'flow' 
C 1.4(7) red-brown Fawii [Iapa] ntam [Nar] g!aan'red' luhpa (n-Ikx'aba 

[vi] 
'horse' (llgani) [N]; 

Ikx'aba [lOra] [tUn]) 

[loan?] 
; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jlfhoan !X65 IXam tKh~- I [Nluu] 

PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 
mam 

I---- --1--------r--------- ---- --c------- f--- -- -----1---
~-khoe 1.4(8) roan, dun, loa ~ loa [lOra] ~ua, nloo 4noa'red, Iinghba, ghba Clhoa:ka ( ! kuba [Do]) 
nal. chestnut, 

[Nar-Ba], brown' 'black, 
C. (blue-grey) 

[PKaIK; dark blue' 
vords ~l2a 'red' 

PWK] lSI]; 
conll [Nar-Vi] 

(n-!oa (of sfor 
r' horse) 

[tun]) 

-------1--------------- - --------f-------
[loan?]) 

---t--------------- ------ -- -----
1.4(9) stomach lani-b nlang [kafka] IIkx'iin [chi ahl IInail) 

(innards), cf. 
[ Igani-bl [Hm] 

(inside) 
'liver' 

liver 
[S2] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwc; Ilie- PKalK; 1t~'ho1Ul !X66 IXam "'Kho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mani 

cf. heart !kx'a [kafka Iq'an Ii: [SI]; 
I.y'3(l) 

-si] [fihiah Iq'aa] Ige:,lgal 

[S21 
cf. 1.4(9) liver, cf. *kx?ai [PK, kx'M *kx?ai 

heart; 
PKK] [PKalK; 

insides 
PWK], 

*k?aj [PEK] 

sinal; 1.4(10) gemsbok lae-b (!ae-kx'o lI~he [eh] g!ae 
-I-

[ha/hi -sl]) 
'spring 

[AA] [ Igae-b] -buck' 
'1]) [!~e = 'hunt'] [Nluu] 

C 1.4(11 ) die, be dead, Ikhai, IkhaWi Ihaa [Nar]; !M [vi, sg Faa la: 
NEG BE, 

(rare) kaa (dead); subj 
'departed' lao pI sub}] 
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1 Table [VII8. Pattern Type IL2: of ~ I 

~-- ----- ------ ------c- ----- -~------------ ,----:c:-;------- - -----------,------

lUI 
----

lble Proto-KIIOE KHOE- West East Proto- JU TAA !UI 
B. (Khoe: KHOE KALA-HARI KALA- KHOE 
e Khoekhoc) I-IARI (Kalahari; 

WKaIK, 

I EKaIK) 
1----------t----- --

PKaIK; 
--r---

!X60 s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwc; Hie- lul'hoM IXam ofKho- I Njuu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mam 

of I I 
:C 11.2(1) black, dark *'f:Nu [PK] ofnOu [N]; nofuu'dark, ju(nye) *'f:nu (*h) (nofU [ad)]; Inye 'night' ?(lho 

night 
'black': night' [Nar]; 

'dark-
[PKaIK; j6 [vi]) [Sl D, ofnu~!nu [!Ora] ness' 

*'f:u [PKK] nofgu(-kyao) PWK], [loans?) ? (!k~e 

'be dark' 
*nju [PEK] 

[S2D 
[Khwe] 

2. II. 2(2) springhare of06-b [ofgo-b] gofoo [Nar] JOo *1:0 nioqm InJJi [ihllih InjJa-
Iblet (tsoro) 

[PKaIK; [halhi -]; te] u 
PWK] (gffi6 

fha/hi -] 
[loan?]) 

H.2(3) sew ot?6nl [B.1m]; Iya (lyV) otAm [SI]; 

ot?om [lOra] Ikxama 

[S2] 
lI.2( 4) dance *ta IPK, otnaa-s *'f:na (*'f:a) nlamm [vi]; Inahm otna:[SI]; 

(women) 
PKK] [pWKaIK] nii"lIiim [S]; 

niilliim [C] 
Il.2(S) pour out, not~a thaka; l~ahng [vi] Cotm) [S2]) 

flow Ikhana ho 'leak' 
'to bleed' 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKalK; JuI'hoan !X60 IXam ioKho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mani 

.'UU I12(6) eye *hai (muUn-s) *hai gJa'a (!'ul) ts'axa-u ts7axam [Do]; 
(supposedly 

(PkalK), [kafka -sil [sg], 
linked to ts'a-xa-i- ts7a-xu-kc [Pt] 
'awake') *hai t:m ~ ts'a- [Mal 

(PWK), ts'a-xu-
*cxai kim [pi] 
(PEK) [Sl] 

II. 2(7) tip, point, *t7am (top, io7anJ. [tam] Fam 'point Igam *t7am Fam [~/~ IEm: 
edge, top 

'Oberseite ') 'over'; (e.g.ofthom)' "point, [PKalK; Fama-niJ-tt~]; ( le-Iemmi 
[PK, PKK] [Nar]; side" PWK], [Pt]) lSI] 

(17 !un-mils gyani 'side, *7yam 

[ lam-mi] 
edge'[Khwe]; 

[PEK] 

'edge'; 
kx'ani'top 

7anl-s [am-s] 
edge, surface; 
mouth' 

'mouth' [Khwe] 
tial) Il.2(8) age-mate tara Ik1h] , 

IlkAri [Sl] 

II.2(9) fat, marrow, *tai (*tac) ioae-b [tgae-b] ti.le'marrow' (*tai njai 'fat, oil' sani [> sini] 
grease, oil, 

'marrow, 'marrow' [Narl [*tae]) 
[kafka]; [~/aJl] 

exudation, 
liuit pulp' 'glandular 

honey 
lPK, PKK] 

'marrow, excretion'; 
fruit pulp' 

lIit'a sna [~/~] 
fPKalK] 

'marrow' 'fat, marrow, 
[kafkal oil, honey' 

II. 2(1 0) face (> (*kx7ai [PK]) t 7ai-b [tai-b] (*kx7ai Ikx'ai Ilx'ili (tahi'sole') 
'surface' , 

[PWKl, [Sn]] sole) 
*k7ai [kafka -si] 

___ L-___ ~~ ____ .----- _ ____ L........ ______ . -- . [PEK]) __ ~ ______ L-__ 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; IIie- PKaIK; Jl~'hoan !X66 IXam tKho- Nluu] 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mam 

n 11.2(11) small, tkhari [N] Ix'are [Nar] ts'e-ma Ikari [S6] teri, u 

narrow, thin 
[J~'hoan], ts'erc, kni 
tS'e-ma [SI], 
[ !XUI)-C], 

knni 
ts'e-ma, ti3'e-

[ IXam], 
rna, ts'ere-ma Ikxre [S2] 
[!XfiI)-N] 

II.2(12) sweet tkheii [N] (eye) ~a'ng [vi]; (a:k11 [SI]) 

(taq'in) 

1 Table [VI]9. Pattern Type II.3: 10 ~ II ~ (I ). 

Ible Proto-KlIOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI lUI 
~. (Khoe: KlIOE HARI KALA- KHOE 
~ 11.3: Khoe-khoe) BAR I (Kalahari; 

I ~ (I) WKaIK, 
EkalK) , no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Naro Hie- PKaIK; Jlfhoan !X66 IXam tKho- I Nluu 

PKK !Ora Chware PWK,PEK 
mam 

10 10 11,10 11,10 I, II 
II.3(1) pull tae [tgae] tee che IIMi [vt] IIq'ai [sg] Ine: [SI] 

11.3(3) arm, forearnl ?(tnaan-b) tshau *tshau gtaqa IImlho 
[Khwe] [PKaIK] 

[kafka -si] [ah/~ -tel 
'lower arm' 

----- ------ ----- . ---_ .. _.-
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Naro Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam tKho- 1 NJuu 
PKK lOra Chware PWK, PEK 

maID 

1I.3( 4) winter, cold sail sao 'winter' ta'u [adj] llii'il 'cold' rao'! -[Nar] 
'cold, 
winter' [ 

IXam] 

B II.3(5) mix (e.g. towe [tgobe); hom *hom hom [vt]; tkx'umi sV hwei-t:m 
ba; food) 

xom-xom [PKaIK;P tkx'umi; 
Ilkol-te 

ba 
("mix up w. WKJ; [Sl] 
sand") *cxom 

doq'm 

[PEK] 
II.3(6) lack, be short tnaan 

of, want 
tao [Sn] ?tnaha IIka [S1]; 

IIkau [S2]; 
-twa [S2] 

C cf. WANT, tao[tgao] tao 'want' nt'hao [Sn] tao kV 'long tkao-wa 
113(6) desire 

[AUXj[ stative] [Nar, Xanagas (in for', [ IXam] 
var. ]; compound) t'an-si 'wish' 
nta [Khwe] 
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1 Table [VI) 10. Pattern Type IIA: :f ~!.. 

Ible Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI !UI 
LO. (Khoe: KHOE lIARI KALA- KHOE 
~ 11.4: Khoekhoe) HARI (Kalahari; 

WKaIK, 
EkalK) 

no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X66 IXam :fKho- I ~uu PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 
mani 

:f :f :f-! ! 

Oint HA( 1) break soil (of g:fx'iii [S]; 
!] germ-inating 

tx'ui [C]; seed) 

tx'ui, 

!'hiii [N] 

Oint HA(2) hook [n] n!'ham [S]; 
I] 

n:fham [N] 

IIA(3 ) throw at, :fnCa n:fDa n!o'an [vt] 
shoot, hit, 
strike 

!lAC 4) enter, insert PK *:fa :faa l:fga] (V +) :faa g!a'iuml ]Jlu [sg] Cl.tLV), Ie: 1?ee [Nluu] 

[Nar]; !ga'o Ipl] 

:faa [Khwe] 
-_._-_._--------~ - -1----------- -------- ------ -------- ._--------f-----.---1------- ----_._- ----- -~---- -~------

Uint, Il.3(5) great, big *n!.\be INar- nla'a '1lmlha 'be fat' 
:c 

Vi] [Jul 'hoan], [!X66] 
!na:a 'fat' 
[NI] 

n!a'a, nlla'a 

IIXUl)-C], 

nlla'a 
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I'XUJ)-NI 
no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +~ Khwe~ IIie- PKaIK~ Juj'hoan !X60 IXam ofKho- Nluu 

PKK 'Ora Naro Chware PWK, PEK 
mam 

, 
11.4(6) salt(y) PKK *\1u of766-xa [of a-x a] nof9i 'salty' !n::lb 'salt' [S61 -ofko: 'salt' of x: 00 

(' salt') [Namal; [Jl~'hoan] [Sl] [Nluu] 

ofkx'o-xa-sa, 

17u-17u-sa [lara] 

II. 4(7) knife (Po6-s [lo-s] kagho ofoMoo 100 

'axe') [ha/ha -si] [iihlah ofnun] 

of ! 

II.4.(8) shave, trim ofkhom glom [Nar] ofhOm (vt] hum 

[Sn] 
11.4.(9) stick to of7awe [of abel (Pam-17ani of7ama dt'kx'aba kV 

'sit glued to' 'sticky') 'adhering 
to' 

f----------- ----- -----.~-- --- ---------. ----------- ----- ----~---- ------~ --
C 11.4.(10) KNOW PK * of7am of'an [of an, ofail P1Ia [Nar); knna 'be 

[stQt.] 11 [Khwe] conscious' 

of \I of 

C Il.4.(ll) thin, hollow, ofiiwa [of gab a- gllaba [Nar- gofam of7aba lsgl, 'ao 
lean (may 

sal [Nama] Ba1 'scrawny' [PI], 
also> 

[Sn]; 
hungry) 

z~m [Sn1 dz~ba-ta 

I-IH-ill- HH-ill-TAA 
TAA 

C 11.4.( 12) emerge, ofkhiii Il1ari-se [N ar] hM[vi1 ofee {vi] 
wake up, rise 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X60 IXam ofKho- J Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 

II.4.(l3) scorpIOn ofkhai-b; IIkadi *lIx7adi ghai Ilac leh/3h 
khai [PkalKJ; fha/hi -] llama-tel (gen) 

*lIx7adi 

[PWK], 

*1I7adi 

[PEK] 
--~ --------. 
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Table [VI]ll. Pattern Type lIlA II ~ t 

lie Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA lUI !UI 
1. (Khoe: KIIOE lIAR! KALA- KHOE 

Khoekhoe) HARI (Kalahari; 
WKalK, 
EKalK) 

no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKalK; Jlfhoan !X60 IXam tKho- Nluu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mam 
PEK 

(II) II t t. II 

III. 4(1 ) peel, moult, IIx'oli [v]; ghomm 
slough [vi] 

'moult' 
[Sn]; 

thObil [Sn] 
tSQa [v] 'peel, 

moult'; 
tsoaq 
'moult' [Di]; 

thOe'moult' 

[Dil 
m4(2) greet Ilghoma- tgttm-tgum 

kho kV 
:a m4(3) smile, kiss IP6a [lioal figoma 4numa t 16ma [vI] (t1uma 'kiss') 
nla 'kiss'; lPEK] 'kiss'; [loan?] 
·k'; 

Inom'smile' 'kiss' zoma [vi] 
ria 'smile' 
.e' 

III.4(4) man, male 1100 (bull); IIkhowe; toqe [ha/si - IgO: [S2]; tko: [Ma] too 
(e.g. of sp.) 

gUu xoo si]; [Nluu] 
'ram' ehowe -g!oq [sgJ d3 [S2] 
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-nllaqc [PI] 

no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JLfhoan !X60 IXalll ofKho- Nluu 
PKK +; lOra Naw Chware PWK, 

mani PEK I----.----- ------ --- --------'------------ f--~-- -~.----- ------- -- ._---- -~-~------~- -----~--- --- ---f---------

f---- - ----- ---- ----------f------- --- ---------------- ... _--- ----- -----
III. 4(5) pangolin IIkhoul-mi nofhOqi IIgu'm [cMih 

(scaly 
Ihalhi -] IIgLl'm-saJ anteater) 

Ilgu'm sana-tel 

I III. 4(6) crow lI-hoar8-b [N]; hgara [Nar] kola-kola nofoaqra Iinoha-la Ilgwa: 
(white-

[halhi [~hIMz -tel (black) gora-b necked) 
-si] [not in [S2] 
Sn]; 

(cf. !oaqni 
[halhi -] 
'hawk') 

m4(7) shoot Ilao *lIao ofao [Sn] of'aa WaY] IIkilil [S2] 
(acquire 

[PKaIK; [sg]; 
target) 

PWK], IInum [PI] 'raakskiet' 
*1Ia6 

[PEK] 
IlI.4(8) strike, hit IIx'aul [Nar]; *lIx7am nofa'lll Ikama [S2] ofgam [Do], 

lIaba [Narl; 'schlagen' ofkamV 'beat' [Mal 

IIx'anl-
[PKaIK]; 

*IFam 
[Khwe]; 

[rEK], 

(ofalll [Nar]) 
*lIx7am 

-~ 

~WK] __ f--------- f-- --
m4(9) female child, gllae (loa) hac (0pwa)- (07wa)-xai [Ma] 

girl 
[ha/si -sin] Xa! 

1JU 'daughter' 
lSI] 
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n Table [VI] 12. Pattern Type III.3 II-! 

-~~ ----_._--------- ---~ -.-~-----~---- ,---~--.--- ---. ------ -~~- - ----~---~ -- ----~-~ ---~-.--~~ 

able Proto-KIlOE KIIOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI !UI 
12. (Khoe: KHOE HARI KALA- KHOE 
e Khoekhoe) HARI (Kalahari; 
I: WKaIK, 

! EKaIK) 
._-- -"--~~--

Hie--
f-----~- ---~- .. -~~ ----_. --

s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; PKaIK; JuJ'hoan !X65 IXam ofKho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

(II) II ! 

~ III. 3(1 ) scrape out IIkh6m IIgbe [Nar]; n!6qe [vt] IIhobe kV k'::>:e [SI] 
op 'scoop out 

'take out 
~r' h'oe [Nar]; contents' 

sand' 
doe [Nar] [Sn] 

III. 3(2) open (e.g. *lIxoba [PK, khowa; kxoa [Nar]; *lIxobe,*1I !70 aJm[vt] lIo'a tV [sg] 
tin) 

PKK] IIx6be xode IIgli'be [pi] IIkh6wa 
[PKaIK], 

*lIxode 

[PEK] 
~ III. 3(3) nail (of hand, (*lIodo) 116r6- [ligoro- IIgr6 (!khole (*lIodo) !u'uru IIqule [eh/3h, Ilkuru [sg], IIkoro-si [sg], 

foot); hom 
[PK], b/s] 

'claw') 
[PKaIK; 

[kafka -siJ 
[Sn] plllqfm-sii, IIkullku-tgn IIkoro-ke [pi] 

*lIoro [PKK] PEK]; 
[SI ]; [Ma] 'nail' dim IIqulu-bii], 

ofnUru-b 'kudu 
IIkoro 

'horns' 
hom, trumpet' 

[IXam] 

Ilkuri [sg], 

IIkuro-ke [pi] 

[S2] 
tial III.3( 4) thunder [n] IIghari g!adiih (lIkha:ni e 

[kafka -] 
_!k::>ru [S5]) 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam "'Kho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

I wmg lIawa-b ?(h.anul (likabaa) n!iibli [kafka 

[ligabo-b] [Nar]) -si] [Sn] 

III. 3(5) growl lIaan [llga] ?(g!aq'm- !n~hna [!naV] 
" g!a'm) 

'snore, growl -, 
1 

at' 
II III.3(6) cheek (x66-b) gil am (cheek, !6mnl [Sn] 

side) [Nar] 
II IIL3(7) nver d6m-mi [Hm] dam (r.bed, *lIxom .Ixam [haJha 

gully) 
'river -

-siJ; 

perennial' 
dohm [haJha] 

[PKaIK; 
'dry bed' 

PEK]; 

*lIx6nl 

[PWK] 
int. III. 3(8) short (!nuwu lIam [Nar], PKal lama [Sn] 

[Nama];) 
110m [Khwe] 

*lIom 
",7ubu, !nubu 

flOral 
IIl.3(9) hunger, (Paan ria]) lIaba 'be Ilkaba 17an [adj] 'be Ilahba [ell] IIk'wa: 

have hlmger 
hungry' 'hunger'; hungry'; 'hunger' 'hunger' 
[Nar] IIgaba Ilabe 'be [81]; 

lIaba 'famine' hungry' 
k'w1iI [82] 

'hunger' 
[Narl; 

"'hiiwa 'be 
hungry' 
[Nar] 
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, no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Jul'hoan IX65 IXam ~Kho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

C, III.3(1O); go over, Ilabli (rise) IIGa'bu kii; IIkau 'over, 
~inal cf. III.3( step over 

[NarL on' [SIj 
!kx'aa 

~aba [Nar] 
lI'aba 

[!kx'aV] 
'surpass' 

U-int III. 3(1 1); hook (vt) Ilawe [vt] n!Mm [vt] 
cf. 11.4(2) [Di]; 

[ligabe] 
lI'ham'to 

hook'[Sn] 
[N] 

U-int III. 3(1 2) rain, drizzle, IIa6 [ligao] [vt] g!a [S]; IgMi-lgMl 'spit, 
spit 

'rain slanting gila fc]; drizzle'; 

rain' gila [N]; dts'kx'au-
dts'kx'au; 

nllao'rainy 
glau [ka/ka 

season' [Nar] sail (!aa) 'fall 
-si] 'drop of (of first rains), 

rain' 
lII.3(13) dress, wear, WMr6, WMb6 nllabo; gllaba [vtj !ga'o l!ga'BV] 

put on foot-
[vtj kxaba("< 'put on shoes' 

wear 
Tsw., 'wear 
sthg new, 
look nice") 

OE- IIl.3(14) sinew, vein, *1I7aba 117awa-b l17aba'sinew' !kaba *1I7aba ! gaba [iVl/iVl, 
cord 

[Narl; 
'tendon'; 

[PKaIK; [lIapa-b] 
IIkaba PEK], 

!gam-te] (of 

neck) 
'thread, *lI7aba 

!x'ai 'vein' riempie'; 
[PWK] 

[Nar] Ilgadi 
( Ikllri [SI]) 

'sinew' 
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; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Ju!'hoan !X60 IXam =tKho- NJuu 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

al III. 3(1 5) snail IIkMan-xae-s ! qhan [ih/M 
!qhana-te] 

[likhiixaes] 

C III.3(l6) same llkilli IIxa- ? (!gahn'il) Ika- [IXam] 

'another 
(same)' 

C III. 3(1 7) leave, leave IInaa [lIna] [N]; !au; nllah [vt]; lao kV 'leave Ika 'alone' 
alone, behind IIxao 'infant 

IIxatl11 'leave behind, [81]; llhaan [llhil] 

[D] 
at home' 

behind' 
remain'; IAhi: 'alone' 

llrio 'infant at [81] 

home'; 

'=trulhn til 

['=tnahn tV] 

'leave alone' 
C III.3(l8) go! step over, 11I1M 'rise' IFaba IIGa'bukii Ikhabbu-kyn 

upward, 
[Nar] [81 ] 

across 

II \I \I \I ! 

III.3(19) shake, agitate *nubu [PK, IInuwU nllubu; *nnubu nllubu [vt] IInYhbu- !ku-!ku [81]; 
OE-

PKK] 
xu-t:ln [81] 

TAA (*nubu) IInJJhbu; 

kgaba-kgaba 
[PKaIK; 
PWK, 

IIGQbu-IIGgbu 

'shake out' PEK] kV; gghba kV 

III.3(20) bull lloo-b [llgo-b] Ie-nil go lI'huu !nu: [81] 
'blue wilde-

'bull' [Khwe] [ha/hi -] 
beest' 

'wildebeest [pr.n] 'lone 
bull' blue 

wildebeest' 
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:s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam foKho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

~ lII.3(22) tortoise sp. gll6e *Uoe gll6e fha/hi -] IInlie [eh/iih] Jgo:e [SI] !goQ7eiQ 'sand t.' 

'leopard t.' [PKaIK; [Sn] (large [Do] 
PWK, sp.) [loan?] 
PEKJ 

III.3(23) tie up, catch IInau 'catch, 117ang [vtJi] IIxau kV [vt] !xau-ka [SI] 

ensnare' 'snare' 
III.3(24) hartbees IIkhama-b'red' IIxama IIkama IIxama IIga'a !k'wa [SI] 

[ha/hi -] [Sn] 
'C III.3(25) bee. 117aan [lIa] IIx'fui. [Nar] IIga *lIx7a IIka [vi] !kau£:-nja 

satisfied, 
[PKaIK] [Sl] 

replete 
ial, III. 3(26) scorpion (2) IIkhana -!kana [Sl]; 

[!~fo] fokara [S I]; 

!k;ma: [S2] 

l:C, III. 3(27) much, all, kari-si [CI] lIali >[IIMi] !kerri, 
ial great !ke-!ke-tt\(n 

(pI) [ IXam], 

late [foUl)] 

IIl.3(28) time, hour, 117ae-b lllae-b] Il7ae 117ae [kafka - 11 7an'day' IIk'c: lSI]; 
U, day 

si] !xan-se [S2] 
'ginal 
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I Table [VI]13. Pattern Type IV.3: 1 - (I) - ot. 

-~ ._--_. - - ----_._--- ----_. ------ .~--
.0 _,--___ •• _. ___ --_ ... _---- -~-----

__ o _____ ~ 

ble Proto-KIIOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA lUI !UI 
.3. (Khoe: KHOE HARI KALA- KIIOE 

Khoekhoe) HARI (Kalahari; 
WKaIK, 
EKalK) 

----- -------------~-- -----_._- -_._-----_. ------ ----
no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKalK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam otKho- Njuu 

PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK, 
PEK 

maru 

! \ ! \,* 
IE LV.3(l) stomach (*la [PKK]) !naa-b n!iill [Nar] *Ina 
lal (innards), (PKalK, 

cf. heart PWK), 

*Ia (PEK) 

cf. LV.3(l) heart !kx'!i [kafka Iq'an Ii: [Sl); 

-si] [ah/ah Iq'iill] Ige:,lgai 

[S2] 

! * ? ! <t) (!) 

IV.3(2) spy out, l!iwa l!gapa] notaa'look n!ahm [vtl otG~h'iI lIanan 'look for' 
look for; 'look' 

around'; INluu] but see 
below: 

(!aa-laa) 

l'UU cf. IV.3(2) see, InaakV Ini:, Ina: 
perceive, cf lSI] 
look at 

, IV.3(3) elbow 17urii-b [Iuni-b] othOne lNar] chlmi *othuni !hUn'! [kafka gotqhUli Inan !x::Jru-
ru-

[PkaIK] 
-si); 

[311 gotqhUla- !X::Jru tu 

(othuni [kafka te Inaa]; [S1] 

-si] [loan?]) gofxllbi [ahlah] 

_0 
._. ____ 0 . _- -- -_ . 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe~ llie- PKaIK; 1t~'hoan !X60 IXam :fKho- Njuu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

IV.3(4) egg Puwu-s [!upu- :f7ubi [NarJ; *:f7ubi n!u [kafka- :fguil !kaul [sgj, :fui 'eggs' [Njuu] 
'v\] 

s] [PKalK)]; 
si]; 

[~ e/uj, 
Ikwi:tn 

g:fui 'rotten, [pI] [SII 
of *:f7ubi dsuu [kafka :fgilhi [ihllih 
unhatched, [PWK], -si] 'ostrich-

:fgilha-te] bad eggs' *7yubi egg' [Sn]) 
('bad'); [Nar] 

[PEK] 
:fuil [ihllih 

:fua-te] 

('empty 
ostrich') 

~ IV.3(5) good, right PK(K) *!ili lain [!gai] !aT [Nar-Ba], PKal *!ili !aisi [Sn], qai [!X60j, 'wai:i [SI] ~ 

[Nama]; 
kyaT [Khwe], kai, kIT :fkili [ l'Auo] 

!aT [lOra] kx~e- kx~e [ !Xlll)-C], 

[Nar-Vi] 
kai [!Xill)-N] 

~ IV.3(6) bitter, salty, g!A'an [vi] :f<illn ~, 

II be, cf sour 
___ L ___ 

. ---- ~- ---._----'----_. ~---~-----------.----- ---- ------~-- ------ ---- -----~---- ________ . ___________ L.... __ .. ___ 
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n Table [VI]14. Pattern Type IY.2: !~II 

~---~ -,-----------._- ------~-- ~.,------

-KHOE--'~ ~-----
---- --------- ru------TAA---- !UI-------~ r-!Ul-----~--

able Proto-KHOE East Proto-
114. (Khoe: KIIOE KALA- KALA- KHOE 
,e Khoekhoe) BARI lIARI (Kalahari; 

~: HI WKaIK, 
EKaIK) 

~ no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKalK; Juj'hoan !X60 IXam ofKho- NJuu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mani 
PEK 

! ! ! II II 

IV.2(l) whip, !nawa-b n!aba n!aba [ha/ha IIlJ~m [ihlllh 
sjambok 

[!naba-b] 
-sil [loan?] 

IllJ~ma-te] 

cf. IV.2(1) rhinoceros *laba [PK, !nawa- gaba *lmiba 
'white, 

PKK] [PKaIK]; 
(Breitmaul)' 

*!)gabii. 
[PEK] 

1S? IV.2(2) cattle-post 'amah [kafka llama [~hlW7 
-sil te ]'kraal' 

IV.2(3) sew, knit (cf *!xan(i) IrK] !xae [NarJ; *!xan(i) g!ai [vt] -lie:!), 
'awl', xait IKhwe] IPKaIK; 
pierce' PWKj; IIkeI!) [S2] 

*xan 
[PEKl 

IV.2(4) pierce (*!hae) IPK] 'khaii !hae [NarJ *!hae IIke:n, 
[PKaIK; 
PWKj; IIkein [S I] 
*khae 
[PEK] 

IV.2(5) kick 'Ai [!gai] !iii [Nar] 'aih [vt] IIgabit<ln 
[loan?] 

[SI] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam olKho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, 

mall! 
PEK 

ruu IV.2(6) leopard !76e uwe *!7ue 
'J 

(IlUi [ihl Uh IIkwe: 

(*!7oe) lilia-tel) ('cheetah') 

[PKaIK]; 
[S2] 

*!7ue 

(*!76e) 

[PWK]; 

*7ue (*7oe) 

[PEK] 
C, IV.2(7) thick !mhllNJ tsau [Nar], IIkx'au 
al; IFall [llau] [N] cao 'be 
~- broad' [:fUI)] 
int. [Khwe] 

! (II) II II ! 
~ IV.2(8) invert (i) Ikhupu IILLbu [Nar] IIUhukV !nwobbo -

'stir, twirl 
'overtlm1' , 

stick' 
IIUfm (kii 

lI'funa) 

invert (ii) !khuni I - . IV.2(9) (!x'mi [Narl; nllhuri . xwonm, 
!xworri 

kx'uni-(na-

ngyevi) 
[Khwc]) 

al IV.2(l0) work, earn !70a [loa] IIkx'M [vtJ Uoba 

lSI ]) 
IV.2(l1) bee,honey !n8wli-b lI~owa [hilhi !kau :fkau 'honey' [Do] 

-] 'bee, 
'honey' 

honey' [Sn] [S2J 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; IIie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam ofKho- Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware I'WK, 

mani 
PEK 

C IV.2(l2) yellow, 'nau-b'red IIxau [Nar- IIgau [N3]; IIga'u (ka) 
brown ochre' 

Ba] gfu 

[JuI'hoanJ; 
tsao, tSxau 
[!XUI)-N:J --1-------~- . 

ry.2(13) garden, *!hana IIqhaJa [iN eh ; in !liana-b, lihara IIgala *lIhada IIxanl [kafka 
["AA'7 field; 'enclosure 

"eourt- [PXX]; -si] -H\] 
kraal [PKK]; !liara-s 

yard"; *kada 
*!hada 

[PKaIK; 
[PKK] 'thorn 

karaa PEK] 
kraal' 

!, (I) (II) ?(I) II 11,1 I, of 
ry.2(l4) shine !naan [ina] Ilkhaie; 11 1an IIGaa (,glow Ikal; 

Ikhaa (oflion's hi: [Sl] 
eyes)' 

1---. "'-

ho: 'take' IV.2(l6) take, catch, *!xo [PK, !khiS6 Ilkhoo *!xo gu [sgobj] IIguu-llglIU; hoo [Nluu] 
hold PKK] 

'gather, 
[PKaIK; l~hui [PI obj] [SI 

take by 
PWKj, IIgui-ligui; 

*xo kx'lli [kx'uV]; force' 
lPEK]; chu 

hCla 'find, 
'acquire'; 

get, receive' 
ghoo 

[Narl 
"catch, laho 

seize" 

*10 
[PKaIK] 

I, snore !xona [Narl; g'xllJ1i IGalo 'growl' 
e) xl1l111 [Khwe 1 
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fiLES for Chapter VI. TABLES [VI]ISa and b; l VI]16-1 9. Patterns of Type 'X'. (The Type 'X' patterns are so named because the value for the consonant varies, 
19 sometimes a click, 'Q', and sometimes a non-click consonant, 'C(C)'.) 

in Table [VI]15a and b. Pattern Type X.I qC) - C(C). A partial Type X pattern (sub-type .1) showing non-click consonants in patterns mainly with other non-click consonants. 'TIle 
ds in Tables Ia and I b below chiefly illustrate stems with initial alveolar or palatal stops, fricatives or affricates, 

in Table [VI] 15a. Pattern Type XI C - qC). The C1 segments in Table ISa are almost all simple oral or nasal stops, with only occasional affricate alternants. It is a notable feature 
lese 'simple' stops that they are almost all alveolar, Very few examples of labial and velar initials could be found; and there are no palatals. 

es. 
~vcral of these are words that were found by Vossen (1997) to be reconstructible for Proto-KHOE or one of its sub-branches. Some of them have in addition a cross-SAK distribution, 
1 a few (marked 'AT!' or 'AT2') having been previously proposed as cross-SAK items by Trail! (I 986b); while others (marked 'HH-m-TAA') were identified as systematic members 
U -TAA series by Honken (1998). 
be table also reveals - if only to a limited extent in this initially simplified presentation - that many of these words pattern furthernlOre with click-initial stems, either in cross-S"'AK or 
l-subgroup internal series. 
The notes in the far left-hand column indicate the Bantu-like affInities of some of the C(C)-initial forms. 

in Table [VI]15a. Proto- KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- m TAA !UI !UI 
Ie X.I: KHOE KHOE HARl KALA- KHOE 
·qC). (Khoe: HARl (Kalahari; 

Khoe- WKaIK, 
khoe) EKalK) 

~s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam 4oKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani lOra 
BlALS 
*-moka [ABCFID]; XI(I) bark, bay hiihii *bU lPWK' borro !koio ba~o~, 
Odia [LM] PEK] 

[Do] ma~o~ 
'roar, 

[Nluu] brom' 
XI(2) run, flee *be [PK] bee *be [PWK, ba:qi 'race, 

PEK] chase' 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; llie- PKaIK; JuJ'hoan !X60 IXam ofKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mani 
lOra 

UU, X.l (3) give *ma [PK: maa(n) khaa [Nar] Fa [17an] Iqhaa [!qhaV] Ika: [Sl], fla'n 'share, 
PKK] a [IXam] offer' INjuu] paa. [rna]; 

y -pa; Ikhac 
la -ntsha; -nae9_ 
bona, X.I(4) see, mUUn[mu] (maa) [Nar]; *mu 
1a [BDHKLMR]. behold muu [Khwe] [PKaIK] 

{una. X.1(5) stand, maan [rna] (tee) [Nar]; oora'rise, baqra 
nse (tan, Hii') 

stand up, of 
'erect hair, 

[Khwe] 
hair'[Sn] 

quills' 

paapa. X.I(6) carry, *7aba [PK: 7aWa aba [Nar]; aba *7aba m~'a [S]; IGam kV 'carry !7apa 
na -!mba [k'aba]; ride on 

PKK] In~ma 'carry 
[PKaIK; child on back' back 

( lillsupported) 
over 

PWK, 
m~'a [C]; 

-merna; 
shoulder' 

-befu [Nar]; PEK] m~m~ [N] 

on back'; 
papi [Nar] 

Iga -famba 
on (horse), 

X. I (7) wide, ts~ra ofaa bara-bara ('Jofhaa 'open 
broad 'flat' u(lu)fula 'open 
(be) 

'open space in veld' [Nluu]) 
no trees' veld' [Nar] 
·badaa 'burn, bec. X.l(8) warm naranara; tshiiit [Nar]; tsa tsara-tsara (Ikara 
l' [EMNS] (bec.); tcaa [Khwe] 'bask' 

bask barabara 
[Sl ]) 

[D]; 

tan-tan 

-tadada 'cool, wet, X.1(9) cool naranara; 
'[DJLMR]. (bec.) 
1yama -talala; barabara 

-funda [D] 
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:s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam ofKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 
lOra 

VEOLARS 
Inga embundu; X.I(IO) mouse, dOru-b/s *tudu 
myama nembudu rat [PEK] 
I. X.I(II) swallow *tom [PK: tom tom thorn *tom (gam) tUm 

*tomuda [LM]. (liquid) PKK] [PKaIK; 
PWK,PEK] 

*-tuda [BDEJMN] X.1(l2) pierce, *dodo doro- dor6- [Khwe]; doro *dodo boonl toro t:li6[Do] 
drill, (drill, bOro 'drill' 

["<Afrik"] imbuda. bore twirl) [PK] [? <Afrik] [PKalK; 
ranyama -tjula [Nar] PWK]; 

[Sn] 

mga -mboola; *d6do (d:lr 0 [NI]) 

l-boboza [PEK] 

mga, Kwanyama X.I(13) tin d06-b/s too [halha toho 
'oxa'tin'; «"'Germa 

-si]; 
[M/M -tel 

anyama ombohoho; nDose") bQ'6 [halha ("<Nama 
mga omboxoxo -si] [Sn] lNharo < 
r, pouch' German") 
l. X.I(l4) butterfly t£b£-t££b£, tyiee- thathama dthabi tebbu-
*-bcdede [C1.7] tyibese [ha/hi ], [ihl Uh dthabu- tcbbu-si:; 
l t:lb£-t:l:lb£, [Khute]; dthi~di!ma tel dadaba; 
shavi-shavi tW:lb£-tW:l:lb£ tibiri, 

fha/hi] 
dadama 

tabiri 
[IIAniJ [Ts'ixa]; 

thededi 
[Deti] 

1. TG-TUU. X.I(lS) tongue nam-mi tgm [Nar]; *dam dhiiri 71ngn leri lSI] 
*-daml. [N]; dam [Khwe] 

PKaIK; 
[ka/ka -si] 

PWK], [M/~h 'In~na I 
TAA-!UI scp lam-mi *dam 

[S]; 
es? Cf. 'lick' in 

[Hm, S]; [PEK] 
tharl [C]; 'In~a] 

lYe; tharl [N] 
u nyali 'of darting tarii-mi 
tongue' [Hm, of A] 
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; no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam ofKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 
lOra 

damba. X.1(l6) lick, taste napc-mim nebe [Nar]; t?aiq-ta; 
nyama -lafa; (prob 

'lick lips'; 
(danii 

-nyala; yields [KhweJ) 
dani-b tsaa lick' t?aq-tten, 

mga -nan"fa; 
'honey', t?aq-tta 

ti -naml?itsa; i.e. sthg 
I-nambitha tasty) 

'damba. X.1(l7) taste (cf. tsaan [tsa] tsa'a tS?Am; 
I-zwa lick) 

tS?Amma 

'-dabata 'tread on' X.I(l8) step, daa 
: *-dLata. tread 

myama -/i-nana 

X.1(19) path, *dao dao-b dao [Nar] uyao *dao 
10 nyatho [hI] for trail, 'spoor, [PKalK; 
I 'path' < -nyathola foot- path' [PK: PWK, 
ld, walk'; print, PKK] PEK] 
sa, Zulu spoor 
)-nyawo 'foot' 

"-kodo 'throat' X.I(20); wind- *dom domoros[ doni-!gno; *dom loq'oru [hilhi GQlo dom dom Jum 
-kodoma 'growl'). cf pipe, (throat) 

D] 
[PKaIK; -sil 

Iali/all -tel 
'throat' [Ma] 

X.I(50) Adam's [PK, !Qru PWK, [Sl] [Nluu] 

apple PKK] PEK] 'pharynx' 

*-pia 'burn'. X.I(21) bum, naan rna]; tsxana 

myama -fia; 
sting, 
bite [vi] ndaa [Hm] 

10 -tjha 
'bite' 
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: no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam 4Kho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani lOra 

-tapa 'take, scoop X.I(22) take nao; ts~o kV 
oney, clay, etc'. handful 

naw6 
J -thapha 'gather'; of, scoop 

(pick up, a 'dig carelessly, out 
find) 

big portion'; 
Jla 'take much'; 
.i -tsapha; 
oyama -tapa, 
da 
-diama. X.1(23) vanish, nawa te: tamma-
o-nyama sink in-ja 
nga-tawura X.l(24) talk nama zamm 

about, 
betray, 
talk 
falsely 

o -tjhaba 'rise, X.l(25) shine, nawa [N]; tebe-tebese dabba 
" . sparkle, tawa [D] [Nar] 'wink, - , 
'-bada; nash twinkle' 
dima [ACHRS] 
1kle, shine'; 
dema 'glitter, be 
y' [LMj; 
nga [CPS]; 
nya [FRS}. 

I -fu/e/a; -baneka; 

imula 

or Iwazimula] 

mga -pasha; X. 1(26) miss shot *sa [PK] *sa [PWK, tsiCa ta: q IJ 
'make mistake' 

f---c-------~-I----
PEK] 

--_.------_. '- ---t--. 
mgazamu X.l(27) breast *sam lPK] sanl-s (bii) [Narj; 

(PH) [Khwe] 
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, no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam :j:Kho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

lOra 
mam 

X.I (28) lung *so soo-b tsgo shoo *so tcoq'a s'o: lSI]; 
'-puupu [CFHM] [PK: [PKaIK; 

[kafka] 
PKK] PWK, sso-sso-

1 i (li)-hubhll- PEK] 
III k\(n [plJ 

[B&L] 

'jikada X.l (29) rest *sa [PK: saan [sa] sila *sa [PKaIK; sa sa sa ca 'lie down' 
PKK] PWK, [Do] 

PEK] 
~ARS 

I i(li)khanda X.l (30) kraal *kada 
tary camp'; (pen) [PKalK; 
nga ontanda ; PEK] 

myama orlanda 

IP' 
X.I(31) year *kudi *kucli 

mgagole [PK] [PKaIK] 
~-guba [3f4] X.l(32) bellows *kom(a) 
}JMPS] 

X.l(D)-
r------- -~----- --c------- ----:._---. ----- -------- [PKllIK_J _ ._----_._- -- ------- ------------

~-kobu [+ various]; navel uwll-bfs gabo "navel *gobo goba [ha/hi] gobo [lihf~h-teJ 
da mll-kombo; [enlarged] string" [Nar] [PKaIK; (of child) 

'bJ 'enlarged' PEK] 

Cf. navel !kom *Ium n!6'm [kafka :j:nQn, (of adult) 
X.1(33) (PKaIK; -si] 

PEK) 
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in Table [VI]15b. TJpe X.I C(C) - C(C). Mainly affricates. These may be plain, aspirated or ejective; and may additionally be voiced or voiceless (in some varieties). Although the 
cates are mainly alveolar, some varieties reflect palato-alveolar forms. 

in Table [VI]15b. Proto- KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI !UI 
eX.I: KHOE KHOE HARl KALA- KHOE 
:) -C(C). (Khoe: EARl (Kalahari; 

Khoe- WKaIK, 
khoe) EKalK) 

:s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKalK; Ju/'hoan !X66 IX am :j;Kho- Njuu 
PKK Dama+; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 
!Ora 

l. X.I(35) peel, *thudu tsliru kxUn't [vt] *thudu thuru; tshxiim thurru; 

*-t6nuda [FJ], moult [PK]: 'pluck [Nar], IPWK, du'uri 
[tshxuBV] 

turru 

)nga [L]. 
thuru feathers' ts6ro [vt] PEK] 

'pluck'; 
anyama -duduka 

[PKK] [Nar] huli (kV) (de-
squamate, 
meta-
morphose) 

110 -thapa; X.l (36) soft (bec) *tham tsam tham-ka, *tham tx'am; t'ai:n'soft' 
)sa -thamba; [PK: I Nar], [PKalKJ; 

lSI] 
Iti -tsamba; PKK] tham [Khwe] *thinl (tx'a'soft'; 

anyama -talama 
[PWK, tx'am 'soak, 

water-logged' 
PEKj 

bec. soft' 
[Sn]) 

*damba. X. 1(37) taste (cf. tsaan [tsa] tsa'a ts7Am; 
u-nambitha lick) 

ts7Amma 
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s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JL~'hoan !X65 IXam tKho- Njuu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

lOra 
mam 

to -thanya 'feel' X.l(38) hear, tsaim [tsii] tsa'a til: 
feel, 
perceIve 

C X.l (39) seem, tsaanba ta'ma tfjBV, naBV; ta 
feel, BE 

[tsiiba] !n!,}BV 

10 le-tsha X.I(40) water, tsaa-b tshaa tsaa *tsha tcaq (e.g. of (!qhiiil) !khwa: !khaq [Do]; 
)1, lake, pond'; liquid 

[Hm] 
[PKaIK; eyes) [SI ]; !khwa- !kha 

1 i{li)baka PWKj, !kha [S2] [Ma] 
*tsha [PEK] 

~-tapa. X.l(41) 'snatch' tsawli tsxai-tsxabi; tsahbu 
myama -tambula; (take 

[Hm]; tJhamtJham-
nbola 'select'); some of) 
Iti [HH- (tsuwli [HH]; 

uhuna 'take much', JU,TAA] [N]) 
tsxabu 

'ana -gapa; 
npareta; 
1 -daphuza; 
una; --nam/una; 

Ihurla 

*-kama'squeeze'. X.l(42) pinch, ts'am [Nar] tsxam (sthg ts'kx'fun sV 
rana -lJapa (w squeeze, to pick it up) 

'squash, 
s); cftight 
nola; 

squeeze' 

wla; 

II -rumba 'catch, 
, 

I 
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:s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; ll~'hoan !X60 IXam 4=Kho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mam 
lOra 

10 X.1(43) attack, tsowa dtshghu 'bash ts7oa-
ba 'go for, single speak 

into, hit by ts70a-ttan; address, attack; fiercely, 
hand'; 

ba'smash'; insistent-
(!g6ba 'hit') 

tswatswa 
pa 'capture, ly 'say 
ress'; angrily' 
)sa 
IOba; 
lda 
tmbudza; 
{ana 
ibotla, 
bot/a; 
lti 

JbUta; 

u -dubula 

*-coobuda 'choose' 

LJ; 

*-cum 'speak w 

cd voice' [NS}; 

-JU, TAA 'bash'. X. 1(44) strike, dfLlu lifIll dtshghu 'bash 
*-kuba 'hit'; pound 

into, hit by 
*-k6ma 'hit, kill'; hand' 
*-tutuma 'beat, 
ll1d' [Cll; 
*-d6ma 'peck'[ClJ; 
ho -thuba 
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, no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam "'Kho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

lOra 
mam 

X.l(45) bitter, *tsadu 'au 'bitter' ts~u 'sour, *tsadu ts'aru [kafka ta'u (kfi) 'bitter' 
sour, 'sour' 

[Nt salty' [Nar-
[PKalK]; 

-si) 'kidney' [!X66) 
salty [PKl kx'au Vi), 

*tsftdu 
[Sn) 

'bitter' 
[lOra] teem [Khwe 1 

[PEK] 
X.1(46) sprout tS9m [Nar] *tsom tshghm 

'-pupuma; 
team [Khwe] 

[PKaIK; 
'flower' [vi] 

'-tumba'swell'; PWK, 

nyama -tutuma; 
PEK] 

:fa -.fhu-.fhuma; 
ana -tsuba 
JU,TAA'squeeze X. 1(47) milk into *tom tsxom (suckle *tsx6m tsxam tSxUm'squeeze kwoqm 

mouth, 'swallow' from animal) [PKalK; [loan?] out' [HH] 'suck' 
'-d6ma 'suck' suckle [PK] PWK, 
, PEKI 

muda [LM] <*-

1 'chew, drink' 
ELM]; 
k from animal': 
da -komba; 
ana -thumotsa; 
sa -thwiba, 
wiba 
"-- ~---

C-X-:-1(48) 
-- --- ----.----- -------- . -- ._------ _._--------f------------ - - "--" 

my -shuuka 'sneak go away, tsxoa-tsxoa ts?oaq-ksn 
leave 

'disperse' 
10 -tshaha 'startle, sud-
lIt suddenly'; denly 
lti -etfuka 
'ana se-rubi 'den'; X.1(49) hole, dam [kafka- dzUhe dum 
1 um-hume burrow, si] [Sn] 

den [eh! 8.h dzUha] 
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:s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Ilie- PKaIK; Jl~'hoan 
PKK Dama +; Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

!Ora 

~ 'upper lip', X.l(50) lip, ts'om (upper) *ts7om zU [kafka -si] 
-JU,TAA 'upper mouth 

[Nar]; [PKaIK; 
'beak, tip' 

. TG-TUU I IIl-I] 
tc'6m 'lip, PWK, 

*-domo [3/4] 'lip, 
PEKJ 

Ith, beak' mouth, beak' 
[Kh~e] 

BLES [VI) 16-19 respectively show dental, palatoalveolar, lateral and (post)alveolar clicks in alternation with non-click consonants, 
,atterns of the main 'X' type, 'Q - C(C)'. 

e. Patterns of Type X involving bilabial clicks are largely incorporated as sub-types of pattern Type IV.X. 

in Table [VI) 16. Dental clicks in alternation with non-click consonants. Pattern Type LX. 

in Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU 
)Ie (Khoe: KHOE IIARI KALA- KHOE 
)16. Khoe-khoe) HARI (Kalahari; 
Ie LX: WKaIK, 

:':(C) EKaIK) 
--~.- ---f-------
~s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; J~'hoan 

PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

TC l.X(l ) leave behind *xu [PK, xULi -xu huu *xu I'hula lvtj 
PKKj 'leave' [PKaIK; 

PWK], 

[HH] 
!X65 [Xam 4=Kho- Nluu 

mani 

dzum [ah/ 3h ?(tu) I)cu Jum 
dzuma-te] [Do] 

'upper lip, 
[Nluu] 

beak' 

TAA !UI !UI 

-

I Nluu 
!X65 IXam 4=Kho 

mani 

xu: u:i 
[Sl] 
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*xu [PEK) 
; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKalK; Ju/'hoan !X66 IX am i'Kho- I ~uu PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mani 

-cuku LX(2) night tsuxu-b thuu-xu "walk *thU 'night' glu [kafka- Inye 

S); 
some-where in [PkalK]; siJ 
the night" *7ui 'eve- r eh/ah InjJ1n-te); 

cu [Nar) 
e); 

ning' 

:ro ou-
[PKalK) 

, 
ti bU-

l 

C LX(3) white xoe-xoe-se hwehe *x6e leu [Sn) 
[aqi] [Nar) [PKalK] 

LX( 4) (to) milk *ts7ao [PK); 17uo [ lao); ts'ao tsao *ts7ao Ikx'uo [vt] 

*Ix?ao Ikx'ao [lOra) [PKalK; [loan?) 

[PKK] 
PWK, 
PEK] 

LX(S) be sharp, PK *ts7ai Faa [ Iii] [N); ts'ee [Nar-Vi], *ts7ai si'i [!X66] Ctsi: [SI]) 
~-baba sting, bite 

[PK]: [PKalK); 
;harp, Ikx'a-Ikx'a tc'Er [Khwe) 

:r, sting' *lx7ai [PKK) [lOra] *ts7{li 

Ie); [PWK, 

I-baba; PEK] 

"-kacta, 

ldl 

.er, sour, 

11, 
~e' 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam :fKho- I Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

I.X(6) steal *ts?a [PK]: IMn-(oo) ts'fill [Nar]; tsaa *ts?a deaa [irreg ts'aa kV 
ru- [7 B] 

[PKaIK]; 
vt] [ds'aa, 

"" 
*Ix?a [PKK] [ la-ba] te'aa [Khwe] Sn] 

-jiba; *ts?§ (a) 

-ba; [PWK] 

. -em; 
ja 
la 
5inal, cf LX(7) dance, trad. lai-s dzxani [S]; 7 (Ixila :fkei-ce [Do]; 
rwords dZxani [C]; 

[ lxa V] [vt]) 
dance' [ Igai-s] tSxae [N] (of :f?ai-ce [Ma] 

men) 

~ (as I.X(8) smoke [vi], *ts?ani [PK], I?an-ni [ lanni-s] ts'ene [n, vi] *ts?ani ts'kx'aje [eh] IAhi: [S1] 
n) smoul-der 

[N]; [Naro]; [PKaIK; *Ix?an [PKK] 
Ikx'an [lOra] tc'fu1i [n] PEKJ; 

[Khwe] *ts?illli 

[PWK] 

Iti I.X(9) love, like *lam [PK], Inan1 njanl II gam *lnam I~ahm [vt] Inam kV; JkaI]-a 
nc(~a *Iam [PKK] "love, ["lam] [Sl]; 

covet" 
[PKalK; tsiiha kV lIaI] [S2] 

PWK]; 

* Dam 

[PEK] 

lti LX((lO) pinch, IIkham Ix'ani; tsxam 'sthg ts'kx'am 
ima squeeze to pick it up' 

'squeeze out ts'am 
(sthg wet)' 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuJ'hoan !X65 IXam ~Kho- I Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

C LX(lI) young, fresh, haini [en IIgai-tJu ~'i 'young, Ikain-ya 
'green' IIh1i1 [Khwe] [Cl] green, small' [IXam] 

, 
[Sn] 
hai 'young, 
green, small' 
[Sn] 

C. I.X(l2) young, new, tsai [Nar] zaqi [at!i] dz~i, [!X60] t'1i11) [SI] 
a- fresh' (new); 

'little' ; 
Ie ze [acti] 

txe: [S2] e' (new) 
,co I.X(13) little, PKK *Ia 17asa [Nama]; Ix'aa-Ix'ana Iqha1i (kV) Ilka:1) 
'-pIa new, young 

17ii-sa [!Ora] 'thin' [Sn] 
[!X60] [IXam] 

10 -tjha 
:c LX(14) small, ~khari [Nama] Ixare 'thin' ts'e-ma :\oeri, ts'ere, 

narrow, thin [Nar-Ba], [JuJ'hoan], ~ni [Sl], 
Ikai 'thin' 

ts'e-ma, ts'e- ~nni [NUT-Ba]; 

Ix'are [Nar-
rna [!XUI)- [ IXam], 
C], 

Vi] 
ts'e-ma, g'e-

Ikxre, [S2] 

ma, 1§'ere-ma 

\ !Xul)-N\ 
I.X(15) bee. wann, tshM [Nar] tsa Ikara 

bask 'bask' 
[S1] 
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I Table [VI] 17. Type II.X. Palatoalvcolar clicks in alternation with non-click consonants. 

1 Table Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- JU TAA !UI lUI 
17. (Khoe: KIIOE HARI KALA- KHOE 
:ILX: Khoekhoe) HARl (Kalahari; 

~(C) WKaIK, 
EKaIK) 

s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam tKho- I Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware WK,PEK 

mani 

~-tI; ILX(l ) tree *yi [PEK] 

mga 
ti 

'ana lLX(2) axe *yibe tshii pii 'iron, 
oi, [PEK] metal' 
10 [ehleh -tel 
pe; l"Tsw"] 
simbi 

*-tumbI lI.X(3) egg, testi c 1c *7yubi 

1NP]; lPEK] 

3(2)] 
*-jada ILX(4) rock (taan-b[Dl *cxana 

[PEK] 
[tga-b] 'rock-

face') 
*-c6ba; ILX(5) nux (towe [tgobel) hom; (*hom dQni.'m; 
uba; 

x6m-xom lPKaIK; dobeda )sa -
("mix up w. PWKj;) 

a; sand") *cxom 
ba [PEK] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam tKh~-1 Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware WK, PEK 

mam 

ILX(IO) twist (esp. "'limi [tgumi) tobe ntoqmi dthfun kV 
by rolling), 

'twist' [VI) 
'fold, roll up'; 

fold tshx6mKv 
'wring' 

II.X(lI) sew, fold t?6m [tom] txoro tx6ma IJJa (lyV) "'l\m[SI); 
[N); Ikxama 
"'?om [!Ora) [S2) 

11 Table [VI) 18. Type III.X. Alveolar lateral clicks in alternation with non-click consonants. 

11 Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- m TAA !UI !UI 
Ie (Khoe: KHOE HARI KALA- KHOE 
18. Khoekhoe) EARl (Kalahari; 
: IILX: WKaIK, 

=(C) EKaIK) 

,; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; JuI'hoan !X65 IXam tKh~ ! Nluu 
PKK !Ora Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

Ill.X(l ) scrape out, xoa tsxoa 'scratch' IIx5a (pipe) Gllqhuil 
scratch 

ISn) 'scratch, clean 
scrape' 

mX(2) snatch, grab ts8WU [Hm] tsxai-tsxabi; tsahbu; 
handful nllilm [vt) Ikl\m lI?am kV 

'take 'take' [Sl) 
handful' < 
Sn) 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama +; Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X65 IXam :fKhO-1 Nluu 
PKK lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mam 

lII.X(3) open (e.g. *llxoba [PK, khowa; kXGa [NarL !7oahn[vt] 116'a tV [sg] Ilkwara 
tin) 

PKK] IIkh6wa 
IIx6bc *lIxobe, 

IIgu'be [PI); [vi] [S I] 

*lIxode 
IlqhtJa kV 

[PKaIK], 
'remove lid, 

*lIxode uncover, open' 
[PEK] 

III.X( 4) dig *khao [PK, tshao (glui); tsaho; *tshao nllaq'm [vtL IIg~ho (shovel) 
PKK] !M (dig out) Ilgao "to (pKaIK; 

[Nar] plough"; 
PWK] , 
*tsM6 

Igao [PEK] 
"plough, 
dig, 
cultivate" 
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Table [Vlj19. Type IV.X. (Post)alveolar clicks in alternation with non-click consonants. 

ype IV.x. i: ! -1- (C(C)). Sub-type IV.x. ii: ! - 0 - (CCC» 

Proto-KHOE KHOE- West KALA-
~ (Khoe: KHOE BAR! 
9. Khoekhoe) 

(C) 
: no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Kbwe; 

PKK +; !Ora Naro 

IV.x(l) cut (esp. !aa riga] n!are Paa 
meat) into 

[NarL strips (cut 
'stripe-wise') 

lare (for 
biltong) [Nar] 

IV.X(2) rhinoceros >I<1aba [PK, lnawa-
(white, 

PKK] 
13/'eitmaul) 

IV.X(3) whip, !nawa-b n!aba 
sjambok 

IV.x(4) chin *Jan(i) (chin) ! an-s [I gan-s I 19r1lle 'chin' 
jaw(bone), 

(PK], 
[Nar]; 

jowl Ilgal 'cheek' *lan [PKKL 

* lani Uaw) I Narl 

[PK, PKK] 

East 
KALA-
HARI 

Hie-
Chware 

kare 

gaba 

!gaie 
'cheek'; 
ghanee 
'chin, 
jaw'; 

IIkaii 
'jaw'; 
lkhama 
'chin' 

Proto-K!IOE JU TAA lUI lUI 
(Kalahari; 
WKaIK, 
EKaIK) 

PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X65 IXam :fKho- I ~uu PWK, PEK 
mani 

*!ade [PKaIK; lareh [vt); !n~hle (ka) 
PWK], !arim [vt] 

'into strips' , 
*kade (strips); 
[PEK); tharo !ahle kV 'into 

(*Pan(i) (strips); plCces' 

[PKaIK]) 
g!xim~ (open 
animal) 

>I<1naba ? 

[PKaIKL 
*IJgaoo [PEK] 

n!aba [ha/ha IIWm [ihlUh 
-si] [loan?] 

1I~1flma-te] 

*Jan(i) 'chin' g!aihn [kafka dzani 

[PKaIK; 
-sil [~ih/ah -te); 

PWK], 
*gani [PEK]; :ffle [:fee] 

*1nani 'jaw' [ehlUh 

[PKaIK; :fftm(a)-te] 
PWK] 'jaw' cf. 'ear' 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Ju!'hoan !X65 IXam :j;Kh~-1 Nluu 
PKK +; !Ora Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mall! 

ry.X(S) big *kai kiii kai (bec.) !M:; !xaV [sg], !keri 
[Nar] n!a'an [vi, sg !xaBV [pi] [sg], !ke-

sub)1 !ke-t;m 
[pI] 

ry'X(6) good, right *!a1 [PK, lain [!gih] !ae [Nar] *!a1 'good, !aisi [adi] twail 
PKK] right' [PkalK]; [8 I]; 

*ka1 [PEK]; 
*qadi 'good, !ha1-ja 
enjoyable' [82 
[PKalK] 

rV.x(7) dark, dusky !khae [adj] gai (rare) ?(g!a(a) dt'kx'ai [ih]; !kei-ja 
(Nar-Ba]; [Ju!'hoan]); qahe[eh] 

'brown' 

~e [Nar-Vi] glaCe) [!Xili)- 'dusk' 
[8 l] 

(twilight) C]; 
g!ae [!Xili)-
N] 

.ype 
C.i: 

-
:)) 

Iy'X(8) hide, !naiin; gao >!'Jnao ? Igah'o -!nau: 
conceal, 

'store up'; [PKalK]; 
[81 ] 

store away 
gau-gau; (>!'Jnao 

Salln [PWK]); 
l)gao [PEK] 

IV.x(9) wait (for) Paun [!au] 
IN' ian lah'n ika:; !ka .aa 

[ lah'JV]; 
[SI ] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie- PKaIK; Ju\,hoan !X65 \Xam "'Kho-i N\uu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

IV.x(lO) fear, respect, *!7ao [PK, !Iulo 17M [Narj; au [v]; *Pao [PKalK; !7an [vt] g\kx'ao 
avoid, be 

PKKL sao 'avoid' 
auo [n] 

PWK]; [ loan?] 'reject' 
modest 

*tao (be [Nar]; *7ao [PEK]; 
modest) zau (sthg 

(*dzau 'omen' 
[PKK] avoided, cf. 

[PKalK; 
'bad') [Nar] 

PWK, PEK]) 

. HH- *!hami !hae-!iul !!.le [Nar] !aqe [vt] !qiihe kV \xabe 
m-JU [PKK] 

'chase-hunt' 
[loan?] [SI ] 

Ie 
T •• ,.11: 

-!-O 

IV.X(lI) twirl, drill, !xari gwere nllari [S); gOxale-sa !xw:>ri, 
stir, rotate 'stir' 

[gOxaLV] nllari [C]; !xw:>ni 

nllari, nllali [vi] 
'turn' 

[N] 
[S1] 

IV.X(12) hard, tierce, *!adi 'hard' \ai [ \gai-sa !ari-xa; *!Mi [PkaIK; (note: 078j ina:, \gi: 
strong [PK] tS!.l(r)i-ts!.lri; PWKj, 

'hot') [SI]; 
(stone, heat) *kiidi [PEK] 

!nai: hai-hai -

'warm up' [vi] [S2] 

IV.x.(13) bush sp., cf g!ao (acacia !khoo g!h6e Oho: 000 'wood' 
tree sp.) [Nar] [kafka -] 'bush' [N\uu] 

(edible [S1] 
berries) 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwc; Hie- PKalK; Jul'hoan !X()O IXam "'Kho-i Nluu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK, PEK 

mam 

IY.X(14) larva - e.g. n!<]o bokoo Og66 
caterpillar , 

(caterpillar) 
'worm' [ihl Uh 

grub, [Bantu] 
OgMi-te] [coli. 

maggot; 
in sg); also wonn 
16M-16M 
(gen.) [ehleh -
tel 

'UU IVX(5) sleep, rest "'khaann- n!han [vi); OI;lil'!'i; 

C"'khan-); *sa (rest) 

saan; gllaa; [PKalK; gllMin 
IIgaa *sa (rest) PWK, PEK] 

[irreg] 
PK, PKK) haan [hill saa 

Iv.x(l6) bush, tree, h8i- ! aihn [kafka 70naje [ehl 8h 
stick -si] 

[!al lSn]] 70naa] 

IV.X(l7) animal(s), xawara, ("'haa di "'kam Ige !hama Oaje Oaa !khwai 
game, 

'wild 
[kafka] 

[8hI8h, 
[S1]; 

nyamatsane xamar'i-n [N] kx'oo-Ioa) 
animal' Opwai 

'game'; [Nar] (animals Oaje 07mi] 
[S2] 

xaman'i- [D] 
of the veld) 'game' 

IV.x(l8) meat, flesh, *Ixa (lian Ixaa INar] *Ixa [PKaIK; !ha [kafka- Oaje [eh] a:; eI) 
nyama PWK, PEK] sil 'meat (gen)' [SI); 

[Ilgan-i] [N]; Opwai 

lIain-i [S21 

lllgiii-i] [S] 

IY.X(l9) body Pam-ku-!7oo ? 70naha (inal) !kau-u-

(body-part) [ahl8h -te/-n1] 
kn [sg], 
!kau-!au-

[Nar] 
wa-I) [PI] 
[SI] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwc; Hie- PKaIK; Ju\'hoan !X65 \Xam ofKhO-\ N\uu 
PKK +; lOra Naro Chware PWK,PEK 

mam 

IV.X(20) male child, 6an-b, !'han [halsi-
son aan-b [DJ; sin] 

!ihin(S8)-b 

[!ga(sa)b] [D] 
(youngerm. 

--'---. 
sibling) 

-~- ----- ~------ -
_____ L-__ ~ __ '_________ _____ 
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lLES for Chapter VI TABLES [VI]20-25 Patterns involving selected 'accompaniments'. 

n Table [VI]20. Plain click fQI as leftmost tenn in table. 
~re this tenn pattems with nasalized segments elsewhere in the series, the common factor is membership of a particular gender. 

---_. 
West 

.- -------------- .-----
!UI 

-W-[-·_--, 
In Table Proto- KHOE- East Proto-KHOE JU TAA 
120. KHOE KHOE KALA- KALA- (Kalahari~ 

(Khoe: lIARI HARI WKalK, 
Khoe-khoe) EKaIK) 

~s no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe~ Hie-Chware PKalK~ JuI'hoan !X65 IXam *~d Nluu ! PKK +~ !Ora Naro PWK, PEK 
mam ------1 

ginal~ a. gemsbok lae-b (!ae-kx'o lI~he [ch] I H- 1.5(10) 
[ Igae-b] [ha/hi -si]) I 

TAA] 
I n]) [!~e = 
! 

'hunC] 
i 

3:C b. good, right PK(K) *!1ii !8.in [!gai] !al [Nar- PKal *!1ii !aisi [Sn], qai [!X651, 1wai:i [SI] 
IV.3(5) [Nama]; Ba], kai, kIT *kai 

!al [!Ora] kyal [IXUI)-C], I 

i 
[Khwe], kai [!XUI)- ll'Auo] ! 
kx~e- kxi.le N] ! 

lNar-Vi] 

I 
I 

)ekhoe c. sprout, luru-b/s Inubu (of n1t't'ubu G!qhum 
:rnal I.5( 4) flower, 

[Igum-] ~ i tree) [Nar] [kafka -sil bloom [n] 
hai-!num-s 

d. stomach lani-b nlaa [Nar] *Ina (PKalK, n!ang IIkx'an IInail) 'liver' 
L5(9)~ (innards) 

[ Igani-b] [Hm] PWK), [kafka] 
[eh/ah] [S2] I.3(6) 

*Ia (PEK) 
'inside' 
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; no gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwc; Hic-Chware PKalK; JuI'hoan iX65 IXam :IoKho- .\ Nluu 
PKK +; iOra Naro PWK,PEK 

mam 

e. fat, marrow, *:Ioai (*:Ioac) :Ioae-b [:Iogae-b] :lotte (*:Ioai [*:Ioae]) nJai 'fat, oil' sarti [> sini 1 
II.2(9) grease, oil, 

'lnarrow, 'marrow' 'marrow' 'marrow, fruit [kafka]; [~/~] 
exudation, 

fruit pulp' [Nar] pulp'lPKaIK] 'glandular 
honey 

[PK, PKK] excretion' ; 

lIa'a sga [ah/~] 

'marrow' 'fat, 

[kafka] marrow, oil, 
honey' 

ial f. wmg lIawo-b ?(hama (likabaa) niabli 

[ligabo-b] [NarD [kafka -si] 
[Sn] 

g. spy out, iawa [Igapa] n:loaa'look nlahl1l [vt] :IoG§h'il lIallaH 'look for' 
IV.3(2) look for; 'look' 

around'; 
but see [Nluu] 

below: 
(iaa-iaa) 

h. bull 1106-b [ligo-b] le-nllgo lI'huli inu: [Sll 
III. 3(20) 

'bull' [Khwe] [halhi -] 
'blue wilde-

\ 'wildebeest [pr.n] 'lone 
beese 

bull' blue 
I 

wildebeest' 
rc I. WANT, :Ioao[:Iogao] :Ioao 'want' n:lo'hao ISn] :IoaokV :Iokao-wa 

cf. 11.3(6) desire 
[AUX][stativel lNar, (in 'long for', [ IXam] 

Xanagas compound) 
var·L :Io7an-si 
n:loil [Khwe] '",-ish' 

m-int J. hook (vt) lIawe [vt] ni'ham [vt] 
III. 3(11); 

[Ui] cf. II.4(2) [Ilgabe] 

I 
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gloss PK: Nama, Dama Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; lul'hoan !X65 IX am ofKho-1 Nluu 
l l no 

i PKK +; lOra Naro PWK,PRK 
manl 

, 
U-int k. rain, drizzle, lIilo [ligao] l vt] g!a lSJ; IgMi-lgaii 

III. 3(12) spit 
'rain slanting gila [C]; 'spit, I 

I 
rain' gila [N]; 

drizzle'; 
! 

dts'kx' {lU-

nllao 'rainy 
g!Ml [kafka 

dts'kx'au; 

season' 
[Nar] 

-si] 'drop sau (!aa) 
of rain' 'fall (of first 

rains)' 
I. enter, insert PK *ofa ofaa [ofga] (V +) ofaa g! a' {lim! ]Jlu [sg] Ie: ~Fee [Njuu] 

I II.4(4) 
[Nar]; (yLV), 

I ofiiii [Khwe] 
!ga'o [PI] 

I m. growl lIaan [lIga] ?(g!aq'm- !n~hna 
lre', III. 3(5) 

g!a'm) [!naV] ial 
'snore, 
growl at' 
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I Table [VI}21. Voiced basic click IgQI as leftmost tenn. 

1 Table Proto- KHOE- West East Proto-KHOE JU TAA !UI !UI i 
H. KHOE KHOE KALA- KALA- (Kalahari; i 

- (Khoe: lIARl HARl WKalK, 

-- Khoekhoe) c------ ------ --------. .-~.---
EKaIK) -- -. t------1---

;; no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X60 \Xam :fKho- N\uu 
PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK 

mani 
lOra 

, a. springhare :f06-b [:fgo- g:fOO [Nar] joo *:fo [PKaIK; nloqm \m)i [ih/M 
.blet in 11.2(2) (tsoro) 

b] PWK] [ha/hi -]; I 
\nya-te] I (g:f06 

1 
[ha/hi -] 
[loan?\) 

I b. chin ]an(i) (chin) !an-s [!gan- !gfme 'chin' !gaie *lan(i) g!aihn dzam 
lY.X(4) jaw(bone), 

[PK], s] INar]; 'cheek'; 
'chin' 

[kafka -si] [M/ah -te]; 
jowl 

*lan [PKK]; gllgai ghanee 
[PKaIK; 

'chin, jaw'; 
* 1 ani (jaw) 'cheek' PWK], :fae [:fee] 

[PK, PKK] 
[Nar] IIkaii 'jaw'; *gani [ehlUh 

[PEK]; 
:fame a )-te] !khama *!-nani 'jaw' 

'chin' [PKaIK; 'jaw' cf. 

PWKj 'ear' 

c. fly *Jani \iinni3-s \gene [Narl \genee 'ny, ~ani g\ani OG~i (biting 
1.2(6) 

[ \gina-s] bee' [l'KaIK; [ha/hi -1 sp.) 
PWK1, [PI" n1 

~ini \PEK] 
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Table [VI]22. Click followed by voicelss velar fricative or affricate IQ~I as letlmost tenll. 

. Table Proto- KHOE- West East Proto-KHOE JU TAA !UI !UI i 
:2. KHOE KHOE KALA- KALA- (Kalahari; 
~ (Khoe: HARI lIARI WKaIK, 

---r------ ---
JChoekhoe) ------ ------ l<:KaIK) ____ " -- " ------- ---~----

"-~-

no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X66 IXam :fKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK 

lOra 
mam 

i 

a. urinate *Ixam [PK] Ikham IxilII! [Nar] *Ixam [PKaIK; g\xam [vt] IIqMa ! 
1.3(15) PWK,PEKl 
b. side, edge, Ikhaa-b ? (k3<l g\fI'a [kafka IIqhaa :fae 
1.3(17) face "finishing -si] 

point" [l1hlM IIqhaa 

[Nar]) :fama-tel (of 

spear); 

i sa'a (of axe) 

al c. snail IIkhaan-xM:- !qMn [ihlllh i 
lII. 3(15) ! qruma-te] I 

i s [lIkhaxaes 1 I 

d. scorpion (I) :fkhiii-b; IIkadi *lIx?adi ghlii lIae [ehlM 
II.4.(l4) 

kMi IPkaIKJ; lha/hi -] lIama-te] 
*lIx?adi (gen.) 
[PWK], 

*11?adi IPEKl 

e. hartbees IIkhama-b Ilxama Ilkama Ilxama ligu'a !k'wa lSI] 

I 'red' [ha/hi -] 
I [Snl [loan?] 

C f. emerge, rise, :fkhlii lI?ari-se hili [vi] Me [vi] 
IIA.(13) wakeup 

[Nar] 'get up' 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Khw<::; Hi<::-Chware PKalK; JuI'hoan !X66 IXam tKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro PWK,PEK 

mam 
lOra 

g. t<::ar, rip Ikhau'tear'; !xabe [vt]; lIaq'in [vi] !nJ!hu !kwara; 
1.5(5) 

tnau-!aa 
!xai [vi] 

(also break 
!kuru [Sl] 

[!nahBV] 
'break thr. e.g. of 

'tear, split, 
(of sun)' dawn) 

rip' 

--+-
!khupu !nwobbo C h. invert lIubu [Nar] IIUhu kV 

lY.2(8) 
'overturn' , 

' stir, twirl 
stick' 

IIUhu (ka 

II'Clma) 

i. be sick, tired IkhCli lI10,v1 [Nl], llini-ni lku: [Sl] 02 ·2· IIk'uia [Nar- . WI I 
1.2(1) 'bee. sick' Ba] kwi [N2] 'illness' 'tired' [Ma] 

[Nama]; [!X66] i 
I 

lui [ 

Igui]'tired 

of, jad<::d' 

I 
-TUU, J. give Ikhae khaa (gen<::- thee 

17t\n !qhMi; a [IXam], I 
TC 1. 5(1) rously) Ina [TO- I 

Ika: lSI] I , 
'Dative'] ; 

rc k. die, be dead, Ikhai, Ikhawi Ihaa [Nar]; !ai[vi,sg Faa la: 
1.5(11) NEOBl~, 

(rare) Ma (dead); sllbj 
'departed' !ao pi subj] 

1. open (e.g. *llxoba [PK, khowa; kxoa [Nar]; * IIxobe, * IIxode !7oahn[vt] 116'a tV [sg] 
Ill. 3(2) tin) 

PKK] Ilxobe [PKalK], Ilgu'be [pi] Ilkhowa 
*llxode [PEK] 
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• no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe~ Hie-Chware PKalK; Jl~'hoan IX60 IXam "'Kho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +~ Naro PWK,PEK 

mam lOra 

m. take, catch, *!xo lPK, !kho6 IIkhoo * !xo [PKalK; gll [sg objJ Ilguu-llgliu; ho: 'take' hoo [Njuu] 
IV.2(l6) hold PKK] 

'gather, take 
PWK], nl'hui [pi [Sl 

by force' 
*xo [PEK]; 

obj] 
IIgui-ligui; 

chu kx'w. 

M6 'find, 
'acquire'; [kx'uV]; 

get, receive' 
ghoo "catch, 

[Nar] 
seize" 

*10 [PKalK] 
16ho 

n. pangolin IIkh6m-mi n""h6qi IIgu'm 
III. 4(5) ('scaly 

[ha/hi -] [eh/3h I 
I anteater') I 

Ilgu'm-sal 

IIgu'm sana-

tel 
2 'scoop o. scrape out Ilkh6u! IIgbe [Narj; n!6qe [vt] liMbe kV k'~:e [SI] 
er' IIL3(l ) 'scoop out 

'take out h,'oe [Nar]; contents' 
sand' I 

doe lNar] [Sn] I 

p. sweet "'khei1 [N] (eye) nla'ng [vi]; (a:kn [Sl]) 
11.2(12) Ctaq'in) 

[C q. same IIkha IIxa- Ilna-lina ? (!gahn'il) Ika-liXam] 
III.3(16) 

'another lN2] 
(same)' 
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Table lVll23. Click with 'delayed' aspiration IQ-h/ as leftmost term. 

, Table Proto- KHOE- West East Proto- JU TAA !UI lUi 
:3. KHOE KHOE KALA- KALA- KHOE 

(Khoe: lIAR I HARI (Kalahari; 
" 

Khoe-khoe) WKaIK, 
EKaIK) i 

i 

: no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X60 \Xam tKho- N\uu 
PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK 

mani i 
lOra I 

i 
! 

a. skin, shell, \noo-b nl6 [kafka- FUlU)ke 
, 
i I.l (9) peel (n) 

sil 'tsamma shell' t 

[Do] ! 
.1 of b. wildcat (!aro)- nlM guri-jwa nloahn Omwa [S2] Ol)wa [Do] 
:tah? 1.2(5) \n68n-b/s "tiger-cat" [halhi -] 
Id also 

[N]; 
olour.) 

n\Ga-s, \h5a-
b [lOra] 

I] c. crow Iinoara-b hgara [Nar] kola-kola nffiaqnl. IInoha-hl. IIgwa: I 
I Ill. 4(6) 

[N]; 
(white-

[halhi l ahl"311 - te] (black) [S2] 
necked) 

gora-b -sillnot in 
Snl; 

(d !oaqnl. 
[halhi -1 
'hawk') 

d. ann, foream1 ?(tnaan-b) tshau *tshau gtllqO Iinaho 
11.3(3) [Khwe1 [PKaIK1 

[kafka -si1 ["3111"311 -ti~1 

'lower arm' 
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; no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe~ Hie-Chware PKaIK~ Jul'hoan !X66 IX am tKho- Nluu , 
PKK Dama +~ Naro PWK, PEK 

mam 
lOra j 

,I 

e. dress, wear, lIuar6, nllabo~ gl111ba [vt] !ga'o i 
lII. 3(\ 3) put on loot- I 

kxaba ("< l!ga'BVj I 
lIuab6 [vt] I wear 

Tsw., 'wear 'put on I 

sthg new, shoes' 
look nice") 

C, f. grey, roan tuoa t'hoa [loan?] Iinghba, Ihoa:ka 
l?] II.3(2) 

'dapple- ghba 
'black, dark 

grey, of blue' [SI] 

horse' 
[Nama+] 

g. nail (of (*lIodo) 116r6- IIgr6 (!khole (* Ilodo) !u'urn IIqille [eh/a.h, IIkurn [sg], IIkoro-si [sg], 
III.3(3) hand, foot)~ 

[PK], 
'claw') 

[PKaIK~ 
[kafka -si] 

Ilkullku-t::m Ilkoro-ke [pI] hom [ligoro-b/s] [Sn] plllqCm-sa, 
*lIoro [PKKl PEK]; 

dim IIqulu- [SI]; [Ma] 'nail' 

bill, IIkaro 
tUluU-b 'homs' 
'kuduhom, [ IXam] 
trumpet' 

Ilkuri [sg], 

Ilkuro-ke 

[pll [S2] 
h. bee, honey !-h8wu-h lI~owa [hi/hi !kau tkau 'honey' 
IV.2(l1) 

-] 'hee, 
'honey' [S21 

lDo] 
honey' [Sn] 

------ ---- i--- --------1--------- - -- ----- ---"-- -- ,--~.--

------ ------------ -----_._._- ---'-- --------- -1 
l. tie up, catch IPang [vtli] IIxtlU kV [vt] !xau-ka [SI] I 

Iluau 'catch, 
III. 3(23) 

ensnare' 'snare' 
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I ; no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X65 IXam "'Kho- Nluu i 

PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK i 
mam 

lOra 

J. fcar, *!7ao [PK, ! hao Pao [NarJ; au [v); *!7ao !736 [vI] glkx'ao 
IV.x(IO) respect, 

PKK]; sao 'avoid' auo In] [PKaIK; [ loan?] 'reject' 
avoid, be 

*tao (be [Nar]; PWKj; modest 
modest) zau (sthg *7ao [PEK]; 
lPKK] avoided, cf. 

(*dzau 
'bad') [Nar] 

'omen' 
[PKaIK; 
PWK, 
PEK]) 
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Table [VIj24. Glottalized click IQ7/ as lefhnosllenll. 

Table Prolo- KHOE- West KALA- East Proto- m TAA !UI !UI 

I 4. KIIOE KlIOE HARI KALA- KHOE 
(Khoe: IlARl (Kalahari; , 

Khoe-khoe) WKaIK, 

I EKalK) 
no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKalK; Juj'hoan !XOO IXam *Kho- Nluu ; 

PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK 
mani 

!Ora ; 

a. tip, point, *:jo?am (top, :jo?am [hm] Fam 'point Igam "point, *:jo?am Ffun [uhlAA I£m: 
II. 2(7) edge, top 

'Oberseite ') 'over' ~ (e.g. of side" [PKaIK; Ffuna-nil-t8]; ( le-Iemmi 
[PK,PKK] thorn)' [Nar]; PWK], [PI]) (SI] 

(17<hii-mi/s gyam 'side, *?yam 

( lam-mi] 
edge'[Khwe]; 

[PEK] 
kx'anl'top 

'edge'; 

7am-s [am-s] 
edge, surface; i 

mouth' 
'mouth' (Khwe] 

i 
------~-.----1----------- -----~ ------- 1-----------f----. -- ---~---- -------~ 

b. bec. dry \160 [vi] [ 101 F06 [a4l] PKal 0 760 'dry 
1.2(2) 

'go dry'; [Nar]; *170 out'; i 

rhOru'dry F06 [vi] F60 'be dry'; 

out'; [Khwe) 'Ingo 
Ikhuru 'bec. 'evaporate, 
dry' 
[Nama]); 

die (euph] , 

Fa [lOra] 

'wither, be 
dried' 
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! no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Juj'hoan !X66 IXam ioKho- Nluu 
PKK Dama+; Naro PWK, PEK 

mam 
lOra 

;a c. smile, kiss 117M [lIoa] figoma "']numa io76ma [vt] Wilma 
mla III. 4(3 ) 

'kiss'; [PEK] 'kiss' 'kiss'; 'kiss') 
rk'; 

Inom'smile' zoma [vi] [loan?] 
I na 'smile' 

.1 Ie' 
I 

I 

d. stick to io7awe ( !1 am -!1 all} io7ama dt'kx'aba kV ! 
II.4.(9) 

[ioabe] 'sit 'sticky') 'adhering 

I to' 
glued to' 

e. face (> (*kx7ai io7ai-b [ioai- (*kx7ai Ikx'M [ Ix'ai (tahi 'sole') 
11.2(10) 'surface', 

[PK]) b] [PWK], [Su]] 
sole) 

*k7ai [PEK]) [kafka -si] 

ial f. work, earn !70a [loa] IIkx'oa [vt] Uoba [SI]) 
IV.2(10) 

I 

tC g. salt(y) PKK *17u io7M-xa [ioo- nio9i' sal ty' !n:lb 'salt' ioko: 'salt' 
II.4(6) 

'salt' xa] [Nama]; [ Jul'hoan] [S6] [S I] 

iokx'o-xa-sa, 

I'ii-I'ii-sa 
I 

I !Ora] 
OE-int h. sinew, vein, "IPaba l17awa-b 117aba'sinew' !kaba "1I7aba !gaba 

IIl.3(l4) cord 
[Nar]; 

'tendon'; 
[PKaIK; [i\h/i\h, [lIapa-b] 

IIkaba PEK], 
'thread, !gam-tel (of 

*1I7aba neck) 
!x'M 'vein' riempie'; 

[PWK] I 
[Nar] IIgadi 

(lkAri [SI]) I 
'sinew' ! 

--~ 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Juj'hoan !Xb6 IXam 4:Kho- Nluu 
PKK Uama +; Naro PWK, PEK 

!Ora mam 

!. egg Puwu-s 4:7ubi [Nar]; *4:7ubi n!u I kafka - 4:gtlii !kaul [sg], 
<\A] IV.3(4) 

I !upu-s] [PKalK)]; 
si]; 

lM e/uJ, 
!kwi:tn [pI] 

ghli 'rotten, lSI] ! 

(of *4:7libi ds'uu [kafka tgiihi [ihlUh 
unhatched, [PWK], -si] 'ostrich-

tgUha-te] bad eggs)' >I<7yubi egg' [Snl) 
'bad'; [Nar] 

[PEK] 
tuu [ihlUh 

4:ttil-te] 

(empty, 
ostrich) 
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In Table [VI]25. Nasalized click InQ/as leftmost term. 

in Table Proto- KHOE- West East Proto-KHOE JU TAA !UI !m 

I· KHOE KHOE KALA- KALA- (Kalahari; 

- (Khoe: lIARI HARI WKa1K, 

---c-------- ~}~oekhoe )_ E~alKl __ ---.----
f-iX65 "- -.--"-~ )s no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKalK; Jul'hoan IXam cfKho- Nluu : 

PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK 
mani i 

lOra I 

a. whip, !nawa-b n!aha n!aba [halha Ih;).~m [ihlllh 

I 
IY.2(l) sjambok 

[!naba-b] 
-si] [loan?] 

IIQ~ma-te] 

b. rhinoceros 'i'"Jaba [PK, !nawa- gaba 'i'"Jnaba t 

cf IV.2(l) 'white, I 

PKK] [PKalK]; 
(Breitmaul) , 

*I)gaba 
[PEK] 

I 

:-Kl-JOE- c. shake, *nubu [PK, IInuwu nlillbu; *nnubu nlluM [vt] IInjjhbu- !ku-!ku I 

·TAA IlI.3(19) agitate 
PKK] 

[S 1]; 
(*nubu) IInJJhbu; xu-tan [Sl] 
[PKalK; IIGgbu-

kgaba-kgaba PWK, PEK] 
'shake out' IIGQbu kV; 

gghba kV 

'shake out' 
d. throw at, cfn6a ncf6a n!o'an [vt] 
II.4(3) shoot, hit, 

strike 
[ e. love, like '1am IPK], l11an1 nlan1 IIgam "love, '1nam ['1am] nlahm [vt] InamkV; Jkal)-a [S I]; 
~rnal; I.3(12) 

*Iam [PKK] covet" [PKaIK; tsaha kV (cf IK lIal) [S2] 

~rnal 
PWKj; Swati 
*!lam[PEK] -tstind7.a ) 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKalK; Ju!'hoan !X65 IXam ~Kho- Nluu 
PKK Dama +; Naro PWK,PEK 

mani 
lOra 

~ f. leave, leave IInaa [lIna] nllah [vt]; '~ruVm tii Ika 'alone' ~ 

1.3(17) alone, 
[N]; ['~nahn tV] 

[Sl]; 
behind 

IIhaan [11M] !au; IIxalln 'leave 'leave IAhi: 'alone' 

[D] IIxao'infant behind' alone'; [Sl] 

at home' !iiokV 

'leave 
behind, 
remain'; 

IIxiio 'infant 

at home' 
g. dance *~a [PK, maa-s *ffia (*~a) njamm [vi]; lniihm ~na: [Sl]; 
II. 2(4) (women) 

PKK] [pWKaIK] njiimm [S]; 

njiimm [C] 

~C h. black, dark *~Nu [PK] ~nuu [N]; nMu'dark, ju(nye) *ffiu (*fu) (nM [adj]; IlllJe 'night' ?Uho 
II.2(I) night 

'black': night' [Nar]; 
'dark-ness' 

[PKaIK; j6 [vi]) [S 1]), I ~mt-!nu 

*fu [PKK] [!Ora] n~gU(-kyao) PWK], [loans?) ? (!k~e [S2]) 

'be dark' 
*nju [PEK] 

[Khwe] 

III in , throw, hurl Inami njami [vt] !gahm !gab£-t~n ,. 

hoan?] 1.5(2) 
rSll 

B:C J. yellow, !nMi-b'red IIxau [Nar- IIgau [N3]; IIga'u (ka) 
1V.2(I2) brown ochre' 

Ba] I 
gfu i 

[Ju!'hoan]; I 
18ao,18xau 

I [!XfuJ-N] 
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no gloss PK: Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware PKaIK; Jul'hoan !X65 IXam tKho- Nluu 

I PKK Dama+; Naro PWK,PEK 
mam 

lOra 

k. shine Inaan [ina] IIkhaie; IFan IIGaa (,glow Ikill; 
IV.2(14) 

Ikhaa (oflion's hi: lSI] 
eyes)' 

1. duiker InaUn-s niao [Nar] *lm:i [PKaIK] F{u1l ha/hi -] Inau [SI] 
1.1(13) 

[ In8u-b/s], 

Inanu-s [D, 

I Hm] 
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APPENDIX. Preliminary notes towards the reconstruction of the SAK ancestral 
language. 

Synopsis. 

Preliminary suggestions are made concerning the likely shape of the basic 
underlying stem as it might have been found in an ancestral form of 'common 
southern African Khoesan'. A model is then presented in which the clicks can be 
accounted for as emergent segments, precipitated by a multi-factorial combination 
of processes. This model is seen to offer in addition an explanation for the Back 
Vowel Constraint. An example of a likely click underlier is then proposed as the 
kind of member that should be projected for the inventory of proto-segments in the 
'remote common ancestor' of the SAK languages, on the basis of specific cases 
where clicks are known to have have emerged. Even this small example case has 
the potential to explain systematically some of the patterns of alternation involving 
positional click type in cross-SAK comparative series. Specific examples of 
reconstructed words that might include this segment as their initial are seen to 
account for some of the characterizations (i. e. feature specifications) of clicks, 
while also permitting systematic explanation for some of the patterns in which 
these 'accompaniments' participate in cross-SAK comparative series. A final sub
section elaborates on the potential of the proposed underlier and stem pattern to 
account for some of the click characterizations associated with voiceless nasal 
airflow, as well as their 'quirky' patterns of alternation in comparative series .. 

APP.l. Introduction. 

Phonetic alternations that are seen to recur repeatedly across comparative series of 

semantically related words may be given a sequential interpretation and represented in the 

abstract as 'sound shifts', which can be given statement in terms of the formulae known as 

'sound rules'. However, in the case oflanguages that do not necessarily all branch from a 

single recent node, it may be mistaken to interpret such visible phonetic alternations as 

actually progressive horizontal shifts. Such alternations will not necessarily have any 

directly obvious mechanical basis, since they may have been mediated by a number of 

different diachronic processes, at a number of intervening stages. In such cases it may be 

more appropriate to show how the different reflexes may have arisen vertically from a 

projected common underlier - albeit possibly via different pathways. Since it seems 

reasonably clear that any unity of the SAK languages probably involves branchings at 

different nodal levels, it is the intention in this section to offer a tentative preliminary 

sketch of some of the underliers that might ultimately be common to the southern African 

Khoesan languages. 
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The sketch-model that is tentatively proposed here has a number of components to it. 

(i) A basic underlying stem pattern is suggested (to be modified at a later stage following 

presentation of other evidence). 

(ii) A model of click emergence is proposed. 

(iii) A 'sample' segment is suggested for membership of the ancestral language's phonetic 

inventory, and the consequences are explored of projecting a conventional. non-click 

consonant as the underlier of some of the presently seen clicks. The example case is set up 

on the basis of knO\\'l1 examples of click emergence (as will be discussed). 

(iv) Further discussion then elaborates on the general explanatory capacity of the kinds of 

underlying roots that have been proposed, i.e. stems of the basic pattern type, with initials 

of the kind proposed in (iii). The discussion focuses in particular, and in more detail, on the 

kinds of click characterization associated "vith voiceless nasal airflow. 

It is perhaps necessary to emphasize that although frequent reference will be made to 

processes found in Bantu languages, these references are for illustrative purposes only, and 

are made purely because these Khoesan-neighbouring languages offer the most convenient 

analogies for the purpose. Although there is some evidence that might indeed be construed 

to suggest an actual link between the SAK languages and the Bantu languages, this is 

plainly a controversial topic, and the point is not pressed here. (Some may baulk at the 

supposed problem of 'time depth,l; while others may prefer to interpret all signs of 

commonality as the outcome of diffusion.) The suggestions made here should be taken to 

imply only that very similar (or 'parallel') processes appear to have been involved. 

APP.2 .. A suggested basic stem pattern. (Preliminary version.) 

At this preliminary stage it is sufficient to propose a basic underlying stem pattern of the 

very general type CN 1 (N)C2V2. No doubt there would also have been a few inherited 

morphemes of a monosyllabic nature, and possibly others with inherited extensions, but it 

is the pattern sketched here that will be focused on primarily. 
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It will be seen that the formula provides for a medial NC cluster - and it may well be 

objected that there is no evidence for this in extant Khoesan. However, the prenasalized 

form of the medial consonant is motivated by reference to the evidence of Table 15b, 

where it is clear that the 'Bantu-like' equivalents of many of the Khoesan words in fact 

contain such medial NC clusters. 

Needless to say, some process of simplification would then have to have operated 

diachronically to reduce this 'original' cluster. Reference to Table [VJ]6 offers some 

slight evidence that a process ofNC simplification is (or was) indeed formerly operant in 

at least a few Khoesan languages. It will be noted in series (1.3.12) that several of the lUI-

TAA varieties offer similar words for 'like, love', e.g. !X60 tsana or Nluu ts'anan, where 

the stem is recognizably Bantu (cf. Swati -(sand.?f1 or Zulu -thanda < PB *-tanda.). The 

Khoesan words may well be loan items in this instance - i.e. rather than intrinsic to 

Khoesan - yet there is no immediately obvious Bantu source that offers the word with the 

medial NC cluster already simplied. The implication is that processes in the Khoesan 

varieties themselves may have operated to effect the reduction of the nasal cluster. It is 

particularly noteworthy that the medial cluster in the Swati word, -tsand.~a, features what 

has been described in the past as a 'breathy-voiced' affricate, as indicated by the subscript 

diacritic. This analysis has more recently been revised (Traill, Khumalo and Fridhon 

1987), yet even so it seems remarkable that the !X65 version, (sana, should feature a 

breathy-voiced vowel- in apparent preservation ofa breathy-voiced feature that might have 

characterized the single remaining member C of the original NC, prior to its that own 

subsequent loss. 

A few more details concerning this proposed basic stem pattern will be filled in at a later 

stage. Clearly some explanation is needed, as just noted, for the subsequent simplification 

of the hypothetical NC2 cluster, which does not actually occur in typical Khoesan stems. 

There are various well-known rules in Bantu which achieve such reductions, typically in 

contexts where the medial NC cluster is preceded, however, by another NC cluster in 

initial position, i.e. at the boundary of a prefix and the stem initial. 
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APP .3. A model of click emergence. 

Some evidence has been raised during the course of earlier discussion (Ch. VI. 2) to suggest 

that the ultimate underliers of the clicks may be conventional non-click segments. It has 

also been seen (Ch.III.Pt.2.4.i) that a proto-inventory projected to contain clicks as original 

members is uneconomical, and hence undesirable in principle. A tentative theory of click 

genesis is therefore sketched next. It naturally counts in favour of any model if it turns out 

to have additional explanatory power, and the model offered here ~ill be seen to offer in 

addition an explanation for the Back Vowel Constraint. 

As noted previously, a click is a special type of double articulation where an occlusion 

seals off part of the space between the anterior and posterior constrictions. (The click 

sound is the acoustic effect of the 'suction-breaking' necessitated since initial release of the 

occlusion is associated with a transient pocket of rarefied air.) The anterior closure 

involves a single articulatory target confined essentially to the dental or post-dental region. 

In order for clicks to emerge, therefore, it seems that the follmving may be required: 

1. a process that 'shifts' the intended target of articulation for a range of segments to 

the denti-alveolar or alveolar region: 

11. a process that gives rise to a secondary posterior articulation; and 

111. a process responsible for the occlusion. 

Examples of suitable processes that might contribute each of these factors can readily be 

found in the Bantu languages that neighbour on the Khoesan languages of southern Africa 

and these are discussed in tum below. The processes concerned are: 

A Kwanyama-like process of Alveolar Realization .. 

A Karanga-like process of Labiovelarization. 

A Sotho-Tswana-like process of Alveolar Stopping. 

It is emphasized yet again that the illustrations from Bantu are raised as useful analogues 

of the kinds of processes that might have been at work in Khoesan: such reference to 

common processes in Bantu languages should not be construed literally as a claim that the 

processes hypothesized for Khoesan were necessarily Bantu as such. 
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APPJ.i. A Kwanvama-like process of Alveolar Realization. 

This is a process that sees original voiced labial and velar stops (PB *b, *g) realized as 

alveolars in Kwanyama when they are followed by outcomes of the front or back Proto

Bantu vowels of first degree aperture (PB *i, *u). (The result is a neutralization in these 

environments of the contrasts between labial, alveolar and velar voiced stops.) It has been 

seen that the Khoesan languages appear to have a Kwanyama-like process of Alveolar 

Realization already operating: the process may account in part for the rareness in Khoesan 

languages oflabial initials, and also accounts for shifts of the type [b~d] seen medially in 

KHOE stems. 

APP.3.ii. A Karanga-like process of Labiovelarization. 

The reason for referring here to Labiovelarization specifically as a 'Karanga-like' process, 

is that in older varieties ofKaranga, the resulting secondary articulation was reported by 

some authors to be heard as an intervening velar or palatal fricative (cf the examples in 

Fig. App.l below), and may be said to have resulted in nearly a true form of double 

articulation. 

Processes of Labiovelarization have operated extensively throughout languages of the 

southern region, to induce a diversity of effects that range from the emergence of a set of 

labialized consonants in Sotho and Tswana, as well as other languages of the region - to 

the kinds of , vel ariz at ion' found to a varying extent across the many different dialects of 

languages such as Zezuru and Karanga (as described in the works of older authors prior to 

unification of these groups into 'Shona'). As Gowlett (2003) notes. 'all Zone S languages 

have a parallel set of 'labiovelarized' consonants'. Although the effects may differ from 

one language to another, the common factor is the lip-rounding (labialization) associated 

\vith back vowels, \vhich induces raising of the back of the tongue (velarization). 

While the segments typically affected tend to be bilabial, alveolar segments can also be 

labiovelarized in this way. In the table below, the data for a specific dialect of old Karanga 

are from Lomv, who used the symbol 'if to indicate what she described (1915: i), perhaps 

not very informatively, as 'a very soft guttural sound, pronounced partly in the palate'. 
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In addition to demonstrating the emergence oflabialized consonants and semi-vowels, the 

examples below reveal how, under certain conditions, a bilabial segment may even seem to 

give way to an emergent velar segment, cf. words for 'moon' and 'child'. 2 

Fig. App.1. Examples of 'Labiovelarization' in Karanga, with additional material supplied 

for comparative reference. 3 

underlier gloss Karanga Venda Tswana Swati 

I 
* deity of cult a spirit Mgali Mwali, 1- -
at Malungudzi, (specific name)* Dwali I 
Zimbabwe I 

child I I)wana 
, 

* mu(j)ana mgana mwana, Uffi-

I)wana I ntfwana 
*moi one, some mge -mwe, I)we -nye 

-IJwe 
*-mua suck, drink -mga - !-nwa 

') spirit, breath, air muya, I moea u-moya mgeya 
I mWlVa 

*i-bue stone bge mmbwe le-ntfwe Ii-the 

(ma-ye) 

*mu(j)edi moon mgedzi mwedzi, ! kgwedi (i-ny~I)a) 
I]wedzi I 

*mbua dog mbga mmbwa mpya, I-nJa 
ntJa , 

*-(i) ana small child (r)gwana rCI. III I]wana I IJwanyana -
? river (flowing) (r)gwizi [C1. 11] ') -
? (be) cold I 

(ya no) I - -band;?a 

(r)gwando [C1. 11] 
(cf. cold r nl) -<chand 0) 

Note to Fig. App.l In the case of the Tswana examples, the letter 'w' is the orthographic 

representation of a labialized consonant. Where a reconstructed underlier is available, it 

often gives a good indication of the back vowel source of the original labializing influence. 

It may be asked whether there is any evidence to suggest that such a process ofLabio

velarization might have operated in the Khoesan languages. There is indeed: and it takes 

the form of the semi-vowel intrusions seen in some Khoesan languages. These are similar 

to those seen in the Karanga examples above, and may be interpreted as the vestigial traces 
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of such a process having been in operation. (They are not held out as actual 'proof, but 

merely as suggestive evidence.) 

The cases of semi-vowel intrusions in Khoesan will be discussed below; but to back-track 

slightly first, it seems appropriate to consider an early observation ofTraill's, concerning 

certain patterns he detected involving the epenthensis of a vowel (or semi-vowel) in 

sequences of the type Vv. Traill (1986b) referred to vari ous words from his sets of cross

SAK items, and described this pattern as an 'equivalence': 

'between V and VV sequences in words like 'crow', 'python', 'unroll' (Appendix 

1), 'bark [nl' (Appendix 2) via a process which copies V2 after V! in CV1CV2 

sequences. ' 

The examples he gave originally are set out below, but in more current representations, 

where possible. 
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Fig. App .. 2. Words cited by Traill (1986b) to illustrate apparent vowel epenthesis. 

gloss Nama, Khwe; Hie- Jul'hoan E. 
Dama+; Naro Chware *Hoan 
lOra 

crow (goni-b; hQara [Nar]; (kola-kola n*oaqra '1lnQla 
[ATl] 

IIhoara-) IInQhla 
[Hie]); 

[halhi -
kxhwara 

[ IGui]; [Tyire ]; 
si]; 
(!oaqra 

g)(oraa [ha/hi -] 
[Kua]; 'hawk') 
guara 
[Shua] 

python *Ioba loaba [Nar]; Igorna *Ioba lurna 
[ATl] [PK] loavaa[Khwe ]; [Hie]; [PKalK; 

loba [IIAni] luma PWK] 

[Khute, 
Kua]; 

loba [Deti] 

unroll khora khara [Nar]; khoraa *khada dhoara khora 
[AT1] khoara [IiAni, [Hie); [PKalK; (unroll); 

Buka] 
khuraa PWK] khara; 
[Khute]; khoara 
khoara 
[Tyire]; 
tshora, 
tShora 
[Kua] 

bark gure (joree 
en] [ IGui, IIGana] [Hie]); 
[AT2] gure 

[Khute]; 
go ere 
[Deti] 
dyore 
[Tyire); 
dzore 
[Kual 

Note to Fig. App.2. 

The words for 'bark' en] [AT2], having such tokens as gole, goere, gure, dzore, could not 

·be-confirmed, other than for an instance ofjoree in the Eastern Kalahari variety spoken by 

!X60 

(ilnohala) 

lfuna 

khala 
'separate' 

gole 

the Hie-Chware (Doman 1917). Words such as xore in Jul'hoan (Snyman 1975) and qhu7e 
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in !X65 are used in the sense of 'bark-string', and are probably Bantu (cf Tswana 

[kxhJI£], Kgalagadi qhole < PB *gooi). 

In itself, the phenomenon of apparent vowel epenthesis is not particularly unusual - a 

similar pattern being commonly seen in Bantu languages, as in the case of the following 

series illustrating three south-western languages and two languages of the Caprivi region: 

Fig. App.3. Examples of semi-vowel emergence in selected Bantu languages. 4 

gloss PB Herero Kwanyama Ndonga Mbukushu I Yeyi 

crow - ekoara ekola ek6la - -
python *-bOma ombOmi omb6me omb6me mboma I imbwama 

I 
i 

This kind of intrusion in Bantu languages is sometimes explained in similar terms as a 

'vowel repetition rule'. For example, Baumbach (1997, from whom the example above for 

Yeyi is quoted) described just such a process in Yeyi as follows: 

'The copying of the vowel of the last syllable into the penultimate syllable of a 

word, \\~th concomitant consonantalization of an original *0 in that syllable, is a 

characteristic ofYeyi.' 

However, just as this kind of rule statement leaves unexplained several aspects of the 

broader phenomenon in Bantu languages, so the concept of an harmonic vowel epenthesis 

fails to account for various other seemingly related patterns in Khoesan. Some of these 

additional patterns are visible in items from Traill's own lists. The table below shows a 

pattern, for example, where a low back vowel is interpolated after VI in the sequence 

C\V IC2(Vh - Vv·here there is either no V2 (the final vowels in som-i 'shade' and dom-i 

being gender affixes, and not part of the stem), or where V 2 would predict epenthesis of a 

front vowel (as in the words for 'tickle'). 
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Fig. App.4. Additional patterns in Traill's data that his vowel-copying rule does not 

explain. 

gloss Nama, Khwe; Hie-Chware Jul'hoan E. :J:Hoan 
Dama+; Naro 
!Ora 

upper ? tsuam ts'um [Kua); dzuu dmam 
lip [ IGui); 
[ATl] ts'um 

g'um [Kua] 

[IIGana; 

II Ani] 

shade som-l sum [Nar]; suam [Khute]; 
[ATl] sum sum [Tyire] 

[IiGana]; 

som [Buka] 
swallow tom tum [Nar]; tyuam [Khute] guhm 'eat 
[ATl] tom [IIAni] dry food' 

[doubtful in 
series?] 

throat dom-i dum [Nar]; dyuam dum 
[ATl] dyuam [Khute]; 

[ IGui]; dum [Kua; 

dom [IiAni] 
Tyire; Deti] 

tickle gyli gyli, IJgyale IJggo IJggle 
[AT2] 

0gIi IJgyale 

0gIi [Khute] 

[Nar]; 

'tali 
(tsitsi) 

[IiAni] 

!X65 

dzum 

sum 

gum(ka) 
'eat dry 
food' 
[doubtful in 
series?] 

'Inym 

qgle qgle 

Further to this - and looking futher afield in Khoesan - a process of apparent semi-vowel 

intrusion is also a well-known feature of IXam. Tn cross-lUI comparative terms, the 

phenomenon was described by Hastings (2001) as: 

'a correspondence between the back glide w following the initial consonant in 

IXam and 0 in IAuni'. 
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The following table is based loosely on the set presented by Hastings in a three-way 

comparison that involved IXam, IAuo and IX65; but with data here added for =l=Khomani 

as available, plus comparative series for a few extra terms ('arrow', 'river', 'wind', 'stone', 

'ostrich', 'meat'). 

Fig. App.5. Patterns of apparent glide intrusion in I UJ-T AA. 

lUI lUI I lUI TAA 
gloss IXam =l=Khomani IlAu0

6 !X65 
! 

I 

I 
[to] cry, call k"wa kx7wa - kx7a [Ma] k"a: kx'aa 

[to] drink k"wa, k"we, k"a:a kx7wa, kx7we ; I k"aa, k"e kx'aha [kx'ahV] 

kx7a, kx7eI [Ma] i 
brown hyena !gwm IlgaT 'wolf [Ma] Ilkain glqhali [ihleh] 

arrow !nwa: - Ih.~a 

child Opwa 'baby' [SI]; - Opwa, Oaa [ina!] [ihltlh -ru]; 

! kwa 'child' Ikwa Oq~ [a!] [ihlUh -nil 
water !khQ8. [Specimens] !khaq [Do]; IIkha !qhaa [eh] 

!khwa - !kha [Ma] 
Dver !ku(i)rri - , 

IIkhuisi 

(Malopo) 
breast !kwei - Ilkei-si g=l=qhee rahlah] 
wind, breath, !kwe, !khwe - =l=bve =l=qhue [ehleh =l=qhUm-te] 
soul 

!kwe [Specimens] 
, 

stone - I 
ostrich tto:i toi, twe, ~we [Ma] I ko: quje [ehlah qum] 

meat - Okoe - Okoi [Do]; 0pwe -
Okwoe [Ma] 

Although the analysis that invokes interpolation of a copied vowel might explain some of 

the examples immediately above (e.g. 'river'), the model fails to account for all of the 

cases (cf 'hyena') In the case of the Bantu languages, it has long been recognized that an 

alternative way of interpreting semi-vowel intrusions is to see them as arising in the first 
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place under some type oflabializing influence (such as association with a rounded back 

vowel a or u). 

The emergence of the labialized consonants in the Sotho-Tswana languages was thus 

attributed by Tucker (1929: 80-81) to a staged process initiated in the first instance by the 

presence of some historical morpheme containing 0 or w, with subsequent loss of this 

conditioning segment. Tucker noted for the Sotho-Tswana languages (p. 30) that 'the back 

vowels u, 0 and ::> are accompanied by very pronounced lip-rounding.' This induces an 

anticipatory effect that includes lip-rounding and raising of the back of the tongue 'during 

the articulation of any foregoing consonants in the same syllable'. In some cases a 

progression may occur, where a rounded vowel [u, 0, ::>] lowers to a, in some cases leaving 

behind the traces of the rounded feature in a labialized consonant. 

To sum up thus far: the presence of intrusive labiovelar semi-glides may be interpreted as 

evidence for the former operation of Labiovelarization. It seems reasonable to suggest, 

then, that Labiovelarizations of a similar kind might account for the instances of vowel or 

semi-vowel intrusions in Khoesan languages. A progression of this kind (i.e. 101> Iw/) 

even seems to be implied by the variants given by Maingard for 'ostrich' in :!=Khomani as 

toi, twe, tjwe (cf Fig. App.5 above). These show parallels with cross-varietal outcomes 

seen in the Bantu series presented earlier (Fig. App.1), such as the reflexes ofPB *i-bue 

'stone', w'hich appear in Karanga as bge, in Venda as mmbwe, and in Tswana as le-ntfo'e 

(where the affricated outcome of the stem-initial in the last example may be attributed to 

the palatalizing influence of the Cl. 5 prefix). 

APP.3.iii. A Sotho-Tswana-like process of Alveolar Stopping. 

The third factor seemingly required for clicks to be precipitated is some process that would 

be reponsible for an occlusion between the two points of the double articulation. There is a 

process of Alveolar Stopping in languages of the Sotho-Tswana group, an analogue of 

which could potentially have provided the necessary factor. 
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In the case of these Bantu languages, this process produces a stopped allophone of the 

lateral alveolar approximant before the two vowels of first degree aperture (outcomes of 

PB *i and *u). As stated (1975: 28) by Cole: 

'The alveolar flapped vibrant d [phon. J] is a member of the I phoneme, and occurs 

only before the close vowels i and u. This sound is articulated by slightly 

retroflexing the blade of the tongue and then rapidly flapping it forwards and 

downwards so that the tongue-tip strikes the alveolus in the progress of this 

movement. After the momentary closure, the air may be released medially or 

laterally. ' 

Cole added his personal observation that younger speaker were increasingly using the 

'plain voiced alveolar explosive [dr. Doke and Mofokeng (1985: 477) reported the 

flapped retroflex to be the norm only in Northern Sotho varieties, with the voiced alveolar 

explosive [d] being usual in both Tswana and Southern Sotho. 

In connection with the possible action of such a process as part of the complex of factors 

involved in click precipitation, it seems notable that some Khoesan varieties feature a 

retroflex variant of the postalveolar click. Adding to the parallelism is the fact that the 

postalveolar click occasionally patterns in alternations with the lateral click. 

It is noted, however, that the process of Alveolar Stopping, at least as it occurs in the 

Sotho-Tswana cases, typically affects an inten'ocalic segment. The implication is that the 

projected stem for ancestral Khoesan would have to have had a preceding vowel, 

presumably as part of preceding morphology. It is not altogether speculative to suggest 

that such morphology perhaps existed. Firstly, it is the case that at least the non-KHOE 

groups of the SAK languages in all likelihood once featured prefixes as the indices of their 

multiple gender systems (as witnessed by the traces of such prefizes in dialects of !X66 

and the extinct IAuo'). Secondly, the presence of such morphology could account for the 

anomalous distribution of the affricates, which only occur in stem-initial position. If stem

initial affrication was originally triggered by a conditioning phonetic factor, then pre-stem 

morphology would have to have existed to supply it. (Mfrication is not uncommonly 

associated in Bantu languages with a preceding nasal environment or palatalizing vowel, 

which is typically contributed by present or formerly existing morphology.) 
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It may also noted that an alternative or perhaps supplementary factor of 'stopping' is 

already intrinsically present in the case of affricates. If this is the source of the occlusion, 

then the possibilty arises that the immediate click underliers need not necessarily be 

alveolars (or secondary alveolars) but might also include palatals. 

APP.3.iv. Further discussion of the model of click emergence. 

The three main processes described above as potential contributors to click emergence 

appear to dovetaiL in that 

* A Sotho-Tswana-type process of Alveolar Stopping requires an alveolar 

segment as its input, and one of the conditions triggering it is a following ( close) 

back vowel (since it is triggered by reflexes ofPB *i or *u). 

* A K\vanyama-type process of Alveolar Realization alveolarization (i.e. shifting 

of voiced labial and velar segments to an alveolar place of articulation) has the 

potential to provide additional secondary alveolar 'inputs' to the process of 

Alveolar Stopping; while, moreover, one of the conditions triggering it is similarly 

a follovving (close) back vowel (since it is triggered by reflexes ofPB *i or *u) 

* A Karanga-type process ofLabiovelarization, which may affect both labial and 

alveolar segments - and which may be associated in an extreme form with a 

secondary posterior articulation - is associated with following back vowels. 

It seems possible in principle that analogues of these three (or four) natural processes in 

combination might be sufficient to trigger the type of double articulation with intervening 

occlusion that results in the precipitation of clicks from alveolar segments (whether the 

latter are primary, or the secondary outcomes of neutralizations). 

The concerted action of such processes would additionally provide a natural explanation 

for the 'Back Vowel Constraint'. Not only is the back vowel environment responsible for 

delivering some of the Alveolar Realizations as 'inputs', but it is crucially necessary to 

induce Labiovelarization and hence, if the theory is correct. the secondary posterior 

articulation. It might therefore be seen as a necessary part of the environment associated 

with click genesis The fact that Khoesan languages occasionally present click-initial 

stems containing front vowels (as do the Nguni languages) can perhaps be explained as the 
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consequence of subsequent fronting and raising of the vowel that is permitted in the case of 

the 'front' clicks ([I] and [:f]), in certain environments (typically a follovvi.ng high vowel or 

nasal) Such a process is implied by IX65 examples such as le'e 'there', which is entered 

by Traill (1994: 54) as a 'variant of la'n'. 

Now that contributing processes have been identified that might have worked in concert to 

create the pre-conditions for click emergence, the question arises what the underlying 

inventory of segments might have looked like in the 'pre-click' stage. An attempt will be 

made to offer some partial answers to the this question in the next section. 

APP.4. Projection of a sample underlier for selected positional types of click. 

In order to a,,'oid an unduly specuative approach, this section of the work is limited to 

consideration of a few clearcut cases where click emergence is kno",m. This permits the 

setting up of only one sample of an ordinary (non-click) consonant that might be projected 

as a click underlier in ancestral Khoesan. Even this small example case will be shmvn, 

however, to have a wide explanatory potential. 

It has long been recognized (cf. Appleyard 1950) that many, if not all, of the click words in 

Nguni languages are basically Bantu - i.e. are seen to alternate systematically both 

internally and cross-linguistically with very similar words that can be derived 

incontrovertibly from Proto-Bantu. However, it has only very occasionally been 

acknowledged that some of these words have 'dual-citizenship' - i.e. are members of both 

Bantu and Khoesan languages. Examples include words for 'urine'. sprout', 'shake, 

rinse', and 'smile, kiss' - but there are others. It is material of this special kind that will 

be drawn upon here, since the underliers of the click segments in the Bantu-inrinsic 

members of such sets have already been projected and are well-established. In particular, 

Bantu-intrinsic words in Khoesan provide useful evidence on which to base initial 

suggestions concerning a possible underlier for the lateral alveolar click. 
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APP.4. i. A non-click underlier for the lateral alveolar click. 

To begin with, reference is made to a series of Khoesan words for 'urine' (1.3.16), given in 

comparative Table VI.6, and sho\\:TI again below: 

Fig.App.6. Words for 'urine' in Khoesan languages. 

gloss PK 

'urine' *Ixam 

Jul'hoan 

glxam 

lX66 

liqham 

These words markedly resemble the equivalent word in Xhosa, which is the click-initial 

um-Ihamo - and yet which is intrinsically Bantu, as reference to the corresponding word in 

Tswana, mo-tlhapo, makes plain. The Xhosa and Tswana words are euphemistic, arising 

by nominalization from a word meaning 'wash, cleanse' (and also 'swim'), reconstructed 

for Proto-Bantu as *-camba. As the reconstructed underlier reveals, the original segment is 

a voiceless palatal stop, which may have a lateral reflex in one Bantu anguage (cf Tswana 

), and a denta I reflex in another (cf. Venda), as shown next: 

Fig.App.7. Words for 'urine' in southern Bantu languages. 

gloss PB 

'urine' *-camba 

Venda 

-lamba 

Tswana 

mo-tlhapo 

Xhosa 

um-lhamo 

The pattern of the Bantu alternations rather strikingly mirrors the Khoesan alternations in 

Fig. App. 6, where lateral and dental clicks are seen to alternate. 

That the parallel is not accidental is suggested by the fact that a few further instances seem 

to bear it out as shown in the following examples. It \'lill also be seen that in the case of 

the Bantu-intrinsic members of each set, it is again in each case an original *c that has been 

postulated as the initial segment. 
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Fig. App.8. Words for 'branch' in Khoesan and Bantu languages. 6 

gloss Khoekhoe Jul'hoan !X65 

'branch' IInaUn-b [linau-b] lI'hau glkx'abu ('leafy'); n~u ('small') 

gloss 

'branch' 

PB 

*N-camb6 [?] 

(*candu) 

Yeyi 

englamu 

Zulu, Xhosa Venda Cewa 

-hlamvu !amvu tsamvu 

Note to Fig. App.8 The Venda word is perhaps semantically rather distant, really meaning 

'fruit (of the mu pmvu tree)'. 

Fig. App.9. Words for 'side, edge, tip' in Khoesan and Bantu languages. 

gloss 

'side, tip' 

gloss 

'side, tip' 

PB 

*N-ca 

Ju/'hoan 

gla'a 

Sotho 

ntlha 

!X65 

IIqhaa, IIqhaa (of spear') 

sa'a (of axe) 

Xhosa 

i-nlla 

It may perhaps be denied that these few examples can be used as grounds for a general 

proposal that an ancestral *c can be set up as an underlier for the alternating lateral alveolar 

and dental clicks of the Khoesan languages. No doubt it will be objected that the Yeyi 

word englamu is a borrowing from some or other Khoesan language (despite its obviously 

underlying Bantu identity); and perhaps it will be proposed - with the other words in mind 

- that these odd few instances of Bantu-intrinsic click words with counterparts in Khoesan 

should be ascribed to some singular form of diffusion. 

However, there is a small amount of additional evidence to support a proposal that *c is 

indeed a plausible remote underlier for some instances of both the lateral and dental clicks 

in Khoesan. Firstly, it was cautiously hypothesized above that click emergence in the case 
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of a palatal underlier might involve the type of stopping inherently associated with 

affricates (i.e. as the stopping mechanism necessary for the occlusion to occur). It is 

perhaps circumstantial evidence that the dental and lateral alveolar clicks are sometimes 

described as fricative clicks, in opposition to the two plosive clicks, namely the 

palatoalveolar and (post)alveolar. 

Secondly, if the complete underlying root for the Khoesan words for 'branch' somewhat 

resembled the reconstructed PB words, PB *N-cambo or *N-candu, this would make it 

possible to explain a fairly extensive range of other phenomena in addition to the dental ~ 

lateral alternations, as listed below:. 

* The realization of the lateral click with nasalization in the Khoekhoe Ilnal!n-b. 

* The voiced realization glkx'aou in !X65, given that the tendency for prenasalized 

segments to become voiced is not uncommon in some languages. 

* Noting also the ejective affricate accompaniment associated with the !X65 click in 

glkx'aou, it is ,vorth mentioning that in Tswana, the voiced palatal stop PB *j is realized by 

an ejective affricate when preceded b)-I a nasal. This affricate is [ts'1 when followed by 

reflexes of high vowels, and [t+'] when followed by other vowels. 

* The voiceless nasal airflow associated with delayed aspiration in the Jul'hoan realization 

lI'h(lL!. The explanation of the delayed aspiration itself will require some detailed 

discussion, which is reserved for a later section (APP.5). It may briefly be mentioned here 

that a language such as Tswana conveniently illustrates a case where the reflex of *c in a 

prenasalized environment is the aspirated lateral affricate [t+h].) 

* The underlying presence of an initial NC cluster would provide the factor that triggered 

dissimilator)' processes affecting either the first of the second NC cluster - leading in some 

languages (cf IInaill1-b) to loss of the oral stop at C 2: and in others (cf glkx'aou) to loss of 

the second nasal. Both processes are well-known versions of Meinhofs Rule, with the 

second being known as the Kwanyama Rule after the language in which Meinhof 

identified it. 
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A third reason not to reject the examples above as isolated and inexplicable cases of some 

vague process of early 'diffusion' is that at least one other series does not seem to have 

click counterparts in a Bantu language, so that the click-initial version may probably be 

regarded as intrinsic to Khoesan rather than the result of borrowing: 

Fig. App.l0. Words for 'squeeze' in Khoesan and Bantu languages. 

gloss 

'pinch, squeeze' 

gloss 

'pinch, squeese 

Khoekhoe 

IIkham 

PB 

KalKhoe 

Ix'am; 
ts'am 

Xhosa 

Jul'hoan !X65 

tsxam ts'kx'am 

Swati 

*-cama [Zone J]; 

*-kama 

-khama -khama 

On the basis of this evidence, then, it seems reasonable to suggest that *c should be set up 

as one of the original segments of 'ancestral Khoesan', and that some of the lateral and 

dental click reflexes should be mapped from it. In particular, it is probably this segment 

that underlies the patterns of Type 1.3 [ I ~ II] given in Main Table [VI]6. (The processes 

that might have led to the genesis of the click have already been sketched, and it is at least 

notable that the underliers of the equivalent words in PB all provide the back vowel 

environment which has been hypothesized as one of the necessary preconditions.) 

It is granted that the small solution sketched above is unlikely to account for all instances 

of either the lateral or dental clicks in Khoesan. Where the lateral click patterns with some 

of the other positional types, this may be a clue to the possibility that the underlying 

segment in these cases is something other than *c. (It is also possible, moreover, that *c 

itselt has other positional reflexes.) 

Even though just one segment has been proposed here by way of a 'trailblazer', it is hoped 

that the value and explanatory potential of setting up non-click underliers more generally 

has been shown. A complete set of such segments would not only permit a more 
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conservative proto-inventory than one filled with clicks, but would also be smaller and 

neater since the possibility has now been raised that the so-called' accompaniments' may 

also be explained in terms of derivations from a simple set of underliers. (This point is 

developed further in the final section below.) 

It is acknowledged that many of the finer points remain to be worked out - not least the 

other underliers In particular, the triggers in some cases are still elusive. For one thing, it 

is still not clear why so many of the Khoesan languages should have minimal pairs 

consisting of a conventional non-elick-initial word in addition to one or more seemingly 

related series with click-initials, where all of the necessary factors for click emergence to 

be triggered would seem to be present - and yet a click does not occur. (Words in the 

series for 'sprout, flower, germinate' provide a good example, but there are many others.) 

The likelihood is that latent (or former) morphology is inyolyed, and it remains part of the 

task for much more extensive future study7 to establish what this might be. For the 

present the ne:\..'1 step will be to try and account for some of the diverse click 

'accompaniments' . 

APP.5. Fm"ther considel"ation of some of the click characterizations. 

This section focuses on the kinds of click' acompaniments' associated with voiceless nasal 

airfio\v. amd the kinds of 'quirky' alternations kno~n to involve nasalization, aspiration 

and voicing. 

It was noted in the section above that the some of the click 'accompaniments' and even the 

patterns of alternation in which they occur may conceivably be explained by postulation 

(for at least some stems) of an initial NC cluster. It was also seen that the presence of such 

a cluster in the projected underlying word would offer a basis for satisfactory explanation 

of certain patterns involving stem medial segments (via the simplification ofNC clusters). 

It is therefore proposed that the idealized representation of the underlying stem pattern 

should be adjusted to permit the possibility also of an initial NC cluster: 

(N)C j V l(N)C2V2 

If the basic Khoesan stem is allowed to include an initial NC l cluster - where C l may 

equally be a click it becomes possible to offer an explanation for the phenomenon of 
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voiceless nasal airflow associated with the delayed aspirated and glottalized clicks - by 

considering analogous phenomena in certain Bantu languages. 

It is convenient for purposes of the discussion that voiceless nasals happen to be a familiar 

phenomenon in some of the southwestern Bantu languages, such as Ndonga and 

Kwanyama. These sounds are typically associated with the NC 1 clusters that arise at the 

boundary of Class 9 nouns where the stem-initials are voiceless stops. In the case of 

Ndonga, for example, Fivaz (2003) gives phonetic representations for such clusters as 

follows: 

Fig.App.ll. Showing the occurrence of voiceless nasals in NCI clusters in 

Ndonga, after Fivaz (2003). The voiceless stop is realized ""ith aspiration. 

(Note that 'w' indicates a labialized consonant.) 

mp > IVPh 

mpw > IVP~· 

nt > Q-f 

ntw > Q-thw 

nts > Q-tsh 

nk > Q-kh 

nkw > Q-k~ 

In the case of Kwanyama, as explained (2004: 14) by Halme: 

'it is not only the case that the nasals have been devoiced, as in Ndonga where there 

is a full series of voiceless prenasalized obstruents, but the obstruents themselves 

that caused the devoicing have disappeared altogether. ' 

The effects of this process in Kwanyama may be summarized as follows: 
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Fig.App.12. Showing the realizations in Kwanyarna ofNC clusters where C is a voiceless 

obstruent. 

mp 

nt 

nty 

nk 

> 

> 

> 

> 

J.l 

IJ 

Here there can be no question of any 'substrate influence', since these nasals represent 

merely a variation on the broad theme ofNC cluster simplification (cf. Schadeberg 2003) , 

which is a phenomenon widely found throughout Bantu languages, and which occurs in 

contexts created by intrinsic aspects of Bantu morphology. 

Similar patterns ofNC! simplification are standard for languages of the Ambo group, and 

indeed for languages of the Kunene-Kubango region as a whole. Typically the 

participating oral segment is a voiceless stop, and often the consequence is loss of this 

stop, with assimilation of the nasal to the 'place' of the elided segment. (It is not 

uncommon for the outcome of the nasal plus velar combination to be merely a glottal 

fricative.) In some languages, on the other hand, it is the nasal that may 'give way' rather 

than the oral segment, and indeed a fairly diverse range of other effects may be seen. A 

still further variety of effects may be seen where C! is a continuant rather than a stop. 

While the nasal involved is typically associated with the Cl. 9 prefix, there are nonetheless 

languages where other morphophonology - such as elements expressing bound anaphors of 

the 18t person - may trigger similar phenomena (cf. Baucom 1972). Some languages may 

simultaneously show diverse effects additionally involving NC2 - such as the Kwanyama 

type of dissimilation; while the possible permutations found in anyone language appear 

to be even further multiplied by the fact that many languages of the region also participate 

in the 'harmonizations' that occur following the presence of a nasal in the stern, leading to 

perseverative nasal realizations of the alveolar segment in verb suffixes of the type 

derivable from PB *-id- or *-ud. A spectacular demonstration of multiple complex 

nasalization effects is provided by Umbundu (Schadeberg 1987) . 

The following comparative array is made up of data from old forms ofHerero, Kwanyama 

and Ndonga, and illustrates only a few relatively simple outcomes of stem-initial 

combinations involving a nasal and a voiceless stop, i.e. NC!. Prefix-stem boundaries are 
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purposely not indicated, because it is one of the effects of such processes to blur the 

distinction between the phonetic material of the prefix, and stem-initial segments. 

Fig. App.13. Words illustrating outcomes of stem-initial NC clusters in old forms of 

Herero and Owambo. (All data from Brincker 189l.). 

gloss Herero Kwanyama Ndonga 
(bilabial) 
ostrich - orp6 orpph6 

impala - or¢la orpphala 

foot(sole), surface omb¥e oquisi orppha3i 

gnu otji-mburu orpuulu hgUl orpp U u 

(alveolar) 
person omu-ndu omu-Qu omu-Qfu 

cloth ovanga oQfanga 

front, tip oQulo oQfulo 

? (palatal) 
vulture sp. - oQua oQtsJtua 

scar oru-tja, oQIa oOQSha [pI] 
ondja 

(olu-sha) 
bee onjUitji oQiki onjushi 

(onjiki) 
(velar) 
hare sp. ongiiiju oQuiju oM:huiju 

sandal oru-kaku eeQaku [pI] oo~haku [pI] 

(olu-kaku) (olu-kaku) 
pangolin ongaka oQaka oM:haka 

guinea-fowl onganga oQanga oM:hanga 

dog (¥) ongaze-ua oQ.adi oM:hii-Qlu 

horse oQambe 

< oka-
kambe 

tick ongupa oQupa o~pa 

The Herero examples above incidentally illustrate cases where the effect of the 

prenasalization is to trigger voicing of the following segment. 
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A range of patterns involving the stem-initial NC cluster are seen in languages of the 

Luyana group. Lisimba notes (1985: 36) that the different behaviour of the voiceless stops 

in the nasal environment of the 9110 prefix is indeed one of the factors distinguishing 

Luvana from the Luvale varieties: 

'Generally, Luvale drops prefixal nasals except before voiced onsonants [hence 

*mpuka > puka 'bee', *mpoku > poko 'knife'], while Luyana, on the other hand, 

drops voiceless post-nasal consonants: *mpuka > muka 'bee', *muntu> munu 

'person'. However, synchronic evidence from [eastern Luyana varieties, Mbumi 

and Mbowe] suggests that the consonants concerned have perhaps been assimilated 

to the prefixal nasal rather than dropped, thus *mpoko > +mmoko > moko. ' 

On the acoustic impression created by the actual mechanics of such assimilations, it is 

intriguing to note Brincker's observations (1891: 2) on a late 19th century variety of 

Ndonga (in the context of comparative work on Kwanyama, Ndonga and Herero): 

'A sound peculiar to these dialects, represented here by the symbols m and n in 

combination with the superscript diacritic [tilde plus subscript cedilla], appears in 

Ndonga in place of the sharp sounds !f,R and}, which retain their sharp character 

when they have acquired a nasal, as fllf, rfip, iit in o-fl!!6no, o-rfipG3i, o-iitt{fo, omu-

iitu, etc. This sound is very difficult to imitate correctly - seeming as if one has 

slightly swallowed the sound in the upper nose, to produce a nasal sound that does 

not seem to belong in the slightest to this language that is otherwise so 

euphonious. ' 

The resulting sound struck Brincker as so unusual that he actually proposed it as the likely 

origin of some of the clicks in the Nguni languages 8 

Despite the characterization of such effects by Brincker as specifically south-western, at 

least mildly similar processes may be seen in other Bantu languages outside the Kunene

Kubango group. The examples below from Karanga (Marconnes 1931: 61-63) illustrate 

typical effects of such processes in languages of the Shona group: 
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Fig.App.14. Showing Karanga realizations of voiceless stops in NC clusters, after 

Marconnes (1931: 61-63). 

N+p: 'wind' mepo -peperera 'blow' PB *-pepo 

N + t: 'chisel' nemo -tema 'cut' PB *-tema 

'three' natu PB *-tatu 

N+k: 'chief hosi PB *-koci 
'male' hono mu-kono 'man' 
'brother' hama hu-kama 'relationship' -
'firewood' huni ru-kuni (sg.) PB *-kuni 

'female' hadzi mu-kadzi 'woman' PB *-kadi 
'guinea-fowl' hanga PB *-kanga 

The illustrations given above have shown the wide range of outcomes that may be 

associated with an initial NC cluster. Amongst other things, it ws noted above that the 

Herero examples (Fig. App. 13) show cases where the effect of the prenasalization is to 

trigger voicing of the following segment. This suggests a potential explanation, by 

analogy, for some of the apparent quirkiness of patterns involving nasalization, aspiration 

and voicing across the SAK spectrum - assuming that the underlying roots do indeed 

feature the possibility of an initial NC. 

As the Bantu examples have shown: in cases where one language neutralizes the contrast 

between voiced and voiceless segments in some environments, such as a nasal 

environment, the surface patterns of alternations seen cross-varietally may then give the 

impression of being irregular, because voiced segments of that language may seem to 

pattern at times with voiceless or prenasalized aspirated segments of other languages in 

some cases, yet with voiced segments at other times. It might be added, lastly, that in the 

case of a language such as Tswana, reflexes of the voiced PB stops are ejectives in a 

prenasalized environment. A chart setting out the reflexes of Tswana is provided in Fig. 

App.lS [overleaf].9 
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• 

App.15. The phonetic inventory of Tswana consonants, shown (in bold) as reflexes ofPB proto-segments (without inter-stage mappings). The 
-pretations are based partly on Creissels (1999), with conditions for uvu lar reflexes based on analysis in Tucker (1929) and the Dept. of African 
guages and Literature, University of Botswana (1999). Some additional information is from Cole (1975). The forward slash indicates an environment; 
curly brackets are used as shorthand for 'present-day outcome of the enclosed PB segment'. Ordinary parentheses indicate an optional element. 

[(f)-h] "t -+ [r] "c -+ [tih] *k -+ [x-h]lV[ +high] *k -+ [x]IV[-high, +back] 
N/[ph] N/[th] N/[tih] N/[kh-Ch]/{(*i), AU} N/[qh- kxh]IV[-high, +back] 

[s]/(*i, AU} [s]/{*i, AU} [s]lV[ +front] 

[f(W)]/{*I, *e; *u, *o} N/[tsh] I{*i, AU} [s]/{*i, "I, "ej AU} 
N/[tsh]/{ Ai, "I, *e; *a} 

N/[tsh]/(*i, AU} N/[tsh] I{*i, *1, *ej AU} 

N/[t,fh(W)]/(*I, *e; *u, *o} 

[b] *d -+ [d-I] *j -+ 0 *g -+ 0 *g -+ 0 

N/[p'] N/[t'] N/[ti'] N/[k' -c']/v[ +high] N/[q']1V [-high, +back] 

~)/[ts']/{*i, AU} (N)/[ts']/(*i, AU} (N)/[ts']/{*i, *1, *e; AU} 

[d3(w)]/{*I, *e; *u, *o} [d3]/{*I, *e; *u, ·o} 

N/[tf(w)/{*I, *e; *u, ·o} 

.... [m] *n -+ [n] *p -+ [P] *1) -+ [I)] 

[ p] I{*i, AU} [ p]/{*i, AU} [p]/{*i, AU} 

[P]/{*I, *e} 

[l)w]1 {AU, ·o} 

tes to Fig.App.15. i. The morpheme of the Class 5 prefix (7< PB *i-) may induce alveolar and palatal realizations similar to those triggered by following 
'ironments. ii. The symbol w indicates labialization. iii. The only regularly voiced plosive is [b]. ... follows p. 352 
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If the 'delayed aspirated' and 'glottalized' click characterizations associated with voiceless 

nasal airflow were to be treated as special types of the ordinary features [+aspirated} and 

[+ejected] associated with a prenasal environment, this would permit a simpler and better 

integrated model overall. Given its explanatory potential, it is suggested, then, that the 

underlying basic stem pattern for ancestral Khoesan should indeed be of the type sketched 

earlier as (N)CNl(N)C2V2. 

APP.6. Concluding remarks. 

While many aspects of the model sketched above will have seemed speculative, they have 

not been unmotivated, while an attempt has been made to show that the proposals have 

extensive explanatory power, as recapitulated below: 

The model of click genesis has offered to account for the emergence of at least some of the 

positional click types from conventional underlying segments within a desirably simple 

proto-inventory, as the result of a multifactorial event involving the rare intersection of a 

number of natural processes. The mechanisms which the model proposes additionally 

provide a natural explanation for the 'Back Vowel Constraint'. The sample non-click 

underlier proposed for the proto-inventory has been shown to allow an explanation for at 

least some of the alternation patterns involving different positional click types. 

The proposed basic stem pattern permitting an initial NC cluster has suggested a potential 

explanation for the emergence of some of the click' accompaniments', including the 

voiceless nasals and associated phenomena such as delayed aspiration and glottalization; 

The model has also offered an explanation for the 'quirkiness' of patterns involving 

aspirated and ejected clicks, which may be associated with nasalization, and may in 

addition pattern with voiced segments. Lastly, the proposed stem pattern permits an 

explanation for stem-medial alternations involving counterpart oral and nasal stops. 

The model is by no means complete, and there are many intricate puzzles that remain to be 

unravelled. For the present it is offered as the first approximation of a simple and natural 

solution that promises a fairly comprehensive explanation for phenomena observed across 

the spectrum of the southern African Khoesan languages. 10 
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NOTES. 

1. It appears to be a belief still firmly held by some archaeologists that there is 'linguistic' 

evidence to support the notion that speakers of Bantu languages only made their 

appearance in the southern part of Africa around two millennia ago. Huffman, for 

example, states with great certainty (2006) that: 

'Bantu-speaking people moved into East and southern Africa about 2000 years 

ago.' 

Certainly it was formerly a popular belief that evidence of a spreading 'iron age' 

technology could be linked to the movement of an early immigrant population of Bantu

speaking people. However, the notion that there are any terms reconstructible for Proto

Bantu that can be pinned to specific material signatures has now largely been dispelled by 

linguists (cf. discussion by Nurse and Philipson 2003). What is more, a few contemporary 

archaeologists (e.g. Robertson 2000) have themselves begun to revisit the rational 

alternati ve possibility of diffusion as the source of spreading technology, rather than literal 

immigration. 

It is worth recalling that part of the very impetus for the 19th century colonial romance of a 

late Bantu 'invasion' came in the first place from a blind assumption that there simply 

could not be any link between the supposedly primordial 'click languages' still spoken by a 

few remnant communities of 'Stone Age' people - and the languages spoken by members 

of the more advanced 'Iron Age' societies around them. One scholar of the period in fact 

ventured the contrary and bold opinion (Appleyard 1850: 17) that: 

'ifit were possible to divest these languages of their uncouth andjargonish sounds, 

which totally disqualify them from becoming successful media of instructive 

communication, and restore those for which they have been successively adopted, 

they would perhaps prove to be in closer alliance with some other African tongues, 

than is usually imagined.' 

Appleyard's pejorative tone is obviously unseemly, and plainly belongs to another era and 

another culture. But it is something of a pity that the greater possibilities implicit in his 

view do not seem to have been more widely entertained. 
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2. It seems possible that similar processes may have underpinned a sound-shift seen in the 

Rumanyo languages of the Caprivi region - Mbukushu and Gciriku - and to a minor degree 

in certain concordial morphemes of various south-western languages. The pattern involves 

the emergence of a voiced velar fricative [)(] (written 'gh') as the reflex ofPB *b when 

followed by a back vowel (most commonly u or 0, but occasionally also a). These reflexes 

are typically seen in the prefix ofCl. 14 « PB *bu- ) which appears in Mbukushu as [)(u] 

and Gciriku as [()()u], and in the concordial morphemes (i.e. dependent pronominal 

morphemes) for the plural Classes 2 [< PB *ba-] and 6 [< *PB ma-], which appear in both 

as [)(a]. The same shift is also seen in a few lexical items, e.g. ngugho 'kaross' « PB *-

gubo) in Mbukushu, and ndjugho 'house' « PB *-jubo) and ka-ghUvi 'spider' « PB *-

bubr) in Gciriku. [REFS]. 

3. Sources of the comparative data: Karanga: Louw (1915); Venda: Van Warmelo 

(1989); Tswana: Brown 1982); Swati: Rycroft (2008). 

4. Sources of data for the Bantu languages illustrated: Old Herero, Kwanyama, 

Ndonga: Brincker (1891); Mbukushu: Wynne (1980); Veyi: Baumbach (1997). 

5. These may be seen in Dorothea Bleek's vocabulary (1937) for IAuo. 

6. Sources of the data: Veyi: Legere (1998); Cewa: Zambesi Mission (n.d.) 

7. It is my hope that it will be possible in future for me to work with Africanists of an open 

mind, with whom I will perhaps be able to debate and develop some of these ideas. 

8. It has been tentatively suggested to me (in personal communication) by Roger Lass that 

Brincker may have been describing nasally exploded stops. (He adds that is is not possible 

to make any firm statement without having heard the actual sounds.) The particular dialect 

of Ndonga recorded by Brincker may no longer be extant. 

9. It has occasionally been suggested that certain aspects of the Sotho-Tswana phonetic 

inventories are perhaps attributable to the influence of a vaguely defined 'Khoesan 
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substrate' (e.g. Herbert 2000) However, it seems almost redundant to propose any such 

influence (hard to motivate, in any case) when every aspect of the modem Sotho-Tswana 

inventories - with the possible exception of the (post)alveolar clicks of Sotho - may be 

accounted for in terms of conventional mappings from a standard ancestral inventory. 

10. GUldemann and Stoneking (2008) offer a model of click emergence that proposes the 

recruitment of these sounds from the paralinguistic domain (where they may be used for 

interjective or affective purposes) initially into a marked register - e.g. for purposes of 

lexical disguise - from which they gradually 'spill over into the "normal language", 

eventually consolidating and gradually expanding both in the phoneme system and across 

the lexicon.' The trouble with this model is that it: (i) invokes an unusual process; (ii) 

lacks additional explanatory capacity; (iii) would seem to predict a greater randomness of 

click distributions than is actually seen in comparative data; and (iv) seems to imply that 

languages of this kind would gradually have managed to develop and 'add on' very much 

the same sets of characterizations that may arise by integral, systemic processes in other 

languages. 
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